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TIJTRODUC'I'ION. 

nrn attention to the objects which s1J.rround them - in 
quickness of perception - the,y are superior in general to 
the white ma.'11: plants, animals, stones and so on, are 
designated by their own names, the lmowledge of 'l'rhich may 
be saicL to be com..mon to all., n 

(Dieffenbach, 1843(Vol. 2): i 08) 

The depth of knowledge of the Maori of many aspects of his 

natural enviro:nment has now been Yrnll established. Through historical 

and archaeological records much is kno~m of their botanical expertise 

(Best, 1902 and ·J909; Colenso, 1868; Anderson, 1926)., their practical 

use of plants (for exawple, G-oulc1-ing, 197·1), ana_ their knowledge of 

b . ~ • .,_ ru .,_ 1909) o• ' , -1' • • 'lras, :i..nsecvs \Desv, , risn, ana o~ner marine organisms. However, 

relatively little of their knowledge and e::-...'})loitation of rocks is 

understooa., and the recorded vocabulary of rock names ( see Appena.ix 1) 

is slight by comparison with the zoological and botanical lists. 

Raymond Pirth maintained. that for the Maori: 11K..11.owledge is 

the essential prelim:L.'1.ary to effective use 11 (Firth, '1959: 58),. r:chat 

a.ictum is as important to the reconstruction of prehistory as it is to 

prehistoric exploitationo Ifot until archaeologists have greater knovr

ledge of the types of geological materials occurrir1g in archaeological 

sites can we begin to leax':n the intricacies of prehistoric use and 

perception. Becau.se of eth.11.ocentricity, the :gieans of perception of th'9 

environment of modern archaeologists and proto- ancL prehistoric New 

Z.ealanders must,necessarily be different. For that reason our k."low

ledge will always be imperfect., 

'l'he l.Iao:r.i relationship with the environmerit w-as very close, 

and frer1uently in m.y-th and ritual its components were personif'ied. Rocks, 

trees and mountains, for instance, were often people or could be trans

f'ormea_ into hlunan foxms.. The legena. of the discover.Y· of New Zealand by 

Poutini ancl Whaiapu (G-rey, -1961: 106-107) is an excellent example of the 

personification of important rock types., Although archaeology will be 

able to a_iscover little of the magico-religious feelings towards the 

geological environment it will coxi:tinue to contribute i:<1formatio11 on 

the economic and cognitive relationships between people ana. rocks. It 
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is there that the strength of archaeology lies: only by excavation is 

such information available. 

This thesis explores the use of the local and external 

geological envirornnents by small groups of people livi...'1.g on the east 

coast of Palliser Bay, in southern Wairara1Ja,. The :;.~ock ty2es recovered 

from the archaeological sites in t:u.s area were identified and atterr.fJtS 

made to lJinpoint their sources., The resulting information was usea. to 

suggest the nature of the exploitation and to extrapolate possible inter

group relationships through time. The implicit objective of the study 

was to demo11st1"'ate the breadth of ·!:;he knowledge of their geological 

surroundings possessea. by the Fall:i.ser Bay peoplee 
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CHAPI'ER 1. 

THE GEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT IN NEW ZEALAND PREHISTORY. 

Both the prehistoric Maori and the prehistorian alike have 

been particularly fortunate that New Zealand's geological makeup, 

the product of a continental origin, is such a complex and varied one. 

For the early craftsmen and toolmakers, the wide range of stone 

materials available provided a considerable choice within this medium, 

and in turn allowed scope for production of a great diversity of 

ornament and tool types. To the prehistorian it presents a unique 

opportunity for trying to determine the degree and kind of knowledge 

of the geological resources of this country acquired by the pre

historic Maori. The widespread distribution of such a range of rock 

types further allows some assessment of the responses and reactions 

of the earliest settlers to a diverse geological enviror.u:nent having 

been 'programmed' for many centuries to cope with volcanic and coral 

environments in the tropical areas of the Pacific. The special yet 

obvious characteristic of stone, its supreme durability, can preserve 

these kinds of inf'ormation almost indefinitely. 

It is perhaps just as well this is the case. The records 

left us by the early explorers, travellers and missionaries have few 

significant observations of the use and types of stone material 

employed by their subjects. There are reasons why such observations 

were scant among the otherwise copious records of most aspects of 

New Zealand life gathered by Cook and his colleagues, and those who 

followed. In the words of Hochstetter: 

"The discovery- and first exploration of' New Zealand by 
Captain Cook and his companions towards the close of the 
last century took place at a time when geology as a 
science had scarcely taken its first start. Rich in 
results as these earliest voyages were for zoology and 
botany, they yielded scarcely any thing noteworthy with 
regard to the geology and palaeontology. The scientific 
expeditions of the French, English and North Americans, 
that touched New Zealand after Cook, also found but little 
of geological interest on the coasts and the much frequent
ed harbours North and South. " 

(Hochstetter, 1867:~6) 
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In a period in which the New ZeaJ.and prehistorian makes frequent 

recourse to the ethnographic records, the scarcity of first-hand 

observations is frustrating. At the time of Cook's voyages the 

geological knowledge of the European was so embr,yonic we perhaps 

cannot object to the ambiguities and what seem now, gross in

accuracies of the few terms that he and his colleagues did use. 

It was a time in which the studies of things zoologica1 and 

botanical were flourishing as a result of the stimulus received 

f'rom Lir..naeus' s classif'ioator,y work on the plant and animal 

kingdoms. Evolutionar,y theory was quite unknown and therefore 

an awareness of even the palaeontological aspects of geology was 

an unnecessary requisite in the observations of Cook's scientific 

personel. 

Possibly because they were the ver,y first Europeans with 

access to a completely unrecorded ethnographic situation Cook and 

his team made o:nly general remarks in their journals about the 

stone implements of the Maori. Faced with an enormous wealth of 

detail to be described the task of doing it justice may well have 

been onerous. The following note by Cook is a typical example of 

the type of detail recorded on his expeditions, although rather 

:tuller than most. 

"The tools with which they work in building their 
Canoes houses &ca are adzes or axes some made of a 
hard black stone, and others of green Talk; they 
have chisels made of the same but these are more 
oommo:nly made of hum.an bones. In working small 
work and carving I believe they use mostly peices 
of Jasper breaking small peices from a large lump 
they have for that purpose. As soon as the small 
peiee is blunted they throw it a way and take 
another.n 

(Cook, 1955: 284-) 

The observations by Banks of stone implements made on the same voyage 

are the most complete and are in accordance with those of Cook. 

"As they have no metal among them these ( tools) 
are made of Stone of different kinds, their 
hatchets especialy of a.n.v hard stone they can 
get but cheifly of a kind of Green Talk which 
is ver,y hard and at the same time tough; with 
axes of this stone they cut so clean that it 
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would often puzzle a man to say if the wood they 
have shapd was or was not cut w.ith an Iron hat
chet. These axes they value above all their 
riches and would seldom part with them for any 
thing we could offer. But their nicer work 
which requires nicer edge tools they do with 
fragments of Jasper., whieh they break and use 
the edges of' it that are sharp like :flints till 
they are blunt, after which they are thrown away 
as useless, for it (is) impossible ever again to 
sharpen them; with these fragments of Jasper I 
suppose it was that at Tolaga they bord a hole 
through a peice of Glass that we had given to 
them, just large enough to admit a threat in 
order to convert it into an ornament. But what 
method they make use of' to cut and polish their 
weapons calld by them Rat.2.9 pa too, which are 
made of very hard stone., I must confess I am 
quite ignorant." 

(Banks., 1962(Vol.2):24-25) 

The remarks of Anderson on the tools he noticed in possession of the 

Queen Charlotte Sound residents are also valuable here. 

"Tlreir chief mechanical tool is made exactly 
after the manner of our adze.s., which as well as 
the chissel and goudge are of green serpent 
stone or jasper already mentioned., though some
times they are made of a black smooth and very 
solid stone••• Their substitute for a knife is 
a shell, a bit of flint or jasper, a..."ld as an 
augur to bore holes they fix a sharks tooth in 
the end of a small piece of wood." 

(Cook, 1967: 813) 

From these extracts it is apparent that each observer has quite a 

personal meaning for the word •jasper', which seems to be one of the 

few geological terms commonJ.y known at the time and may explain the 

reason for its indiscriminant and random application. It is less 

clear what Cook' s men had in mind when they use the term in the 

following contexts.. In the first, the reference is to the material 

from which patu are shaped.: they are ". • • generaly made of Bone 

( of Whales as they told us) or of caarse black Jasper very hard ... 11 

(Banks., 1962(Vol.2):27). Bayly noticed, " ... adzes made of a 

greenstone ••• " (McNab., 1914: 205)., and further adds that, "The Indians 

are fond of green stone they have among them which they call Poana.mo. 

It is a kind of Jasper'' (McNab, 1914-: 209)" 



Of' all the rook types observed., o:nl.y pouna.mu, which gained 

frequent attention., was spectacular enough to rouse the curiosi·cy of 

Cook•s group enough to enquire after a source. Cook records., 

"Thus it is that a trade for Poenammo·o or green talc 
is carried on throughout the whole Northern island, 
for they tell us there is none of this Stone but at 
a place which bears it [:i/ name, some where about 
the head of Queen Gharlottes Sound, and not above 
one or two days Journey at most from where we lay 
with the Ships••• As they all agree it is fished out 
of a large lake or collection of Waters, the most 
probable Conjectture is that it is brought from the 
Mountains and lodged there by the torrents. This 
water is called by them Tovy poenammoo that is the 
Water of green talc., and the land about it Poenamm.oo., 
which is all af the Sou·!;hern island of New Zealand. 
they know by that name,. 11 

(Cook, 1967:72-73) 

The account given by Forster demonstrates the confusion in his mind 

about the limits of the Maori term pounamu., but at the same time 

shows that a small degree of geological sophistication was present 

among Cook's scientists and that therein lay the beginning of 

European interest in the sources of the stone material exploited. 

by the Maori. 

"This stone is commonfy brought by the natives from 
the interior parts of Queen Charlotte•s Sound to the 
South West, in which direction they pointed. We 
asked for its native place, and they called it 
Poenammoo., from whence probably the abovementioned 
part of the country ob-!;ained the denomination of 
Tavai Poenamoo: but next to Motoo-aroo, on the little 
islet, where the natives f'ormerzy had one of their 
hippa's or strong holds, this stone is found in per
pendicular or somewhat oblique veins, of about two 
inches thickness, in the above-mentionea. strata of 
talceous greyish stone. The nephritic is seldom 
solid or in large pieces, :for the greatest fragments 
we saw, never exceeded twelve or fifteen inches in 
breadth, and about two inches in thickness .. " 

(Forster, 1778:18-19) 

A further extract from the reco:i."ds of Cook's voyages is ci"!ied here 

to show where the geological interest of the European lq during 

the early years of contact. The passage was written by Anderson. 

"Neither is there a:n:, mineral worth notice but a 
green jasper or serpent stone of which the natives 
make their tools and ornaments. This is not f~Llnd 
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in the sound and is esteem1d a precious article by 
these people, who have some superstitious notions 
about the method of its generation which we could 
not perfectly understand. It is plain however 
that wherever it may be found, which they say is 
in the channel of a large river far to the south• 
ward, it is dispos'd in the earth in thin layers 
or perhaps :in detach'd pieces like our Flints; 
for the edges of those pieces which have not been 
cut are cover'd with a whitish crust like these. 
A piece of this sort was purchas'd about eighteen 
inches long, a foot broad and near two inches thick 
which yet seems to be only the fragment of a 
larger piece." 

( Cook, 1967: 809) 

It is unclear how Cook and his men developed their over

riding interest in :eounamu. Possibly it lay simply in the aesthetic 

attractions of the stone, but it must also have been stimulated to 

a large degree by the attitude of the Maori. Occasions similar to 

this one remarked upon by Cook were experienced many times: 

"There green talk axes that are whole and good they 
set much value upon and never wold part with them 
for any thing we could offer. I offer'd one day 
for one, one of the best axes I had in the Ship 
besides a number of other things but nothing would 
induce the owner to part with it: from this I 
inf'er' d that good ones were scarce among them .. 11 

(Cook, 1955: 284-285) 

The observations of the French, made during the same period 

in which Cook's voyages were taking place, were very similar to the 

English, though perhaps slightly more general and less complete. 

Monneron, for example, noticed, that "they use a ver,y hard stone of 

a-slate colour, to work wood" (McNab, 1914: 285), and "they wear 

round their necks a kind of image made of stone, resembling a "jade" 

( ibid: 283). Roux restricted his comments on stone material to 

wood working artefacts. 

"They make their tools out of very hard stone which 
resembles marble, and which is very black and very 
hard. Of this they make their hatchets and adzes 
••• These stone tools cut fairly well. Their 
chisels are made out of a green stone similar to 
that upon which they engrave the figure of their 
divinity; it is extremely hard. One end. is made 
very sharp, and the stone is fastened into a wooden 
handle, it being fastened in such a way that it does 



not slip when it is used for striking anyth:uig. 
They use this stone for carv:uig and for doing 
any fine work." 

(McNab, 1914:397-399) 

Du Clesmeur•s only observations on the subject were adzes made 

of "touchstone" and "green stone" (McNab., 1914:4-77). 

The increase of European visits and contact from this 

time onward did not necessarily increase the number or calibre of 

records of stone material and its use in daily living. The 

dissemination of iron tools might be put forward as an argument 

explaining why this should be so. But it seems unlikely that 

large enough quantities of iron goods would be available to com

pletely displace eve1yday household cutting implements such as 

obsidian and chert (flint). Many travellers however, visited the 

same areas as those before them which meant they were meet:uig 

Maoris who had already been exposed to a certain amour1t of contact 

and whose ways were therefore changing rapidly. These areas 

were the Bay of Islands in particular and the east coast of the 

North Island. The frequency of visits to these places as well as 

the interests of the observers must be largely responsible for the 

repetitive nature of observations. The early missionaries and 

traders make only casual reference to stone materials. Comment 

such as the following., which describe the practice that women 

followed on the death of a husband or kinsmen or in greeting long 

absent relatives, is representative of this type. Marsden dis-

covered that it was a general custom for women"••• cut themselves 

in their faces., arms and breasts with sharp shells or f'lints ••• " 

(Elder, 1932:84-). Rutherford and his Maori travelling companions 

were received by a crowd who: 11 ••• began to cry aloud and cut 

their arms., faces,and other parts of their bodies with pieces of 

sharp flint, of which each of them carried a number tied with a 

string about his neck •••" (Craik, 1830: 114). However., Nicholas., 

who was a companion of Marsden on his first visit to New Zealand, 

was a notable exception. He put on record some of the most 

intimate glimpses of eve!'IJday living of the Maori which other 

pakehas were of'ten unable to observe because of the novelty of 

visits at this time and the consequent disruption of normal life. 
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Most Europeans• visits to any one group was short and 

the situation usually involved trading. Many of the articles 

recorded were therefore the spectacular ones such as weapons and 

'luxur,y' goods. Nicholas was fortunate therefore to be present 

at a number of mundane activities during his protracted stay in 

the Bay of Islands and Thrunes areas. At one time he was able to 

watch a man cutting his wife's hair and to experience the com

plexities of the operation. 

"This operation he performed with piece of sharp 
stone, called by mineralogists Obsidian, or vol
canic glass; cutting the fore part quite close, 
and leaving all the hair on the back of the head 
untouched. When he had completed his task, which 
took him some time from the nice precision he 
observed; he collected together all the hair he 
had cut off, and laying it up ver,y carefully, went 
to the outskirts of the tovr.a and threw it away. 
Upon asking him the reason of his doing this, he 
told me that the hair was tabooed, and could not 
be left in the town without provoking the anger of 
the Etua, who would in such case destroy the 
person from whose head it had been taken. I was 
going to take up one of the s·cones he had used, 
but he charged me not to touch it, telling me 
that this was also tabooed, and that the enraged 
deity of New Zealand would wreak his immed.iate 
vengeance upon my guilty head, if I presumed to 
la3 one finger on the sacred implement ... ,, I 
obtained from him without any difficulty one of 
the stones he had not used, against the tra.~sfer 
of which there was no prohibition." 

(Nicholas, 1817(Vol.2):176-177) 

Furthermore, Nicholas possessed more than an ordinary curiosity. He 

often was not comtent simply to observe what he saw, but would enquire 

of the reasons for and the origins and meani.'l'lg of behaviour and 

material things. He may also be described as a man with an uncommon 

geological curiosity for the time. He ,vas obviously interested. in 

the sources of raw stone material used by the northern Maoris. In 

d.iseussing some of the materials he saw used, he says: 

"The jade we had no opportunity of seeing in its 
natural state. I procured. one or two pieces of 
pumice-stone, which the :natives make use of in 
polishing their spears, halberts, and other war 
instl'U!ilents, as likewise obsidian or volcanic 
glass. But it does not appear that these sub
stances are produced in New Zealand; for though 
I made repeated inquiries among the natives as 
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to the existence of volcanoes in this counti'Y, I 
could not ascertain that any had ever been known 
here. Yet in a rude sketch of Eaheinomauwe or 
the Northern Island, which Korra-korra drew for 
me upon paper, he described between the East Cape 
and Queen Charlotte's Sound, a high island on the 
eastern side, which at intervals vomited forth 
fire and smoke, and from which place I should sup
pose the above volcanic substances were procured." 

(Nicholas, 1817(Vol.2): 251-252) 

On another occasion Nicholas learned not only of a source but of some 

of the criteria used to put a 'price' on items. 

"I met with some of the natives who had in their 
possession some of the blue pigment with which 
they paint their faces; and upon asking them 
where they found it, they told me they dug it up 
in the lands bordering on the Cowa-Cowa, which 
were fu.11 of it, though in the other parts of 
the island, scarcely any could be had. But they 
were obliged, they said, to dig to a great depth 
before they could get at it, and the labour re
quired upon the occasion, enhanced its value among 
them considerably." 

(ibid: 153) 

Nicholas also made a note of the materials of some of the 

stone items he purchased in New Zealand. Included were "some axes 

made of porphyry, and others of a dark coloured stone; but the most 

valuable ones were cut out from the jade, as were also a variety of 

small ornaments" (Nicholas, 1817(Vol .. 2):252). The stone ;patu he saw 

were either made of the "green jade" or "a dark coloured stone, 

susceptible of a high polish" (ibid,(Vol.1):134). Again, these 

goods are largely luxury trade items and not common utilitarian 

objects. 

After the departure of Nicholas pouna.mu continued to command 

an overriding attention from observers in New Zealand. The nomen

clature applied was still varied and unstandardised. Cruise, who 

was also stationed in the Bay of Islands { in 1820), recorded no other 

stone material but 'green tale' which he saw in the fo:rm of ~ and 

hei-tiki, and of course he noted the great value attached to them 

(Cruise, 19 57: 154 and 183). Four years later, writing o:f' the same 
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area, Lesson remarks on the occurrence of 'axinite jade' found only 

in the 'southern island' and that objects made of it 11
... are carried. 

to all other parts of the norlhern island" (Sharp, 1971: 81). This 

information may have been gathered from the Cook voyages. It also 

seems that the following statement on the use of obsidian is not 

likely to be the result of first hand observation. 

"Several recently extinct volcanoes have been reported 
i.71 the interior, and there are m.an.v pumices and 
obsidians (called~ by the natives); the most 
common axes are made from the latter." 

(Sharp, 1971:81) 

During the decade that followed, the Maori wa:, of lif'e 

underwent swift change, parlicularly in Northland. Eye-witness 

observations of many former activities and of the methods and imple

ments employed dwindle rapidly. The use of stone materials wa.s 

especially affected, and by the introduction of increasing amounts 

of iron tools the utility of stone in day-to...a..ay industry was 

severely curtailed. After a stay of almost seven years in Northland 

(1828-1834-), Yate's account of that time contains few references to 

stone implements. But he noticed one aspect of European influence; 

"Their cooking utensils are a few stones; and their 
working instruments a small stone axe, and a hatchet 
made of the same material; now, however, superseded, 
by the introduction of the more durable and useful 
tools of the Britisk." 

( Yate, 1970: 1 54-) 

Pouna.mu. is still present as hei-tiki and ~ ( ibid: 151-2 and 126) 

but adzes of the material are no longer used. 

The information gathered by Polack on his New Zealand travels 

between 1831 and 1837 are bereft of aey first-hand observations of 

stone utilisation. Much of his reporting is hearsay appearing under 

the g1:1ise of personal experience.. Some extracts, which seem to be of 

interest, are in fact aggregates of 'borrowed' passages from preceding 

travellers and cannot therefore be regarded as an accurate record of 

what was happening during Polack's presence. They are instead a 

scrambled. mixture of reports, often widely separated. in time and space. 

The major account he gives of the use of stone is as follows: 
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"The ancient materials for these invaluable tools 
were principally black and. dark grey granite called 
onewoa by the natives, or the poenamu a green talc, 
which are both hard and tough; also small pieces 
of red jaspar, which were chipped off small blocks, 
similar in size to green fl:L~ts. These latter 
tools were principally employed. in. finishing their 
best performances, and were thrO'ffll away when blunt
ed, from their inability to sharpen their points 
when become obtuse••••• Stone axes were regarded. 
beyond all price by their owners, and they were 
seldom disposed. of, being regarded as heirlooms 
from a remote ancestry, that the numerous casulties 
of fire occuring in the villages, could not consume. 
With native chisels they were enabled to cut glass 
and apply them to such work as was required.; pieces 
of obsidian or volcanic glass was also employed for 
this purpose." 

(Polack, 1838(Vol.2):24-25) 

In this case Polack has appropriated phrases and ideas from Cook 

(1955:284-), Banks (1962(Vo1.2):24-25) and Cruise (1957:151-i,. & 185). 

His misinterpretation of Bank's comments on glass working is part

icularly interesting. His disclosures on the sources of pounamu are 

no more original (Polack, 1838(Vol.1):343-345) and again appear to be 

a composite of extracts from Cook (1967:72-73) and Anderson (Cook, 

1967:809). 

By the time the missionary Servant had arrived at Hokianga 

in 1838 the use of stone implements in that area was so much a thing 

of the past that he noted: "The mere pounamou or club, is made of a 

kind of green crystallised highly polished marble; the natives used 

to use it to make axes in the old days" (Simmons, 1973: 17). On.J.Jr 

heirlooms lived on. The remote regions of the country however had 

been less affected. by contact. Angas was able to witness the pro

cessing of flax in the 'interior• of the North Island in the early 

1840s, where it was still "., •• beaten upon a flat stone with a pounder 

somewhat resembling a d.Iuggist's pestle but made of a species of 

gra.ni te" ( 184-7 ( Vol.1): 325). 

Nevertheless the use of kokowai remained very much in vogue, 

even in the north, possibly because of its practical function as a 

protection from sand.flies. Many travellers remar1A on this fact, 

.Angas in particular ( ibid: 327) • While making an ascent of Mt Egm.o:nt 
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in 1839 the naturalist Dieffenbach was stopped by his guides at a 

f'amous kokowai source on the north :f'lank. His description of' what 

he saw there, is the most illustrative record we have of the gather

ing and processing of this material. 

He adds, 

Our resting place ... which••• I calculated to be 
2,699 feet above the level of the sea - was the 
utmost limit of the excursions of the natives: at 
this spot they obtain the best sort of' kokowai i..~ 
the bed of the river, which was f'or some distance 
quite yellow from a solution in its waters of this 
ochreous substance, which glazed. the rocks w-lth a 
metallic coating. Immediately on our arrival our 
native companions set to worlc to make baskets of 
rushes and :flax-leaves, for the carriage of this 
mudcy ochre, which they dug out from swamps formed 
by the Waiwakaio at its banks. This substance 
was afterwards slowly dried at the fire, and, by 
further burning and preparing, a fine vermilion 
was obtained, which they carried home as an accept
able present to their families." 

(Dief'fenbach, 18li-3(Vol.2):159) 

"This ochre is formed in great quantities in lila!.\Y 
places of New Zealand, where water has become 
stagnant, and is constantly deposited either from 
the iron contained. in vegetables or from the ger
ruginous soil. I have often seen the natives 
forming weirs at stagnant creeks in order to obtain 
it. They use it for many purposes: when mixed 
with shar.k's oil, it fonns a durable paint for 
their houses, canoes, and burying-places; it is 
also universally in :request to rub into their 
faces and bodies." 

( ibid: 1 59-160) 

A similar account is given by Bidwill (18li-1:35) from the Waikato. 

In the 18li-0Is nephrite was also still being collected by 

some tribes. Heapli..y in 1 &i-6, was ver,y fortunate to come across a 

small settlement at Teremakau River mouth in which the major concern 

of its inhabitants was the working of' 'greenstone'. He found that: 

11The inmates of each house were busily engaged in 
making ~ 12oenamu and ear pendants of that mat
erial, for •trade' or presents to the northward. 
They saw the slab with a piece of mica slate, wet, 
and afterwards polish it with a fine sandy lime
stone which they obtain in the vicinity." 

(Taylor, 1959:237) 
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Some of the polishing material must also have come from 

the Grey River, as Brunner says: 

"In it is also found the stone used by the 
natives for rubbing down their poenamo; it 
is something like a Newcastle stone, though 
rather closer in the grain, and has a fine 
cutting quality. 11 

(Taylor, 1959:303) 

Heaphy' s description continues: 

uThe most difficult part of the work is to 
drill the hole for the thong in the handJ.e. 
For this sharp pieces of flint are obtained 
from the Pahutani cliff, forty miles to the 
north, and are set in the end of a split 
stick • • • When an indentation is once made 
in the poer,.amu the wor.k is then easy; as 
each flint becomes blunted it is replaced by 
another in the stick, until the work is done." 

( ibid.: 248-249) 

"The process does not appear so tedious as has 
been supposed; a month sufficing, apparently, 
for the completion of a ~ out of a rough 
but appropriately shapen slab. 11 

(ibid: 237) 

It is regretable, from an archaeological view point, that 

detailed accounts of the calibre of Heaphy's were not more prevalent 

in the earzy periods of ethnographic recording when scenes similar 

to the one above must have been common. The quality of recording 

in fact increased as the nineteenth century wore on, but of course 

direct ethnographic data became exceedingly rare. Even. the geologist 

Hochstetter was unable to find any noteworthy instances of use or 

exploitation of stone resources. He did however question the Maoris 

whenever possible about the names they applied to various geological 

materials and built up the first use:f'u1 list of these terms 

(Hochstetter, 1959:285-289). A list of these terms is contained in 

Appendix 1. 

Hochstetter of'ten expressed surprise at the detailed know

ledge the groups he met displayed of their own territozw.. "It is 

really astonishing to observe how minutely the Maoris know their 
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eountr.v, and how they have na.med not only each plant, bird, or insect, 

but also nearly every place" (Hochstetter, 1867:.340). Even fossils 

interested them: "To the Maoris of the neighbourhood those belemnites 

were well known; they told me, that their children gather the sharp 

stones to play with them .... " (ibid:327). This great familiarity 

and depth of experience of their environment also struck Dief'fenbaeh 

as remarkable (1843(Vol.1):108). Hochstetter and Dieffenbach were 

especially fit to judge, for they were both particularly able and 

observant naturalists. 

While significant observations like those just mentioned 

were being published, the mania for seeking information on 'greenatone• 

and its sources increased. Shortland added Lake Wakatipu to the 

source list (1851:35), Chapman wrote a very lengthy paper about it 

(1891), Best's monograph (1912) was largely concerned with the subject; 

while Robley (1915) and Beattie (1920) devoted entire books to it. 

Some useful and some suspect reminiscing on other types o~ stone mat-
erial also took place. Because the infomation Maning gives in his 

recollection of obsidian utilization is unusuaJ.ly illuminating he is 

worth quoting in full. 

"Flint and obsidian knives were alwa,'[s used by the 
Maoris at the same time that they had the well
polished tools and weapons of stone. The polished 
tools were used for canoe building, making paddles, 
spears, clubs, agricultural instruments., etc., and 
were exceedingly valuable. The obsidian splinters 
were not wort:h the trouble of making into a regular 
shape; the edge was as keen as a razor, but so 
brittle, that it could not be used for euttiri..g wood 
to any advantage. These knives were used f.or cut
ting flax., flesh, hair, and for surgical operations. 
The edge soon came off, when another chip would be 
split off the large lump of obsidian, which eve:ey 
family that could afford it would have lying by the 
house, or concealed somewhere near at hand. These 
blocks were usually brought from the Island of Tuhua 
by the Ngapuhi, when returning from southern expedi
tions, and were articles which fetched a considerable 
price in the way of barter. When I first ca.me to 
the colony, in many inland villages the obsidian 
knife was still much used; it was merely a sharp 
chip, but when split off art:istically, extremely 
sharp." 

(Maning, 1875:103) 
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The confident references to the cutting of moa flesh under
mine any reliability in the writings of Godber (MS.) and White ( 1875: 

80) on the utility of the various shades of obsidian. 

The 1870s mark a turning point in the investigations of 

Maori histor,y and prehistory, for it was during this period. that overt 

interest in the sources of stone material found in archaeological sites 

became apparent. It is appropriate at this juncture then, to pause 

and take stock of the ethnographic record, before tracing the history 

of interest in prehistoric stone materials any further. 

Exploration of the New Zealand ethnographic results in the 

presentation of a picture of the stone material assemblage employed by 

the Maori. There seems no great variety in types employed. Pounamu 

is very prominent and it appears this rock was the most common in the 

inventory. Obsidian and chert is occasionaJJ.y mentioned. Much of 

the material referred to as ver,y hard, black or grey •marble' or 

•jasper• (especiall.y by Cook and his party) is almost certain to have 

been metasomatised argillite or basalt, and the 'granite•, various 

types of greywaoke. This limited range of geological species implies 

that the Maori knowledge of their geological substrate was also re-

stricted. Modern archaeology, however, can demonstrate the falsity 

of the ethnographic representation and can indicate as weJJ. the 

comparative insensitivity and ignorance of the European in his re

lationship to the geological environment. 

We must have recourse to archaeology to discover something 

of the true sophistication of the prehistoric geological knowledge of 

the Maori. The traveller's record is of necessity a mere glimpse of 

these people's wide acquaintance with, and experience of, their geolog

ical surroundings. Archaeology on the other hand aJJ.ows a much more 

protracted view. Stone material within archaeological sites has 

accumulated over periods of time which are longer than the traveJJ.er's 

stay and therefore represent a range of activity. Sites of different 

function are like]Jr to reveal differing activities. A major concern 

of this thesis is the assessment of the geological experience of the 

prehistoric New Zealanders through the a..tia.lysis of an archaeological 

assemblage of stone material. The ambition of the work is to present 
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the kind of prolonged view through space and time denied to travellers 

and historians of traditi@n. Basic to the understanding of' this 

'geological knowledge' must be a sound knowledge too of the sources of 

the raw materials exploited. It is on this premise that the bulk of 

the following dissertation rests. 

Crystallization of European interest in the sources of stone 

of artefacts found in archaeological sites is indicated by the spec

ulations of Haast in 1871 • He suggested that implements made of a 

• greyish chert• found in the Little Rakaia encampment came from the 

Dun Mountain area of Nelson ( 1871: 96) • He thought that "a greyish 

greasy-looking peculiar flint rock "might be from the neighbourhood of 

Gebbie's Pass on Banks Peninsula" (ibid:83) and that "pieces of roughly 

chipped Palla, a green siliceous rock11 might haire been brought a dis

tance of fifty miles from where it occurs on.ly II on the northern side of 

the Gawler Downs, between the forks of the Hinds" (ibid: 85).. The 

stone from which implements in the II Otokai kitchen-middens" were made, 

was felt to have been obtained locally, 11 having been collected alol.'lg 

the beach", but ultimately "derived from Cragg' s Hill and the other 

basaltic cones in the neighbourhood" (Haast, 1879:151-152). By 1875 

evidence from a knowledge of sources was being used to argue that inter

communication occurred at an early date between the North c.nd South 

Islands. Travers, at that ti.me noted, "in the ovens on the coast, 

besides flakes and rough knives of chert and flint, are found flake 

knives of obsidian, a rock which only occurs in the Volcanic District 

of' the North Island11 (Travers, 1875: 69). He concludes ttthe pieces of 

obsidia.~ being of such frequent occurrence, we are obliged to assume 

that regular communication existed between both islands ••• " ( ibid: 62). 

Travers had more tha11 an ord:L~a:ry interest in prehistoric stone materials 

and used what knowledge he had of sources to suggest on several occasions 

travel over considerable distances. He remarks that a 11 horn.stone 

cleaver" found in central Otago "must have been brough:b from a vezy 

great distance" ( ibid: 68) and that 11 chert" ( probably orthoquartzite) 

found in coastal middens in Otago, is "the same chert which occurs in situ 

••• , 50 miles in the interior11 
( ibid: 68-9).. Also on the Otago coast, 

he adds 11:Mantell discovered a••• dish made of steatite:, a mineral occurr

ing in New Zealand on the ·west Coast" ( ibid: 69). 

This initial bu.Tst of interesJc in sources of archaeological 

stone materials was followed by a period of 30 years quiescence. 
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Concern was only re-awakened with the active recording of meta

somatised argillite quarries first by Skinner ( 1914) and later by 

Thompson ( 1918). Since then interest has been sporadic. The 

first systematic attempt to allocate stone artefacts to geological 

sources was made by Turner in 1935 and a further metasomatised 

argillite source was recorded by Duff in 1946. The first des

cription of an orthoquartzite source was published in 1960 by 

Griffiths, with further source records of the material being aa.ded 

by Trotter ( 1961) and Simmons & Wright ( 1967). The last :mentioned 

writers also initiated petrographic research into source localities 

of archaeological pieces. An excavation of a quarry site was 

undertaken by F. Leach (1969). A concern with the identification 

of rock types and quarry location has prompted Keyes to write a 

number of papers on the subject. In 1958 he added further meta

somatised argillite quarries to the existing list, in 1969 drif'ted 

limestone found on the Wellington shoreline was ascribed to a 

South Island origin and chert found in southern North Island sites 

was postulated to have come from Wairarapa east coast (Keyes, 1970). 
In a more recent paper he describes indurated greywaokes from 

sources located by Hooker (1971) in inland Tarana....~i (Keyes, 1971). 
The discovery of a quarry of andesitic basalt was :reported on the 

C oromandel Peninsula in 196 3 (Shaw, 196 3) and by 1964. Green had 

:f'u.lly embarked on his on-going research of archaeological obsidia.YJ., 

much of which involved the recording of' sources, and more recently 

the instrumental characterization of seven obsidian sou.roes (Green, 

Brookes and Reeves, 1967). The work initiated by Green induced 

Ward to undertake a large scale characterization study incorporating 

as many of the known sources as possible (Ward, 1972). Further 

recent source research has been in the nature of a preliminaey 

investigation of methods for distinguishing two chert sources 

(K. Walls, 1971) and a comprehensive survey of metasomatised argillite 

quarries of the Nelson "Mineral Belt" (J. Walls, 1971;.). 

Most archaeologists are generally aware of the value of 

knowing the locations of their archaeological stone material.sand. 

some have made positive attempts to have their arl:iefaots identified 

and 'sourced' • The f'orer.inners in the field of analysis were 

Coombs (1957) and Lockerbie (1955, 1959) who examined the geological 

types occurring in some Murihiku sites and suggested possible sources 
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for them. This practice was not customary however, until recent

ly and only in the last decade has it become a conventional part 

of site reporting. 

A particular].Jr successful and useful analysis of lithio 

.materials from a.~ excavation to result from the new practice has 

been the work carried out on the Heaphy River assemblage (Wilkes 

& Scarlett, 1967). More than 5000 pieces were sorted into a 

variety of •geologic' categories using ha.~d-speci.men criteria. 

More sophisticated techniques were not attempted. The numerical 

relationships were figured and several possible sources suggested. 

No further inferences were drawn., In spite of its unambiti0us 

nature the study indicated the amount of interesting information 

to be gained from large collections of archaeological stone mat

erial using only the simplest methods. 

Other archaeologists have frequently listed the geolog

ical types occurring within their assemblages, basing identification 

on hard specimen appearance. Trotter, for example listed rock 

types used at Katiki Point and quantified their presence as per

centages of the total assemblage (Trotter 1967: 240-245). No 

sources were suggested however, and further inferences were not 

attempted., He also re-wor.ked material from the Rakaia River site., 

listing the geological types as an appendix and conjectured briefJ.s,

on a few possible sources (Trotter, 19729-t From an archaic site 

at Tahunanui, Nelson., Millar had nine geological components of the 

stone assemblage identified in the hand specimen in an analysis 

similar to that of Wilkes and Scarlett ( 1967). He postulated 

sources for several of these and used the evidence of 1metamorphosed 

argillite• frequencies from particular source groups to propose 

changes in exploitation through time (Millar, 1971:163-172). He 

even went as far as speculating that, petrological studies in the 

future may well provide the answers to questions concerning the 

sources, utilization and distribution of metamorphosed argillite 

from sites such as Tahunanui" (ibid:172). More recentzy, in a 

report on the Motutapu excavations, Davidson ( 1972) has included in 

her analysis of the artifacts information about locali-ties or the 

stone materials used and the results of a source determination stuay 
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on a sample of obsidian items. The source identifications 

carried out by Reeves (presumably using emission spectroscopy 

q.v. Green et al, 1967) disclosed the exploitation of four 

sources: Huruiki (in Northland), Great Barrier, Mayor Island 

and Whitianga. Using these results along with the source 

locality evidence of the other artifacts Davidson was able to 

draw a number of interesting conclusions. The anomalous 

absence of local greywackes and cherts in one site was :inter

preted as possible evidence for "the arrival of another group 

of people on the island" (Davidson, 1972:4)., The obsidian data 

demonstrated. apparent changes in source utilization through the 

Motutapu sequence and contributed to the knowledge of successive 

discoveries and exploitation periods of obsidian sources. It 

also added to the "very limited knowledge of the cultural re

lationships of the Auckland Archaic" ( ibid: 7 & 11-13) • It 

was furl;her suggested that the failure of a visual inspection to 

distinguish between grey obsidians from the Huruiki, Great Barrier, 

and Whitianga sources indicated that future reliance must be on 

more sophisticated methods of analysis of this colour. But on 

the other hand, the continued identification of green obsidian 

as Mayor Island material.; from handspecimen properties was 

thought reasonable ( ibid: 7) • 

Although interest in the sources of New Zealand's 

archaeological stone materials appears to have been sporadic, it 

nevertheless has early roots in the archaeological tradition which 

are deep and strong despite the apparent neglect of the subject in 

many recent excavation reports. The value of increas1;1.g our 

knowledge of raw material sources of the Maori is obvious to the 

prehistorian and has been understood at various levels even before 

archaeology- became a recognised discipline.. The theory of sourc

ing then, is far from new. Rather, it is the technology with 

which information is gained that has been responsible for the 

current rapid acceleration of data gathering and processing. Im
proved conditions for carr,ying out excavati~ns and the increasing 

availability of sophisticated machinery for assemblage analysis 

are the result of recognition that archaeological questions are 

often only capable of scientific solution. Enquiries directed 

towards an expansion of the knowledge of geological sources fit 

this category. 
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Between 1969 and. 1972, members of the Anthropology 

Department of Otago University undertook an archaeological pro

ject unique in New Zealand. It was a large programme centred 

on a portion of the coast of southeast Palliser Bay. Excavation 

within the circumscribed study area was both intensive and 

extensive and covered a wide variety of site types of differing 

ages. These sites collectively represent a time span of at 

least 700 years, ranging from about 1100 AD to 1800 AD. The 

amounts of stone material excavated were substantial, and were 

found in most of the functional units excavated. Such a com

prehensive project as the Wairarapa undertaking offered ideal 

circumstances for the stud;y- of raw material exploitation. 

This thesis sets out to trace the original sources of 

all geological types in the Wairarapa assemblages. The success 

of small studies like those of Millar (1971) and Wilkes & Scarlett 

(1967), using unsophisticated methodology, provided clues to the 

kind of exciting information a more ambitious programme might 

unveil. Sourced data provides a framework to which problems may 

be posed: the answers to such questions as the definition of 

inter-group relationships, the nature and. direction of economic 

exchange and the degree of geological knowledge may be sought& 

A current trend in archaeological analysis is the 

application of behavioural and ecological models to data. In

corporated in the present research was the implicit, rather than 

explicit, use of ecological concepts as a way of gaining insight 

into the behaviour of the Palliser Bay Maori., By these means it 

sought to explore the influence of one ecological variable: the 

geological environment. Its bearing on the economic and cultural 

life of a circumscribed region is used to suggest general implica

tions for the rest of prehistoric New Zealand. 
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CHAPTER. 2. 

RESEARCH PROCEDURE. 

The archaeological programme undertaken in the Wairarapa 

was initiated and directed by B.F. and H.M. Leach of the University 

of Otago, Dunedin. The field work was carried out over a period 

of three years; f'rom Au.gust 1969 to August 1972. The help of many 

specialists was enlisted and the research programme was gradually 

enlarged to include the wo:rk of five M.A. students. A location map 

is given in Figure 1 • 

Timetable of excavations. 

The research commenced in August 1969 with a site survey 

of the Lower'Wairarapa valley and the south east coast of Palliser 

Bay, resulting in the choice of focussing on the Palliser Bay coast 

for future work. Helen Leach undertook an investigation of the 

stone wall systems which are prominent and special features of the 

archaeological landscape there, while Foss Leach circumscribed the 

Washpool (Ma.kotukutuku) River valley as his research area with an 

initial view of the establishment of conjunction between sites in 

this valley system. Archival research into Wairarapa protohistor,y 

was initiated by Gaela Mair (Mair, 1972). In the summer of 1969-70 

excavation of a small midden in the foredunes at the Washpool River 

mouth was carried out and completed. 

called the Washpool 1beach camp' site. 

This site was subsequently 

Work at the major occupation 

and burial area a few metres away ( the Washpool 'midden site•) also 

began during this period. At the same time an excavation of' an area 

of stone walls and single boulder alignments formed enclosures was 

begun. This excavation is known as the Washpool wall site. 

During August of 1970 the Washpool wall site was completed, 

burials uncovered in the Washpool 'midden' were lifted and excavation 

at the site terminated. New areas in the Washpool were opened ad

jacent to the wall site. A circular raised-rim pit, very close to a 

terrace above the north bank of the river was partially excavated. 
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The terrace was dug completely and later became known as the Washpool 

garden terrace., A burial site in the north bank of the Kawakawa 

River was excavated in a salvage operation. 

The field season of the 1970-71 summer was an intensive 

period of excavation. During this time the major part of the wall 

system investigation took place. This included small excavations at 

the north side o:r the Pararaki River mouth: a..'rl area of a wall in

corporating midden and a beach ridge wall. Further sections were 

out through walls at south Paral."aki, Kawakawa pa, Waiwhero, Te 

Humenga, the 'Great Wall' of Whatarangi and Black Rocks. Investig

ation of the inland sites of the Washpool Valley proceeded with 

extensive excavation being carried out on the Washpool Terrace Site 

( the 'Cricket Pitch'), designated M2, the Washpool House Terrace (Ml:-), 

and the 1Titoki Pit• (M5), the last being a pit with a raised rim. 

It was during this period that the cleft burials near the 'Fort Site• 

(M4) were discovered and recovered. 

l\fay 1971 saw :further excavations in the Washpool valley. 

The :M2 terrace site was finally abandoned through lack of any cult

ural evidence. The work on the 'Titoki Pit' was completed and a 

mound at the Ml1- garden area was thoroughly investigated. A short 

expedition to the White Rock-Tora coast was mounted to attempt the 

location of chert sources and possible quarries. A study of 

private a..~d museum collections and of the skeletal evidence was 

begun (Sutton, 1975). 

M.A. students directed the programme for the summer season 

of 1971•72 with a concentration on two new areas.. Nigel Prickett 

carried out an excavation of a large house in the Moikau valley 

(Prickett, 1974), while Atholl Anderson undertook a series of excava

tions on smaller midden sites at Black Rooks (Anderson, 1973). Work 

on these sites was interspersed with salvage operations at the 

Pararaki River bridge approach when two hearths and a quantity of 

cultural material was unearthed by heavy machinery. Short surveys 

of the stone materials found in the local rivers and beaches were 

:made and a survey up the Pararald River was carried out in search of 

camptonite dykes. 



The final season of the programme was August of 1972. 

During this period additional sampling of the Washpool 'Fort site• 

took place, while a flat area immediately adjoining the Moikau 

House was opened up and excavated. The latter site proved to have 

a concentration of haangi pits, it was therefore named the Moikau 

cooking area. 

Throughout the programme stone material discovered in 

the course of mapping operations, site surveying and salvage work 

was collected and carefully recorded. 

Table 1 lists the sites excavated and shows their :functions. 

Site tyEes and stone material. 

One result of this archaeological work concentrated in a 

comparatively confined geographic area was the exploration of a wide 

range of functional site types. These include general habitation 

areas, house sites, specialised cooking areas, defended areas, 

middens, storage pits, stone wall systems, specialised horticultural 

sites a..Tld burial places ( see Table 1). They are contained within 

an area ranging from the Moikau valley in the north, along the coast 

south to Black Rocks (see Figure 2). Details of the sites and 

their past and present environments should be sought in other works 

(Anderson, 1973; Prickett, 1974; B.F. Leach, n.d.; H.M. Leach, n.a.). 

Not all of the excavated sites bore stone material. 

Quantity and variety was generally related. to site func·tion rather 

than the size of the excavation. Midden sites and generalised 

habitation areas were most prolific, but no rules could be applied to 

the houses, one of which contained large a.mounts of fla.~e debris 

while the other showed very little by comparison. Stone wall systems 

varied with one yielding a surprising collection of stone material 

from within its confines. Those walls incorporating midden al1 held 

some stone material but other walls produced almost nothing. 

vexy small amounts ca.me from the storage pits, the defended area and 

the specialised horticultural sites. Burial sites were variable. 



SITE -
Washpool River valle.y: 

'Beach Camp' Site (M1) 

'Midden' Site (M1) 

Wall Site (M1) 

FUNCTION 

(generalised habitation area 
(midde11 site 

(generalised habitation area 
(specialised cooking area 
(bu.rial site 
(midden site 

stone wall system 

Circular Raised-rim Pit (M1) storage pit 

Garden Terrace (M1) specialised horticultural site 

'Cricket Pitch' Site (M2)+ 

Cleft Burial (M3) 
1Fort1 Site (M3) 

House Terrace (M,4.) 

Mound Site (M.4-) + 

'Titoki Pit' Site (M5) 

Pararaki River mouth: 

:Midden Wall 

Beach Ridge Wall+ 

Pa:rarak:i South Walls and 
+ Pathways 

House Site 

Kawakawa River mouth: 

Burial Site 

Kawakawa pa walls+ 

Whatara..:mi, 'Great Wall'+ 
+ Te Humep.ga walls 

Waiwhero walls+ 

Black Rocks: 

Walls+ 

'Small Midden' (BR1) 

'Pond Midden' (BR2) 

'Black Midden' (BR3) 
1 Crescent Midden' (BBJ+.) 

Moikau: 

House Site 

Cooking Area 

specialised horticultural site 

burial site 

defended site 

house site 

specialised horticultural site 

storage pit 

(midden site 
(stone wall system 

stone wall system 

stone wall system 

house site 

burial site 

stone wall system 

stone wall system 

stone wall system 

stone wall system 

stone wall system 

midden site 

midden site 

midden site 

midden site 

house site 

specialised cooking area 

+ .. indicates sites with no stone material 

N.Z.A,A, 
REFERENCE 

N168/21 

N168/22 

N168/20 

N168/2,4. 

N168/2,4. 

N168/26 

N168/27 

N168/27 

N168/29 

N168/29 

N168/31 

N168/41 

N168/53 

N1G8/49 

Ni68/15&16 

N168/40 

N168/69 

N168/76 

N168/77 

N168/77 

N168/77 

N168/77 

TABLE 1. Sites excavated i."l the course of the Palliser Bay Programme. 
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In all, sixteen excavated sites and fourteen salvage and 

and surface collections have provided the stone material which is the 

subject of this work. Table 1 lists the excavated sites; the 

surface and salvage collections are listed below in Table 2. 

1 • Whangamoana • midden mounds• 

2. Moikau surface collection 

3. The • great wa.11 1 of Whatarangi 

4. Washpool 'midden site• and surrounds 

5. Pararaki north - hearth 1 + 

6. Pararaki north - hearth 2+ 

7. Parara.lei north beach front 

8. Pararaki north 'L-shaped house' 

9. Pararaki north bridge approach 

10. Pararaki south deflated sand dunes 

11., Kawakawa burials+ and surface collection 

12. Waiwhero 

13. Black Rocks 

TABLE 2. Surface collections and salvage. Salvage collections marked ... +. 

Method: initial collection and work preparato;:,y to analysis. 

Excavation was carried out by natural layers. These were 

removed by trowel into buckets. Bucket contents were all sieved through 

mesh size ifth inch at all sites and through 1/16th inch sieves at sites 

deposited in sand, for example the Washpool 'Beach Camp• Site, the 

Washpool 'Midden•, the Parara.lei North Midden Wall and at the Black Rocks 

Middens. The sieved material was then bagged. Many samples from the 

various sites were taken unmodified :from .i!t ~ deposits, :for example 

fireplace :fill, midden pit fill, po.st hole :fill and midden content .. 

Prelim.inaey sorting took place in the laboratory., Items were 

separated into categories o:f shelJ., bone, stone material and others. 

At this stage most of the stone material, apart from the spectacular and 

immediately interesting items, was still caked. with soil and. required. 

cleaning. Hand cleaning proved unwieldy, difficult to undertake with 

the number o:f extremely small pieces to be coped with, destructive of 

adhering pigments a.~d possibly wear patterns and altogether impactical 



when faced with a quantity amounting to thousands. A steam clea.."ler 

was therefore used. It was speedy and efficient and inflicted a 

mini.mum of damage. After a period of deying the material was re

bagged in plastic. The next step involved re-sorting the materia1 

from each site into various lithological categories and preliminary 

geological identification from hand specimens was made. Again re

bagging was required with each stone type being separately' bagged, 

with a view to facilitating relocation. Each piece was then cou..~ted 

and recorded on index cards. Every index card represented a one 

metre square of ane layer of a site: that is, each piece of stone 

was usually recorded according to its square number, layer number and 

site. The details recorded for each piece included its geological 

type, colour where relevant, dimensions, the type of ed.ge damage 

apparent to the naked eye (if a flake, drill point or adze), tool 

type, and aDlf other particulars notable or diagnostic in hand speci

men. This form of recording provided a useful filing system and an 

easi]Jr used and quick reference basis requiring the minimum of re

shuffling through bags to get at information. It was also an 

inventory of some usef\11 presence-absence factors. 

The total count of all pieces handled and recorded was 

aJ.most 15,000, with about 14-,000 from excavated sites and about 950 

from the surface and salvage collections. 

Geological t.ypes. 

Preliminary identification of the rocks and minerals i:n the 

Palliser Bay assemblage resulted in the recognition of about twenty

eight broad categories. Table 3 shows these types and the percentages 

and numbers in which they were present. 

A number of the types recognised are placed into groups with 

'broad spect?Um1 terms and may include several varieties or colours. 

Some terms are ilJ.-defined, with the geological literature presenting 

a multiplicity of definitions, or they are subject to changes of fashion. 

Chert provides an excellent example. This term has not frequent]$ 

been used in the archaeological literature in spite of the considerable 

favour it receives from geologists. It is now becoming more acceptable 

to incorporate within the name varieties such as flint and chalcedoey, 
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GEOLOGIC TYPE 

1. Chert ( and Sinter ? ) 

2. Obsidian 

3. Soda-metasomatised argillite 

4. Greywacke 

5. Sandstone 

6. Limestone 

7. Schist ( a..Tld Phylli te) 

8. Schistose greywacke 

9. Pumice 

1 o. Argillite 

11 .. Slaty argillite/slate 

12 .. Volcanic argillite 

13. Spilitic lava. 

14. Nephrite 

15. Bowenite 

16. Serpentine 

17. Talc 

18. Calcite 

19. Haematite 

20. Orthoquartzite 

21. Concretions 

22. Camptonite 

23. Quartz 

24-. Fossil bivalves 

25. Calcareous clay ( ?) 

26 .. Jasper 

27 .. Br,yozoa 

28. Fossil faecal cast 

PERCENTAGE 

36.<:4 

29.19 

14.98 

13.97 

1.13 

1.47 

0.27 

0.30 

o.89 

0.59 

0.15 

0.16 

0.,15 

0.04 

o.006 

0.08 

0.006 

0.05 

0.21 

0.03 

0.05 

0.02 

0.01 

0.03 

0.02 

0.006 

0.01 

0.006 

TOT.AL NUMBER 
OF PIECES 

5296 

4289 

2202 

2053 

167 

217 

40 

45 

132 

88 

23 

24 

23 

7 

1 

12 

1 

8 

32 

5 

8 

4 

2 

5 

3 

1 

2 

1 

TABLE 3. Mineralogical and geological types in the PaJJ.iser Bay Assemblage. 



but because of' the wide use of the term 'flint' :i.Jl Old World 

archaeology the change has been slow. A considerable variety 

of flinty and chalcedonic pieces were present in the Wairarapa 

assemblage and have been included under the term chert for the 

purposes of general discussion. Where relevant they are refex

red to by their more speci:f'ic terms. Greywacke is another 

general name languishing through fashion change and one which 

geologists are currently trying to phase out in favour of more 

descriptive labels such as 'greywacke sandstone• or 'greywacke

siltstone•. For simplicity of discussion and because • greywacke' 

has such strong roots in archaeological and general literature 

the term has been reluctantly retained in this work. Obsidian 

includes a colour range from the greens to grey and reds, with 

various quality grades and vesicular and spherulitic material. 

The term •schist• incorporates as well phyllites and possibJ.sr 

some veey- micaceous sandstone. The te:rminologies and the reasons 

for the use are discussed more fully in Chapter 3 and those terms 

not explained in the text are defined in Appendix 1. 

Identi:f'ication was achieved by hand specimen allocation 

from known physica1 characteristics. In most instances identifi

cation was straightforward, but in cases where it was not, specialist 

help was . called upon. Difficulty was often met when uncertainty 

over recognition involved pieces which were artefactual or rare and 

could not therefore be subjected to the destructive means of ident

ification ( for example thin sectioning) which would have been 

necessary for greater accuracy. Other less destructive techniques, 

mainly chemical, were applied where such criteria warranted it. 

Palaeontological specimens were referred to a palaeontologist for 

correct speciation. The Br,yozoa, although not strictly geological, 

were included in the stone material catego:ey- because the water-rolled 

calcereous colonial 'skeleton• bears superficial resemblance to 

pumice and was sorted as such at an initial stage., 

The delimitation of sources of stone material from which 

the archaeological samples may have been derived, proceeded on a 

number of different levels. Many sources were visited in the field 

and first hand knowledge and samples from~~ deposits obtained. 

Other sources however were either inaccessible or too widespread or 
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it was simp:J.sr not practicable to visit them. Other techniques of 

location included the use of petrographic criteria, research of the 

geological literature and the help of people with specialised know

ledge. Before processing of the archaeological assemblage in the 

laborator,y- short surveys of the local geologic environs were carried 

out. Investigations were made of lithologies occurring i.11 detrital 

stream and. river gravels, particularly in the Moikau Stream, the 

Putangirua and What;arangi streams and the Makotulmtu."L::u and Parara..'lci 

Rivers. A special expedition surveyed a long stretch of the 

Parara..~i in order to locate the a.ykes responsible for producing the 

quantities of camptonite so evident in the gravels of the river bed. 

During the course of the programme much knowleB.ge was also gained in 

the process of site surveying, mapping and excavation. The outcome 

of this work after three years was a confirmation and expansion of 

the published descriptions of Kingma ( 1967) and Bates ( 1967). As a 

consequence, any stone material occurring in archaeological contexts 

that does not have a counterpart evident i.~ the local geological facies 

was designated an import., In a number of instances the allocation to 

a local or imported category is not a clear cut operation. Local 

material such as greywacke, sandstone and argillite, with a New Zealand

wide distribution, needed checking with the same ma:l:;srlals from places 

in close proximity to south-east Palliser Bay.. Ver"y- often distinctions 

between local and outside sources are impossible to detect, even when 

petrographic criteria are employed., In these cases it was justifiable 

to tentatively label samples as local until such time as new charac·ter

isation techniques are devised. 

The allocation procedure for imported materials was accom

plished by a combination of processes. Delimitation of chert sources 

involved researchi.~g the geological literature for mapped deposits in 

the first lllstance, fo11owed by the archaeological and other references 

for u11.ma.pped localities.. A field survey was then made of the source 

area in closest proximity to the Palliser Bay sites - the Vf.hile Rock

Tora coast. During this visit systematic sampling of the geological 

deposits took place and the nature of the source was determined. 

Comparative material was also collected by the author duri.TJ.g trips to 

other districts, from Wairau Bar (not Jd1, ,ill.!.} deposits), various 

localities on the Kaikoura Coast and Gisbor-..ae.. Other people contrib

uted samples from Whangarei, Auckland, Gisborne, the Kaiwhata River 
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(Wairarapa east coast), the Ure and Clarence Rivers (Marlborough), 

Pahutane, Moeraki, Southland and the Chatham Islands.. In 1971 a 

pilot study was made of' possible analytical techniques which might 

be usefully employed. in characterising the chert sources contribut

ing to the Palliser Bay sites. The methods explored. were trace 

element determinations using X-ray Fluorescence spectrography and 

thin sectioning (Walls, 1971 ) • Further discussion of the metho

dology and results of this work can be found in Chapter Three. 

Research into the characterisation of obsidians is at a 

more advanced stage than source studies of any other New Zealand 

archaeological material. The application of objective techniques 

to obsidian identification was pioneered by Green (1962,196li.; 

Green J;] ~, 1967) and research in this area is an on-going process., 

The fullest, most successful and most recent characterisation study 

yet completed is by Ward (1972). His investigation of a number of 

f'acets of the sourcing procedure included an attempt at identifica

tion of potential sources of artefact obsidian through the geological 

literature and in the field, instrumental methods of analysis, and 

statistical procedures for making adequate differentiation amongst 

the several sources on the basis of the available characterisation 

data. The major analytic technique used to distinguish obsidian 

sources was based on trace element constituents determined by X-ray 

Fluorescence Spectrography. A small sample of arcliaeological 

obsidians from the Vfashpool Midden Site was analysea. by Ward and 

sources successfully allocated.. A further large sample ~J:"Om most of 

the excavated Palliser Bay sites has been processed, again using 

Ward's technique, and has yielded some exciting results. The 

methods and results are given fuller discussion in the following 

chapter. 

Definition of the geographic sources of soda-metasomatised. 

argillites was greatly facilitated by the extensive field exploration 

accomplished :i.11 t.l1.e Nelson area by Mr J. Eyles and J. iii/alls. The 

author has visited and collected samples from a number of the Nelson 

sources, and in the course of a site survey most of the known quarries 

on D'Urville Island have been visited (Prickett & Walls, 1973). 

Comparative specimens of similar materials from. Southla.1'.l.d are housed 

with the Anthropology Department of Otago University., ar,..d information 



regarding quar.!'y sites there has been supplied. by various members of 

the department who have worked in that locality.. L'l'lstrumental 

analytical techniques for distinguishing sources are very much in 

the early stages at the present time, and nothing beyond simple 

thin section comparisons and a few diagnostic physical criteria in 

hand specimen could be applied in attempting to allocate archaeo

logical •argillites• to geographic sources. 

Research progress into source allocation for aJJ. the 

other stone materials dealt with here is at a similar stage to that 

far the 1argillites•. In these cases the most appropriate course 

of action was to research the geological literature and then seek 

the specialist expertise of those persons with an intimate field 

knowledge of the raw material. Detailed aspects of analytical 

techniques employed for source delimitation and the results achieved, 

and fuller treatment of all those sources that might have played some 

part in furnishing the Palliser Bay assemblages are the .subject of 

Chapter 3. Details of some macroscopic physical characteristics 

are given where these are thought to have bearing on source recogni

tion, and other chemical and macroscopic properties are described 

for the same reason. 
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CHAPl1ER 3. 

THE SOURCES OF THE PALLISEB. BAY ARCHAEOLOGICAL STONE MATERIAL. 

This chapter is designed to give an idea of the geological 

resources available to the occupants of eastern PalJ.iser Bay, both from 

their immediate enviro1'.I.IIlent, and from more distant localities. The 

local geology is discussed and the sources of locally gathered roe...~ 

types are related to it. Because of the predominance of imported 

rocks in the sites, a detailed section on the potential sources of 

these is given also. 

Table 4 shows the general derivation of the stone materials 

identified in the eastern Palliser Bay assemblages. 

IMPORTED 

Cherts (siliceous sinter?) 

Limestones 

Jasper 

Obsidian 

Soda-metasomatised argilJ.ite 

Schists 

Schistose greywacke 

Nephrite 

Bowenite 

Serpentine 

Talc 

Orthoquartzite 

Volcanic greywaoke 

Glauconitic sandstone 

Na.nnofossil ooze 

Pbyllite 

LOCAL 

Greywackes 

Sandstones 

Argillites 

Slaty a.rgillite ( slate) 

Volcanic argillites 

Spilitic lavas 

Camptonite (lamprophyre) 

Pumice 

Quartz crystal 

Calcite 

Concretions 

Fossil faecal caste 

Fossil bivalves 

Bryozoans 

Kokowai 

Igneous material 

TABLE 4. Local and imported stone material used in Eastern Palliser Bay, 
1100-1700 A.D. 
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The local geological environment. 

The area defined as 'locaJ.1 is that which is :in close 

proximity to the eastern Palliser Bay sites. It extends roughJ.y 

from the upper Turanganui River and Whangamoana. in the no1--th, down 

the coastline to just beyond Cape Palliser, and inland for about 

eight kilometres (see Figure 3). The division follows no natural 

boundary or known traditional territory and is pureJ..y an arbitracy 

one drawn around the sites excavated during the Wairarapa programmeo 

The coastal sites, notably at Whatarangi, the Washpool, 

Te Humenga, the Pararaki, Kawakawa and Black Rocks, were established 

on old consolidated beach ridges which form a narrow coastal plat

form between Whatarangi and. Cape Palliser. The ridges are backed 

abruptly by the high Pleistocene ( Older Hawera) marine terraces, a 

dramatic feature of this landscape. The terraces are composed of 

deeply weathered unconsolidated gravels, and rest directly on massive 

greywacke formations that extend from the coast inland to become the 

Aorangi Range of mountains. The Aorangi mountains serve as a 

hinterland for the coastal sites and as a catchment area for the 

rivers, being the place of origin of most of' the beach gravels. 

These Upper Jurassic greywacke formations are divided roughly into 

lower and higher rank greywackes (Wellman and Brodie, 19 54-: 44-o-lilili-) 
and consist more specifically of alternating argillites and sandstones 

(ranging from coarse to very fine), thin beds of muddy siltstones 

(often slickensided siltstone), massive greywacke sandstone and con

spicuous bands of conglomerate, commonly with very large boulders 

included ( ibid: 442) • The fragments in the conglomerate consist 

mainl.y of very indurated greywacke, red and occasional green cherts, 

white quartz pebbles, dark purplish igneous rock, white porphyritic 

biotite granite and rhy'olite (Bates, 1967:41). Spilitic intrusions 

and sheet lavas occur sporadicall.y throughout this greywacke. Minor 

coal seams, most often occurring as coalified plant stems are prom

inent, parl:;icularly in the Whatarangi and Makotukutuku River areas1c 

in bands of sandstone greywackes (Wellman a..nd.Brodie, 1954-:443). 

The catchment area of the Whangamoana Stream consists of 

very sheared, contorted thin-bedded greywacke and a:rgillite, with 

occasional thick-sandstones. These rocks have a distinct purplish

black colour, and frequentl.y contain blocky calcareous concretions, 
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l'o Gravel, sand and silt with or without p.unice band.e, either in strongl3' 
cliaeected high terraceB or in sequenceB ot shallow water, marine or:1.gin. 
1erraoe gro.Tels deep],y' weathered but still intact. 

Wn Karine tossiliterous sand and silt with tosBili:ferous limestone bands; 
ooimnonlJr pum:ioeous. 

Ww Coquina limestone. With or without grewacke pebbles and in places interbedded 
with aand.stone bands in upper part ot the stage. Calcareous sandstone and 
ailtstone 1n lower pa.rt ot stage, with a tn thin lensoid patches ot limestone 
at base. 

llo Light blue ,;rey, tossili:rerous, calcareous, saruzy mud.stone, some with band.a 
ot tine-grained, graded sand.stone. Rare lines of concretions. 

Massive, calca.re0\18, blue grey, saney s:Utsone, o:rten laterally gre.d:1ng 
into very thick isequences ot al temating 21:U tstone and medium grained 
aendstone. .Acid tu.ffaceoua band.a. Thin limestones, lensoid, glauconitic 
and usual.],y' extensive]Jr bored, at base ot series. 

Sw Blue to dark grey, calcareous Biltstone and grey Band.stone; in JllaJ\Y plaoe8 
banded, tondng extensive graded-bedded sequences. Also massive non-bedded 
sandstones. Impure limestone. Acid tuf'faceous beds • 

.lb Light ,rr:ey, oaloareouo mud.stone with taint steel-bluish grey streaks; bentonitic 
weathering. Looal'.1:3 with limestone bands -or the Amr1 Limestone Facies. 

I>wp Horizons with chocolate-coloured, ailty mdstone throughout series. Pure 
white bentonitic: JIJUQ.8tone o:rten with very pure limestone lenses. 

lh•Dt S:Uiceoua mdstone ( quartz tu:tt). Chert:, limestone with chert beds; 
bentonite with band.ts of greensand. Alternating sequences ot tine grained 
aand.stono and light blue-grey calcareous mid.stone. Brovm sanc\Y a:Utstone. -
Thick aequences ot siliceous tutt'a (il'hangai Formation) with extensiTe chert 
bed.a and white limestone; changiD8 downward& into shnl3 siltstone and quartz 
sandstone. 

C•R Graded-bedded, tine grained sand.Gtone and mdey siltistone, gre.ywo.oke-1.ike 
1and.stone, conglomerates with pebbles and cobbles ot acid plutonica and . .; 
yoloa.nics, :lndura.ted. greywaclce, quartz and ohert. 

Ulm Silty sandstone, JIIUd.c\Y ailtstone. Otten 1n greynclce-llie alternating 
Umlt sequences, with m.aaisive ,sandstone and thick mudey ailtatoru,. CoJ161.omeratio: 
0-U ba.nd.8. Spilitic lava and. Jaaperoid chert. · 

0 iltematin8 argillite and sandstone. Musive grey-wacko sand.atone. Conglomeratea 
1-0 with granitic, rh,Yolitic, and ve17 indurated greyn.olco pebbles. Spilitio lava • 
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redeposited conglomerate with igneous pebbles and rare thin bands 

of green lava. Undifferentiated greywackes and argillites occur 

in a narrow band on the northern bari.k of the upper Whangamoana 

valley and are exl;remely sheared, due to the presence of the Dry 

River Fault. They contain abundant quartz and calcite veins and 

red and green volcanics (Bates, 1967). This greywacke formation 

is also intruded by spilitic lavas. 

Attention was drawn in 195/.i. to the presence of spilitic 

pillow lavas, altered tuffs and campton:ites at Cape Palliser, in 

the Mangatoetoe Stream and Kupe' s Stream (Wellman and Brodie, 19.54: 

l.i1+ 1 and 4lil+) • Further investigation disclosed the volcanics to be 

red and green pillow lavas with abundant calcite veins (coarse 

grained spiJ.ites, some of which are variolitic or sub-variolitic), 

with red and green tuff'aceous argillites and doleritic sills and 

czykes near the Cape Palliser lighthouse. Camptonite dykes in 

Kupe' s Stream have been fully analysed ( Challis, 1960). Another 

set of' camptonite dykes has been mapped near the head of the Pararaki 

River (Smith, 1966). 

In the Hurupi and Putangirua Streams and along the road 

scar of the Te Kopi cliffs are good exposures of Upper Tongaporutuan 

(Taranaki Series of Miocene age) massive pale grey tuff'aceous silt

stone with a distinct but sparse macrofauna. These include the 

large species of fossil Dentalium, ]2. solid.um (Hutton), used for the 

ma..'l'lufacture of reels in the South Island, Limopsis sp., G-1.yc.weris sp., 

Dosinia sp., Struthiolaria sp. and others. Between the Hurupi 

Stream and vVhangamoana, sediments exposed along the prominent cliffs 

consist mainly of massive blue-grey, very fossiliferous mudczy silt

stone with bands of calcareous concretions, and sequences of coquina 

limestones (Kingma:, 1967). Further fossil-bearing sediments appear 

in a prominent outcrop at Kupe' s Stream near Cape Palliser. They 

are calcareous Miocene sandstones and the conspicuous dip slope of 

the formation has given rise to its name 'Kupe• s Sail'. 

Local sources .. 

Of the over 30 rock types identified in the Palliser Bay 

assemblage, 15 have been asigned to local sources. Generally the 

rock types within the 'local1 categor,y could have been collected from 
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the vicinity of the sites :in the research area. However, the 

matter is not a simple one and certainly not as clear:l.Jr defined 

as the impression conveyed by Table 4. Greywackes, sandstones 

and argillites, for example, are widespread and found all over 

New Zealand. Where materials have no correlation with the knovm. 

local samples special mention is given in the text, but no 

indication is made in the table for the sake of simplicity. 

G-re.ywaoke. 

Greywackes were readily available in quantity and 

quality from the rivers and beach boulders along the entire 

coastline. The very indurated pieces were most heavi:13 favoured 

but all grades have been used. One very siliceous, highJS in

durated variety found in sites may have been imported, possib:l.Jr 

from the Tora region, or may ultimately have derived from local 

conglomerates and was simply selected from beach or river gravels. 

Another rich green variety, however, is without doubt an :import 

·from the Marlborough Sounds. It is a volcanic greywacke belong

ing either to the Rai Sandstones or to the Pelor11S Group. From 

the high proportion of flakes with water rolled surfaces :in the 

assemblages it is clear that detrital material from rivers and 

beaches was the primary source of greywacke. 

Sandstone. 

Sandstones of all grades of hardness and texture are 

represented :in the archaeological collections. Like greywackes, 

they were freely available on the beaches and from all river and 

stream beds. A number of small blocks of green glauconitic 

sandstone are present and may indicate importation of this variety 

from the Tora area where it occurs in great quantity. However, 

the possibility that it drifted to the Palliser Bay coastline 

from Tora cannot be ru1ed out since occasional pieces can be 

found amongst the local beach gravels. 

A~gilli tes. 

Although used infrequently, argillites seem to have been 

selected particularJsr for the manufacture of minnow lures and 



files. Good quality fine material was preferred; minnow lures 

especialJ.Sr were most frequently produced in the siltstone grade 

of argillite. The beaches and river beds are the closest sources 

of quality, unweathered material. Slate or slaty argillite was 

only occasionally exploited, possibl;y because the local grades 

are mostly soft and too readily fractured. Fresh material from 

erosion scree slopes in the local vicinity is the most likely 

source though the beaches and river beds carry a little. 

Volcanic argillite. 

Both red and green volcanic argillite was collected and 

transported to sites, though only rarely, and for an unknown 

purpose. Some examples show ground surfaces but no finished 

artefacts were discovered. Volcanic argillites of the type found 

in the sites occur in the greywacke fonnations west of the 

Rimutakas, for example, Red Rocks near Wellington (Reed, 1957: 40), 

and north of the Aorangi Mountains, but it is assumed that the 

deposits in the local greywaoke (Bates, 1967) were the source of 

the archaeological material. 

Spilitic Lava. 

Spilites., probably because they are rather brittle and 

uneven in texture and often variolitic, were used on a minor scale 

only. Artefacts are confined to those made for abrading purposes. 

Spilitic lavas occur in the beach and river gravels in the local 

area, having ultimatezy derived from intrusions scattered through 

the Aorangi Mountains grey-wackes. They do occur, however, beyond 

Palliser Bay in the same greywacke formations as the red and green 

volcanic argillites. 

Camptonite. 

The lamprophyres occurring in eastern Palliser Bay have 

been identified as camptonites (Wellman and Brodie, 1954:444; 
Challis, 1960). The distribution of camptonite in sites closely 

reflects the location of the known dykes. The pieces recovered 

from the Pararald Midden Wall were very l:i.kely collected from the 



bed of the Pararaki River which contains appreciable numbers 

of water rolled pebbles. The precise derivation of this material 

is a dyke intruding greywacke in the headwaters of a stream which 

feeds the Pararaki River. Examples discovered in the Black Rocks 

midden are most likely to have come from erosion remnants of the 

dykes outcropping in Kupe's Stream. Camptonite boulders from 

the stream also occur in the nearby beach gravels. 

Pumice. 

White pumice, found only as debris washed up into the 

beach boulders along the Palliser Bay coast served almost exclu

sivel.y" as an abrasive and was collected in quantity.. Presumabl.y" 

onJ..y fresh pumice from the beach front was used although useable 

pieces of the material do occur in older beach ridge gravels. 

The majority of pieces appear to be of Taupo pumice. 

Bz:yozoa., 

Small pieces of the colonial skeletons of Bryozoa were 

discovered in two sites, but none showed ariy evidence of working. 

If they were collected for a practical purpose it would presumabl.y" 

have been for an abrasive. The collection area for these is the 

beach front where occasional pieces are washed up after storms. 

All pieces found probabl.y" belong to the species Cellepora agglutinans 

(F. Hyden, pers.comm.) and are modern, not fossilized, specimens. 

Quartz c:cystals and calcite. 

Quartz and calcite both occur in substantial amounts as 

veins or aggregates within the gre.Y-wackes and argillites and are 

often found as erosion remnants from which the greywacke or 

argillite matrix has completel.y" disappeared. Minor amounts of 

both minerals have been found in sites but in most cases their 

cultural associations are doubt:f'ul. Single quartz crystals are 

often found as part of the soil matrix, which may explajn their 

presence in sites, while calcite may also be found in the soil as 

an erosion remnant or in the beach or river grave1s. 
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Concretions. 

A quantity of concretions was discovered in the Washpool 

Midden. As these structures are common in the local argillites 

and sandstones they could be obtained either directly from the 

parent rock or as water rolled specimens from stream beds. 

Kokowai. 

Various shades of this red ochre are common in the 

Palliser Bay sites, but the exact location of the ~okowai sources 

is unknown. A report in Mair ( 197~: 210) indicates that the 

vicinity of Huangarua provided one collecting area and another 

was thought to exist north of Pirinoa at Kohunui ( B.F. Leach, 

pers. comm.). Much :f'urther afield was a source used in historic 

times, composed of a :rrumber of creeks in which brick-red pans were 

exposed at Pahaoa Station on the east coast of Wairarapa (Suther

land, 1947:38). Ochre bearing iron pans and volcanic deposits 

should be found in closer proximity to the sites. Until more 

evidence comes to hand the kokowai sources mu.st tentatively be 

regarded as locaJ.. 

White calcareous clay. 

Calcareous clays are normally associated with limestone 

deposits. The small amounts recovered from the archaeologicaJ. 

sites may be derived from the limestones of the Whangamoana cliff's, 

but it is possible they have been brought from further afield, for 

example the White Rock area and northward or, even from the south 

side of Cook Strait in the Marfells Beach - Cape Campbell vicinity. 

Fossil bivalves. 

The source of fossils appearing in the PaJ.liser Bay sites 

is without doubt the Miocene mu.dstone beds outcropping between 

Hurupi Stream and the Te Kopi cliffs. It is rather surprising 

that onJ....v bivalves and no specimens of unmodified or worked 

Dentalium solidum were uncovered in the early sites as very good 

specimens of the latter are abundant in the fossil bearing mudstone. 
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Fossil faecal caste. 

The fossilized faecal caste from some type of benthic 

organism (possibly a fish) was recovered from the Washpool Gard.en 

Walls. The derivation of this unique specimen is probabzy the 

Miocene mudstones mentioned above. 

Fine-grained igneous or metamorphosed rock~. 

A small number of materials of igneous or metamorphic 

character were present. The origin of these is unlmown but they 

may derive from dyke margins or from intrusions into the local 

greywacke sandstones and argillite (C. Landis, pers. comm.). 

These rocks, some of which are hornfelsic, have been invariabl,y 

used as adze material. 

The ROtential sources of imported rock material. 

Of nearzy 1.5,000 pieces of lithic material in the 

Palliser assemblage about 82% were imported. This predo.mi..'l'lance 

of imported rock reflectsthe inadequacy of the immediate geolog

ical environment and its failure to provide the south-east 

Wairarapa peoples with the desirable highest quality cutting 

materials. Equal numbers of imported and local petrological 

types have been used, but the quantity of imported stone material 

represented far outweighs local material in the sites. 

In the following section the distribution of the im

ported materials occurring in the Wairarapa sites is treated 

fully. This is to give an indication of the total range of 

choices available, irrespective of restriction factors such as 

o'W!lership by hostile groups, inaccessibility or non-discovery~ 

Chert. 

Term:L'l'lology. Throughout the course of this work the 

term 'chert' has been used in its all-embracing sense rather than 

dividing the class up into more specific varieties and subva.rieties. 

The reason for this has been partially argued previously (Walls, 

1971:16-17). The disparity between published definitions and the 
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lack of agreement between verbal descriptions from geologists tends to 

suggest a degree of con:f'usion. Because the nomenclature of siliceous 

sediments is not entirely standardized, usage here is based on defini

tions which have appeared recently. 

Chert is currently taken as the general :name for ver:y com

pact sediments composed of opal, chalcedony, and cr,yptocrystallii.,e 

or microcrystalline quartz or a mixture of these constituents. It 

may have any colour and can have originated in a number of ways. Many 

names have been devised to describe the varieties occurring among 

cherts and are largely r~sponsible for the imbroglio over nomenclature. 

The term flint, for example, is often argued to have a precise meaning, 

but is various]Jr describea. as material which is tough, black or grey 

and restricted to nodular form (Williams _fil? ~, 1954: 359), or as a 

dark chalcedony occurring in nodular form (Deer~..§],., 1966: 351), as a 

variety of chert of varying colour, white, yellow, grey and black ( eg 

Anon, 1962: 82 and 185; Whitten and Brooks, 1972: 76 and 178), or simply 

as a synol\'}lm for chert (Mason and Berry, 1968:413). 

Other forms of cryptocr:ystalline or microcrystalline silica 

which belong to the chert category are as follows: jasper, which is 

red or brown chert coloured by colloidal ferric oxides, and novaculit,e, 

an American term, originally applied to a white chert found in Arkansas 

but now also to other tough, even-grained cherts of a very high silica 

content~ the name has not yet been applied to any New Zealand material. 

Carnelian and sard are red to reddish brown chalcedonies. Agate is a 

banded variety of chalcedony including onyx, and moss agate is pale 

chalcedony enclosing moss-like aggregates of manganese oxides. Sili

cified wood is a reddish or brownish chalcedony. Tiger eye, which 

retains the fibrous structure of asbestos, has a yellow, brown or blue 

colour. Porcellanite is described :in William _fil? ~ ( 1954-) as a term 

widely applied in American to impure, usually opaJ.ine chert. having the 

same texture and lustre of unglazed porcelain. Another American source 

(Anon, 1962:393) gives three alternate meanings: (1) a light-coloured 

porcelanous rock resulting from the contact-meta.morphism of marls, 

(2) fused shales and clays that occur in the roof and floor of burned 

coal seams where apparently spontaneous combustion has fired the sea.ms 

:in the past, and ( 3) siliceous or cherty shales. Material covered by 

the second of these definitions, deposits of vitrified mudstone occur

ring next to burnt lignite seams in central Otago and South1ana. has 
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already been called 1 jasperoid1 i..n this countr.v (Coombs; 1957:285; 
Lockerbie, 1959:83), and is currently being termed 1 porcellanite1 by 

G. Mason of otago University. 

In the Wairarapa sites and the chert-bearil.1g formations of 

the White Rock-Tora area the varieties of chert represented constitute 

a full range. They include variously coloured fine chalcedony, 

jasper, dense tough grey and black material from both beds and nodules 

(which in a European situation would be termed 'flint') siliceous lime-

stone and highly silicif'ied greensands. Three or four colours and 

varieties commonly occur together in a single fist-sized piece and. 

bedded, nodular and hydrothermal forms are all present. In an effort 

to simplify identification procedures on]3 three categories have been 

recognised in the macro-analysis, but where relevant, detail is given 

in the site analysis. They are chert, jasper and silicified limestone. 

Some difficulty was experienced in deciding the cut-o:ff points between 

one type and another. Had each piece been allocated a more specific 

name, the pretence of greater accuracy would have been offset by con

fusion resulting from a multiplicity of terms. 

Sources. Cherts are common in many localities in New 

Zealand and are typically associated with limestone and volcanics. 

The mode of formation of sedimentary cherts in contentious (Walls, 

1971) but forms occurring :in New Zealand are either bedded or nodular, 

while our volcanic cherts are predominantly hydrothermal or amygda

loidal. 

Chert is particularly plentiful along the East Coast of the 

North Island, although pockets of locally siliceous material exist :in 

other areas. 

Large parts of Northland are made up of chert-bearing form

ations. The Waipapa Group of greywackes and argillites is a 

particularly important source, but also significant is the Opahi 

Formation, and to a lesser extent members of the Mata Series. Sur

viving place names :in the Whangarei district bear some testimo:n,y of 

the former use of the area as a collecting locality, for example: 

Te Mata, Mata, Mata Point and Kiripaka,. 
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Cherts and chert-like siliceous sinters of geothermal origin 

occur extensively on the Coromandel Peninsula (Schofield, 1967). In 

the many instances where Maori place names of the Peninsula indicate 

former collection areas of cutting materials, it is unclear whether 

they refer to cherts or obsidian or both. Names like Te Mata, 

Vfuangamata and Waimate are ex0.!llples. 

East Cape, too has some tradition attached to chert exploita

tion,. The Waiapu River area was known to have good cutting material; 

hence the origin of the term '~ 1i\Taiapu' (Williams, 1971: 119),. 

Extensive working floors are still in existence on the East Coast, 

particularly at Wharepapa (Millar, pers* comm.). The name of the 

Mata River, which flows into the Waiapu, may also refer to the pre

sence of chert .. 

A further source deriving from small outcrops just inland 

from Gable End Foreland, has been used, at least locally, and is found 

in sites in that area. The writer has observed good water-rolled 

samples on the beaches, presumably carried there by streams draining 

t..lie inland beds. 

To the south, from Waimarama and Pukehou (south of Hastings) 

stretching as far as White Rock, cherts are found in narrow, fragmented, 

but continuous bands belonging to the Upper Haumurian Stage (Mata 

Series). South of Herbertville is a river with the name Waimata 

which may indicate a good chert bearing area. These beds and their 

correlatives on the east coast of the South Island are regarded as 

the most likely sources of supply for the Wairarapa peoples. 

In the South Island both bedded a.~d nodular forms of' chert 

are present in the Amuri Limestone (named from the type locality Amuri 

Bluff - now called Haumuri), and in the older Mata series. These beds 

can be traced discontinuously in narrow and interrupted belts f'rom th~ 

Waipara, Hurunui and Haumuri districts of North Canterbury., and from 

Kaikoura through to the west side of Cape Campbell (Gregg, 1964; 

Lensen, 1962). 
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On the northern side of Cook Strait the same correlated lime

stone beds outcrop again in the eastern Wairarapa (Kingma, 1967). 

'l'his is shown in Figure Li.. The chert bearing formations within them 

are mapped as the Mungaroa Limestone (Teurrian Dannevi1~ce Series) and 

The Whangai Formation (Haumurian, Mata Series).. The :Mungaroa Fonna

tion appears initially at White Rock, extending through to the Awhea 

River, re-emerging beyond Pahaoa River from where it stretches north

ward,. For a number of reasons (dealt with in the following section) 

it is most probable that the bulk of. Wairarapa cherts is derived from 

the Mungaroa Limestone exposed between White Rock and Manurewa Point, 

the source nearest to east Palliser sites, although it is possible 

too that the more northern localities were exploited from time to time. 

Certainly, samples from the Kaiwhata River in the writer's possession 

are equal in quality to the 'Tora' cherts .. 

In May 1971 a short expedition was made to the Mungaroa 

Limestone :f.'acies for the purpose of collecting samples and attempting 

to locate quarries or other possible exploitable sources. Brie£ 

surveys were undertaken at White Rock, Te Kau Ka.u Point and the area 

between the Oroi Stream and Awhea River. The effort to find quarried 

faces ended in failure, but at an outcrop on the northern slope of 

Te Kau Kau Point, several water worn, broken beach boulders and one 

knapping stone lay scattered among angular blocks of coarse white 

chert ( or siliceous 'limestone'). This was the best indication pre

sent of 1 qua.rrying1 activity - the large blocks apparently having 

been smashed to retrieve fresh,. unweathered pieces and then kna.pped 

into workable sizes. The outcrop was most likely to have been used 

and controlled by the i.ri.habitants of the Pa on the ridge above, at 

least for the duration of their occupation~ 

The highest quality and most workable cherts occurred in 

the streambeds of the Awhea-iti, Pu.~emuri and Oroi Streams, and took 

the form of large blocks, boulders, bands or nodules. The enormous 

colour variation, even within single blocks, was surprising. The 

common colours were black and dark grey, with a range of mid-greys 

through to very pale greys being present to a lesser extent. A wide 

variety of shades of yellows, greens, pinks, red and whites are 

present, though rarely occurring in a massive form. Intimate hydro

thermal chalcedonic infilling of cavities and fissures in the limestone 
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and chert is a characteristic feature; the chalcedony usually being 

very fine and blue or white, although it is usually in a chalcedonic 

habit also that the yellows and reds occur ( the pigmentation being 

caused by the impurities present in the cavities). Quality too was 

highly variable, depending upon silica content. The quality 

spectrum available ranged from the finest chalceo.onies to very 

coarse siliceous limestone material w~th only a sub-conchoidal 

fracture. From casual observation, the Pukemuri Stream seemed to 

offer the greatest variety, both in colour and texture. 

There can be no doubt that the V'lhite Rock-Tora locality was 

a major source of cherts and that its exploitation took place on a 

larger scale than the small amount of observable evidence would impfy. 

It was gratify:i.ng to find further convincing indications of collect

ing: hard., well worn and rounded boulders, identical to those on 

the coastal beaches, but alien to the angular rocks of the stream bed, 

wer~ recovered from terraces on the banks of the Awhea-iti Stream, 

at least half a mile inland. The position of these boulders, 

coupled with the fact that they bore pitted surfaces, strongly sug

gested direct collection from stream beds. It is highly probable 

that stream, and river-bed cherts were preferred to outcrop quarries, 

if such existed, since water-worn deposits are naturally harder 

having had any so~ matrix removed by the water-rolling process. A 

flaking floor with scattered flakes, a core block with water-worn 

surfaces, and an associated Y..napping stone on a terrace immediately 

above the Oroi Stream would seem to lend support to this assumption. 

The prevalence of worn cherts on the beaches of this reach of coast

line would also make them a l:i.kely collecting spot. 

Sutherla..'rld ( 1947: 38) makes reference to 'large deposits of 

flint rocks' at the junction of the Wainuioru and Pahaoa Rivers. 

According to Kingma (1967) no 'flint' beds occur for some distance 

near that conf'luence. This junction was more likely to have been 

either the source of some other rock type (perhaps highly silicified 

greywacke), or a working area for 'flints• (cherts) collected down

river at the mouth of the Pahaoa. 

In the South Island a number of areas bear locally siliceous 

sandstones and limestones, but knowledge of their real extent and of 
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those deposits which were exploited is still sparse. Apart from the 

Marlborough 'flint', other material known to have been in use pre

historically includes Pahutane 'f'lint' on the West Coast (Heaphy, q.v. 

Taylor, 1959:233), chalcedonies from Moeraki and opal jasper ('pudding

stone•) from bands exposed near Little Papanui on the Otago Peninsula. 

Various inland locations in South Canterbur,y, the Malvern Hills, 

Mt Somers and the Rangitata River have produced chalcedonic material, 

while South Otago and Southland have a variety of cherts, and the 

chert-like 'vitrified mudstone 1 • The Waipapa - Tokanui mouth district 

is purported to be a source supplying the coastal sites in tJ:i.at area 

(Beck, pers. comm.). 

The southern portion of Chatham. Islands yielcts cherts, some 

of a very fine 'flint' quality.. Specimens are held at the Otago 

Museum and the Anthropology Department, Otago University. 

Limestone. 

Term:inologi. The tenn limestone here is applied to any 

sedimentary rock consisting essentially of carbonates. The two most 

important constituents are calcite and dolomite, but small amounts of 

iron bearing carbonates may also occur. Limestones can be classified 

into three major groups: organic, chemical, and detrital or elastic 

(Whitten and Brooks, 1972:267). 

Sources. Limestones and calcareous sediments are extensive 

in distribution and are common throughout most of New Zealand. In 

relating limestones to sources for the Wairarapa sites, a selection of 

possible sources must be made; in this case, on a single assumption 

that those most frequently exploited were the nearest sources of 

resonably high quality. The distribution of the limestones most 

relevant to the Wairarapa sites is similar in pattern to that for the 

cherts. 

The presence of coquina limestones m the Wha.'11gamoana and. 

Te Kopi cli:f'fs areas, has already been outlined. The sequences out

cropping between V/hite Rock and Awhea River (Mungaroa Limestone) are 

rich :in limestone of several grades and varieties. White Rock itself 

is a particularly accessible source of highly siliceous pure white 
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limestone which weathers rapidly to cream or light brown. Similar 

material in large quantities was encountered by the author in May 1971 

at Te Kau Kau Point, the Pukemuri and Awhea-iti Streams, Awhea River 

and. especially in the Oroi Stream. Further north much more massive 

areas of siliceous limestones and white limestones, alongside the 

chert beds, stretch fro:in Pahaoa River north to Pukehou, Ka.huranaki 

and Waimarama (King,,:na, 1962 and 1967). Limestone of coarser texture, 

and much less suitable for tool manufacture is found westward of 

Masterton and Martinborough. 

The possibility that limestone from the South Island was 

imported. cannot be ruled out. Hard siliceous white limestones are 

again found in association with the cherts which outcrop in discontinu

ous bands from the Waipara to Cape Campbell. Particularly :massive 

sequences occur at Ka::i.koura, Hapuku River, the Clarence River, the Ure 

River and inland from Cape Campbell. 

Obsidian. 

Ter.m:inologz. The term obsidian is used throughout this work 

to apply to natural rhyolitic glass in which almost all crystal grains 

are absent except for sparse spherulites, crystallites and, less com

monly, phenoc:r,ysts. It has a high silica content, ve:r,y low water 

content (less than 1%) and a conchoidal fracture. Formation is the 

result of the rapid cooling of viscous magma. 
by the .American Geological Institute adds: 

The definition offered 

"An ancient name for volcanic glass. Most obsidians 
are black., although red, green, and brown ones are 
known. They are often banded and normally have con
choidal fracture and a glassy lustre. The name has 
in recent years been somewhat restricted to glasses 
having a ver,y low water content as contrasted with 
pitchstones a..~d perlites. Most obsidians are 
rhyoli tic in composition." 

(Anon, 1962:350) 

In New Zealand the colours green and grey are frequentljr used 

in descriptions and result from inspection of specimens seen through 

transmitted light, which in large hand specimens would otherwise appear 
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to be an opaque black. For an ex-bended discussion of the term

inology of obsidians see Ward (1972:Chapter 2). 

Sources. The most rigorous work on the reco1"<ling and 

definition of obsidian sov.rces yet attempted is that undertaken by 

Ward (1972,1973,1974). In this section the results of his source 

survey are briefly summarized to give an indication of the known 

occurences and the potential supply areas which may have been 

available during occupation of the Wairarapa sites. All sources, 

with the exception of one, are confined to the north of the North 

Island. Source localities are confined to areas experiencing 

relatively recent volcanism, three distinct phases having talcen 

place cluring the Tertiary, followed by further phases dur:L'llg the 

Quaternary. The resultant rhyolite-ignimbrite sheets may be de

fined in three main regions: Northland, Great Barrier-Coromandel

Mayor Island, and Rotorua-Maraetai-Taupo. 

In the Northland Region three of the four sampled locations 

are comprised of bomb deposited obsidians. These are Huru:i.ki, 

Pungaere and Weta, with Huru:i.ki being the most spatially extensive .. 

At Waiare detrital material occurs in the Upokorau stream bed, but 

its prehistoric accessibility is questionable (Ward, 1972:96). 

All are good flake quality obsidians. 

Ma!.13' of the offshore islands of Northland and C oromandel 

are reported to be the sites of minor occurences. The record of 

obsidian on the Mercury Island~ (Hochstetter, 1959:119) is as yet 

unverified. On Great Barrier Island obsidians have been found at 

Mt Hobson in a flow exposed in a track cutting, as boulders in stream 

beds between Whangaparapara and Port Fitzroy and at Awana where 

detrital material is spread over an extensive fiat (Ward, 1972: 124) .. 

The sources all yield flake quality material. Fleming ( 1950) has 

recorded obsidian occurences on Arid Island, and Burgess Island in 

the Mokohinau Group. One block of flake quality obsidian has been 

recovered from the beach at Fanal Island ( also in the Mokohinau 

Group), although its initial derivation is uncerla:in (Ward, 1972: 

111-112). Selvages of rby-olite around the coast of the Poor Knights 

Islands may also provide a source (Sumich, 1957). 
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The obsidian-bearing facies on the Corom.andel Peninsu1a are 

to be found associated. with the "Coromandel andesite zone" and assoc

iated rhyolites and dacites. It is likely that a more or less 

continuous •seam' of obsidian, overlain by other volcanic material, 

extends the length of the east side of the peninsula, probably from 

Whitianga to the south of Waimata ( Green pers. comm.). The 

Coromandel sources are almost all detrital because the seam is only 

•exposed' where it is cut by the streams and rivers, and material 

from it is made available in outwash gravels. The vic:i.?1ity .of 

Whitianga estuary is reported to have sporadic obsidian, with two 

well-documented and discrete deposits of bomb material occurring on 

the ridge behind Cook's Bay (Ward, 1972: 124). .Another has recently 

been discovered just south of Cook's Bas, at Hahei (Moore, pers. comm.). 

GeologicalJ.sr less secure deposits have been recorded of minor outcrops 

nearby: a bou1der from the beach at Hahei (Ward, 1972:Appendix 4) and 

a boulder of red-brown obsidian collected near Purangi (ibid). These 

are lil:ely to be seconda:cy deposits. Swampy Stream, south of Tairua, 

has yielded detrital material in the form of small pebbles. Allo 

(1972:67) gives the details of a minor source on the coast at 

Whangamata. 

"The presence of waterworn obsidian pebbles and boulders 
on the rocky shore opposite the site seems to indicate 
a hitherto mirecorded obsidian source •• ., '.Phis obsidian 
is grey and much of it contains spherulites. Some, 
however, is of flake quality, and some of the obsidian 
in the site may be derived from this source. In gen
eral the local source would be capable of' providing only 
small flalces, and obsidian for larger flakes would. have 
to be obtained from fur-bher afield. 11 

( Allo, 1972: 67) 

Detrital material from a locality just south of Waihi and small pebbles 

vrith a highJ.sr glassy lustre from a stream bed near Maratoto complete 

list of currently known sources on the Coromandel Peninsula. 

Mayor Island is part of the same system of' volcanics as the 

Coromandel Peninsula but the flows and d~posi'cs on the island are 

vastly more extensive and of consistently higher quality. They are 

more extensive in fact than any others in New Zealand. It is not 

surprising then that Mayor Island was the dominant source supplying 

settlements throughout New Zealand and was the earliest recorded and 
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principle source recounted to early European travellers and explorers 

(Dieffenbach, 181.~3,Vole1:406; Hochstetter, 1959:136). Archaeological 

evidence confirms the importance of the Mayor Island source. The 

Maori name for the islancl is Tuhua, meani.~g obsidian. 

Ward ( 1972:Appena.i:x: 4) distinguishes at least eight discrete 

source locations around the periphery of Mayor Island; none are fOUJ.1d 

in the interior, since presumably the high quality obsidians were 

f'ormed by wa·cer contact rapid cooling. At the northern end of' Oira 

Bay good f'lalcing quality obsidians are found widely dispersed over a 

flow, while material of lesser quality occurs in a flow at the south 

end of the same bay near Raumata Point, being obtainable from the 

section nearest the sea and nearest the cliff. One source described 

by Pos (1965:108) as yielding very high grade obsidian, is located 

below Paretoa Pa on the seaward side. Apparently many tons of ob

sidian could have been removed from the flow without obviousJ.s, 

depleting it. A flow at the northwester.t1 end of Otiora Bay, material 

from the upper and lower seruns of the Opo Bay flow, lig...ht tan or 

honey-coloured materials from the flow exposed midway between Waitangi 

and Te Horo, and a flow on the southemmost tip of Okawa Point provide 

good samples of flake quality obsidian though none of these localities 

have convincing evidence of quarrying. The one source on Mayor Island 

with convincing evidence f'or quarrying is the I Staircase' quarey in 

Taratimi Bay (Pos, 1965: 108). The site holds a commanding position 

about 200 metres above sea level on the outer wall of the crater, and 

is strewn with ample evidence of' quarrying activities. The ground is 

littered with flakes and •raw• blocks, and one section of' the seam has 

been mined by tunnelling into the face for a distance of just over a 

metre. Ward distinguishes one other source in this vicinity. It too 

is on the 'Staircase' section of the ridge just south of the quarry, 

and again about 200m above sea level. Presumably no quarryi11g is 

evident. Reported sources from which Ward was unable to obtain samp

les include seams in the high cliffs on the northwestern side of the 

island, at Waikawa, on the northern headland of Omapu Bay and at two 

places in Orongata Bay ( ibid: 125) • 

Best (1912:175) designated the Rotorua district a source area 

of obsidian. Ward however expressed misgivings over including mat

erial from the Rotorua area in his characterization study because no 
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flake quality obsidian had been reported from there and his own col

lection consisted of non-flake and semi-fla..~e qualrby samples onJ.sr 
(Ward, 1973:96). Nevertheless, subsequent characterization carried 

out on the Palliser Bay archaeological obsidians has adequately 

demonstrated the worth, indeed, the necessity, of including every 

potential source area, regard.less of quality. 

At Hemo Gorge, near the junction of the Rotorua-Taupo and 

Rotorua-Atiamuri highways, are outcropping deposits that are not 

flake quality (Ward, 1972:Appendix 4-). Similar poor quality out

crops are found close to the modern quarry on the eastern side of 

the mountain, at Ngongataha. Wha.karewarewa was purported once to 

have been the locality of an outcrop. In its place a moder..~ quarry

now stands where only fragmented obsidian remains. The samples 

include red material, and all is of semi-flake qualrcy, perhaps a 

tantalizing indication that flake quality material was once here also. 

At Mount Tarawera a...'l'ld. Mount Haroharo, around the southern shores of 

Lake Rotoiti, at the Okataina road junction and at Kaimanawa and 

Whakapoungakau there are poor quality and spherulitic obsidians 

( ibid: 126). 

The Maraetai group consists of three sources. At Maraetai 

itself outcrops are sectioned by the Plateau Road, this locality 

apparently being one of mans, on the forested plateau east of Mangakino. 

The Whakamaru source consists of outcrops on the southern slopes of 

Whakamaru which yield flake quality obsidians of a red-brown colour., 

Outcrops occur at Ongaroto on a ridge north of the Ongaroto Road, the 

obsidian being of semi-flake quality only. Waipapa, Pukerimu Road 

and Oha..lru.ri Road are mentioned by Ward as further sources but little 

indication of the quality is given ( ibid: 126) • 

The Taupo cluster of sources are located within flows on the 

eastern boundary of the Whangamata fault; the name Whangamata may 

bear some relationship to the former imports.nee of this area as a 

supply of high quality flake obsidian. Ward. describes three sources 

very close to one another centred around a flow exposed by a road 

cutting near Ben Lomond Station ( ibid: Appendix 4-). All yield flake 

quality material but no signs of quar1"'y:i.ng.. However, slightly south

ward. and 2.3km from the road at the foot of' the fault lie scattered 
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large rocks showing evidence of quarrying. Close by is a quarry in a 

flow outcrop, one of the few quarries recorded. For a material which 

underNent such a wide geographic dispersal, the lack of quarrying 

evidence is surprising and in contrast to the evidence of metasoma

tised argillite exploitation. 

Hochstetter ( 1959: 95) remarked. upon the presence of detrital 

obsidian in the gravels of the second terrace along the Waipa valley. 

His report, however, has never been checked so there is no indication 

of the obsidian• s quality or the extent of' the deposits. He also 

described • obsidian porpn.,>vey' on the pumice flats at the foot of 

Mt Tauhara ( ibid: 138). This report has been partly substantiated by 

the writer who has collected grey, semi-flake quality samples from 

the flanks of the mountain.. A single source of poor quality 'obsi

dian' in the South Island is known to exist in two deposi"!;s on Banks 

Peninsula, one on the vici.."'.lity of Gebbies Pass, the other near 

Charteris Bay and the island offshore (Speight, 1935). This 

material does not have the properties of 'true• obsidian and is gen

erally refered as pitchstone. 

As with the cherts, place names play a part in providing 

clues to obsidian sources. ' Te AhumaJca' , 'Tuhua' and the 1Whanga-

mata• of both Coromandel and Taupo are obvious examples. Because no 

alternative meaning of tuhua is known (Williams, 1971:449) it is 

reasonable to suspect that Tuhua Mountain and the Tu.hua district, 

east of Lake Tau.po (see, for example Hochstetter, 1959:125) were so 

named for the presence of obsidian there. 

Soda-:Metasomatised argillites,. 

Terminology., Of all the stone material uncovered in 

archaeological sites, metasomatised argillites from the Nelson 

Ultramafic Belt are those most in need of a s·l:;andardisea. termi.."1.

ology-. After more than a century of ~iting about them, there is 

still no agreement on a single name. 

The first man to notice their l-D, ~ presence, Hochstetter, 

described them in 1859 as 11 ••• beds of slate .... converted into hard. 

and semi-vitrified chertsu (Hochstetter, 1959:96). Some time later, 
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Best refers to adzes made of 'aphanite' and mudstone and silicified 

mudstone (Best, 1912). From the plates illustrating the adzes, the 

artefacts appear to be made from soda-metasomatised argillites - the 

term 'argillite' was presumably not in use at that stage. By 1914, 

however, Skinner was using 1 argillite' to a.escribe the material from 

the Rushpool Quarry (Skinner, 1914), and in 1918 the geologist 

Thompson employed the same term, qualified by 'contact-altered' and 

'metamorphosed' (Thompson, 1918). Duff somewhat simplified 

Thompson's qualifiers and reduced his name to 'bal<.:ed argillite• 

(Duff, 1946), a label which has persisted up to the present. The 

popularised misnomer of 1 blackstone 1 was also in vogue at that time, 

prompting Keyes to entitle his paper with it ( 1958), but, .at the same 

time talcing trouble to explain that these rocks should in fact be 

designated 'metamorphosed argillites'. He argued that the name 

'blackstone' really ought to be discarded. Fortunately that advice 

has indeed been acted upon. Similarly, the term 'axite' (see 

Keyes, 1958:158) is seldom used togas-. A year later Reed published 

the results of a detailed petrographic, chemical and x-ray study of 

the 'indurated argillites•, concluding that they had undergone a 

marked degree'of soda-metasomatism (Reed, 1959:905). This gave rise 

to the term 'soaa-metasomatised argillites'. 

Throughout Coleman' s work of 1966 he refers interchangeably 

to I altered argillites', 'indurated argillites 1 and 'metasomatised 

argillites'. From preliminary analyses carried out :in 1972 Challis 

identified amongst samples submitted as metamorphosed argi:Llite 

quarry samples, 'balced argillite', 'nephritic horn:f'els', 'hornblende 

hornfels', 'bal<.:ed sandstone', 'vitrified sandstone' and 'rodingite' 

(J. Walls, pers. comm.). The apparent variation however, may 

simp]S" be due to the fact that only t:iny fragments from each sample 

were subjected to analysis. Yet another variation appeared :in the 

same year: 1 indurated mudstone' was identified from amongst the 

adze material from Rakaia River mouth (Trotter, 1972a) and Weka Pass 

shelter (Trotter, 1972b:46). 

From a complex situation such as this one conclusion is 

quite apparent; there is a need for a single term to cover, cor-~ect

Js", all variation, one which can be used and understood without 

conf'usion by archaeologists and geologists alike :in the archaeological 

literature. 
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The studies by Reed and Coleman substantiate that albi

tization is a major factor in producing the hardness of these rocks 

and that additional toughness has been imparted, particularly in 

the argillites selected by the Maori, by a felted crystallization 

of tremolitic fibres - part of the process of soda-metasomatism. 

These albitized and amphibolitized rocks used by the Maori should 

in future be referred to as soda-metasomatised argillites in 

preference to any other term. If the adjective 1 indurated1 is 

applied, it should preferably be qualified by the word 'highly', 

as argillites, by definition, are indurated. 'Baked argillite1 

should be discontinued since the extreme hardness is not caused by 

high temperatures at all but by emplacement; and 'altered argil

lite1 is too non-specific. Soda-metasomatised argillite is the 

term used in the course of this text to refer to the highly indur

ated argillites of the Ultramafic Belt. The point which Imlst be 

stressed is that there are highly important differences between 

the Nelson Ultramafic 'argillites' and the commonly distributed 

sedimentary argillites. Having made this clear .however, the term 

'argillite' will remain in use in the following discussion to avoid 

undue verbosity. 

Sources. In 1918 Thompson made the prediction that 

stone quarries would probably be found along the margins of most of 

the larger igneous intr~sions in districts where Maoris were form

erly numerous (Thompson, 1918:322). Very gradually over the fifty 

five years since elapsed records of these have increased impressively .. 

This is particularly true for the soda-metasomatised argillite 

quarries of the Nelson-D 0Urville Ultramafic Belt, where over 40 

quarried outcrops and minor worked boulders have been reported or 

formally recorded. The distribution and geology of ultramafics 

is also better known now (Coleman, 1966). 

The Great Ultramafic Belt of New Zealand is a strip of 

geosynclinal rocks of Upper Paleozoic and Lower Mesozoic age which 

extends from the northern tip of D'Urville Island to Tophouse along 

the Wairau River. Current views hold that these Permian-Triassic 

rocks are folded into a "marginal11 syncline, whose axis can be traced 

into the western part of the North Island where it becomes obscured 

by a thick section of Tertiary sedimentary rock. At Tophouse this 
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folded belt is truncated by the Alpine Fault and reappears to the south 

on the East side of the Fault just north of the Hollyford River. From 

here the marginal syncline with the Permian-Triassic rocks extends in a 

broad curve out to sea south of the Clutha River. Ultramafics appear 

as thin, elongated, discontinuous belts within the Upper Paleozoic 

rocks. 

The belt of ultramafics extending from D'Urville Island to 

the Red Hills at Tophouse is nearly 130 kilometres long and in plan is 

an elongate lens, pinching and swelling along its eastern contact (see 

Figure 4). The western contact has been interpreted as a fault 

(Coleman, 1966:33). This zone was apparently explored and exploited 

to a higher degree than a:riy other ultramafic area by the prehistoric 

Maori. 

On D'Urville Island the earliest outcrops of soda-metasomatised 

argillite to have been discovered and quarried were probably those 

occurring at sea level. The northernmost evidence for g~arrying on 

the Island is to be found at sea level in Deserter Bay ( in the East Arm 

of Port Hardy), in three discreet worked areas. Here, at the back of 

two small sheltered beaches and at another area between, are large water

rolled boulders from the three streams which run into the bay from the 

slopes of Mt Ears. Hand specimen colour of the material ranges from 

mid-grey to black. The discarded section of a roughout 'hogback' adze 

found here suggests that use of this area began at a reasonably early 

date., On the northwest slopes of Mt Ears in the valley leading down to 

Deserter Bay stands a very large outcrop of black material which displays 

bulbous quarrying scars. A deep scatter of flakes surrounds it for a 

radius of about 40 metres. The slopes of this valley are strewn with 

small flaking areas, most being badly eroded (J.Y. Walls, pers. comm.). 

Upper slopes and surrounds of the summit of Mt Ears on the northe:rn and 

north-eastern sides is a mass of quarries a11d flaking floors. The sites 

are more or less continuous over the whole area and there are undoubtedly 

more still to be located amongst the thick hardy scrub which often pro

tects and hides them. It is possible however, to circumscribe three 

large concentrations of worked and flaked •argillite'. From these the 

most important evidence, in the form. of the more spectacular blanks and 

roughouts, has been removed; but some of these, and the hammerstones of 
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water-worn grano-diorite and green sandstone remain ( see Plates 1 - 4). 

This large quarry concentration on Mt Ears is undoubtedly the main 

source of supply for the high quality jet black 'argillite' so frequent

ly rendered into the early types of adze. The jet black, however, is 

not the only colour type, though it is predominant. A range is present 

grading from the black to a dark grey (the commonest variation), with 

mid-greys and greens available to a lesser extent. There is some 

indication that not only were blocks roughed out into adze shape, but 

a number were actually hammer-dressed at the scene of the quarry. 

Black Beach, situated strategically at the foot of Mt Ears 

within the Rangitoto Islands, is a site which must have had an important 

relationship with quarries throughout New Zealand's prehistory. At 

the northern end of the beach stands a large single outcrop of black 

'argillite•, not of the best quality material, but which nevertheless 

shows signs of having been worked. From the vast numbers of roughouts 

and flakes littering the beach front and concentrated in the site at 

the southern end, it would seem reasonable to assume that this was an 

encampment area where final roughing out, hammer-dressing and possibly 

finishing took place before dissemination by exchange. 

Several lesser sources are found as inclusions in the ultra

mafic belt between Mt Ears and the important Ohana group of quarries at 

the southern end of D'Urville Island. Minor worked outcrops occur on 

Attempt Hill, in the stream bed and on the ridge above Coppermine Bay, 

and on two separate ridges behind the bay immediately south of Kapowai 

- one of these latter (S10/193, see Prickett & Walls, 1973:26) is the 

quarry which most fits the description of that reported by Thompson 

(1918). Colour is restricted to mid-greys for all of these. 

The three soda-metasomatised argillite quarries on the eastern 

shore at Ohana are quite unique. Of the many- sources recorded these 

outcrops alone yield the very beautiful pale dove-grey material often 

containing a.istinct black veining. For this reason Ohana material is 

the only soda-metasomatised argillite which can be assigned, on the 

basis of hand specimen identification alone, to one specific source 

locality. The Ohana group must rank as the most important source of 

soda-metasomatised argillite throughout New Zealand prehistory for a 
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PLATE 1. Grane-diorite hammerstone and flakes - Mt Ea.rs, D1Urville Island. 

J 

PLATE 2. Adze rougheuts and flaldng fioor - Mt Ears. 
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', 

PLATE 3. Flaldllg floor on Mt Ears. 

\ 

l 

A selection of roughouts from a Mt Ears qua~. 
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number of reasons. Foremost, the ease of accessibility must have been 

highly desirable; two of the quarries are at sea level, right on the 

shore line, and one of these is a steep cliff :race lapped by high tide 

waters (see Plate 5). The other is on a steep bank 20 metres above 
' 

the cliff. The high quality and special aesthetic appearance must 

have made the material attractive to adze ma..~ers. However, because 

of the rough nature of their immediate surrounds the quarries are not 

as spectacular as many of the more minor workings, in so :f'ar as they 

do not display massive quantities of waste material. Raw blocks only 

would have been removed :f'rom the cliff quarry as there is nowhere 

suitable for carrying out roughout operations. The other two sites 

indicate that roughing out took place on the spot. The nearby Ohana 

Bay sites attest to the removal of blocks and a great deal of flaking 

and finishing, the sand dunes being thickly littered with flakes and 

incomplete and broken adzes. The age of the quarries may be inferred 

from the renderings of this pale grey and streaked material into early 

adze types ( for example those appearing in the burials at VTairau Bar) 

and possibly the presence of considerable amounts of moa-bone in the 

earliest levels of the Ohana Bay occupation site. The duration of 

exploitation may have extended well into the 19th Centur.Y. 

On the mainland the discontinuous stretch of ultramafics 

between Taipare Bay and Tophouse has to date yielded about twenty 

different quarries or worked boulders (see Appendix 3), and undoubtedly 

many more minor outcrops and working areas remain undetected. In some 

ways the high incidence is surprising as the majority are located many 

kilometres inland in difficult and often heavily bushed terrain. The 

thorough extent of the exploration of rugged inland areas is amply 

demonstrated by the use of such outcrops, and may indicate a high value 

placed on 'argillite•, or reflect inaccessibility of major sources at 

some periods, if such lengths were resorted to for obtaining the 

material. 

Askew1 s Hill quarry is easy of access, situated at 450 metres 

above Taipare Bay. Because of its proximity to the sea, the moderate 

resources of steely blue grey material have been extensively exploited. 

At the southern end of' this broken belt two small working areas have 

been recorded near the coast at Otarawao (J. Walls, pers. comm.). 
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PLATE ;. Quan,- at high tide level - Ohana, D1Urrl.lle Island. 

r' 
I 
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In an 'offshoot• of the main belt the existence of a number 

of quarried outcrops has been rumoured in the vicinity of Elaine Bay 

and especially near Symonds Hill. However, at this stage only the 

quarry known as Samson's, centred on Billy Creek, has been thoroughly 

investigated. Three acres are definable where small boulders of 

mid-grey material have been extensively used. 

not far from the sea. 

Again, Samson's is 

Moving southward the next group of quarries to occur is in 

the Whangamoa area. At Red Hill a large fla.~ing area (Flower's 

Quarry) is reported, but the two best known are 9Hebberd's' and 

'Oakley's', both described by Duff ( 1946). Hebberd' s is located 

above the main Nelson-Blenheim highway slightly north of the present 

commercial serpentine quarry. A tectonic inclusion in the serpen

tine, the quarry outcrop produces an almost black material and is 

especially noted for the trench dug beneath one of the faces to enable 

access to 'fresh' underground rock (ibid:Plates 20-22). Exception

ally large examples of granodiorite hammerstones were associated with 

the quarry, the significance of this being that the closest source 

of these water-worn boulders is the Nelson Boulder Bank - McKay's 

Bluff - Cable Bay coast, indicating a considerable trek with such a 

load. Oakley's quarry is sited on the opposite side of the Nelson -

Blenheim highway just to the south of, and visible from, Hebberd's. 

Mid-grey material was quarried fairly extensively fro.m several boulders. 

The Dun Mountain section of the ultramafic belt has yielded 

a significant number of quarry sites and is the area most likely of all 

mainland areas to produce a substantial increase in new reports. 

These quarries are frequently hidden among dense stunted 'mineral 

belt' scrub and it would require an extensive systematic survey to 

ascertain the true degree of exploitation. 

In spite of intense fossicking for over a century, the 

Rushpool quarry, at the northern eJ."tremity of the Dun Mountain area, 

is without doubt the most visually spectacular of all. Even today, 

minus the large number of reject roughouts and hammerstones that are 

known to have been removed, the immense volume of waste flakes at the 

foot of the three main outcrops and particularly around the margins 
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of the natural rush filled pond occupying a hollow in the lee of these 

exposures, provides an impressive demonstration of the duration of 

exploitation. Quartering and knapp:ing stones of grandiorite which 

are plentiful, are mostly broken; they were transported from the 

Nelson Boulder Bank over an even greater distance than those carried 

to the Whangamoa. The occasional rodingite lmapping stone has also 

been recovered here. Examples of quadrangular cross-sectionea., 

quadrilaterally reduced roughouts have been recorded alongside the 

less sophisticated bilaterally reduced types. Skinner (1914:328) 
makes mention of a finished adze being recovered from the mud in the 

pool, the presence of some 'pecked' roughouts and the discovery of a 

large number of grindstones. The Rushpool rar1cs with the Ohana and 

Mt Ears quarries as a major source of soda-metasomatised argillite 

which continued in use over a long period of prehistoric time. 

Two hundred metres up the spur beyond the Rushpool lies a minor 

quarried area with flakes widely scattered but far less concentrated 

than in the quarry below. Both the Rushpool quarry and the site 

above are situated on the present walking track which follows an old 

Maori track to Pelorus. Light grey boulders have been used in the 

minor area; a hammerstone of muscovite sandstone (from Parapara in 

Golden Bay) was found among the flakes. This Maungatapu quarry 

( named because of its proximity to the Maungatapu summit) may 

possibly be the location of the Maori whare marked on a map compiled 

by Barnicoat of his traverse of this Nelson - Pelorus route (Skinner, 

1914:328). 

In the vicinity of Rocks Hut on the southern slopes of 

Dun Mountain is an inclusion of soda-metasomatised argilJ.ite showing 

only moderate sampling - a scatter of grey-green flakes being all 

that remains. For a stretch of about 15 kilometres beyond this is 

a gap in recorded quarries of the ultramafic belt, and it is not 

until Hackett Creek that the next known utilized outcrop appears. 

The Hackett source is on a ridge above the creek and is only of 

limited extent. It has not been at all ru1:is,~ exploited. 

Toi Creek, on the other hand, may be classified among the 

significant quarries, being on a similar scale to the Whangamoa 

outcrops. A wide hillside area amongst scrub is strewn with light 

grey flakes. Roughout typology- is of the common bilaterally 
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reduced side or end struck flake form, characteristic of all quarries 

where roughouts are present (see Plate 4). 

The most intensive survey of a selected quarry yet under

taken has been carried out by Mr J.Y. Walls on the Rocky Knob site. 

A set of small boulder outcrops perched on a hillside near the Lee 

River have been the scene of intensive quarrying and working to the 

roughout stage. Until the land was purchased for forestry the area 

retained a dense protective scrub cover which reduced fossicking to 

a minimum. In this relatively untouched condition it was possible 

to observe discreet quarrying and working areas, the former dist

inguished by large primary waste material and the latter by 

concentrations of smaller flakes in association with roughouts, 

small hammerstones and knapping stones. The count of roughouts 

was high ( over two hundred and fifty), the majority were of the side 

struck or end struck., modified flake type .. Hammerstones were also 

particularly numerous for such a small quarry. Because of the 

greater distance and less direct access to the boulder bank, 

hammerstones of granodiorite are almost non-existent; hard green 

sandstones from the Stephens - Tramway Sandstone Formations, as well 

as from the soft Greville Formation, have been substituted. 

Adjacent to Rocky Knob another relatively untouched., but 

smaller quarry has been located which is still reasonably protected 

by moderate scrub cover. Designated Cat Knob, this area of f'lakes., 

roughouts and hammerstones is the result of modifying minor surface 

boulders which are lighter in colour than those at Rocky Knob, being 

predominantly a mid-grey. 

Additional to these quarries, an increasing number of 

casually worked boulders from river and stream beds is being added to 

the files. Typically such boulders have been removed to the banks 

where they are fou..l'J.d and are encircled by a thin scatter of waste 

flakes and perhaps one or two reject roughouts. Such is the case 

at Long Gully and the Lee River. Many kilometres from the Ultramafic 

Belt, on the ba11ks of the :Motueka River ( which nevertheless f'lows 

from the Ultramafic Belt) another instance of a worked boulder is on 

record. 
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The most remarkable location yet confirmed in the 'worked 

boulder' category is on the western flank of Mt Starveall at an alti

tude of well over 1000 metres. Access to the ridge (known as Little 

Starveall) is steep and through thick bush. The flaking area occupies 

a clearing, or rather an area of stu...'1ted 'mineral belt' scrub which 

has been impeded in growth by an isolated exposure of ultramafics, the 

reason too for the presence of the soda-metasomatised argillite out

crop. Reports have also been made of the existence of similar worked 

sources in the even remoter but large block of ultra.mafics at the end 

of the Nelson belt known as the Red Hills. Unfortunately their 

presence is unconfirmed at this date but the chances of the reports 

being correct are highly likely. 

One point of interest that deserves mention in connection 

with the Nelson ultramafics is the discovery near Murchison of a 

worked boulder on the banks of Station Creek, a tributary of the 

Matakitaki River ( J. Y. Walls, pers. coiillll.). This locality, approx

imately 80 kilometres to the south of the Red Hills mass, lies within 

a small complex of Maitai Group and Lee River Group sediments divided 

by an ultramafic lens. This small 'inlier' on the west side of the 

Alpine Fault demonstrates the complexity of the fault in disrupting 

the ultramafic belts, and by the presence of the worked boulder there, 

the ability of the Maori to recognize soda-metasomatized argillite 

wherever it occurs. 

At the southern displacement of the ultramafics, soda

metasomatised argillites reappear, but apparently with less frequency. 

No thorough survey of the Southland extension has been undertaken for 

the purpose of recording the distribution and degree of alteration of 

sediments. Material remarkably similar to that of Nelson has been 

recovered from the Mararoa River near the margins of the Mavora Lakes 

(R. Beck, pers. comm.). Samples are a very dark grey, almost black. 

A quarry site is suspected to exist in the vicinity of West Dome as a 

number of' finished and roughed out adzes of the same material have 

been found there by farmers. It is highly probable that a number of 

minor quarries or worked boulders will be record.ed along the central 

zone in the future, especially in the areas where nephrites and 

bowenites were sought. 
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A very small vein of' black metamorphosea. argillite occurs 

at Tiwai Point near the wharf. The only evidence for its use is as 

fla.~e tools rather than for adze manufacture. 

Although not associated with ultramafics, one other 

important Southland source is located in exposures of actL."lolite 

tuffs in the Bluff - Riverton - Orepuki areas. This argillite is 

rather different from the altered ultramafic sediments in that it 

is tuffaceous., characteristically green and coarser but still 

retains a good conchoidal fracture. Strictly speaking., the mat

erial should not be referred to as 1 argillite• at all, although 

they retain some sedimentary structure, but because macroscopic 

properties are roughly similar, and the term currently enjoys common 

useage among archaeologists, it is appropriate to discuss the tuffs 

in this context. All the outcrops of' 'thermally metamorphosed 

tuffs 1 (Wood, 196~; Watters~ Jb1, 1968) occurring on the coast 

between Bluff Peninsula and Orepuki have probably been exploited, 

but until a systematic survey of them has been completed, the 

intensity and degree must remain surmise. The well known quarry 

near Tihaka (and the Riverton site) is at the foot of' a cliff face 

and appears to have been worked extensively (Leach, 1969:64). 

Roughouts are consistently of side or end struck flakes, bilateralJ1..y 

or trilaterally reduced. Hammerstones used are of b.Srd.rogrossular, 

norite and syenite. Evidence of roughouts in the site at the 

eastern end of Colao Bay indicate a considerable period of exploit

ation ( Leach and Higham, 1971: 202) • The cultural distribution of 

this Southland tuffaceous argillite is poorly known. Coombs has 

identified the material in an assemblage from Pounawea (Lockerbie, 

1959:83). 
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Nephrite, Bowenite, Serpentine and Talc. 

Terminology. Nephrite is a member of the Amphibole group 

as distinct from jadeite, which is a member of the Pyroxene group) and 

is a species of actinolite - tremolite being a dense and fine-grained 

variety. The description of nephrite given by Turner is as follows: 
11 
••• the bund.les of fibres are twisted and thoroughly felted or inter

woven with one another, producing a highly characteristic structure 

to which the term 'nephrite• may be applied" (Turner, 1935: 189). He 

further describes a wide variation in the structures, pointing out 

that there is no single texture characterising the nephrites. 

Tremolite is responsible for shades of white, ~hile intensities of 

greenheighten with increasing iron content, chrome diopside, or green 

talc. Hardness ranges between 6 and 6! on the Mohs scale. 

Semi-nephrite: Coleman uses the term semi-nephrite (Coleman, 

1966:18-19) to refer to those amphiboles lacking the microscopic 

characteristics described by Turner (ibid). 

Bowenite is a variety of serpentine, commonly translucent as 

in the tangiwai variant of nounamu, but it also talces a a.ense fibrous 

habit. On the whole it is softer than nephrite being from lJ- to 6 on 

the Mohs scale. Macroscopically, the lines of division between 

nephrites and the bowenite variety of serpentine are by no means clear 

(see Turner, 1935:199). Mineralogically though, the bowenites are 

composed of antigorite. Talc with small bits of olivine is often 

included in the antigorite lenses (Coleman, 1966:71). 

Talc is distinguished by its extreme softness ( i on the Mohs 

scale). In its massive form it is known as soapstone or steatite. 

It has a greasy or soapy reel and a dull lustre. The most common 

colour is pale green but it may also occur in various shades of greens., 

white, black or grey, and is sometimes stained reddish or brown by 

iron oxides. It is a common md:neral of metamorphosed ultramafic rocks 

(Anon, 1962:490). 

Sources. The rationale behind dealing with these rocks in 

a single section is twofold. li'irstly, they are the minerals usually 

incorporated in the group named 'greenstone' and secondly, nephrite., 
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bowenite, serpentine and talc are all ultramafites and therefore have 

a common source in the ultramafic zones. 

Just as the term 1greenstone 1 may cover a wide range of 

related rocks, so the Maori word :gounamu appears to have covered the 

full range of nephrites a~1d serpentines, with numerous varieties 

being apparently distinguished on the basis of colour only. The 

scarcity of early European references to macroscopic physical proper

ties recognised by the Maori (such as hardness or cleavage) may on 

the one hand be a result of inadequate ethnographic recording, or on 

the other, a true reflection of the maP~1er in which the Maori perceived 

and discriminated pounamu and its variants. Talc in this case is 

probably an exception: Hochstetter gives kotore as the Maori name for 

'soapstone' (Hochstetter, 1959:286). 

Nephrite, bowenite, serpentine and talc are all ultramafites, 

and have a common source; indeed, a single ultramafic boulder may 

incorporate all four types. There, except for purely mineralogical 

and modern geological descriptive purposes, the distinctions may almost 

be artificial in the sense that they were not formally recognised by 

the Maori pounamu collectors. Talc again is the exception because of 

its obvious physical properties. Of a sample of seventy-nine thin 

sections submitted to Turner by Dr Skinner as a representative range 

of 1 greenstone 1 from Otago and Southland sites, petrographic analysis 

led Turner to remark, 11 serpentine rocks appear to be almost, if not 

quite, as plentiful as nephrites and related rocks" ('l'urner, 1935: 198). 

It must constantly be borne in mind that in spite of the higher value 

of nephritic types, a sizeable proportion of poorer quality material 

was used. It should be expected, then, that sources other than those 

popularly known were also exploited as the material they offered was 

far from worthless. 

One of these lesser known sources occurs at the southern end 

of D'Urville Island, at Ohana. Two i_u. ~ records have been made of 

"nephrite-lilce tremolite-actinolite" occurring in lenses and veins 

associated with serpentine, one on the mainland to the immediate west 

of Ohana Bay and the other at the southern extremity of Hautai Island 

(Coleman, 1966:55). Small, water-worn pebbles have been picked up on 
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the low tide beach between Hautai Island and the mainland; and two 

large boulders from the same place were collected by the present land

owner, Mr R. Kawharu. A sample from one of these blocks, taken by the 

writer, appears to be less dense and slightly softer than the highest 

quality tremolites (semi-nephrite), but none-the-less a desirable mat

erial, the same colour as the kawakawa variety. At Black Beach on 

D1Urville Island small blocks within serpentine have also been noted 

as semi-nephritic (Coleman, 1966:56). On D'Urville Island serpentine 

is found outcropping along the length of the ultramafic belt which 

runs almost continuously from Billhook Bay to Ohana on the east side 

of the island. On the west side a minor narrow lens extends from 

Otu Bay to Manawakupakupa (Beck, 1964). Talc deposits are numerous 

within these serpentine bands. 

The extent of the Nelson-D'Urville Island ultramafic belt on 

the mainland has already been discussed. .This belt is largely composed 

of unaltered peridotite and dunite but does contain minor amounts of 

serpentines. Amphiboles occur consistently along the borders of rod-

ingites and tectonic inclusions and at the contacts between serpentine 

and the surrounding rock, generally forming monomineralic selvages or 

segregations at the contacts, as well as veins extending into the 

serpentine. No systematic record exists of these occurrences but some 

instances have been casually noted. For example, in 'Okure 1 (Okuri) 

Bay Hochstetter found a "nodular piece of nephrite" at the foot of 

cliffs of metamorphics from which he thought it had derived (Hochstetter, 

1959: 242). It is more lilcely however, to have drifted there on the tide 

either from D'Urville Island to the north, or Pahakorea Point to the 

south; no ultramafics are mapped at Okuri Bay (Beck, 1964). Coleman 

has detailed samples collected from the Red Hills-Dun Mountain sector 

of the ultramafic belt (Coleman, 1966:28-29). Designated 'semi

nephrites•, (ibid) they occur near Elaine Bay, at Whangamoa (near the 

soda-metasomatised argillite quarry), Hackett Creek, United Creek, and 

in the modern serpentine quarry at the head of Lee River. The limited 

area and thickness of the nephritic segregations generally precludes 

their use by the Maori in any but small cultural items. However, the 

possibility that larger suitable water-worn pieces are to be found in 

the rivers and streams draining these ultramafics should not be ruled 

out. Information gathered by Cook possibly lends credence to the 

idea that forms of pounamu were sometimes collected in the Nelson Mineral 
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belt (see page 6 above). If any exhaustive characterization analysis 

of pounamu were attempted, minor potential sources such as these would 

be worth inclusion, especially in view of the proximity of the soda

metasomatised argillite sources. As on D'Urville Island, talc deposits 

are common throughout the serpentines in this section of the ultramafic 

belt. 

Although only likely to be of small significance, even in 

relation to the above, note should be made of an occurrence at Wheeler 

Creek saddle, Matakitaki River area in the small ultramafic I outlier• 

to the Nelson mineral belt (Coleman, 1966:29). Similarly, reports 

have recently claimed high quality nephrites exist in the Cobb River 

area, somewhere in the vicinity of the modern asbestos mine (J.Y. Walls, 

pers. comm.) and Drummond1 s Flat (Ritchie pers. comm.). The size of 

these deposits is as yet unknown but samples from the area are nephrite 

quality (ibid). A very substantial talc deposit has been uncovered in 

a mining operation but its accessibility in prehistoric times is unclear~ 

This is a zone of ultramafic and talc magnesite rocks which form the 

cone of a plunging fold between the Cobb and Takaka valleys. 

Bowenite has never been described from any of the Nelson ult

ramafics, although its apparent absence may result from the failure to 

specifically look for it or recognise it in the area and difficulty in 

distinguishing in hand specimen between semi-nephrite and bowenite. 

It would be sound, nonetheless, to assume that it is present in minor 

quantities. 

To the east of the Alpine Fault near Hokitika are numerous 

small discontinuous lenses, usually less than 200 feet wide and not more 

than several thousand feet long, of intensely metamorphosed ultramafites 

now referred to as the Pounamu Ultramafics (Bell and Frazer, 1906; 
Morgan, 1908; Grindley ~ al, 1959). These isolatec1 poa.s and veins 

of Westland are probably erosion remnants of a once larger belt and are 

dissected and drained by the Hokit:i.ka, Arahura and Teremakau rivers and 

their numerous tributary streams. It is the beds of these water courses, 

rather than .in~ deposits, which seems to have provided the source 

for nephrites. Uncertainty surrounds the place of origin of the neph·· 

rite boulders which are so common in the glacial and stream. debris. 
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Reports of nephrite in place are eA-tremely rare, despite the name of 

the formation. Only two verified accounts exist: one observation 

made by Bell and Frazer (1906) of nephrite lenses within the ultra

mafics cut by the headwaters of Griffin Creek, and the other a report 

based on x-ray and chemical analyses of specimens collected from the 

disused quarry in a lens also in Griffin Creek (Coleman, 1966:68). 

Bell and Frazer (1906) also noted very large boulders of good quality 

nephrite in the headwaters of Olderog Creek, associatea. with ultr.a

mafic lenses, but these are apparently on]y erosion remnants. 

Olderog Creek continues to be suspected as a primary source hmvever. 

In spite of this lack of J.n. situ deposits, the fact that all the 

nephrite-bearing river beds have headwaters crossi,,.~g the Pounam~ 

Ultramafics, or were once fed with glacial debris from there, prov

ides reasonable grounds for assuming that the ultramafics (probably 

in a. more extensive form) are the original source. 

The Westland field is divisible into four major areas: 

Arahura, Teremakau, Marsden, and Hokitika. Each has been claimed 

to possess differentiating characteristi.cs (Beck, 1970: 35), apparently 

based on macroscopic hand specimen properties. 

The Arahura area has been a prolific provider of nephrite 

boulders and pebbles, particularly in the upper reaches. Near 

Olderog Creek Beck describes Arahura nephrite as being "very mixed in 

quality and the general appearance is dark green to miJJ(y green, the 

strong kawakawa green being more rare here. Some pieces are water

worn while others possess a greyish to almost white rind that can 

sometimes be quite thick" (Beck, 1970: 35). Bowenite is present in 

minor amounts. 

The other traditionally well known west coast source is the 

Teremakau River. Initially carved up by glaciers, the Teremakau 

field appears to lack the paler shades of Arahura, being more prod

uctive of the fine flawless kawakawa variety. Although all types 

and qualities of nephrite are present, hand specimen colour is gener

ally rich green to dark green, with a greyish-white to bro7m rind 

(ibid:41). The origin of the Teremakau nephrite has been termed a 

'mystery' by Beck, but there is no reason to reject the catchments of 

the Wainihinihi, Griffin Creek and Taipo River areas. 
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Marsden, the third major field, is centred on the glacial 

gravels surroundii.--ig the New River, immediately north of the Teremakau. 

Despite the deeply weathered nature of the Marsden nephrite, "the 

shade is strong and bright grass green (some approaching the Kahurangi 

variety) and the structure is dense and free from soft inclusions" 

(ibid, 42)., 

The presence of nephrite in the lower reaches of the Hokitika 

River was first made known to Europeans through gold diggers. Con

tinued sluicing and dredging, especially from the alluvial gravels in 

the vicinity of Kaniere and Rimu, has produced. the bulk of the Hokiti.'l{a 

nephrite. It is perhaps surprising that the yield from this river is 

not higher than that of the Arahura and Terema..~au, since within the 

catchment area a significant number of ultramafic lenses are cut. 

These include the Cropp River, the upper Hokitika River, Diedrich Creek, 

Toaroha River, Kokatahi River and a tributary of the Styx:. All these 

rivers should be potential nephrite bearers. Beck mentions that the 

quality of the Hokitika nephrite is mixed with good specimens being 

rare, but he doesn't make any generalisations about its colour and 

features distinguishing it, if any, from the other fields (Beck, 1970). 

The ultramafic lenses containing the Westland nephrite are 

largely composed of antigorite serpentines ana_ must also be regarded. 

as potential serpentine sources. Minor bands of talc also occur 

within the serpentines (Coleman, 1966:68), and li.~e them should be 

found as river debris as well as i;g ~. If a comprehensive source 

survey were to be carried out, numerous other minor locations near the 

main Westland centres could be expected to come to light, particularly 

where fluvio-glacial alluvium derived from the relict ultramafics is 

present. 

Further to the south a quantity of nephrite, semi-nephrite 

and talc has been recovered from the Makarora area at the head of 

Lake Wanaka. Although the amou.Dts are not great they are large enough 

to warrant status as a source. The nephrites are predominantly 

schistose and appear to be confined to the Makarora River in the 

section between Haast Pass and just below Muddy Creek junction, with a 

concentration at the mouths of the Blue River and Muddy Creek (Beck, 
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1970: 51). An in~ deposit is suspected in the heads of those 

valleys but it remains unverified. Nephrite outcrops are mapped around 

the headwaters of Douglas Creek which is also near Haast Pass (Mutch and 

McKellar, 1964), but Beck maintains that these deposits are in fact 

serpentinite, being softer than nephrite and containing magnetite in

clusions (1970:52). 

Returning once again to the southern extension of the Alpine 

Fault, the 'Great Ultramafic Belt' reappears, and with it, serpentines, 

nephrites and talcs.. Turner has recorded the occurrence of schistose 

nephrite and semi-nephrite in the upper reaches of the Jackson River 

(1935:206) and the Pyke River (1935:207), while various other casual 

reports have been made of fragmentary finds in the Red Hills Range

Martyr Hill Belt. Mutch refers briei'zy to "extremely thin bands of 

nephrite11 at the Simonin and Beresford Passes at the southern end of 

the Red Hills Range ( 1964). The entire length of the Red Mountain 

Ultramafic body must be regarded as a source area,. especially the 

western margin of serpentinites with rodingite pods, it being only a 

matter of time until the full extent of deposits is known in this dif

ficult terrain. Although no record exists to the writer's knowledge 

of actual nephrite being found at the head of Lake McKerrow, a small 

lens of ultramafic serpentine is present a short distance above the 

Hollyford River near the outlet to the lake (Wood, 1962). 

The second major nephrite source is a series of minor talc

serpentine lenses dissected by the rivers on the western side of the 

head of Lake Whakatipu. Despite the fact that the extent of' these 

lenses is incompletely known, the Routebur.n locality appears to be the 

most prolific producer. Further south both the Caples and Greenstone 

Rivers yield the same quality material but in lesser quantities. The 

Whakatipu material is characterised by the rarity of high quality 

nephrites, most of it being classed as the softer semi-nephrite. 

Beck describes the general colour as"••• silver,y pale green to pale 

grey and dark olive green to milky grass green. Strong bright green 

of the K'awal\'.awa variety common in Westland are almost entirely absent11 

(Beck, 1970:49). Turner tentatively classes these Vf.hakatipu-South 

Canterbury fields the major source of suppzy for Otago and South 

Canterbury (Turner, 1935:206). 
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Two other very small serpentine deposits have been mapped on 

the eastern shores of Lake Whakatipu, one at Springburn near Lake :Moke, 

the other in a tributary of the Gentle Annie Stream which flows into 

the Kawarau River. Only the Moke Creek outcrop is recora_ed as a 

nephrite source (Beck, 1970: 50). 

The final source :in this section is the widely known _Anita 

Bay locality. This was the traditional collecting place of '~1~iwai' 

or Bowenite, a clear translucent variety of antigorite. Its derivation 

is a thin ultramafic belt approximately four hundred metres wide, two 

to three kilometres east and parallel to, the Alpine Fault, and extend

ing forty kilometres southeas-'c;wards from the Kaipo River to Sutherland 

Sound. The antigorite serpentine and talc is contained within dunite 

mylonite lenses, pods and veins up to thirty centimetres long and several 

centimetres wide (Coleman, 1966:71). The most readily accessible and 

abundant concentrations occur where the belt has been cut by the sea -

at Anita Bay and Poison Bay. Here bowenite in the for.m of water-worn 

beach pebbles is easily obtained, often bearing a schistose of fibrous 

character and semi-transparency. Pebbles and boulders of serpentine, 

bowenite and talc are present in streams and rivers which dissect the 

ultrama.fics thoughout its length (Wood, 1972:97). 

Serpentines have been mapped in the North Islana. but their 

occurrence is extremely limited both geographically and spatially. 

Fleming ( 1947) and, more recentlY, Hay ( 1967) have described a serpe..11t-

inite deposit in the Piopio area, North Taranakio The outcrop is only 

a few 'square chains' in area and lies two miles north-east of Aria and 

one mile south-east of Wairere Falls. Both dunite-serpentine and 

harzburgite serpentine are present, but the rock is so highly sheared 

that the largest massiv-e serpentine fragments available are only fist 

size, but large enough to be worked nonetheless. Serpentine artefacts 

from Taranaki sites may well have originated from the Piopio deposit. 

The widespread distribution of small bodies of serpentine 

occurs again north of Auckland between Silverdale ana_ Wellsford. These 

ellipsoidal or irregular spheres, completely surrounded by sediments and 

aligned along fau1ts (Thompson, 1961), are rarely more than a few hundred 

metres long. The serpentine is highly sheared and even fist-sized 

pieces of intact material are difficult to obtain. 
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At North Cape a small ultra.mafic complex occupies two or 

three square kilometres (Bartrum and Turner, 1928). It is well 

exposed along the coast from Ngawhenua Stream eastwards to Kerr 

Point. Although only one zone of highly sheared serpentine is 

present, massive blocks are readily attainable. 

To judge from reports made of the North Island serpentine 

deposits, none has produced material of bowenite quality, nor have 

there been any records of nephrite. It is probably unlikely that 

these serpentines were used to any extent prehistorically. Inter

est in the deposits was probably only local with the material 

collected from them being disseminated on a short range basis. 

Schist and schistose gr~ywacke. 

Terminology. Schist is a medium or coarse-grained. 

metamorphic rock with subparallel orientation of the micaceous 

minerals which dom:inate its composition (Anon., 1962: 438). The 

zonation of schists is based on criteria laia. down by Turner and 

Verhoogen (1951). 

Sources. Schists are a class of rocks with a very 

widespread distribution, particularly in the South Island - an 

unfortunate situation from the aspect of sourcing. Schists with 

similar characteristics are found stretching almost continuously 

from the Marlborough Sounds to southern Otago making the task of 

provenancing using hand specimens, and even thin section microscopy, 

a very difficult and formidable one. It is rare for schists with a 

special composition to occur in circumscribed or limited areas. 

Those that are of limited distribution deserve detailed description. 

The North Island is notable for its lack of significant 

bodies of schists, having only a single narrow belt of about l.i,.O 

kilometres length near Lake Taupo. Here, a band of undifferentiated 

greywacke and schist comprises most of the Kaimanawa Range area, and 

is mapped under the Group names of Kaimanawa Greywacke and Kaimanawa 

Schist. The schist zone is described as containing low-grade, dark 

grey, pelitic schist, schistose sandstone and conglomerate with 
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strong cataclastic deformation. These are flanked by the larger body 

of complexly folded sub-schistose greywackes, which are made up of dark 

grey argillites and redeposited sandstone, the deformation causing 

schistosity ( Grindley, 1960). 

The only other North Island schist rocks occur as a very 

minor band on the eastern coast of Kapiti Island. These belong to 

the Chlorite subzone 2 and have the same characteristics as Kaimanawa 

schist (N.Z. Geological Survey (North Island), 1972). The remainder 

of Kapiti Island consists entirely of greywacke with semi-schistose 

argillites (Kingma, 1967). Schistose argillites and greywacke also 

appears spasmodically in the belt along the western side of the 

R:imutaka and Tararua Ranges ( ibid) • 

The distribution of schist and schistose material in the 

South Island is very much more dif'ficult to describe because it is so 

extensive. For this reason, and working on the assumption that the 

closest are probably most relevant to the Wairarapa, only the Nelson

Marlborough region will be accorded any detail. 

The Nelson- Marlborough series of chlorite zone schists lie 

roughly in a triangle bounded on the north corner by the entrance to 

Pelorus Sound, on the south by the upper Yfairau River, and the east 

by Cloudy Bay (N.z. Geological Survey (South Island), 1972),. The 

schists of subzones Chlorite 3 and 4 occupy a north-easterly trending 

zone, flanked on either side by thick sequences of grey-wackes belonging 

essentially to subzones Chlorite 1 and 2. 

The rocks of Chlorite 1 (Pelorus Group) are green greywackes 

and argillites which are commonly schistose towards the contact with 

subzone Chlorite 2 schist, particularly, for example, on Arapawa Island 

(Vittaliano, 1968:18). These rocks grade into a belt of slates, 

phyllites and mica schists readily recognisable in the field by their 

characteristic micaceous lustre and lack of foliation. 

Thin section analysis determined these groups within subzone 

Chlorite 2: quartz-feldspar schist, micaceous schist and quartz

pumpellyite schist. The most common group are the grey to dark grey, 
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fine grained micaceous schists. A phyllitic texture is characteristic 

of most and is easily split along shear planes. None are foliated 

(Vittaliano, 1968:19). 

Subzone Chlorite 3 rocks of the Marlborough Sounds are grey 

to grey-black, entirely recrystallized, distinctly foliated schists. 

Although almost exclusively restricted to the main inland schist belt, 

small areas outcrop in the Sounds at Nydia and Maori Bay ( Pelorus 

Sound), the Bay of Many Coves ( Queen Charlotte Sound), Oyster Bay (Tory 

Channel) and eastern Arapawa Island. Groups recognised by thin section 

examination were quartz schist, quartz-feldspar schist (which is dark 

grey but weathers to brick red), ferruginous schist, and green schist 

( which is fine to medium grained and blackish to dark green) 

(Vittaliano, 1968:19-21). 

Subzone Chlorite 4 is very di:rficult to establish on the 

basis of textural criteria in the field. In the Marlborough Sounds 

their identification can only be confirmed by laboratory measurement 

of the grain sizes. They occur only in narrow strips bordering 

Queen Charlotte Sounds, at Picton and between Onahau ,and Torea Bay. 

These rocks are foliated schists in which the following groups are 

present: quartz schist, quartz-feldspar schist and micaceous schist. 

Colour ranges from light grey through to black, and they often have a 

high muscovite content ( ibid: 22). 

Mention should be made at this point of a prominent band of 

reddish volcanic argillite which occurs near the schist boundary in 

the :Marlborough Sounds (Beck, 196Li-) and an outcrop of the same 

material close to French Pass (c. Landis,pers. comm.). A phyllitic 

fragment of this argillite was recovered :f'rom a site in the Wairarapa 

and is from one of the two sources. 

The schists of north-west Nelson are many and varied. The 

majority are contained in an elongate triangular belt stretching 

southward from Golden Bay ( Grindley, 1961). The youngest, a biotite 

schist belonging to the Whangapeka Formation, is found in minor bodies 

occurring in the ranges to the south of the Whangapeka River where it 
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is in contact with the Separation Point granite. The Aorere Formations, 

where the argillites come in contact with granites also produce green and 

grey •sub-schist' and phjrllites, but in very rough and inaccessible 

terrain. Contact schist is present again in the limited area of Pre

Cambrian rocks at Mount Radiant.. The metamorphic and intrusive schists 

are of higher quality and tend to outcrop in the more accessible parts 

of Golden Bay making the likelihood of their prehistoric exploitation 

more probable than the younger schists just mentioned. 

in the area are schist-bearing. 

Seven formations 

The Rameka Intrusives are confined to a small area behind east 

Takaka and provide a source of hornblende schist. Similar hornblende 

schist as well as talc-schist arises from the Riwaka metavolcanics which 

have their main mass occurring in the Riwaka Valley area, stretching 

southward to disappear near the Baton River. Minor, but very accessible 

belts of hornblende schist have been located behind Pura.mahoe and near 

the mouth of the Takaka River. 

Onekaka schists, especially accessible where the formation 

appears between Onekaka and West Takaka, are composed of biotite-gamet, 

biotite-quartz-garnet and muscovite-chlorite schists. Less accessible 

beds of these schists flank the main mass of Riwaka metavolcanics. 

Confined to very well circumscribed areas are the P:i.kikiruna 

Schists which are found only on the east and west sides of' the Takaka 

Hill, in a small band at Canaan and behind :Motupipi. Biotite-garnet, 

the particularly characteristic biotite-garnet-sillimanite schist, and 

greenschist ma.ke up this formation of high grade meta.morphics~ 

The schists belonging to the Golden Bay Schist Formation are 

widespread, comprising a large part of the Aorere and Parapara Inlet 

catchments. They are mainly of Chlorite 2 - 3 rank except where close 

to granite intrusions. Grey banded phyllites, quartz-muscovite and 

graphitic schists with pyrite are the common formation constitiuents. 

The Wakamarama Schist Formation is limited to a strip out

cropping along the northern sia.e of the Aorere Valley between Pakawau 
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and Bainham. The area provides green, grey and red-stained muscovite

chlorite and biotite schists and is easily accessible. 

Finally, the oldest member of the Golden Bay schist suite, 

the Waingaro Formation, yields green amphibolite and chlorotoid schists. 

These rocks are found in a belt extending southwards from Parapara Inlet, 

around the middle reaches of the Waingaro River and in the Cobb area. 

Chlorotoid-muscovite schists, hornblende schists and graphitic schists 

are most typical. 

Some of the value of this distributional description is offset 

by the fac.t that a great number of' these schists would have been reaa.ily 

available in the lower reaches of rivers and streams, the course of which 

pass through schist beds; with estuary areas providing a selection right 

at the coast. Golden Bay schist would be o.btainable in quantity at 

Pakawau Inlet, for example; Golden Bay, Wakamarama, Waingaro and Aorere 

schists f'rom the Aorere River; Golden Bay, Rameka, Riwaka, Wangapeka, 

1-faingaro and Onekaka schists at Parapara, and an even widerselection from 

the Takaka River. 

The schists of the remaining area of the South Island can only 

be described briefly. Chlorite zone schists and semi-schists consisting 

of stilpnomelane or actinolite schist, and green schist bands are by far 

the most extensive covering vast areas particularly of the Southland 

G-eosyncline. A very long ribbon of' subzones 2 and 3 stretches along the 

outer margins of' the Alpine Fault from Lake Rotorua, Nelson, as far as 

the Mount Cook region, where fingers divaricate from it, eastward towards 

Lakes Hawea and Ohau, into the St Bathans Range area of North Otago and 

through almost to the coast near Shag River. Smaller blocks of Chlorite 

subzone 2 also occur in the ranges of South Canterbury. Forming the 

eastern margin of the Alpine Fault is a band of Biotite Zone schist, 

quar'cz-feldspar and actinolite schists, narrow at the northern inception 

but steadily broadening to the south. This band is accompanied by the 

garnet to Oligoclase zone (quartz-feldspathic schists with some actino1ite 

and oligoclase-muscovite lenses) which lies between the Biotite and 

Ghlorite zones. A massive belt of Chlorite zone 4 schist, roughly 100 

kilometres wide sweeps from south Westland through to the Otago coast~ 

Flanking the southern boundary are Chlorite 2 and 3 schists. Comparatively 

minor schist areas are found in south Westland, quartz and calc-schist and 
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basic schist in the Milford Sound and Heath Mountains regions, and 

hornblende schist in Fiordland. Small areas of Chlorite 3 and 4 
outcrop along three margins of coastlj_ne in the Chatham Island. 

Orthoguartzi te. 

Terminology. Orthoquartzites are elastic sedimentary 

rocks composed of silica-cemented quartz sand. The cement is com

monly deposited i..."1 crystallographic continuity with the quartz of 

the worn grains (Anon, 1962:358). In New Zealand they are some

times referred to as 1 silcretes•. McKellar (1966) refers to those 

near Dunedin as I quartz conglomerate' and Coombs ( 1957: 285) used the 

term 'consolidated quartz sands'. They are also often called 
1 quartzites 1 (for examples, Simmons and Wright, 1967) but have not 

been recr.rstallised 1:i.ke tr~e quartzites. However no generally 

accepted term exists for this rock type at present. 

Sources. Intensive surveys of orthoquartzite sources 

have never been undertaken. The reason must partly lie in the 

extreme difficulty of the task as quartz sands and conglomerate hori

zons, and residuals of these, are widely scattered through the eastern 

margin of the South Island probably extending as far north as Kaikoura 

(Mason, pers. comm.)• Outcrops range sparsely through Canterbu1--y but 

become relativeJ..y common in the Central Otago area, with their pres-

ence gradually dwindling again to the south. Descriptions of a small 

number of quarries have already been published, but other sources are 

known to exist onJ..y through unpublished ini'ormation (Mason, pers. comm.). 

This work is at present incomplete but still valuable in providing an 

indication of the probable extent of orthoquartzites i.~ New Zealand. 

To date, the northernmost occurrence in the South Island is 

the strip of orthoquartzite outcrops, about two kilometres long, ex

posed behind the settlement of Oxford., in Canterbury (Griffiths, 1960). 

The material is described as fine grained, tough and distinctively 

blue on fresh surfaces. The outcrop has been worked as a quarry. 

No other quarries have been noted in the vicinity but it seems unli.1<:ely 

that the Oxford occurrence is an isolated one. 
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A large discontinuity exists between the Oxford source and 

the next and nearest South Canterbury localities. Orthoquartzite is 

reported to be present in the Blue Mounta}.11 and Four Peaks vicinities 

between Geraldine and I•'airlie (Mason, pers. comm .. ). The material 

there is of' f'la..l{e quality but appears to be in an unquarried state., 

Further south are the better known Gray's Hill quarries, situated 

close to Lake Benmore in the Mackenzie country (Simmons and Wright, 

1967:73). Here, two discrete areas of small residual boulders have 

been worked and are surrounded by flake debris. Another locality in 

close proximity is at Brothers Stream which drains into the Ha1cate,ramea 

River. As yet, however, no discover-..1 of a:n,y working has been made 

(Mason, pers. comm.). Other areas possibly containing sources on the 

opposite side of Brothers Stream in the Hakataramea Valley are plotted 

on the geological map of the South Island (N.z. Geological Survey, 

1972), as well as areas near Kurow, north of Lake Waitaki and Otematata. 

To the southward again and nearer the coast, an isolated out

crop occurs near Mount Charles, Waianalcarua (Mason, pers. comm.). The 

orthoquartzite is of high flaking quality but is apparently unwo1"1ced. 

As mentioned earlier, Central Otago provides the greatest 

concentration of orthoquartzite outcrops. At the upper end of the Pig 

Root is an area of orthoquartzite which is unquarried but yields flalce 

quality material (ibid). This applies also to the material in dep

osits at Foulden Hills (ibid). Orthoquartzite horizons are marked at 

the Yellow Hills - Peat Moss Hills vicinity, at Mount Pyrie, Mount 

Stacken., The Sisters and Slip Hill, all east of Taieri Ridge, but the 

quality and exploitation status of these materials is unknown at 

present (McKellar, 1966). Also in this area is the site of Nenthorn, 

one of the more widely known outcrops where quarrying is ver"'J much in 

evidence (Trotter, 1961). A large boulder and residual blocks sur

rounded by waste debris display worked faces where blade ma..,ufacture 

probably took place. Slightly to the north of Nenthorn, at McRae 1 s 

Flat is another unrecorded quarry beari.~g similar evidence though on a 

smaller scale (Mason, pers. comm.). 

The northern slopes of the Rock and Pillar Range have scat

tered horizons of orthoquartzite particularly between the Hyde and 

Vfaipiata areas (N.Z. Geological Survey (South Island), 1972). 
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However, only one quar1-y has been reported from there. It is a large 

quarr,y at Waipiata which is apparently extensive and is surrounded by 

flaking floors (F. Leach, pers. comm.). Other worked deposits 

probably exist in the vici~..ity. 

The flan_'l{:s of Rough Ridge and North Rough Ridge have yielded. 

outcrops with the best known being the site of Oturehua. This is a 

large quarr,y which has been excavated ana_ demonstrated to have been 

exploited in the 11th Century (F. Leach, 1969:52). Blade manufacture 

from large prepared cores took place. At Wedderburn, slightly north 

of Oturehua, outcrops are TE3portea. to be surrounded by 'half an acre 

of working floor' (Mason, pers. comm.)• At German Hill :in the Idaburn 

Valley, to the south of Oturehua, is an extensive spread of ortho-

quartzite. The horizon shows no obvious signs of quarrying but was 

probably worked to a minor extent (ibid). 

Further inland, around the Raggedy Range area, especially on 

the western flanks, are deposits which quite possibly have been exploit-

ed but no reports yet have confirmed this. A considerable number of 

creeks draining into the Manuherikia River between A1exandra and the 

Hawkdun Range pass through horizons of' •non-marine cori..glomerate' (N.z. 

Geological Survey, (South Island), 1972), with one instance of working 

being reported from Galloway, near Alexandra. This site is the scene 

of extensive orthoquartzite quarrying (Mason, pers. comm.). In the 

Old Man Range, about 10 kilometres from Roxburgh, is another particu

larly extensive quarry (ibid), where the manufacture of blades of very 

much in evidence. Two further areas of quartz conglomerate outcrop 

in this range, and also one other just inland from the Roxburgh dam. 

Minor outcrops lie to the north of Lake Roxburgh but their exploitation 

status is still not known. 

Additional central Otago areas mapped, but archaeologicaJJ,.y 

mlknov.n, are the Linais River valley, Mt Pisa, the Cardrona RiYer 

valley and the Nevis valley (N.Z. Geological Su1.,..vey (South Island), 

1972). A quarry is said to be present in the Skippers Gorge, but this 

remains unsubstantiated to date (Mason, pers. comm.). 

Silicified horizons and boulders in the form of residuals 

occur spasmodically :in the Taratu Formation outcropping between 
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Kaitangata and Dunedin (McKellar, 1966). No quarries have been 

reported from this area but the utilization of detrital material from 

rivers and streams may very well have been commonplace. The same 

must hold true for the material appearing on low countr,y to the south 

of Balclutha, Landslip Hill near Pukerau and adjacent areas and 

Wa:imurau Stream west of Gore. Landslip Hill produces high quality 

orthoquartzite but bears no indication of work:L~g. Considerable 

areas northwest and southwest of Gore are potential source localities 

(N.Z. Geological Survey (South Island), 1972) and also west of 

Mataura and bordering the Makarewa River. The Mataura River con-

tains appreciable amounts of orthoquartzite and demonstrates well 

the ability of drainage systems with catchments contacting primar,y 

sources to provide secondary sour~es of detrital material. It is, 

as well, an example of the difficulty often encountered :in attempting 

to define and circumscribe orthoquartzite zones. One final area 

which is a potential source locality :in Southland is the vicinity of 

Winton .. 

There is some evidence that orthoquartzite may no·c be con

fined entirely to the South Island. In the North Island, a farmer 

and amateur geologist in the Glenbum district on the eastern 

W~irarapa coast has recovered orthoquartzite flakes from a~haeolo

gical sites on his farm. He also reports that boulders of the 

material are exposed in siltstones in the Glenburn area (McPherson, 

pers. comm.). Until this locality is thoroughly surveyed it must be 

regarded tentatively as a source. Whatever the outcome of such a 

survey, the fact that orthoquartzite is present in prehistoric 

contexts :Ln the North Island is in itself extremely :i.n"ceresting. 

Technigues used :in the allocation of archaeological stone t.ypes to 
sources of raw materials. 

Now that the potential sources of artefactual stone types 

belonging to the Palliser Bay assemblage have been discussed, it m.ay 

be justifiable to claim also that a delineation of those districts 

that might be potential traders with the Wairarapa has been made. 

A further refinement of a number of these trading areas, in terms of 

actual specification of ina.ividual sources of some stone types was 
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attempted. Much of this allocation work was carried out with the aid 

of various instrumental analytical techniques (referred to briefly in 

Chapter 2). The most important of these was x-ray fluorescence 

spectroscopy. 

The possibility of characterising New Zealand obsidians by 

means of chemical analysis presented exciting prospects to prehistorians, 

particularly those concerned with the elucidation of communication or 

trade techniques. These include emission spectroscopy (G-reen ~ ~, 

1967), atomic absorbtion spectroscopy and flame photometry (Armitage 

~ ~, 1972). The inadequacies inherent ~,. these methods (Ward, 1974-
& n.d.) led Ward ( 1972) to investigate an alternative, the x-ray 

fluorescent spectrographic technique. The result is the most def

initive method yet available to New Zealand archaeologists. From 

forty two locations sampled for raw material a segregation into eight

een source clusters was made. This characterisation was achieved by 

the analysis of proportions of five trace elements found in the obsidian 

from the geographical sources of the North Island by x-ray fluorescence 

spectrography. To demonstrate the usefulness of the method a number 

of archaeologically derived obsidians from two different assemblages 

were allocated to sources within the reference configuration defined 

(Ward, 1974). One of the assemblages used was the Palliser Bay col

lection and consisted of a grab sample of 19 obsidian flakes from Lens 

IIA in Layer 4 of Square II of the Washpool Midden Site (M1). The 

body of Layer 4 has been dated to the late thirteenth century by radio

carbon determination of charcoal (Leach& Leach, 1971:199). Thirteen 

of the samples were allocated to the Mayor Island source, five to a 

Taupo source and one to the Cooks Bay area. All but a single Taupo 

specimen were grouped with a high probability of association (for a 

fuller discussion see Ward, n.d.:10). These results confirmed earlier 

beliefs that Mayor Island is of prime importance as a supply area from 

the earliest phase but that other sources were being tapped at the 

same period. The obvious implications of trading relationships sug

gested by the small sample promised a worthwhile result from a systematic 

analysis of the obsidians from all the Palliser sites. 

Unfortunately pressure of time prevented the desired large 

scale analysis from taking place but a less ambitious scheme involving 

two hundred samples materialised. Under less than ideal conditions 
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samples were prepared and run through the x-ray fluorescence spectro

meter by Ward's method, although slightly differen:'c machine conditions 

than those stipulated by him were adopted (Leach & Anderson, n.de). 

Random sampling was the method employed for selecting obsidian pieces 

with the choice range being narrowed by the exclusion of spectacular 

artefacts such as knives, pieces of special interest with prominent 
', 

edge damage or retouch for example, and those below that the minimum 

weight required. A variety of colours was included in the total 

sample with greens, greys and reds all submitted to testing. One 

piece was of a highly vesicular nature. 

was 192. 

The final number of samples 

The results of the analysis can be seen in Chapter 4. 
Additional confirmation of the primacy of Mayor Island material, at 

least in the Palliser Bay sites, was obtained. Furthermore, in 

spite of the obvious dominance of the Mayor Island source a number of 

other geographically defined sources have been available and exploited. 

A substantial proportion has been supplied by the Cooks Bay locality, 

with smaller amounts from Huruiki, Rotorua, Pura.~gi, Ongaroto and 

Taupo. The fact that five sources in ad.dition to Mayor Island were 

instrumental in supplying the Palliser Bay sites is probably not 

surprising in view of the fairly large number of raw material sources 

now known to exist and with new localities cont:ixmally being re

discovered. What is remarkable however is the notably unreliable 

correlations between sample colour and source. Even where the 

correlation is strongest, i.e. between the green hue and Mayor Island, 

there are notable exceptions. Samples GU 352 and GU461, both from 

Mayor Island, were light greyo Nor is there any validity in the 

previously held premise that green obsidian belongs to Mayor Island; 

the analysis allocated green pieces to Huruiki, Cooks Bay and Rotorua. 

Of the four specimens of red obsidian analysed, one, GU297, came from 

Purangi, a source at which Ward located red material ::L.'1. the ~ield, but 

the other three., GU304, GU305 a..'1.d GU426 (red with black streaks), 

originated in Cooks Bay where no red obsidian has been previously 

recorded ill ~. 

The results of this analysis then strongly support Ward.' s 

argument that sourcing on colour criteria alone is at best unreliable. 

Furthermore, it confirms the feeling expressed by Davidson (1972:7) 
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that the 111\layor Island sources may also yield some II grey" obsidian". 

Clearly, a large number of samples using this method need to be run 

before a comprehensive range of the sources exploited and the inter 

and intra-source variations in colour can be finnly established. 

One other important aspect of the Wairarapa obsidian anlysis has 

been the demonstration of source exploitation through time. Most 

conspicuous among the general results is the absolute primacy of 

Mayor Island materials throughout the sequence which ranges from about 

1140 A.D. to about 1750 A.D. Not surprisingly Cooks Bay obsidians 

are present throughout, and the time span of exploitation of Huruiki 

is probably of similar length. A greater variety of sources were 

available for utilisation in the early periods 'With the number 

tailing off by the end of the sequence. Further ai.~d fuller treat

ment of these results and their implications is given in the 

discussion on trade in Chapter 5. 

An exploratory stuay of the chert sources most likely to 

have supplied the Palliser Bay sites was also made employing thin 

sections and the x-ray fluorescence spectrographic technique ( for a 

detailed report see Walls, 1971). For the experimental research 

the samples used were selected from the Mungaroa Limestone Formation 

of south-east Wairarapa and from its South Island counterpart, the 

A.muri Limestone. These sources are in closest geographical proximity 

to the prehistoric establishments in Palliser Bay and seemed there

fore, to be the most reasonable subjects for a limited study. Samples 

from the :Mungaroa Limestone were collected from deposits in the 

streambeds of the White Rock-Tora area, while material from the Amllri 

Limestone was represented by flakes from the site at Wairau Bar, not 

unfortunately an jn ~ deposit. The nearest raw material source 

to Wairau is at Cape Campbell, about thiriy kilometres away and an 

assumed relationship between them was adopted for study purposes as 

no raw material was available at the time. 

Six samples each of lkungaroa Limestone chert and Wairau Bar 

chert were subjected to x-ray fluorescence analysis using Rubidium 

and Strontium as the discriminatory trace elements. Cou.'1.ts of 

Rubidium showed no significant difference between the two areas, but 

the Strontium content demonstrated a difference which was statistic

ally significant, with higher counts for the Wairarapa material (Walls, 

1971: 33). 
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Further criteria for discrimination were evident in th:L~

section comparisons. Seven sample thin sections were prepared from 

the Mungaroa chert and five from Wairau Bar.. These were examined 

under a polarising microscope which revealed differences in texture 

and content. The grou..~d mass of the Wairarapa cherts was generally 

coarser than that of the Wairau specimens and chlacea.onic veining 

more prevalent and more massive. These observations coincide to a 

certain extent with hand specimen characteristics as the Wairau chert 

is fine textured with a 'silky' lustre while the other is mo:r·e often 

denser, coarsely textured and of a dull lustre. Three of the five 

Wairau sections contained organic remains, possibly of sponge spicules 

and the tests of Foraminifera. Nothing of organic origin could be 

detected in the seven Wairarapa samples. Despite the aclmittedly 

small samples used in both experiments and the Ui."1.ambit:ious scale on 

which the study was carried out, the confirmatory nature of both 

pieces of evidence suggests further research in these areas would be 

worthwhile. On the basis of these results then, together with the 

proximity factor and hand specimen comparison with other chert 

sources, it was felt justifiable to ascribe most of the archaeolog

ically occurring cherts in the Palliser Bay sites to the east coast 

Wairarapa sources. 

Allocation of soda-metasomatised argillite sources to the 

archaeological material was less difficuJ:'c than for cherts as the 

geographical distribution is far more circumscribed a..~d actual places 

of collection llfilch more fully understood. Known quarry sites are 

restricted to the Ultramafic Belt which stretches between D'Urville 

Island and Tophouse, with the largest, and those exhibit:L.~g a long 

period of exploitation, being confined to the nor'chern half of the 

belt. Specific allocation however had to be carried out on the 

subjective level of the personal knowledge of the author, without the 

aid of more sophisticated chemical and mechari.ical techniques of 

anaJ..ysis. 

As previously described, the three Ohana quarries have 

distinct hand specimen characteristics which are readily distinguished 

in artefacts and stone debitage from archaeological assemblages. The 

colour is a rather striking pale grey, sometimes with a greenish hue -

but most often a soft dove grey vrl1ich can grade almost into a white. 
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Another feature is the prominent black veiDJ.ng (concentrations of 

h..ydrogrossular), but this is not necessarily present in all specimens. 

The quality of the material is usually very high, that is, the 

argillite has been intensely altered and has a high silica content. 

Ohana argillites were fou.."'ld in a nwnber of the Wairarapa excavations 

being most nwnerous in the Washpool midden site. 

Jet black argillite is also very conspicuous amongst the 

archaeological collections of New Zealand. But colour in this case 

is not quite as definitive as for the Ohana material. However, it 

is known that the blackest argillite of the most consistently high 

quality is derived from the extensive outcrops on Mt Ears, D'Urville 

Island. The sheer amplitude of these quarries makes it clear that 

vast quantities of stone have been removea. from Mt Ears and therefore 

the large amounts of black argillite recovered from the Palliser Bay 

excavations should have a substantial proportion derived from there6 

Other colours found in hana.spec:i.men argillite are shades of 

light grey, mid-grey, dark grey and green. None of these has yet 

proved diagnostic and the entire range may in fact be present in a 

single quarryo At present, research into the chemical ana. mechanical 

technology of 1argillite' sourcing is in its infancy. Some prelim-

inary investigations :iz1to the macro-chemical constituents of these 

altered sediments is currently under way (Challis; pers. comm.) • 

Trace element analysis may well turn out to be an il1e:f.'fecti ve method 

of distinguishing between argillite sources as these rocks are ani

sotropic unlike obsidian and do not have the simple cryptocrystalline 

structure of cherts. Their complex evolutionary histor,y can be 

expected to add further difficulties. Nevertheless, work on chemical 

analysis by Coleman has produced results which indicate that a trace 

element study of argillites may be successful (Coleman, 1966:38-39). 
The sample processed was very small, however. 

Until such time as a successful method of characterisation 

of soda-metasomatised argillites has been devised, rough allocation 

according to handspecimen appearance is the only means available to an 

archaeologist., At least it can be certain that the great bulk of 

this material in the Palliser Bay assemblages was obtained from the 

Nelson- D'Urville Island Ultramafic Belt.. No pieces with characteristics 
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of the Southland actinolite tuffs were detected: the only other 

possible source of error in identification may be the failure to 

recognise the remarkabJ..y fine, pale grey andesitic olivine basalt 

from Tahanga (Shaw, 1963) which can resemble some soda-metasomatised.. 

argillite when polished. The limits of archaeological distribution 

of this basalt beyond Tahanga has only recently been the subject of 

investigation (P. Moore, pers .. com.m.) .. 

'rhe dispersal of the Nelson Ultramafic Belt argillites 

away from their sources took place on a scale which certai.'llly rivals 

that of obsidian. The material is recorded in sites from North 

Cape to the Bluf'f'. The source zones are furthermore of a much more 

restricted nature than the obsidian deposits, allowing control to be 

maintained over them by fewer groups, possibly only one or two. 

Li.~e obsidian, soda-metasomatised argillite appears in the earliest 

archaeological horizons and similar claims for its potential usef'ul

ness to New Zealand archaeology could be made (cf Green, 1964). 

Nephrites, bowenite and serpentines are a fa.rniJ...:r o:f' rocks 

which have been the subject of a petrological examination for the 

purpose of allocating artefacts to their geological sources. This 

study was :i.nitiatea_ by H .. D. Skinner who haa. reviewed some literary 

and traditional evidence relating to sources of 1greenstone'. He 

submitted samples of artefacts, collected largely from occupation 

sites in Otago and South Canterbury, to the geologist Turner who 

converted them into thin sections (Turner, 1935)., The archaeolog

ical specimens were compared with samples from geological deposits 

in the Arahura- Teremakau, Vlakatipu, South Westland and the Milford 

Sound fields. As a result, Turner was able to give a detailed 

petrographic and mineralogic description of the samples exam:ined and 

a description of the difference ( and sometimes lack of them) between 

nephrites, bowenite and serpentine. But he was not prepared to 

commit himself on specific allocation of sources. Rather, he felt 

the evidence from his work to be incomplete and inc.onclusi ve ( ibia.: 

206) and only enough to allow very general conclusions. These 

included: ( a) that most geological specimens from the Terem.akau

Arahura field were true nephrites and that most of the 1 supe:r':i.or' 

nephrites used in the Otago archaeological sites were probably 

derived from there, (b) that the material from the Wakatipu- South 
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Westland field was predominantly semi-nephritic and that this was 

probably the source of semi-nephrites represented in the archaeolog

ical assemblages, ( c) that the main source of' bowenite is the 

Milford Sound region, but it is not exclusive (i.e. it has been 

found also in the Upper Pyke valley), (d) that one specimen seemed 

to indicate a Cascade valley origin, and (e) that it was impossible 

to allocate exact sources to many samples as they were "distinct 

from anything yet recorded Jd} ~ 11 
( ibia_: 207) • 

Further sources have now been reported (by Beck and others) 

which have alread,y been mentioned. These additional possibilities 

serve to make the task of allocation even more a.ifficult. At 

present there is still no objective chemical or instrumental tech

nique available for uno.ertaking the job but research is currently 

being undertaken by N. Ritchie (University of Otago) using a variety 

of techniques including x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, x-ray 

diffraction and Reav,y- Density Liquid Separation as possible means of 

differentiation. Given such limited means, it was 0111,y practicable 

to make generalised statements about the archaeological specimens 

from the Wairarapa. 

The proportions of nephrite, bowenite and serpentine rep

resented in the Palliser Bay collections are small: nephrite being 

0.03;)0 of the entire assemblage, bowenite, 0.006%, serpentine, o.o8}1a. 
Talc, which is related to these rocks formed O.OOqYo. Of the 

nephrite pieces, onJ.,,y two were of sufficient size to allow allocation 

judgements to be made. On the basis of the information given by 

Turner (1935) and Beck (1970) one of these could ultimately have been 

derived from the Arahura-Teremakau field because of its high quality, 

the second possibly came from the same field though it may have come 

from the Wakatipu area as it is not of consistent high quality and 

appeared to have been made from a 1 patinated1 block. Both pieces 

were well formed artefacts and therefore not suitable for sacrificing 

to thin section mach:inery. The remaining fragments were so small 

that attempts at source allocation were unjustified. The single 

bowenite specimen was also small and might have come from any of the 

fields previously outlined. However, in spite of the inadequate 

size of many of the serpentine and talc pieces, it would seem safe to 
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suppose they were derived from deposits somehwere along the Nelson 

Ultramafic Belt, particularly since liriJrn with this area have 

already been established by the presence of argilJ.ites in the 

Palliser Bay sites. 

Still further relationships with the Nelson-Marlborough 

region are implied by the types of schist and schistose gre,yvracke 

occurring archaeologically in the Wairarapa. The question o:r 

devising analytical techniques specifically for distinguishing 

schist sources of archaeological importance has never been raised. 

Such an undertaking would be exceedingly difficult particularly 

because of their widespread distribution but also because of their 

largely undifferentiated character (Landis, pers. comm.). There 

are, however, some schists with a fairly circumscribed. distribution 

that can be pinpointed with reasonable cori..fidence. Among the 

VVairarapa archaeological specimens were several with a high mus

covite content which are very comparable to material from the 

Parapara area of Golden Bay. A high proportion are similar to the 

schists of the Marlborough Sounds in that they contain similar com

binations of minerals, and in hand specimens, look alike. One 

sanrple is certain to have derived from deposits of pink phyllite 

(Beck, 1964) near French Pass or Pelorus Sounds (Landis, pers. comm.). 

Unfortunately these more diagnostic pieces were also interesting 

artefacts in their own right and it was felt that the information 

to be gained from taking thin sections from them was not important 

enough to warrant their disfigurement. Thin sectioning was not 

attempted for any of the schists; all claims of derivation being 

made purely on hand specimen examination. 

The orthoquartzites of the South Island have been examined 

in a study similar to Turner's study of greenstone. Simmons and 

Wright subjected a number of assemblages f'rom the Murihiku region 

to analysis by thin section and polarising microscrope techniques 

in which the orthoquartzite specimens were characterised and grouped 

according to their similarities. Only a partial attempt was made 

to relate the groups to actual quarr,y- sites as few were known to 

the authors, but it was suggested that such a classification would 

facilitate the search f'or geological sources of worked material and 

could contribute an important relative dating tool (Simmons a..-rid 
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Wright, 1967). Apart from failing to take cognisa..71ce of the numerous 

detrital sources (Leach, 1969: 71), no at·!;empt was made to survey ana. 

collect samples from as many raw material deposits as possible before 

the research began. As a consequence the stuey is of little value 

in facilitating source discovery. It was however, unf'ortunate that 

comparisons with these results could not be made with the Wairarapa 

orthoquartzites. The few pieces from the Palliser Bay assemblage 

were nearly all too small to be sectioned, while the one piece that 

was of sufficient size was the end of a blade, an artefact too im

portant to be sacrificed. 

No research into new means of sourcing the other geological 

types recovered in Palliser Bay excavations has been attempted. The 

main prohibiting factor is the very widespread a.istribution and 1.:u1-

differentiated nature of these rocks. At this junctm:•e then it is 

appropriate to turn to description in depth of the archaeological 

stone material and its relationships to site and inter-site conteA,t 

and time., These concerns are the subject of the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4. 

THE PALLISER BAY STONE MATERIAL m ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT. 

The advantage of an intensive archaeological programme such 

as that carried out in the vfairarapa is the number and variety of 

sites excavated which permit numerous questions to be asked of the 

data and allow many of these to be answered in ways more satisfactor>J 

than for a single site or a limited number of sites. The 'highest' 

level of in:f'ormation being sought from this study is some understand

ing, in a broad sense, of the geological 1:JJ.owled.ge of the Palliser 

Bay people. The data on which this understanding may be based is 

the subject of Chapter Four. 

This Chapter then is simply concerned w;i.th giving a des

criptive outline of the stone material recovered from the individual 

sites in southern Wairarapa while in Chapter Five replies to the 

questions al;"ising from the presence of these lithotypes are attempted 

and the wider implications discussedo Here, the sites, their func

tion, their age and their contents are described to give an indication 

of the nature and context of the stone types. The method of des

cription frequently involves categorization of components into artefact 

types, or classes such as "edge-damaged" or nwaste flakes". It should 

be emphasised at this point that the analysis of wear patterns was not 

carried. out applying such rigorous criteria as those H. Leach uses 

in her own work on the Washpool Garden Walls stone material (qv 

H. Leach, n.d.:Chapter 3). 

Wash·pool Midden Site (N168/22}. 

The Washpool Midden (M1) is situated at the mouth of' the 

Makotukutuku River (alternativezy know.a as the "Washpool"), on the 

northern side. The excavation on this site was the largest und.e1 .... 

taken during the programme, covering an area of' over 70 square metres, 

between the road and f'oredunes. The evidence from them is for a 

multi-functional site - its main use having been as a general habita

tion area. 
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By comparison with the other Palliser Bay sites, the Washpool 

Midden was a deep site in which five mai..'11 well-definea. layers were 

distinguished (see Figure 5). In the earliest level the site was 

used as a burial ground in addition to its primary function as a mida.en 

refuse dump. The burials were contained in depressions dug into the 

crust of Layer 5 and some had I grave goods' deposited with them. 

Scoop hearths in the crust of Layer 5 indicate occupation of some 

duration - possibly of a semi-permanent nature. 

The intra-structure of Layer 4 was complex and comprised 8 

separate lenses or distincJc deposits which were not continuous over 

the whole site, but nevertheless belonged to one occupation in terms 

of time. Layers 3, 2 and 1 were comparatively shallow and con-

sequently less i..'l'ltact than l+ and 5. They are the youngest and have 

suffered some disturbance and intermixture from modern stock a11d 

human activities on the site surface. 

Six charcoal samples were C1l1- - dated and these were select

ed from Layer l1- and the crust of Layer 5 only. The single Layer 4 

date was from material sealed within the mass of 'Layer 4 Black•; it 

gave a result of 1290 .±. l;.O A.D. The five samples from the crust of 

Layer 5 each dated a structural feature: Midden AE gave a date of' 

1191 .± 41 A.D.; a scoop hearth, 1168 ,;t. Li-1 A.D.; a small charcoal 

depression, 1270 + 81 A.D.; a scoop hearth, 1l1-70 .± 40 A.De; and mid

den pit AZ, 1313 .± 40 A.D.; (Leach & Leach, 1971: 199). 

Stone material from the M1 midden excavations formed the 

largest assemblage of MY of the Wairarapa sites nuro.bering 1111-57 

separate pieces. The variety of geological types represented was 

also greater than at any other site. The following description of 

this assemblage is arranged according to the layers defined by 

F. Leach (nd) beginning with the most recent and proceeding through 

to the lowest and earliest level. 

the site is given in Figure 5. 
A schematic section drawing of 

The pieces from the surface of the site were few and of 

minor consequence. Chert and obsidian are the onlj types represented. 
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Chert: Four flakes, of which 3 were dark grey and 1 yellow 

with blue mottling, were recovered. 

the remai.rider was a waste flalrn. 

Three were edge damaged while 

Obsidian: Three pieces, all green, were found. Two 

flakes are bifacially edge damaged, and the other is a waste flake. 

LAYER 1. 

Stone material in this level was also sparse, and consisted 

of the following: 

Chert: Two fla.~es; both grey, one with unifacial edge 

damage, the other a waste flake. 

~~: Three flakes: 2 green with bifacial edge damage, 

1 grey flake with unifacial edge damage. No obsidia..ri. was submitted 

to X.R.F. analysis. 

Metasomatised Argillite: 1 waste flake of black material., 

This was a more prolific layer, containing a greater variety 

than the layers above and :IL.ayer 3 below. Table shows the types and 

numbers present. 

ROCK TYPE N"LJMBER Yi 
Chert 96 41.4 
Obsidian 57 24.6 
Metasomatised Argillite 60 25.9 
Grey-vracke 9 3.9 
Sandstone 1 .4 
Limestone 4 1. 7 
Schist 1 .. 4 
Slate 1 .1+-
Nephrite 1 .4 
Serpentine 1 .Li. 

Haematite 1 .4 

total ::: 232 

TABLE 5. Stone material from Layer 2. 
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~: The 96 chert pieces can be broken down into further 
categories: 3 were drill points, 3 were cores, 33 were edge-damaged 

f'lakes and 57 were u:runodif'ied waste flakes. The cores include one 

small one of brownish material, one large mid grey with white chalce

donic veins, and one very large pale cream also with chalcedonic 

veining,. Many flakes in this layer ap:pear to be derived from the 

cores. The colours i..~ this chert assemblage were variable with the 

majority i..~ the grey range, but other shades were black, creams, red 

and white, green, yellow and brow:1. to brick red. The quality of' 

material ranged f'rom a very fine silky texture to coarse grained, 

with some displa3ing 'potlid1 fracturingo 

Obsi~: Of the 57 obsidian flakes, 53 were of green 

translucency and 4 of grey. A high proportion of the green flakes 

were edge-damaged, 34 displaying either unifacial or bifacial reduc

tion. There were 19 waste flakes. One grey flake only was edge 

damaged .. Layer 2 obsidians were not submitted for X.R.F. analysis. 

Metasomat~sed ArgillitEg: This material is represented by 

proportionately high numbers. The 60 pieces comprised 33 polished. 

and/ or hammerdressed :f'laltes, 1 f'lake with evidence of edge-damage, 

and 26 waste flakes. The colours ranged from 10 of the typical 

'Ohana grey', 2 light grey, 6 dark grey, 26 of' typical Mt Ears quarry 

blackness, ana. 1 green. 

Gr~ywac:\f_~: The greywacke total was made up of 6 waste 

flakes, 2 cutters and 1 hammerstone. 1 cutter was very large ana. 

bore attrition polishing on 7 edges. The hammerstone was a utilized 

water-rolled stone. The type of greywacke in this layer was medium 

to fine grained, pa.le and dark green • 

.§§.ldstone: Only 1 piece was present - this being of the 

green glauconitic varietya 

ing its use as a gri11dstone. 

This was grotmd on one surface indicat-

Limestone: This consisted of 4 pieces; 2 were utilized. 

f'lakes with ea.ge-damage, 2 were waste flakes. 

making it impossible to suggest a source .. 

All were patinated 
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.§.£h_~: The single fragment was a green fine-textured schist 

probably of Marlborough origin. It was a piece roughly triangular i.~ 

cross section and possibly a portion of a file or minnow lure. 

Slate-like Argillit~: A single unrnodified piece, grey with 

a silky lustre, was found. 

~Ehrit§: The one fragment found was a dark green variety. 

It had a bruised (ha:mmerdressea:?) surface. 

Serpentine: This was simply a small unwo:r.ked fragment. 

Haematite: This type was represented by a piece 2 cm long 

with quartz a..~d muscovite inclusions. The inclusions suggest a 

north-west Nelson origin but this is surprising in view of the exist

ence of much closer kokowai sources. 

LAYER 3. 

The types and overall numbers in Layer 3 are fewer than the 

previous layer and i..~ marked contrast to the following layer, Layer 

Li- Black. Layer 3 was a comparatively thin layer, which extended 

over the entire excavated area. 

ROCK TYPES .illll~ 2E 

Chert 46 48 .. 4 

Obsidian 20 21.0 

Metasomatised Argillite 21 22.1 

Greywacke 6 6.3 
Pumice 1 1.0 

Argillite 1 1.0 

Total 95 

TABLE 6. Stone material from Layer 3. 

Chert: The f'unctional types of the 46 pieces were as 

follows: 2 cores, 1 drill point, 7 edge-damaged flakes and 36 waste 

flakes. The colours utilized were prea.ominantly greys, but small 
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amounts of black, white and brick red were present. One of the 

cores was an um.1sual mustard yellow with white chalced.onic ve:ins 

of which one other flalce was found. The second core of mid grey 

chert displayed considerable 'bruis:ing' along three edges as 

though also used. as a hammerstone. The drill point had. a bi

laterally reduced point -and was 3 cm :in length. The quality of 

chert was variable with some of the types show:ing pot-lid fract

uring. 

Obsidian: The 20 obsidian flakes were comprised of 3 

colours: 1 grey, 17 green and 1 red. The grey flakes were 1 

edge-damaged and 1 waste,. Of the green, 12 were edge-damaged and 

5 were waste flakes, with the red being a small waste flake. 

Metasomatised Argil 1 i·~e: The 21 pieces were categorized 

as: 1 'fla..lce1 adze, 1 drill point, 7 polished and/ or hammerdressed 

fla..'l(es and 12 waste flakes. Of these 7 were of Ohana quarry origin, 

8 were mid grey, 2 dark grey and 4 of the black Mt Ears variety. 

The adze was of Ohai."1.a material and the drill point of black Mt Ears 

material. 

Gr~ywacke: 5 of the total of 6 were waste flalces. The 

remaining piece was part of a hoanga and also showed hami~erdress:ing; 

it was of a fine teA'"ture. 

Argillite: The single small fragment does not appear to 

be modified. It is of the locally occurring variety. 

Pumice: The single piece lacks any sign of modification, 

.J:AYER lz. (LEVEL II) 

Layer lr- is a complex aggregate of 8 separate lenses ( see 

Figure 5) 6 of which contained stone material. These were '4 Black', 

'4 Gravel', 4 Sandy, Lens VA, Lens VB, Lens IIA and Lenses IIIC and 

IIID. Collectively they provide the bulk of the Washpool Midden site 

stone material, with a total of 8192 pieces. F. Leach feels that the 

components of layer 4 are probab~y contemporaneous and represent 

occupation at about 1345 A.D. (F. Leach, n.d.:Chapterl.i.). 
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4 BLACK. 

l1-- Black was the largest areal component of Layer 4 and also 

provided the greatest numbers and variety of stone material :in the 

entire excavation. A charcoal sample from the body of the lens gave 

a C14date of 1290 .± 40 A.D. (Leach & Leach, 1971:199) .. 

ROCK TYPES NlJ11IBER ~ 

Chert 1103 37.l+ 
Obsidian 1127 38~2 

Metasomatised Argillite 387 13.1 

Greywacke 168 5.7 
Sax1dstone 48 1.6 

Limestone 37 1.3 

Schist 11 .4 

Schistose Greywacke 3 .. 1 

Pumice 13 l 
•'+ 

Argillite J 15 .5 
Slate/ Argillite 1 .03 

Volcanic Argillite 2 .07 

Spilitic Lava 6 .2 

Serpentine 3 .1 

Talc 1 .03 

Calcite 2 .07 
Haematite 5 .17 

Orthoquartzite 1 .03 

Concretions 10 034 
Fossil bivalves 5 .17 

Total 2948 -
TABLE 7. Stone material from 4 Black. 

Chert: Chert was a markedly ubiquitous stone type in this 

layer with 1103 pieces in total. However it was slightly less pre-

valent than obsidian. The high numbers of both materials are a 

reflection of the activities being carried out in this part of the 

site, i.e. i..~tensive butchering and toolmaking. The chert assemblage 
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subdivides into the following classes: cores 11; drill points 18; 

edge-damage flal(es 194; and waste flakes 880. 

The cores we1"'e generally small, having a 3-4cm diameter, 

but one was extremely large with a 14 cm diameter.. All were shades 

of' grey with chalcedo:nic veins. The high concentration of drill 

points in the area confirms the idea that industrial activity took 

place in the area. Bilateral flalrn reduction was the most common 

form of drill point manufacture, with over half produced in this way. 

The range of colours was extremely wide with an enormous range of 

grey hues, but also varieties of whites, greens, yellows, reds, 

browns and black were frequently present. The high proportion of 

waste flakes to edge-damaged pieces is surprising; quality and 

texture of the chert and size of the fla..kes do not appear to be sig

nificant. One green piece of considerable aesthetic appeal had 

apparently been collected for this visual quality rather than utility, 

as all surfaces were water-rolled and the size was not sufficient for 

converting into flakes. Quality and texture was variable however, 

with a range from fine silky-textured pieces to coarse almost grainy 

material and poorly fracturing pieces with 1 pot-lids 1 • 

Obsidian: As with chert, obsidian was a major component 

of the Layer l.i- Black assemblage, but was slightly more numerous, 

however, with 1127 pieces. Further analysis shows that 164 of these 

were grey ( 73 edge-damaged flakes and 91 waste flakes); 959 were 

green (279 edge-damaged flakes and 680 waste flalces); and 4 red 

(1 edge-damaged and 3 waste flakes). The absffnce of cores is notable 

amongst such a large collection and in contrast to the chert assem

blage. Only one small green obsidian core was recovered. This had 

battered surfaces as though used as a hammerstone. Blade-like flakes 

with extensive edge-damage and 3-4cm long were prevalent. 

Twenty flakes were submitted to x-ray fluorescence analysis 

from 4 Black. Of these 14 showed a Mayor Island result and all were 

green. Five of the remaining 6 were allocatea_ to a Cooks Bay source 

( one with a less than 0., 5 probability) and all were grey ( see Table 8). 

One grey piece was allocated to a Huru.iki origin, an interesting 

indication that this Northland source was not only in operation in 

1290 but that material from it was reaching at least as far south as 

the Wail"arapa at that time. No red material was selected 
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CATALOGUE NO. PROVENANCE SOURCE COLOUR 

GU 367 M1/III/2 Mayor Is. Green 

GU 372 M1/v/4 Mayor Is. Green 

GU 373 M1/v/25 Mayor Is. Green 

GU 374 M1/v /19 Mayor Is. Green 

GU 375 IvI1/II/1 Mayor Is. Green 

GU 376 M1/II/7 :Mayor Is. Green 

GU 377 M1/V/ Mayor Is. Green 

GU 379 M1/v/15 Mayor Is. Green 

GU 381 M1/II/4 Mayor Is. Green 

GU 382 M1/vI/24 Ma,yor Is. Green 

GU 384 111/v/13 Mayor Is. Green 

GU 385 M1/v/4 Mayor Is. G-reen 

GU 386 M1/v/14 Mayor Is. Green 

GU 390 Mi/II/18 Mayor Is. Green 

GU 378 +(less than .05 prob) M1,/v/20 Cooks Bay G1"ey 

GU 383 M1/v/13 Huru:iki Grey 

GU 380 M1/v/3 Cooks Bay Grey 

GU 387 M1/II/17 Cooks Bay G-rey 

GU 388 M1/v/10 Cooks Bay Grey 

GU 389 M1/II/1 Cooks Bay Grey 

TABLE 8. Layer 4 Black obsidian sources. 

by the random sampling method used. It is possible that the red 

flakes were also from Cooks Bay, as obsidian of this colour, especially 

the type with black mottling from Lens A stratifiea. immediately beneath 

4 Black has been allocated to that source. 

:Metasomatised Argillite: .Analysis of the 387 'argillite• 

pieces allowed further classification as follows: 231 waste flakes, 

5 flakes with eclge-damage, 131 pieces showing polish and/ or haromer

dressing, 14 drill points (with another 6 possible), one positively 

identifiable core block and 5 other artefacts.. The polished and 

ha.mmerdressed flakes contaLD a high proportion with ha:f't polish, a 

feature also noticeable on a number of drill points, and some with 

edge-dam.age. This indicates that material from broken adzes was 

frequently re-used as cutting and drilling implements. 
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Layer l-1-- Black is unique in containing the o:nly 1core 1 block 

of unmodified metasomatised argilJ.ite to have been recovered from 

the Palliser sites. This block was a large section of' a pale grey 

water-rolled boulder of the Ohana variety and must have been collect

ed originally from the rocky shore at the base of one of the Ohana 

quarries. At least one other raw block was modified in the 4 Black 

area; two large fragments :from the same block, with extensive water

rolled surfaces, were recovered, these also from an Ohana origin, 

being the pale grey variety with black veins. 

Material from the Ohana quarries was in fact exceptionally 

numerous in this layer totalling 133 pieces. Of the other hand 

specimen colours, 7 were light grey, 140 mid greys, 64 dark greys, 

36 black Mt Ears type and 7 of various greens. One further note

worthy" feature of 4 Black was the very high number of 1argillite1 

drillpoints. The concommitant high total of chert drill points is 

indicative of activity concentrated on tool and ornament ma.-riufacture. 

The 5 artefacts consisted of: 1 roughout of poor quality 

dark grey coarse 1 argillite1 ; 1 adze portion (see Figure 6) made of 

the grey Ohana argillite with black streaks; 2 adze polls, one of 

Ohana green argillite ( with quadrangular section) the other of the 

black Mt Ears type; and a long ( 3.1 cm) blade-like flake of mid-grey 

material. The flake was used as a knife and bore substantial 

bifacial edge-damage. 

G-revwacke: The total of 168 pieces was comprised of: 30 

cutters, 8 polished. or hammerdressed pieces, 3 edge-damaged flakes, 

1 chopper, 5 hammerstones, 1 ,spall, and 120 waste flal<es. 

The cutters are either flakes with sharp edges or sharp

edged spalls, all of the local varieties of greywacke. The 

hammerd.ressed and/ or polished pieces consisted partly of local 

material but also of highly siliceous pale green greywacke an.d a 

very bright green type not located in the vicinity of the Eastern 

Palliser Bay sites by the author. It is presumed that these 

varieties are therefore imported specifically for adze, or E.~i~ 
manufacture. The siliceous type of waste flake often had water-

rolled surfaces indicating stream bed derivation. The • chopping• 

tool was made from a spall which was roughly reduced all round the 

perimeter., 
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Sandstone: Layer 4- Black had a large number of sandstone 

pieces, most of them belonging to 4oang_~ (grindstones). There were 

10 complete hoanga ( all small except for one which was 19 cm long 

with one side used for grinding and the other grooved). 27 hoanga 

fragments and only 8 waste pieces. There were also 2 pieces of 

files and a complete sinker ( see Figure 7) made of a fine grey 

sandstone. Included among the 4- Black sandstones were some pieces 

of the green glauconitic variety which has its nearest in situ 

sources in the White Rock-Tora area. Pieces may have been collected 

there or found as detrital boulders along the local shoreline. The 

other varieties represented were all of local origin. 

shows the largest hoanga from Layer 4- Black. 

:B'igure 8 

Limestone: There were 37 pieces of this material but most 

(26) were waste flakes. 2 flakes had been utilized and bore edge-

damage, while 7 had polish on one or more surfaces, being waste flakes 

from limestone adzes. 

The only complete artefact in this Layer was a quadrilat

erally reduced drillpo:i.nt in a cream variety. Other types were a 

clear tough white and softer cream material which weathers rapidly 

to brown and loses its hardi.iess. One piece contained veins of white 

chalcedony and was almost a chert. This piece is undoubtedly der

ived from the Mungaroa Limestone which is associated. with the chert 

beds, and was probably collected in the White Rock-Tora region~ 

Schist: The schists in Layer 4- Black were comparatively 

numerous with a total of 11. The particular interest of the col

lection is the :inclusion of pieces which bear helpful clues to 

possible sources. The schists in this section of the Washpool 

Midden were apparently employed. solely for use as files; there were 

seven complete, or almost complete files, with one file fragment and 

3 waste pieces. 

The types of schist used. were: chlorite schist (4), and 

chlorite muscovite schist (5). One was indeterminate and one was a 

fine muscovite variety (Mi/II/i7, which is probably more correct]..Y a 

sandstone and almost certain to have a northwest Nelson origin, 

probably the Para para area of Golden Bay). ,, One of the cr.J.orite 
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Actual size 

FIGURE 8: Sandstone Hoanga from Layer 4 Black 
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muscovite pieces (M1/II/3) has large deep red inclusions and is most 

likely to derive from the Marlborough schists (Landis, pers. comm.) .. 

Schistose Grey-wacke: Only 3 pieces were recovered in Layer 

4 Black; all were used for files. One was complete. The remaining 

2 were file fragments with ground and sawn surfaces. 

The concentration of files of schist, argillite, sandstone 

and schistose greywacke further confi:r:ms use of this area as a 

manufacturing spot. For a selection of files see Figure 9. 

Pumice: 4 Black produced 13 pieces of which only 2 were 

unused. 1 piece was per~orated but not shaped for any clear purpose 

(possibly a net float). 2 were complete hoanria (one a very large 

piece), there were also 5 ground fragments of hoal}Ba a..11.d 3 with deep 

grooving. All were of the varieties available as detrital material 

amongst the local beach gravel. 

Argillite: 15 pieces of various hues were recovered, mainly 

blacks, greys and browns. Only 4- pieces were completely unused. 

Artefacts consisted of an unf'inished amulet of grey mexerial, the 

distal end of a mir.now lure, a complete file and a file portion and 

7 ground fragments. The amulet was made of a very platy type of 

argillite verging on a slate, and was ground around all edges (see 

Flgure 7). 

found. 

Slats: Argillit_g: A single piece only of this material was 

It was black and. has been used as a file .. 

Volcanic Argillite: The 2 pieces found were both of the 

green variety obtainable locally and both were slightly ground. 

Spilitic Lava: This volcanic material seemed to have been 

utilized for ~iles in Layer 4 Black, as 4 of the 6 pieces recovered 

were ground. 2 were waste fragments.. 1 piece was a very large file 

(see Figure9,) of a particularly vesicular variety. 
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FIGURE! 9: Files from Layer 4 J31ack (actu2,l size) 
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Serpentine: The total of 3 was the largest amount of 

serpentine recovered from a single 'horizon' in Palliser Bay. All 

were fairly small fragments. The largest was a weathered piece 

with evidence of sawing on 4 surfaces. The others were a dark 

green piece a..~d a light green piece, with waste fragments. All 

are most likely to be of Nelson Ultramafic Belt origin. 

~: This material occurred as a single piece, the only 

one to have been found in any of the excavated sites. Its colour 

was a tawny brown ana. one surface showed the effects of water

rolling. No cultural modification was apparent. The most readily 

available talc in prehistoric times was probably on D'Urville Island 

where it is found in streams draining the Ultramafics. However, 

the Nelson Ultramafic zones cannot be ruled out as a possible source 

for the Wairarapa material as well. 

Calcite: There were 2 pieces of obviously culturally 

collected calcite in l1- Black., This material is prevalent in rivers 

and streams and in the soil as an erosion remnent in the Wairarapa. 

It occurs frequently as vein infill in the grey-wackes, therefore, 

only culturally modified samples from the site were counted in this 

analysis. 

abrasive. 

One piece has a ground surface as though used as an 

The other showed possible evidence of grinding. 

Haematite: This material occurred in the form of small 

lumps. All five pieces were quite small ana of the hard variety 

but produce a good dark red streak. 

Orthoauartzite: A si..'Ylgle fragment was recovered of a 

smoky grey colour. This was the striking platform portion of a 

broken blade and was 2.5cm long. It has possibly sustained un

facial edge-damage. 

Concretions: The total of 10 pieces is mainly interesting 

for the fact that all were collectea from a restricted area: M1/V. 

They are deeply weathered clay-coloured C.~~A.tEe.0:.,1;;; spheres about the 

size of a marble. 3 complete spheres and 4 sections were f'ouna. 
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together in M1/v/4-5, and one complete and 2 sphere fragments are 

from M1/v /18. The concretions may have been gathered through 

curiosity or more probably were used in a game. 

Fossil Bivalves: Five fossilized bivalve shells were 

recovered from the body of Layer 4 Black. 2 have been identified 

as G-1.ycymeris manaia hurupiensis (Marwick), one as Cucullaea 

Camptonj (Marwick) and 2 as Dosinia (kereia) cf ~reyi. One 

Glycymeris and the two Dosinia were found in widely separated 

squares. 

The source of the fossils is the massive blue-grey silt-

stone beds exposed between the Hurupi River and 'lfilhatarangi. Today, 

the best fossil exposures are in the Hurupi ana_ Putangirua Streams 

and it is very likely that the origin of the 4 Black samples was 

there. The Cucullaea lamntoni was ver>J water-rolled, suggesting a 

stream-bed derivation. The importance of these fossils lies in the 

fact that they must have been collected purely as items of interest 

as they are of no known practical utility. 

LAYER 4 GRAVEL. 

Layer 4 Gravel was a large lens within Layer 4 confined to 

the M1/II section of the excavation grid. Its stratigraphic position 

is directly beneath Layer 3 and overlying Layer 4 Sandy ( see l<,igure 5) .. 

ROCK TYPE NUMBER ct 
12 

Chert 66 27.3 

Obsidian 102 42.1 
Metasomatised Argillite 39 16.1 

Greywacke 17 7.0 
Sandstone 5 2.1 

Limestone 3 1. 2 

Slaty Argillite 2 .8 

Volcanic Argillite 1 .4 
Serpentine 1 .4 
Haematite 4 1. 7 
Orthoquartzite 2 .8 

Total 242 

TABLE 9. Stone material from 4 Gravel. 
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,Q_hert: Chert numbers are considerably less in 4 Gravel than 

obsidian which may reflect the fact that more activities requiring 

obsidian utilization were undertaken on this part of the site., A 

large proportion of the total of 60 were simply waste flakes (37); 

while the remainder of 2'3 were unifacially edge-damaged; no bi

facial damage was apparent to the naked eye. C,rey material ,vas 

predomina..'11.t and some browns, creams, pale greens, black, pink and 

yellow were also present. Quality was mostly fine vdth chalcedonic 

veining and only a very few coarse or pot-lid f'ractured pieces. 

Obsidian: Obsidian was the largest component of 4 Gravel 

with 102 flakes. 96 of these were green \1ith only 6 grey pieces and 

no red. 

56 of the green pieces were edge-damaged and 40 were waste 

flakes. All 6 grey flakes were edge-damaged. 20 samples were sub·-

mitted to X.R.F. analysis - 18 pieces were green in transmitted light 

and all these samples give a Mayor Island result. 2 pieces were 

grey, one Yielding a Cooks Bay result, the other a possible Taupo 

allocation. 

Metasomatised Argillite: The 39 1 argillite 1 pieces were 

predominantly a collection of flakes, the only complete artefacts 

being 3 drillpoints. 20 flakes were polished and/ or hammerdressed, 

2 had been re-used and were edge-damaged, and the remaining 11-1- were 

waste flakes. 

Dark grey was the predominant hand specimen colour, with 

15 being of this variety. 8 were derivea. from the Ohana source, l+ 

were light grey, 6 mid-grey and 6 of the Mt Ears black. 

Gre,ywaclq~: The greywacke component was small; only 17 in 

total. The only artifacts were a single cutter., one edge-damaged 

flake, and an edge-damaged spallo The pieces were all of the local 

green and brown varietye 

Sands~: All five sandstone pieces in Layer l1- Gravel 

were l:?.i1?g-:-_ fragments. The only sandstone variety represented was 

the local fine brown type. 
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Limestone: Limestone was present as 3 pieces: 2 flakes 

with evidence of edge-damage, the other a waste flake. 

slightly weathered cream variety. 

All were a 

Sla·t.y Argillite: 2 pieces of slaty argillaceous material 

were recovered. Both were a shiny dark grey, but no worki..'l'lg was 

apparent on either. 

Volcanic.Argillite: The single piece found was the green 

variety. It had 2 clearly worked surfaces and 1 possible broken 

perforation. 

Serpentine: One fragment of platy antigorite serpentine 

of a pale green colour was found. No trace of working was visible. 

Haematite: Small lum:ps numbered 4. One was in the form 

of an artificial(?) ball. 1 was of an oranee hue rather than red. 

obtained. 

Orthoouartzite: Two small (1 cm across) flakes were 

Both were white and were waste flakes. 

LENS II A:. 

Lens II A is sandwiched between Layer 4 Black above and Lens 

II B immediately below it. The lens is comparatively small and 

narrow and yielded onl,7 a moderate amount of stone material. 

t 
ROCK T"fPE NUJ.vIB:§E ~ 

Chert 38 20.1 

Obsidian 56 29.6 

Metasomatised Argillite 30 15.9 
Greywacke 52 27.5 
Sandstone 4 2.1 
Limestone 3 1.6 

Schist 1 .5 
Schistose Greywacke 2 1.0 

Pumice 3 1 ;6 

Total 189 

TABLE 10. Stone material from Lens II A. 
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~: There were a high number of' waste £'lakes in this 

lens: 32 of' the total 38. 5 showed evidence of edge-damage and one 

was a core. There were no drill points. The colour was predomi..D.-

antly grey and blue-grey with chalcedonic veining, but 1 was a bright 

yellow, one a mustard yellow with white chalcedonic vei..n.s and another 

black. 2 had extensive water-rolled surfaces. 

~: Twenty of the 56 samples have been subjected to 

X. R. F. analysis: 19 by Ward ( 1972: 189) a...'1.d one by Leach and }.nderson 

(n. d.). Thirteen Mayor Island and five Taupo allocations resulted. 

One red f'lake with black mottled patches and edge-dam.age, came from 

Cook's Bay, a source where no red material has previously been 

recorded., One sample was not assigned to a source (Wara_, 1972: 189). 

Thirty-five of the 37 pieces which remained after Ward's 

sample had been taken were green. There was one grey and one red 

flake. Twenty-seven of the green pieces were waste, with only 8 

having edge-damage. The grey flake was waste and the red edge-

damaged. 

:Metasomatis~9:...Argillite: Over half of the I argillite' 

component was comprised of waste flakes of which there were 18. 9 

were polished and/ or hammerdressed. The two artefacts of note 

were an adze poll, heavily hammerdressed, of black Mt Ears-type 
1argillite', and an adze portion with a steep ridge on the bevel, 

again in black material. Black was the most prevalent handspecimen 

colour with a total of 10 pieces. Dark grey vras also common (9) 

and there were 7 mid-grey pieces, 2 of Ohana grey and 2 of a green 

shade. 

Gre.ywacke: This material was ,,a dominant geological t,;,11,e 

in Lens II A (!9l> .. ~) havi.."l"lg a total of 52 pieces. As a significant 

proportion of these were cutters (17) the likelil1ood of sawing being 

the dominant activity carried out on this part of the site is high. 

There was also 1 hammerstone, a rough 'chopping' tool, and 29 waste 

flakes. Additional artefacts were an edge-damaged spall., a worked 

piece with a deep groove ana. 3 polished surfaces and an adze poll 

(oval cross-section) of a bright green variety which may have been 

imported to the Wairarapa. All other pieces were of local origin. 
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~~: All 4 pieces of sandstone were hoanga fragments 

with ground surfaces. Two were of fine weathered sa..ndstone, and two 

were a banded variety with fine cream alternating green glauconitic 

material. 

L~estone: The three flakes found were all unmodified and 

of the cream weathered variety. 

Schist: This material was represented by a single file. 

In handspecimen it is a grey schist with a high muscovite content. 

Schistose Greywacke: There were 2 pieces of this: one was 

a well finished file, the other an immodi:fied waste :fragment. 

were of a hard green type with no inclusions. 

Both 

I;umi£,!il: Three 'lumps' were recovered; 1 a waste fragment, 

the other 2 used as hoan~. One of tho latter was a large piece 

(11.1 cm long) shaped like a flat cigar with a ground 'point'. 

LAYER h. SANDY• 

ROCK TYPE 

Chert 

ObsidiaJl 

Metasomatised Argillite 

Greywacke 

Sandstone 

Limestone 

Schist 

Schistose Greywacke 

Pumice 

Argillite 

Slaty Argillite 

Volcanic Argillite 

Spilitic Lava 

Calcite 

Haematite 

Calcareous clay 

Total 

T:Jl!}v~BF;g 

574. 

488 

371 

411 

41+. 
41 
12 

12 

27 

16 

18 

8 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2028 

TABLE 11. Stone material from l+ Sandy. 

28.3 

24.1 

·18.3 

20.3 

2.2 

2.0 

o.6 
o.6 
1.3 
o.s 
0.9 
0.4 
0.1 

0.1 
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Stratigraphically in Layer 4, Layer 4 Sandy lies beneath 

Layer4 Gravel. It is bounded by La._yer 4 Black, Lens A and Lens 

II Band it lies above Lens III C and III D. 

Chert: This was the dominating rock type in 4 Sandy. 

The high total resulted in a concomitant wide variety of colours and 

textures. The most common colours were all in the grey range, but 

others represented were various blacks, whites, yellows, reds, pinks 

and browns. Blue., white and black chalcedonic veining was frequent 

while several pieces showed silici:E'ied glauconitic inclusions. One 

spectacular piece was agate-like, having pink and white banding and 

quartz-crystals. There were a large number of finely textured flakes, 

many being of a translucent quality. Coarse textures and pieces with 

pot-lid fractures were also present. However, one large core of 

predominantly dark brownish grey chert also included such a variety 

of other colours and textures that it serves as an appropriate re

minder of the insignificance of colouration and textural variety as 

sourcing clues. 

A high proportion of the total chert component of 574 was 

made up of waste flakes which numbered 465,. 98 flakes bore edge-

damage, 6 pieces were drill points, and 5 were cores. 1 core had a 

large water-rolled surface and a number of f'lakes also had signs of 

water-rolling and therefore a river-bed origin. 

Obsidian: The quantity of obsidian was not as great as 

chert; the total being 488. The colour proportions were: 80 grey 

pieces, 407 green and one red. Of the grey, 29 were edge-damaged 

and 51 were waste flakes; of the green total, 138 were edge-damaged 

with 269 waste flakes; and the single red piece was edge-damaged. 

18 samples underwent X.R.F. analysis - the results of this can be 

seen in Table 12. The red piece was not analysed. 

14etasom--:1tised Ar,S_illite: Flakes of this material, with a 

total of 371 , were comparatively numerous in proportion to the chert 

and obsidian component. 235 of the total were waste flakes, 125 

were polished ancl/ or hammerdressed f'lakes ( haft polish being common), 

4 flakes were edge-damaged., and there were 6 drillpoints. The only 

other artef'act was one adze-portion of a coarse green variety of 
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1 argillite 1 with 2 large polished surfaces and e~'tensive hammer-

dressing. Dark grey and mid-grey were the most prevalent colours., 

with 102 and 97 pieces respectively. Ohana grey, with 80 pieces 

was common and the Black Mt Ears type., with 67 was also well rep

resented. A small amount of light grey ( 22) was present and there 

were 3 rare green pieces. 

CATALOGUE NO .. PROVENANCE SOTJRCE COLOUR 

GU 448 Mi/III/II Mayor Islana. Green 

GU 44-9 Mi/III/10 Mayor Island G-reen 

GU 450 M1/III/15 :Mayor Island Green 

GU 451 M1/II/24 Cooks Bay Grey 

GU li-52+ M1/III/3 Rotorua Grey 

GU 453 Mi/III/20 Me.y-or Island Green 

GU 4:.5li- M1/III/2 Mayor Island Green 

GU 455 Mi/III/9 Cooks Bay Grey 

GU 456 Mi/II/24- 1'/layor Island Green 

GU 457 M1/III/3 Mayor Island Green 

GU 459 Mi/III/11 Ma,y-or Island Green 

GU li-60 Mi/III/14 Cooks Bay Grey 

GU 461 M·J/III/13 Mayor I slana. Grey 

GU 462 Mi/III/16 Mayor I slana. Green 

GU 463 M1/III/10 Rotorua Grey 

GU 465 M1/II/22 Mayor Island Green 

G-U 466 :M-1 /III/11 J,l[ayor Island Green 

GU 467 M1/III/7 Mayor Island Green 

TABLE 12. Layer 4 Sandy obsidian sources ( + probability less than 
o. 5). . 

Greywacke: The greywacke component in 4- sandy was the 

largest of this material of any level in M 1 • Al together 41'~ pieces 

were recovered. 368 of these were simply waste flakes, while 25 had 

been used as cutters, 8 showed polished or hammerdressed surfaces and 

5 were edge-damaged flakes. One c1ark brown piece in the form of an 

elongated flake had been utilized as a drill point having abrasion 

polish on the point end, and 'haft polish' on the hafting end. A 
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fine reddish brown piece was used as a grindstone --·~ was also a water

rolled pebble. Another 2 pebbles showed considerable red staining as 

though used in the kokowai grinding process. A final piece had been 

modified to a roughed-out chisel form. 

Most of the material in this greywacke collection was of 

local character but there were 4 pieces of the bright-green variety 

which is suspected to be an import. 2 of these pieces were hammer

dressed; the others waste flakes. 

Sandstone: Sandstones were also numerous in 4 Sandy. 

Over half the pieces ( 24) were hoang~ fragments and another 5 were 

complete hoanga. 10 were waste pieces. 

The most common handspecimen variety was a fine-grained. 

brown but medium-grained brown was present also. A high number of 

green glauconitic pieces were represented and probably derived from 

a large block which was found in this level. 

Limestone: Of the 41 pieces found, 35 were waste material. 

2 flakes had been edge-damaged in use, and 3 had polished surfaces. 

An uncorµmon artifact in limestone was a single drillpoint with a 

bilaterally reduced. point 3.5cmlong. The limestone was a siliceous 

hard variety. Most pieces were of the type that weathers rapiclly 

to a clay yellow and becomes so:rt, but some were hard, white and 

silicous resembliri..g fresh material from Vlhite Rock and Tora. 

Schist: Schistose rocks were more prevalent in~ Sandy 

than in a_i'ly other M 1 level. _ The schist total was 12 pieces ana of 

these 2 were large complete files, 9 were file ends and only one was 

an unworked fragment. 

All were green chlorite schist except for the unworked. 

piece which was a grey micaceous schist. The origin of all these 

rocks is probably the Marlborough Sounds area. A piece from M1/II/14 

is a coarse grained distinctly foliated schist which possibly derives 

from Subzone chlorite 3 rocks (Vitaliano, 1968)e Several others 

contain reddish inclusions. 

10. 

Some of these pieces are shown in Figure 
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schistose greywac e 

argillite 

schist 
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ACTUAL SIZE, 

atised argillite 'amulet Metasom Lens VB 

FIGURE 10 
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Schistose G-re.ywacke: Like the schist, the schistose grey

wacke total was 12. However, only 2 of' these were f'ile ena_s. There 

was one sai'm fragment with the other 9 being waste piecese 3 waste 

pieces were a green variety with large lineated argillaceous inclusions 

similar to those f'igured by Vitaliano (1968:33). All pieces were 

green except for the one brown file end. 

Pumice: The amount of pumice in 4 Sandy was large, the 

total being 27 pieces. 21, however, showed no remain:ing sign of 

having been used. Four pieces have ground surfaces; one of these 

showing kokowai stain:L11.g. 

modified. 

Two were complete hoan~ and considerably 

Argillite: Fourteen of the total of 16 argillite pieces 

were waste fragments. The only artifacts were a small, well used 

file end and a ground piece. 

Slat.z-Argillite: The amount of this material in 4 Sandy 

wa~ unusually large by comparison with the rest of the Yfashpool mid.den 

site. Again, however nearly all were waste fragments with only 2 

pieces having signs of modification. One of these was a file end 

and the other had grinding on 2 surfaces. Both were dark grey, the 

dominant colour, though some were brovmish, probably through weathering. 

Volcanic Argillite: Layer 4 Sandy also contained the largest 

amount of this material with a total of 8 pieces. Again, most were 

waste fragments (6); 2 pieces were ground. Handspecimen colour 

was mostly green except for 2 pieces with both green and dark purple 

in them and one red fragment. 

worked. 

Spilitic Lava: Only 2 pieces were recovered, both of them 

One was a large piece, 6 cm long, with a polished surface 

and one water-rolled surface. The other was very vesicular, well 

weathered and had a slightly ground surface. 

Calcite: This type was represented by a single water-rolled 

pebble, also well weathered. 

was difficult to determine. 

The cultural use of the piece, if any, 
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.llgematig: ~~wo lumps of pigment were found. One was 

a rich red colour with bright yellow inclusions; the other was an 

iron brorm • 

• Cl§Y: This material was a fine white calcareous clay, 

contai11:L"1.g fossil n.&"1.lloplankton~ It was in the form of' a lump and 

was presumably used as a pigment. I-l:; may have been obtained from the 

local beach a.eposits or collected from~ P.i!ill a.eposits, one of which 

is in the Ma..11gaopari Stream area (Edwara.s, pers., corom.,., ~nd 1972) .. 

Lens V B was a small lens occupying a small a1"ea in 

Squares II and V" Stratified immea.iatel.7 above Layer 4 Black., it 

overlies the Crust of Layer 5 and Burial D. 

Chert 

Obsidian 

Metasomatised Argillite 

Grey-wacke 

Sandstone 

Limestone 

Schist 

Schistose Greywacke 

1-umice 

Argillite 

Volcanic Argillite 

Spilitic Lava 

Total 

l'JlU.iBER 

·J57 

225 

70 

95 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

5 
4 

5 

TABLE 13., Stone material from Lens V B .. 

27,. 7 

39,.7 

12 .. 3 

16 .. 8 

0.,2 

0 .. 2 

0 .. 2 

0.,Li. 

0 .. 2 

Chm: The chert component was less than that of obsidian 

and totalled 157 pieceso A large proportion ( 135) were waste flakes, 

nith only 18 edge-damaged pieces, and 1+ drill po:L'1ts. A notewor'cby 
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feature of the cherl in Lens VB is a high number of flakes of a large 

size, i.e. over 3 cm in diameter. These were all derived from high 

quality cores,; 2 were the uncommon shade of mustard yellow with 

white chalcedonic veins. The others were various fine translucent 

greys. Ghalcedonic veins were prevalent in the collection and the 

colours ranged through the usual greys but also included white, a 

dull clay yellow, a blue-green, cream, and a pale orange in a matrix 

of translucent blue-grey. 

Obsidian: The highest numbers in Lens VB were for obsidian 

with a total of 225 pieces. This was made up of 67 grey pieces and 

i 58 green pieces. Red was absent. Fu:rther classification showed 

that 16 of the grey fla.1<:es were edge-damaged ana_ only 31 of the green 

pieces had evia.ence of wear. One of the latter was a flake vr.i.th an 

edge apparently used for sawing as it had been ground to a flat 

surface. 

Twenty flakes were submitted to trace element analysis .. 

The result showed Lens VB conta:L."1.ed obsidian from at least 5 separate 

sources., the widest range to have come from row Washpool Mid.den level 

( see Table 14). As well as the predominant Mayor Island source 

(12 samples) exploitation was indicated of Huruiki and the Gooks Bay 

area (3 each) and Purangi and 0:ngaroto (1 each). The existence of' 

extensive exchange networks during this period (ca. 1200 A.D.) is 

implied by these results. 

Metasomatised i,rgilli"t,~: The 1argillite• component of 70 

pieces was comprised of Ii 2 waste fla.'lrns, 24- polished and/ or hammer

dressed flakes, 2 flakes with edge-damage, 1 drill point and i amuleJc

like piece., 

Classification by hand.specimen colour gave 17 Ohana grey 

pieces, 18 of mid-grey, 25 dark grey and 10 blackse The 'amulet' 

appears to be a modified adze portion; it is 7 cm long, of black 

Mt Ears type argillite.. It has 4 polished surfaces ana_ a reduced 

'neck' at one end (see Figure 10)., 
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CATALOGUE NO. PROVEN.ANGE SOURC:§ COLOUR 

GU 306 M1/v/11+ Mayor Island Green 

GU 307 Mi/II/21 Huruiki C-rey 

GU 308 M1/v/11+ Cooks Bay Grey 

GU 309 Mi/II/11 Mayor Island Green 

GU 310 M1/V/5 Purangi Grey 

GU 311 M1/v/9 Mayor Island Green 

GU 312 M1/v/3 Huruiki Grey 

GU 313 M1/v/- Mayor Island Green 

GU 311+ IvI1/v /10 Mayor Island Green 

c+u 315 M1/II/6 Mayor Island Green 

GU 316 M1/v /5 Mayor Island Green 

GU 317 M1/v/9 Mayor Island Green 

GU 318 + M1/V/- Ongaroto Grey 

GU 319 Iv11/v /10 Mayor Island Green 

GU 320 Mi/v/10 Cooks Bay Grey 

GU 321 M1/v /4 Mayor Island Green 

GU 322 M1/V/10 Cooks Bay Grey 

GU 323 Mi/v/15 Huruiki Green 

GU 321+ M1/II/16 Mayor Island Green 

GU 325 M1/v/li- Mayor Island Green 

TABLE 111-. Lens VB obsidian sources ( + possibility less 

than 0.5). 

Gre,ywack~: Although greywacke was present in larger numbers 

than metasomatised argillite, nearly all were waste flakes. There 

were 91 of these, mostly of a very small size, and 4 cutters, all well 

used. Mariy flaJces in this horizon have water-rolled surfaces., and 

most were of the local variety of greywacke. The exception was one 

large piece of pale green highly siliceous material which is likely to 

derive from elsewhere. 

Sandstone: Only 1 fragment was present. It belonged to the 

green glauconitic variety and had one ground surface and one ground 

edge. 
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Limestone: The single flake represented had unifacial edge

damage and was most similar to the ''White Rock' variety. 

Schistose Gr~ywacke: Two fragments were recovered, both 

green vrith one ground edge each. 

Pumice: The single piece found was 6 cm long and had a large 

groove ground in one surface. 

slightly abraded. 

Other faces seemed to have been 

Arg~llite: 4- of the total of 5 pieces were grey unworked 

fragments. The other was a large roughly shaped piece, 8. 7 cm long. 

There was a small amount of polish on one surface and other areas were 

slightly pecked and bruised. The argillite was dark grey, almost 

black. 

Volcanic Argillite: Of the 4 pieces found, 3 were waste 

flakes, 2 of green and one of red material. The other piece was a 

small green fla.\e with slight polish on one surface. 

Spilitic Lava: Three green waste fragments were found and 

2 green worked pieces. One of the latter was an elongated piece 

(6.5cmlong) of green rounded fragments set in a lava matrix. Grind-

ing was visible on 3 surfaces. 

ground surfacee 

The other piece was small with 1 

ROCK TYPE NUMBER· 2§ 

Chert 28 5lt-.9 

Obsidian 10 19.6 

Metasoma.tised Argillite 4 7.8 

Gre,wa.cke 8 15.7 

Sandstone 1 2.0 -
Total .51 -

TABLE 1 ;. Stene material from Gra.veJ. Lens over Lens II B. 
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Qbsis!:,~~: The colour proportions of obsidian were unusual 

for such a small collection; with 4 grey flakes, 5 green and 1 red. 

3 of the grey fla.'!ces were edge-damaged, only one of the green flakes 

had edge modification, while the single red piece had been well used. 

A single grey flake, ( GU 44-0 from M1/II/7) was subjected to x-ray 

fluorescence analysis which indicated a Cook's Bay origin$ 

Metasomati~~d Argillite: The small group of 4 pieces 

consisted of 3 waste flakes arid one polished flake., The 3 ·waste 

flakes were mid-grey and the polished piece, a dark grey. 

Gre;macke: The 8 greywacke pieces included one cutter, 

1 chopper, 1 edge-damaged flake and 5 waste pieces. 

Sandstone: The single piece of sandstone was a hoanga 

fragment of the local fine-grai.~ed type. 

LENS m_Qe 

Both Lens III C and III D were small deposits lying beneath 
©f 

Layer 4 Sandy and above the C 1"'tlst Layer 5.. They were both confined 

to M1/III/12 and M1/III/17, and belong i11 time to Level II. In Lens 

III C the quantities of stone material were limited; there were six 

geological types represented. 

ROCK TYPE NU1vIJ¥IB :J 
Chert 3 20 

Obsidian 2 13 .. 3 

Metasomatised Argillite 2 13.3 

Greywacke 5 33.3 

Sandstone 1 6., 7 
Pumice 2 13.3 

Total 15 

TA.BLE 16. Stone material from Lens III C., 
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Chert: The 3 cherts were grey - 2 mid-grey waste flakes and 

one dark grey flake with unifacial edge-damage. 

Obsidian: One flake was grey with u_"flifacial edge-damage, the 

other a green waste flake. 

for X.R.F~ analysis. 

No obsidian from this lens was submitted 

Metasolltatised Argillite: Both of the total two flakes were 

black, one with polish and one a small waste flake. 

Gr~ywacke: All 5 pieces were waste flakes. Four were of' 

the green local variety and the o·bher was a very fi."le textured., highly 

siliceous greenish-black. 

Sandstone: The single piece appears to have been used as a 

grindstone and has 2 ground surfaces and one small groove. 

Pumice: These were only 2 small unused fragments. 

LENS III D .. 

ROCK TYPE NUMBER J& 

Chert 23 30.7 
Obsidian 13 17.3 
Metasomatised Argillite 7 9.3 
Greywacke 30 40.,0 

Sandstone 1 1o3 
Spilitic Lava 1 1.3 

Total 75 

TABLE 17., Stone material from Lens III D. 
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Chert: A wide variety of colour and texture is the surprising 

feature of this relatively small collection of 23 chert pieces. The 

range i_'l'lcludes black, dark and smoky-dark grey, mid-grey, pale trans

lucent grey, a coarse brown, mustard yellow and white, bluish yellow 

and pure white. Five flakes had apparent unifacial edge-damage; the 

other 1 8 flakes were u..rmsed. 

flakes. 

Obsidian: .All 13 flakes were green and all were small waste 

None were submitted for X.R.,F. analysis. 

~asomatised~Argill~: Of the total 7 pieces, 6 were waste 

flakes and one was an edge-damaged flake ( of Oha11a grey). Other 

colours were) mid-grey ( 3 pieces), dark grey ( 2) and black ( 1). 

Gre.ywacke: The 30 pieces of this material consisted of 28 

waste flakes, 1 well ground cutter and an edge-damaged flake. All 

were the common local t,ype of greywacke except the cutter which was of 

a more siliceous variety. 

Sandstone: The single piece of sandstone from this lens was 

a small fragment of a]]...2.anga and had one grou..'l'ld surface. 

S.]ilitic Lava: The single lava fragment was small, unused, 

and of a green variety. 

LENS II B. 

Lens II B was a large body underlying Lens A a..11d Layer 4 Sandy 

in Layer 4. It is stratified immediately above the Crust of Layer 5. 
A C 14 a.ate was obtained from a charcoal sample taken from a scoop hearth 

overlain by Lens II B - the outcome of 1470 ± 40 A.D. being regarded as 

anomalous (Leach & Leach, 1971:199-200). Rather, this layer should be 

grouped with the small shingle lens and the Crust of Layer 5 as one 

temporal unit with a pooled date of 1180 A.D. (F. Leach, n.d.:Chapter 4). 
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In terms of stone material Lens II B was one of the most 

prolific deposits in the Washpool :Midden, with over 2,000 pieces. 

ROCK TYPE NUMBER o-1 
l2 

Chert 735 33.11-

Obsidian 713 32.,1+ 

Metasomatised Argillite 294 13.l.:-

Greywacke 338 15 .. 4 
Sandstone 18 o.s 
Limestone 28 1 .. 3 

Schist 1 0.05 

Schistose Greywacke 11 0.5 

Pumice 30 1.4 

Argillite 20 0.9 

Volcanic Argillite 4 0.2 

Spilitic Lava 1 0.05 

Nephrite 1 0.05 

Calcite 1 0.05 

Haematite 1 0.05 

Orthoquartzi te 1 0.05 

Bryozoa 2 0.09 

Total 2199 

TABLE 18., Stone material from Lens II B. 

Chert: This was the most numerous stone type in the Lens., 

Of a total of 735 pieces, 185 bore edge-damage, 5 were drill points, 

4 were cores and the remaini..'l'J.g 51.fi were unworked. 

The variety of colour represented was exceptionally wide. 

The largest range was in the grey group with very dark greys through 

to pale grey or almost white. Mid-grey predominated., The other 

colours ranged from pure white, creams, yellows, yellow and white, 

mustard yellow and white, brick red and white, brick red and black, 

pink, brown, green, and greenish highly siliceous glauconitic material., 
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Quality also varied from very fine textured highly chalcedonic material 

to coarse, poorly flaked pieces. Some displayed numerous pot-lid 

fractures. 

colours. 

Chalcedonic veins of white and blue were common in all 

Three pieces had water-rolled surfaces. One was a core 

made from a large water-rolled boulder of grey chert in association 

with siliceous glauconitic sandstone. One was a very large portion 

of brecciated chert set in a matrix of siliceous green glauconitic 

Slu1.dstone ( both are characteristic of the cherts of the Tora region), 

and the third a clay yellow flake from a water-rolled core. 

The number of' very large chert f'lakes was unusually high .. 

The largest was a mid-grey piece vrith a length of 6. 5 cm, apparently 

without edge-damage. Two flakes were over 5cmin length, and 2 were 

over 4 cm. The cores were all of grey cherts. The largest ( 4 .. 3 cm 

wide) bore evidence of edge-damage. Four of the dr.illpo:L~ts were of 

grey chert, the fifth being a light-cream coloured piece. Four were 

trilaterally reduced and one had quadrilateral reduction. 

Obsidian: This material was slightly less prevalent than 

chert with a total 71 . .3_ flakes. A high proportion were grey obsidians 

having a total of 142; 68 of these were edge-damaged and 74 were 

waste pieces. Green obsidian amounted to 565 flakes with 278 having 

edge-damage and 287 being unmodified. A comparatively large number 

of red obsidians were recovered from Lens II Band the total of 6 

pieces included 2 with ea.ge-damage. 

Eighteen samples underwent X.R.Ii'.. analysis. Pifteen were 

of Mayor Island derivation., 2 were from Cooks Bay, and one from 

Rotorua. Details of the samples can be found in Table 19. No red 

samples were analysed. 

An unusual feature of the obsidians from Lens II B was the 

number of flakes with very worn or ground edges. One good example 

from Mi/II/7 is a flake., 3 cm long, with an extremely worn edge similar 

to that of a greywacke cutter., and other ea_ges worn as though a result 

of hafting. Another flake, from M1/II/8, appears to be unique in the 
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Wairarapa collection. It is 3 cm wide and has bifacial edge-damage; 

one surface is water-rolled, the only evidence of obsidian having been 

collected from a secondary deposit. 

CATALOGUE NO. PROVENANCE SOURCE COLOU]. 

GU 427 1v11/II/12 Mayor Island Green 

GU 428 M1/III/2 Mayor Island Green 

GU 429 . M1/II/10 Mayor Island Green 

GU 430 M1/II/1 Mayor Islana_ Green 

GU 431 Mi/II/5 Mayor Island Green 

GU 432 M1/II/13 Mayor Island Green 

GU 433 M1/II/6 Mayor Island Green 

GU 431+ M1/II/7 Mayor Island Green 

GU 435 M1/r'l/16 Mayor Island Green 

GU 436 M1/II/17 Mayor Island Green 

GU 437 M1/II/14 Mayor Island Green 

GU 11-39 Ivi1/II/18 Mayor Island Green 

GU 441 M1/II/10 Mayor Island Green 

GU 41+.2 M1/II/7 Rotorua Green 

GU 443 M1/II/15 Cooks Bay Green 

GU 444 Mi/II/10 Mayor Island Green 

GU 445 Mi/II/14 Cooks Bay Grey 

GU 446 M1/II/25 Mayor Island Green 

TABLE 19. Lens II B obsidian sources. 

:Metasomatised Argillite: The metas omatised argillite 
'-' 

component of Lens II B was proportionately smaller than in the other 

major layers of the Washpool Midden. However, there were fewer 

waste flakes and more artefacts. The metasomatised argillite total 

was 294.. 146 of these were waste flakes, 128 were polished and/or 

hammerdressed, 5 had been edge-damaged and 8 were drill points. 

The seven other artefacts were all adze portions. Dark grey was 

the most prevalent colour of' argillite with 108 pieces, mid greys 

totalled 76, 1 Ohana grey• 66, light-grey 1 5, black 22 and the green 

variety 7. 
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The drillpoints were all either bilaterally or trilaterally 

reduced and many had polished surfaces indicating their manufacture 

from adze fragmentso Two bore haft polish and worn points. Three 

points were made in dark grey, three in Oha.'Yla grey and two in mid-

grey. The adze portions consisted of two hogback remnants (a butt 

end, polished and hammerdressed, and a roughout portion) both in 

black argillite. Three bevel portions were made from I Chana grey' .. 

The most significant feature of the metasomatised argillites ii.i. this 

layer is the high number of pieces derived from previously finished 

artefacts: adze butts, bevels, fragments and numerous flakes with 

harnmerdressing, polish or both. The waste flakes were nearly all of 

a small size and no indication of any raw material having been used 

was found. 

Greywack~: The use of greywacke in Lens II B was quite 

extensive and greater than for metasomatised argillite. The total 

of 338 pieces was comprised of 296 waste flaJces, 28 cutters, 3 polished 

and hammerdressed flalces, 7 edge-damaged flakes, 2 hammerstones, a 

core boulder and an •adze•.. Most of the greywacke appeared to be of 

the local t3rpe. There was 1 waste f'lake of the very green variety, 

a soft green variety and the 'adze' which is made of a very heavy, 

highly siliceous green variety ( see Figure 11). One flake is note

worthy as a.."1 apparently multi-purpose tool. One edge of it has been 

used for cutting and is well ground, another has unifacial edge-damage 

and a point on one end appears to have been used as a drillpoint or 

awl. The core boulder, of local material, had been water-rolled 

before use indicating its collection from a beach or riverg 

Sandstone: Sandstone was not a common material in Lens II B, 

there being only 18 pieces. 7 of these were waste fragments, 5 were 

hoanga fragments, 3 were complete hoanga, 2 were usea. as hammerstones 

and one was a file or 'cutter',. The types of sandstone used were the 

green glauconitic variety (2), fine grained pale cream coloured (1) 

and fine and medium grained brown material ( 15). The hammerstones 

were both water-rolled pebbles of local material. 

Limestone: Twenty-eight pieces of limestone were recovered. 

Twenty were waste flakes, 1 was an edge-damaged fla.~e and 7 were flakes 
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Actual size 

Gre;y-wacke aa_ze - Lens l!B 
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bearing sign of polish. The types of limestone varied from a weathered 

cream material which had originally been.grey, a pink and green piece 

and a soft chalk-like piece, to the predominant cream variety. Two 

large fla..kes had water-rolled surfaces, which may indicate that some 

'raw' limestone was imported to the Wairarapa. The 7 polished flakes 
I 

on the other hand possibly imply limestone importation in the form of 

finished adzes .. 

Schist: Lens II B had only one piece of schist, in the form 

of a file end. This was fashioned in green chlorite schist, probably 

of Marlborough Sounds origin. 

Schistose ~r~ywa~_§l: This material was present in larger 

quantities than the schist. The total of 11 pieces was the second 

highest of any layer. There were no raw or unmodified fragments. 

7 fragments were savm or ground. There were 3 files and. one distal 

portion of a minnow lureo 

5 were pale green. 

Six pieces were brov,n and rather weathered; 

Pumice: Pumice was very common in this level. The aggregate 

of 30 pieces was constituted by 14 unmodified pieces, 11 ground and 3 

grooved pieces ai."1.d 2 complete hoanga., Most were of a small size and 
1pebble' shaped, but one hoq,nga had a diameter of 7cmand the other a 

diameter of 11 cm. 

Argillite: The argill:i.te total of 20 pieces consisted largely 

of waste or raw fragments (13). Six were ground and one was sawn. 

The most common colour was a mid-grey, sometimes with a sheen and almost 

slate-like. Black was also most represented. Some were weathered to 

brown.. Most pieces appear to have been collected as small water-rolled 

pebbles. 

Volcanic Argillite: All of the total of 11• pieces were the 

green variety of volcanic argillite. Three were waste fragments and 

one was a polished or ground piece. 

Spilit:i.c La!fr: A single unworked fragment was the only piece 
recovered. 
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Ne12hrite: This rock type was represented by 1 fragment. 

It was a thin fla.."lce, 3 cm long, of pale translucent green with one 

polished surface. 

Calcite: Only one piece was recovered which appears to be 

waste or unused. 

Haematite: One small pebble-ljJ<e red piece was present. 

Orthoguartzite: Th;s material was present as a small flake 

of a cream colour, unworked. 

Bryozoa: Two pieces of the test of the Bryozoan Cellepora 

agglutinans were found: one was a large piece 1 0 cm long with no 

apparent sign of having been worked. The material is quite suitable 

as an abrasive and may have been collected with that purpose in mind. 

The possibility of its simply having curiosity value cannot be dis

missed, however. 

CRUST OF LAYER 5. 

The Crust of Layer 5 extended over the entire excavated area 

and is the earliest cultural layer :L11 the Washpool Midden. It is 

immediately overlain by Layer 4 Sandy, Lens II B., Lens VB and Layer 4 

Black and, in turn, overlies Layer 5 which is the base of the site and 

a natural horizon. Many features had been cut into the Crust of 

Layer 5 including 6 human burials, several scoop hearths and several 

pits, mostly filled with midden. Two of these., Midden Pit AF 

( circular) and Midden Pit AD (rectangular) were large features., 

Other surface features were a cookL~g shed and d:ry-ing rack. A scoop 

hearth with a radiocarbon date of 1168 A.D • .:t li-1 and a midden pit with 

a radiocarbon date of' 1191 A .. D • .± 41, both cut into the Crust of' Layer 

5, are indicators of the age of activities belonging to this early 

cultural level (Fo Leach, n.d.). 



ROCK TYPE 

Chert 

Obsidian 

Metasomatisea_ Argillite 

Greywacke 

Sandstone 

Limestone 

Schist 

Schistose Greywacke 

Pumice 

Argillite 

Slaty Argillite 

Volcanic Argillite 

Spilitic Lava 

Nephrite 

Serpentine 

Calcite 

Haematite 

Orthoquartzite 

Quartz crystal 
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Total 

NUMBER 

443 

579 
239 
362 

9 

4-3 

4 

3 

14 

15 

1 

2 

4 
2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1726 

TABLE 20. Stone material from C;rust of Layer 5 .. 

25.7 

33.5 
13.8 
21.0 

0 .. 5 

2.5 
0.2 
0 .. 2 

o.s 
0.,9 
0.,06 

0.1 

0.2 

0 .. 1 

0.1 

0.06 

0.06 

0 .. 06 

0.,06 

~: A large proportion of the chert aggregate of 41+.3 
pieces were waste flaJ<es, the normal pattern for the Washpool Mida_en 

layerso 3Li-5 were waste pieces, leaving 94- edge-damaged flakes, 2 

drillpoints and 2 cores. The range and variation in chert colour 

was probably more marked. than expected for the size of the Crust of 

Layer 5 assemblage. The majority f'ell within the 'grey1 range 

(classed roughly as dark grey, dark blue-grey, mid-grey and pale grey). 

Again, by far the most numerous type of grey was mid-grey. Both 

cores were mid-grey: one was a large core, 7cmin diameter, of a f'ine 

textured chert; the other was a medium textured lump ·with a ver,y thick 

patina. Three other colours occurred reasonably frequently - mid-brovm, 

white, and yellow and white., Other colours present in small quantities 

include: brownish red and yellow and brick-red, mustard yellow ana. 

white., pale yellow a.11.d blue., plain yellow, both pale and mid-green, 
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cream, various pinks, black and white., and plain black. Three very 

large flakes had surfaces with water-rolling and a patina implying 

initial collection from secondary sources. 

Obsidian: The Crust of Layer 5 contained more obsidian 

than chert. The total was 579 pieces, 425 being green and 154 being 

grey. 306 of the green were waste flakes and 119 bore edge-damage .. 

114 of the grey total were waste flakes with only 4-0 apparently sus

taining edge-damage. The grey obsidia.11 proportion is quite large 

for an assemblage the size of that from the Crust of Layer 5, and 

one grey flake of 3.3cmwidth was the largest piece of this colour 

from the Washpool mida.en. Nineteen samples from this layer were 

subjected to x-ray fluorescence analysis. The results ·are summarised 

in Table 21. A further sample of red obsidian from structure 65 was 

also analysed. Because this structure was embodied in the Crust of 

Layer 5 the result of the obsidian analysis is inclua.ed in this section. 

(A description of other stone material from all structures is contained 

in the section on structures). 

At least four sources were being exploited during the period 

of occupation signified by the Crust of Layer 5 - the Mayor Island/ 

Coroma..11.del area apparently being the major area of supply. 

Metasomatised Argilllli: The metasomatised argillite com

ponent of the Crust of Layer 5 totalled 2~9. 155 were waste flakes, 

68 had polished and/ or hammerdressed surfaces, 8 had been rendered as 

drillpoints, 2 were edge-damaged and 6 were other artefacts. The 

groups of handspecimen colour included 47 pieces of 'Ohana grey', 10 of 

light grey, 53 mid-grey, 96 dark grey and 33 black pieces. 

The only colours used in a_rillpoints i..'tl this layer were dark 

grey and 'Ohana grey': 5 were dark grey a.'l'ld 3 'Ohana grey•. The 

other artefacts included a broken portion of a blade-like flake knife 

in mid-grey material, a chisel end of black Mt Ears variety I argillite', 

and an adze bevel of mid grey material. The butt of an ad.ze of 

'Ohana grey 1 argillite fits a bevel from M1/II/19, Lens Band forms a 

complete Duff type 2A adze. 
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CA'I1.A.LOG-UE NO. PROVEN..l\NCE S01JRCE COLOUR 

GU 468 

GU 469 

GU 470 + 

GU 471 

GU 472 

GU 473 

CJJ 474 

G-U 475 

GU 476 

GU 477 

GU 478 

GU 1+79 

GU 480 

GU 481 

GU 482 

GU lt-83 

GU 485 

GU 486 

GU L1-87 

GU 297 

TABLE 21. 

M1/v/23 Cooks Bay Grey 

M1/III/4 Mayor Island Green 

M1/II/11 Rotorua Grey 

Mi/II/16 Mayor Island Green 

Mi/III/11.1- Mayor Island Green 

M1/III/17 Mayor Island Green 

M1/III/25 Mayor Island Green 

M1/III/- Cooks Bay Grey 

M1/II/211- Cooks Bay Grey 

M1/V/10 Mayor Island Green 

:Mi/II/21 Cooks Bay Grey 

M1/III/13 Mayor Island Green 

111/v/4 Mayor Island Green 

M1/II/6 Cooks Bay Grey 

M1/v/8 Mayor Island Green 

M1/V/3 Cooks Bay Grey 

M·J/III/12 Mayor Island Green 

M1/III/22 Mayor Island Green 

Mi/II/14 :Mayor Island Green 

M1/III/4 Structure Purangi Red 
65 

Crust of Layer 5 obsidian sources ( + probability less 
than 0.5). 

G~r~a~: For the size of the assemblage, the greywacke 

component of the Crust of Layer 5 was unusually large. The total 

number of pieces was 362. However, a high proportion of this total 

consisted of waste flaJrns of which there were 31+2. Twelve pieces 

had been utilized as cutters, one flake had 2 polished surfaces, 6 

pieces were edge-damaged and the only other artefact was a file 

3e 1 cm long, fashioned from an elongated pebble of dark brovm greywacke. 

Little variation in colour and texture was apparent, all the material 

being of the locally available types .. 

Sandstone: A moderate quai~tity of 9 sandstone pieces was 

deposited in this Layer. Only one was a waste fragment$ Three were 
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complete hoanga and 5 were hoanga fragments. Most of the material 

used was a medium-grained light brown, with 3 of the ground pieces 

being the green glauconitic variety. 

Limestone: The limestone count for the Crust of Layer 5 
was the highest for any layer in the Washpool Midden site: 4-3 
pieces were recora.ea_e They were further categorised as 37 waste 

fleJ<es, 2 edge-damaged flal(es, 3 polished flakes and one adze portion. 

Ifost flakes had weathered to bromi and softened i'rom their original 

state., A number were hard siliceous pieces similar to the White 

Rock variety. Thirteen pieces were soft, yellowish a..~d slightly 

waterworn (possibly intended for use i.ri pigments).. The only large 

artefact was the bevel portion of an adze., 

has weathered to a clay colour., 

The li.mes·tone of this 

Schist: Only 4- pieces were found. All were green chlorite 

schists of probable Marlborough Sounds origin, and all vvere worked. 

Three were small points from files and one was a large piece with a 

single ground surf'ace ( see Figure 12). 

Scq~tose Gre.ywack.e: Three pieces of this mate1"ial were 

recorded., One was a complete file of medium-grained. green material, 

1 was a small green file a.'Yld the other was a brown, weathered waste 

fragment .. 

pieces. 

Pumice: The pumice total was 14-, of wb..ich 8 were unused 

Four had small g-~ound surfaces, 1 piece was of an elongated 

file shape ground on all surfaces and one was a hoanga with a large 

ground surface and 4- well ground grooves. 

ArgilJJ:J~~: The collection of argillite totalled 15 pieces, 

made up mostly of 11 waste fragments* Three had evidence of gri.i.'1.ding 

on several surfaces and one was in the form of a complete m.i.11.11ow lure 

(triangular cross-section, perf'orated). 

q;J.,ate-lf!f..e Argillite: A single ground piece was the onljr 

example of this material from the Crus.,c of' Layer 5.. It was large 
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Limestone adze from Layer 5 

Schist file from the Washpool Camp Site 

FIGURR 12 
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(5cmlo:ng) and had been used either as a cutter or a grindstone. 

lli.ll.c\,lliQ. Argilli t e: 

fragments. Both were green. 

This was represented by 2 waste 

~il:i,_tic Lava: 

a.i.~d all of a green variety. 

The total of 4 pieces were all u:nworkea_ 

Ife:ehrite: Two pieces of this variety of pouna.mu were 

recovered. One was a small fragment o. 9 cm long of pale whitish 

green with one polished surface. The other was about i cm long, 

dark green and miJJcy white in colour, with two polished. surfaces. 

It is unproductive to speculate on ·bhe possible sources of pieces 

this size using handspecimen tech.niques. 

Ser;eentine: Two f'ragments were founa_ in the Crust of 

Layer 5. BotlL were a weathered-looking pale milky colour. Neither 

showed evidence of having been worked and they are probably from the 

same 'parent block'. 

Calcite: A single pebble recoverea. hact a slightly ground 

surface and was also weathered or waterworn. 

Haematite: Only a single lump of vesicular reddish brovm 

material was found. It was hard and of poor quality • 

.Q~hoguartzit~: This consistec1 of one small flal-;:e only of 

cream coloured material.. It was unworked. 

Qua~: The single piece found was a crystal of the clear 

transparent variety ( rock crystal). The czv.rstal edges vrnre worn 

either by water or by use as an abrasive. 

the most l::Ucely. 

The former suggestion is 
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Layer 5 was the natural sand horizon. on which the Crust 

of Layer 5 rested, at the base of the Washpool Midden. No cultural 

material was found in it with the exception of one adze. This was 

a small complete limestone adze (see Figure 12) vrl~ich obviously be

longs to the Crust of Layer 5. 

STRUCTURES. 

Stone material recoverea. from the various structures 

throughout the Washpool Midden site is described. in a separate 

section because some features spanned or occupied more than one 

layer. Elsewhere it was not always possible at the time of 

excavation to ascribe a structure to a particular layer., Many, 

however, were confined to a single layer and where relevant, this 

information will be used. 

Most of the • structures' were simply pos·b holes but 

other important features included large steep-sided mid.den pits 

(Structures l.i-9, 63 and 66), hearths, depressions and small lenses. 

TYPE -
Chert 

Obsidian 

Metasoma.tised .Argillite 

G-reywacke 

Sandstone 

Limestone 

Schist 

Schistose Greywacke 

Pumice 

Argillite 

Spilitic Lava 

186 

165 

6J+ 

213 

2 

4 

1 

2 

9 

6 

1 

Total 653 

TABLE 22., Stone material from the Struct-ures. 

c1 
lo -

28,.5 

25.3 

9.8 
32.6 

.3 

.6 

.2 

.3 
1 .. 4 

.9 
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Chert: 186 chert pieces came f'rom the structures. Four of 

them were drillpoints, 21,. were edge-damaged f'lakes and 158 waste flakes. 

Most structures contained very little sJcone clebris; in these cases 

colours were mainly greys, brov:r.as and cream-white. However, the 

exceptions were: Structure 49, which conta:L."1ed a mid-grey, fine-grained 

chert drillpoint and cherts of brick/red and pink, green, a wide range 

of greys and an U.'!'lusual blade-like f'lake (3., 5cm long) of clear white, 

yellow and mustard chalcedonic chert; Structure 66, which yielded 56 
flakes in.eluding various greys, white, various yellows, brown, purple 

and a deep piriJc chert. 

Obsidian: The flake total f'or the structures was 165: 140 

were green and of' these 111 were waste £'lakes a..'!'ld 29 were edge-damaged; 

21,. were grey, 19 being waste-flakes and 5 having edge-da.i~age. There 

was also one red flake with edge-damage. This was from Structure 65 

( a slopi.'t'lg hole) which was contained withi.YJ. the Crust of Layer 5. 
X.R.F. analysis assigned it to a Purangi source (see previous section). 

No other obsidians from the structures were analysed. 

~tasomatised ArgilJ..it~: Of the total@~ pieces, 4-1 were 

categorised. as waste flakes, 21 were polished or hammerdressea., 011e was 

a drillpoint and one an adze butt. The colour quantities were: 13 

'Ohana grey', 3 light grey ( of which one was the d.ril1point), 12 mid

greys, 15 dark grey (including the adze butt) and 21 black,. Most of' 

the black flalces were f'rom Structures 63 and 66; many had polished or 

hamroerdressed surfaces and are likely to be from the same original adze 

of Mt Ears variety metasomatised argillite. 

Gre.n!acke: The majority of pieces of this rock t.Y1>e were 

waste material. There were 4 cutters, 2 ea..ge-damaged flakes and 207 

waste flakes, making up a total of 213. Many of the waste flakes had 

water-rolled surf'aces. All pieces were of the local medium-grained 

green or brown material except for 3 pieces of brilliant green, 

probably imported, and waste flakes from a broken artefact* 

Sandstone: Only 2 pieces were recovered, both of them 

worked. One was a poi.~t-end of a sandstone file in pale fine-grained 
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sandstone. The other was a ~~§Thga fragment with 2 grou.~d surfaces, 

of brow.n medium-grained s&.~dstone. 

Limestone: The total of 4 flakes consisted of 3 waste 

pieces ( 2 of a sof't cream-colourecL variety) ana_ one polished flake. 

Schis·I:;: One fragment of brown with no worki.11g was found. 

§chistose Gr~ywac~: There were 2 pieces: one end of a 

file viith a sawn edge and grou..."1.d point in green greywacke, and a 

burnt or weathered piece of either file or minnow lure. 

Pumice: All of the total of 9 were unmodified pieces. 

Arp:illite: The total of 6 is comprised of 5 sme,11 waste 

fragments and one larger piece with a polished or ground surface. 

Spilitic La"{a: One large piece, 3 .. 8 cm long, was found in 

Structure 63. It is a greenish brown colour and well ground on 4 
surfaces as though i.11tended as an adze. 

T"'.tlE WASHPOOL MIDDEN - UNPROVENiiNCED Ivi.l\..TERIAL. 

The stone material described below is all insecurely 

provenanced through various acciclents such as loss of labels, in

correct labelli..~g and displacement during the cleaning down of 

layer surfaces. Although lacking signif'ica:nce as inf'ormation for 

temporal or spatial questions, the assemblage is valuable as far as 

the enquiry into the geological knowledge of the PalJ.iser Bay people 

is cone erned., 

_Qhert: Most of the chert flakes recovered. were waste ( 129), 

but 1 was a core of pale grey -w:i.th prominent blue chalcedonic vei:ns, 

7 were c3ri1J.points and 15 were edge-damaged.. One of the drillpoints 
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also had a ground edge. The colour was predominantly mid and dark 

greys, but pale grey, blue-grey, pale translucent pink-grey, and 

white were present. 

~ NUMBER Oib 
.(.';; 

Chert 152 34.9 
Obsidian 131 30 .. 1 

Metasomatised Argillite 73 16.8 

Greywacke 49 11,,3 

Sandstone 15 3.4 
Limestone 4 .. 9 
Schist 2 .5 
Argillite 2 .. 5 
Serpentine 2 .5 
Haematite 5 1.1 

Total l,.35 

TABLE 23 .. Unprovenanced material from the Washpool Midden. 

Obsidian: Of the obsidian total of 131, 31 were grey and 

1 00 were green. Twelve of the greys were ea..ge-damaged a..nd 19 waste, 

41 of the greens were e~e-damaged and 59 were waste fla1ces. One 

noteworthy aspect of the green pieces was one fla.~e with edge-damage 

consistent with its having been used as a drillpoint. 

Metasomf!::yised Argillite: The total of 73 pieces was com

prised of 48 waste flakes, 21 polished and/ or he..mmerdressed flakes, 

3 drillpoin-ts ana_ one chisel blade., The varieties present were: 

20 of 'Ohana grey', 3 light grey, 14 mid-grey, 16 dark grey, 15 black 

and 5 greeno One drillpoint in hig..h. quality 1 Oha.na grey' me/cerial 

was unusually long and narrow and another drillpo:int in a coarse green 

variety had sustained prominent scour damage through use. A small 

black polished flake f'rom an adze had the adze re-sharpened a..'!'ld the 

percussion bulb slightly polishea... The chisel blade was in the 

black Mt Ears variety. 
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Greywacke: The assemblage of 49 pieces was comprised mainly" 

of waste flakes (45), with only 1 cutter, 1 polished flake and 2 edge

damaged flakes being found. 

Sandstone: The majority of the total of 15 were unused 

pieces ( 1 o). One was a complete hoanga with several ground sur-faces 

and one deeply hollowed face. _i\nother was a complete, but small, 

slab-ljj<e piece with well ground, flat surfaces, and 3 were hoanga 

fragments .. All were a very fine-grained., light coloured local sand-

stone except 1 which was of the green glauconitic type. 

Limestone: All Li- flakes presen"t:; were a weathered clay 

colour and appeared to be unused. 

Schist: Both pieces found were g-~een chlorite schist. 

One was a long splintered waste fragment and the other was a small 

ground piece. 

Argillite: Two unworked fragments of dark grey, almost 

shaly argillite were present. 

Se;r:pe~: Two pieces of pale milky blue-green serpentine 

were located from the upper layers ( 1, 2 ano. 3) in the Washpool Midden. 

They were small ( 1-1.5cm long) but both worked: 1 with a polished 

surface and a sawn edge, and the other with a ground edge. 

Haematite: The haematite fragments all probably came from 

Layer l1- Black. They are in the form of small lumps and are a deep 

brownish-red colour. 

THE W.ASF.POOL MIDDEi1 VICIN"ITY. 

The assemblage outli..~ed in this section was collected from 

the eroding section of the Washpool Midden Site in the road cutting, and 

~rom the surface on and around the excavated area where stock and erosion 

have exposed occupation material. 
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~ NUMBER ::& 

Chert 3 11.5 
Obsidian 10 38.5 
Metasomatised Argillite 11 42 .. 3 
Greywacke 

TABLE 24-. 

2 7.7 
-

Total 26 -
Stone material from the vicinity of the 

Viashpool Mid.a.en. 

C~e:d2: One edge-damaged blade-ljjce, mid-grey flake and 

2 waste flakes were found • 

.QJ2sid~: Eight green flalr:es and 2 gf:'ey make up the total. 

The grey flakes are unifacially and bifacialzy edge-damaged and all 

green fla_~es have sustai.ned edge-damage., 

14.~:t~omati,~~q. .Argillite: The total of 11 pieces consisted 

of 5 waste fla.lr:es, 1 polished flake, 1 d.rillpoint, 1 adze bevel, 1 

flalce 'knif'e1 , a 1 A adze of black Mt Ears variety material and 1 'hog

back' adze. The flake knife was a large ( 12cm long) blade-lfte flalrn 

of dark grey-black material with both unifacialJ.y a..nd "bifacially damaged 

edges. 

Gre;yw~: One flalrn cutter, heavily abradecL, and i adze 

portion were recovered. The material from which the adze was made was 

a highly siliceous variety. This piece also had heavy edge-a.am.age. 

Located i.ri the outermost margin of the foredunes to the seaward. 

of the larger Washpool Midden, the collective evidence from this site 

suggested a short-term occupation, or •camp'. The site (1111 /1) was 

visible in the eroa.:i.:ng dunes as a lense of compacted black sand, 
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interspersed with fragmented oven stones. About 2! metres of aeolian 

sand was removed from a section of the lense to ena'ble excavation of an 

area of approximately 12 square metres ( see F. Leach, n. a..) o 

Excavation uncovered three scoop hearths, the structural 

evidence of two lines of post holes in a regular semi-circle suggestive 

of a fli1nsy shelter or windbrea.'lc, and sparse midden, -including limb 

fragments of a moa species, marine shellf'ish, mammals and fish,. The 

amou...'1.t of cultural :i.r.£ormation recovered was not great and has led 

F. Leach to conclude that the portion dug was probably scattered mat

erial from the periphery of a larger, concentrated occupation is,~ing 

slightls' further inland. 

a date of 1l1-04 A.D .. .± 40,. 

A charcoal sample from one scoop hearth gave 

The quantity of stone material found was al.so slight, but 

permits a glimpse of the activities going on and of some of the rock 

types\used in 'camp' life on this beach site in the early period., 

All 90 pieces are from Layer 2. 

TYPE NUMBER ,:;1.. - ............ ~ 

Chert 26 28.9 

Obsidia:.n 4 4.4, 
Metasomatised Greywacke 47 52.2 

Greywacke 4 4.1.1-
S~'Yldstone 4 ~-.4. 
Limestone 2 2.2 

Schistose Greywacke 1 1.1 

S erpent.ine 1 1.1 

Calcite 1 1 .1 

To·l:;al 90 -
TABLE 25. Stone material from the Washpool 'Camp' Site., 

or ,lark 
Che~: The g:reater proportion is the black Agrey variety 

heavily veined with blue and white hydrothermal chalcedony ( 61. 5;0, the 

remainder being greys of variable quality. Twenty-four of the 26 
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pieces are flakes, with 7 bearing unifacial edge-damage and 17 waste 

f'la..'lces. The rem.'Yla.'Ylt of a mid-grey core, and a drillpoi...;.t in the 

chalcedonic material are the only other tools. A water-rolled pat:L"1a 

on one of the waste f'la..l{es ina.icates that some secondarily deposited 

chert was being collected. 

Obsidian: Only a small quantity was found in comparison to 

the cherts: 4- pieces, all of green transparency. Two were unifacial

ly edge-damaged with one bifacially damaged and. the other a very· small 

waste flake. Unfortunately the material from this site was not 

included i..'11 the X.R.F. analysis and ca.,."1 only be assigned with a reason

ably high probability to a :Mayor Islana. origin. 

Metasomatised Argilli·l;e: This was represented by an unusually 

high percentage ( 52 .. 2%), possibly indicating that the excavation was 

sited over an area where argilli te working had been a special·!;y. The 

flake material appears to have been derived from reworking adzes, as 

31 of the 4-7 pieces displayed polished or ha:mmerd.ressed surfaces, and 

only 14 showed no modification of ari.y kind. One flake only was ed.ge

damaged. Three cJ.rillpoints complete the group, one having two points,. 

Thirteen pieces are definitely identified as II Ohana argillite", 18 are 

black and probably of Mtv Ears origin. The remainder are mid to dark 

greys with one green sample,. 

Qr~zwac~: Greywacke is represented as 1 waste flake, 1 very 

large cutter and 1 small cutter, ana. one pitted flake from a hammerstone. 

Silicified Limestone: This is in the form of 2 £'lakes, one 

with unifacial edge-damage.. Both are partially weathered but appear to 

be of the type folLnd at the White Rock-Tora area. 

Sandstone: Two large portions of almost complete grindstones 

or hoanga and 2 hoangc!,_fragments are composed of sandstone and are the 

only artefacts of the material present. 
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Schistose Gr~>ywacke: This component was made up of one 

bur-.at or weathered., brown, fine-grained piece which has been workea. 

to file shape but appears to be unused. Both ends are rough (see 

Figure 12)., Because it has been modified by weathering or burning 

it 1is impossible to assign a source beyond suggesting either the 

Marlborough or Wellington greywackes., 

Ser12ent:L'l'le: One very small fragment of serpentine, with 

no indication of work:L."'lg, implies a further link ·with the ultramafic 

belt of the D'Urville Island - Nelson region. 

Calcite: One piece of calcite was present but its surfaces 

were so weathered there was no :indication left of its cultural use, 

if any .. 

From the technological aspect, evidence from the stone 

material clearly demonstrates a preoccupation with implement manufact

ure, particularly the modification of metasomatised argillite adzes, 

but probably also work with bone, shell and wood. Only a small 

selection of stone types is represented., but this may be entire],y a 

result of the location of the site, it being peripheral to the larger 

Washpool li/Iidden site. 

Washpool Garden Walls Site (Ni 6~.{20). 

The area :in which the 'Washpool Walls' (Mi/XX ana. M1/:XVIII) 

excavation was carried out is characterisea. by a series of enclosures 

or divisions indicated by low stone walls and single boulder alignments 

(see H. Leach, nod.)., Like other wall systems along the Palliser 

Coast it is composed of long rows, run..vtlng at l"ight angles to the shore, 

and transverse rows rwuri_'llg parallel to the shore. The unusua.1 feature 

of' the Washpool system is the domi11ance of the transverse lines, whereas 

rows at right angles to the shore are the most common elsevrhere on the 

Palliser Bay coast. The interpretation of this phenomenon is that they 

were primarily constructed as garden plots 1Nith boundaries of territory 

demarcated by stone alignment divisions. 
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The excavated area covered 120 square metres and incorporated 

garden soil, single stone alignments and sections of long and trans-

verse walls. Three radiocarbon dates were obtained with mea..."ls OI" 

B. Leach (n.a..) suggests that the 

olc1est part of the time range is the most relevant to activities as

sociated with the wall system, c.1J.1.d that the main period of occupation 

is probably contemporaneous with the latest stages of habitation of the 

Washpool Midden Site. 

The proliferation and variety of stone material in this sit.e 

is surprising in view of its primary :function which is interpreted as a 

horticultural area and the comparative lack of stone debitage in the 

nearby Garden Terrace (M1/XXX). The assemblage excavated was probably 

the result of adze reworking, minnow lure manufacture and working ;11 

wood or a soft material such as shell or bone, subsequent to the site 

bei..11g used as a gard.en. H. Leach ( n., a..) has undertalren a detailed 

analysis of the edge-damage a.na. wear patterns present. Leach's inter-

pretation of edge-damage and tool function dif'f'ers i..~ several cases 

from that of the author. 

ROCK TYPE NUMBER t:b ..... 

Chert 197 38.8 
Obsidian 237 4-6.7 
1fietas oma tis ea. Argilli t e 35 6.9 

Greywacke 14- 2 .. s 
Sandstone 3 .,6 

Limestone 5 1 • 
Schist 2 • 1.i. 
Quartz 3 .. 6 
Argillite 1 .2 

Serpentine 1 .. 2 

Haematite 5 1. 

Fossil Faecal Caste 1 .2 

Fossil Gastropod 1 .2 

Orthoquartzite 3 .6 

Total 508 -
TABLE 26. Stone material from the Washpool Garden Walls .. 
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Chert: This material, though not as nu.mericalJJr plentiful 

as obsidian, had a conspicuousl,'f larger average flake size. Numbers 

in the various categories are as follows: cores (4), drillpoints (12), 

edge-a.am.aged flakes ( 52) , waste fla..1<;:es ( 129). The range and variation 

in colours is very marked. Most fall within the grey ra:hge, -with mid-

grey be-ing most numerous. Par'c of the reason for this is the presence 

of an extremely large core of mid-grey with blue chalcedonic veins that 

has a max::i.mum measurement of 13 cm, and is a portion of a water-worn 

boulder~ The other cores were smaller: 1 was a mid-grey, one a pale 

yellowish grey and the other a brick red a.'l'la_ mustarcl yellow with white 

chalcedonic veins. The colour range includes black, mid, dark and 

pale g.ceys, browns, white, green, and brick red., There are 4- pieces of 

the brick red variety (:including the red and yellow core) one of which 

is an attractive drillpo:int, heavizy veined with pink, pale orange and 

white cb~,lcedony. These 4 samples are not on~v aesthetically eye

catching but are also rare components of the Palliser Bay cher~ assem-

blage., Their typical character suggests they may be derived from a 

source not connected with Upper Cretaceous - Lower Tertiary North Island 

beds; possibzy from the Sinter or chert deposits of the Coroma.,.'1del 

region~ A final noteworthy point is that few of the 1potlid' and 

splintery fracturing varieties were found., the bulk of the collection 

being fine, h:i..gbl.y siliceous examples. 

Obsidian: Obsidian flakes accounted for almost half the 

total assemblage., their ubiquity being attributable to a specialized 

activity carried out in the excavated area. Totals of colour i...'1 trans-

mitted light were: green 202, grey 33 and red 2. Sixteen of the grey 

flakes were edge-damaged a..'l'ld 17 were waste flakes; 61 greens were ea_ge

damaged (including one apparent a.rillpoint), and 140 were waste flakes 

and both brick red pieces were edge-damaged. 

22 samples were subjected to X.R.F. anazysis (see Table 27 

for details)., 18 gave a Mayor Island result ( i..'rlclud:ing one grey piece) 

and the other 4 were given a Cook's Bay allocation ( 2 were 1--ea. and 2 

were grey). 

Metasomatised A~illit~: Thir'cy-five pieces were recovered 

from the Walled G,arden site., One was an adze butt portion, 5 a.r:tll

poi:nts, 13 polished and/or h&1.llilerdressed fla~es, 5 flakes had edge-damage 
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(3 of these also were polished and hamm.erdressed) and il:. were waste 

pieces. Handspecimen colours present were: 9 of 1 0hana grey', 6 of 

mid-grey, 15 dark greys and 5 of black material. The drillpoints 

were all small: 2 were fashioned from dark grey argillite and 3 from 

the Oha:na material. The adze butt portion was black Mt Ears variety 

'argillite• and probably provided the 1 parerr'c 1 block for the other 4 

black flakes. 

CATALOGUE NO. PROVENANCE SOURCE COLOUR ---
GU 301J.. Mi /11.'VIII/1-2 Cooks Bay Red 

GU 305 M1 /X'vIII/L-2 Cooks Bay Red 

GU 347 Mi /1.'VIII/23-1-2 lfayor Isla..'l'ld Green 

GU 348 Mi /XVIIIfi-1-/1-2 Cooks Bay Grey 

GU 349 1111 /X}lIII/7 /L-2 Mayor Island Green 

GU 350 Mi /X-\TIII/17 /1-2-13.A Mayor Island Green 

GU 351 M1 /xrx/16/1-2 Mayor Island Green 

GU 352 M1/XVIII/12/1-2 Mayor Isla..'11.d Grey 

GU 353 Mi /X-ITIII/l 2/1-2 Mayor Island Green 

GU 354- M1 /XVIII/18/1-2 Mayor Island C-reen 

GU 355 Mi/XVIII/17/1-2 Mayor Island Green 

GU 356 M1/XVIII/10/1-2 Mayor Island Green 

GU 357 M1/XVIII/6/L-2 Mayor Island Green 

GU 358 Mi /XVIII/l 3/L-2 Mayor Island Green 

GU 359 M1/XVIII/10/L-2 Mayor Island G'rreen 

GU 360 :M1 /XVIII/22/1-2 Mayor Island G-ree11 

GU 361 M1/XVIII/22/L-2 Mayor Island Green 

GU 362 M1 /XX./25/1-2 Mayor Island Green 

GU 363 Mi /XVIII/L-2 Cooks Bay Grey 

GU 364 Mi/Xi!III/17/1-2 Mayor Island Green 

GU 365 M1 /X-vIII/18/L-2 Mayor Island G-reen 

GU 366 Mi /XllIII/1 2/L-2 Mayor Islana_ Green 

TABLE 27. Sources of Vfashpool Garden Walls Obsidian., 

Gre.:vyacke: The composition of the gl"'eywacke total of 14 

was: 3 cutters, 2 polished fragments, 'l ectge-de.maged fla...~e, 1 possible 

knapping stone and 7 waste flakeso Two of the cutters (or saws) have 
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sustained particularly heavy grinding ancl the other probab]Jr held the 

d.ual function of file and saw, as one end has been abraded to a markell 

point-shape. 

Sana.stone: Only 3 fragments were found. Two were unworked 

pieces but the other had one ground and one grooved surface a..~d was of 

the green glauconitic variety. 

Limestone: The limestone total was five and consisted of 

1 edge-damage flake., 1 d:cillpoint and 3 waste flakes. The d.rillpoint 

was large (5.5cmlong) and rather spectacular. It was bilaterall;y 

reduced, had a worn point and was a hard siliceous limestone that had 

weathered from white to light brown., 

Schist: Two pieces of schist were recovered from adjacerrc 

squares in M1/XVIII. One was green low grade schist in the form of a 

complete file (see Fig~re 13). The other was a unique fragment of 

quartz-muscovite schist which is very likely to have had a northwest 

Nelson origin and probab]J; belongs to the Golden Bay Schist Formation 

(Landis, pers. comm.). It is deeply grooved and ground and appears to 

have been in preparation as a nrl.r1..11ow lure shank before it broke ( see 

Figure 13) .. 

Qua~z: 

were found. 

Three ver-J small fragments of doubt:f'ul cu1tural use 

Argillite: A single large piece of black, al1nost shale-lilce 

material was present. One rounded surface was well ground or polished 

and the length of the artefact was 6.,3 cm. 1:iJ{e the quartz-muscovite 

schist this was probably intended as a minnow lure shan..~. 

Serpentine: The one fragment of serpentine found in the 

Walled Garden Site was the largest piece located in the Palliser Bay 

sites during the Wairarapa progranID1e. Its broadest measurement was 

2. 5 cm.. One edge may be worn through use but several surface areas 

appear to be either sand blasted or water-worn which may also be the 

cause of the eclge-damage. 
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Haematite: Five smaJJ. lumps of kokowai were recovered. 

The largest was a high quality :rich vermiJJ.ion-red, while the others 

were a lighter yeJJ.owish red. 

Fossil Faecal Caste: One elongated pellet of a very fine 

clay-coloured material was recovered from The Walled Garden Site. 

Its use is w.known., The geological origin of this piece which is 

tentativeJ.,y- identified as a faecal caste of some tsrpe of benthic 

orga.VJ.ism (c .. Landis and G. Mason, pers. comm.o), is probably the local 

Tertiar'IJ mu.a.stones and siltstones. 

Fossil Gastropod: One very water-rolled section of fossil 

gastropod, probably a Struthiolaria species, was discovered. It was 

embedded in a matrix closely resembling material from the Te Kopi -

Hurupi fossil beds and is ass.um.ed to be derived. from there. 

Orthoguartz:i;-t;e: 

cream and the other grey. 

Three sma.J.J. flakes were excavated - 2 were 

All appeared to lack edge-damage. 

Wa~h;eool G;,q_:i;-den Terrace (Ni 68/24-2. 

The Washpool Gara_en Terrace (M1/:XXX), as a surface feature, 

consisted of a smaJJ. flattened area on the north be.nk o:r the Ma1rntu1..'Utuku., 

a few metres above the river. The excavation incorporated most of the 

terrace a:na. covered an area 9 m by 9 m. The excavated depth was about 

1 metre with 4 layers being defined.. The exposed sections were the most 

demonstrative forms of evidence for functional interpretation as they 

showea_ clearly the deepened. ana. mixed soil horizon characteristic of 

gardening activity. A drain-1-ike feature ran the length of the back 

•wall'. The site, then, has been interpreted as an area used for hort

icultural purposes. A charcoal sample from the jLu1ction of Layers 2 

and 3 dates activity on the terrace to 1375 ± 71 A.D. 

Stone debitage within the site was sparse a..nd of two varieties 

only: the usual chert and obsidian. 
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Chert: The 9 pieces found were all flakes. 

various shades of grey, with 2 being of a bluish hue .. 

Seven were 

Three g.cey 

flakes were from the same core. 

the other 7 were waste flakes. 

Three bore u.Difacial edge-damage, 

Qbsid~..: The 2 pieces recovered were both green. One 

flake had unifacial edge-damage and extensive striations, before it 

was submitted for x-ray fluorescence analysis. The source of the 

flake was :Mayor Islande The other piece was an unmodified waste 

flake, also from a Mayor Island source. 

_Q_ircular Raised-Rim Pit (Ni 68L2i.,l. 

A comparatively rare form of' earthwork in the Waira.rapa, 

this raised rim pit ,:;as a notable feature of' the WashpooJ. River Mouth 

area and lay immediately next to the Terrace garden ( c1esignated 

Mi/XX..TI). It was circular in plan with an inside diameter of approx-

imately 5m and a raised ea_ge around the entire perimeter of about 

1 metre in thickness. A metre-wide strip across the diameter was 

excavated in whi.ch over 13 layers were c1istingu.ished., A charcoal 

sample taken :from within Layer 13, the lowest J.evel, gave a radio

carbon date of 1740 A.D., or less than 210 B.P. (Leach & Leach, 1972: 

163). The stone material from the pit probab]S' derived from an earlier 

garden soil used in the pits construction. 

ROCK T'lPE NUMBER c,-1 
'2 

Chert 11 55 
Obsidian 4 20 

Metasomatised Argillite 2 10 

Gresrwaoke 2 10 

Calcareous clay 1 5 

20 

TABLE 28. Stone material from Circular Raised-Rim Pit .. 
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Chert: The Chert total was comprised of 1 core., 1 d.rill-

point, 3 edge-damaged flakes and 6 waste flakes. A surprising 

variety of quality and colour was fom1d in this small collection. 

There were 2 very large flakes: one a mid-grey siliceous coarse 

piece 5 cm wide., and the other a fine mid-grey piece 4.3 om wide. 

The core was of a dark grey., very fine texturea. chert and 

was originally a river or beach pebble as some surfaces were water

rolled. The drillpoint, with a trilaterally reduced and well worn 

point was made of pale yellow and white chert. There was also a 

waste flalte of this same colour as well as others of brown, translu

cent pink, translucent orange and blue and light grey., 

Obsia.ian: All 4 pieces from the pit were green. Two were 

unifacially ed.ge-'lamaged ana. 2 were waste flakes. All were subjected 

to x-ray fluorescence analysis, ana. were assigned to a Mayor Island 

souroe,, 

:Th1,e~asomatisea. Argillite: Two flakes were recovered: one 

a large mid-grey piece with a curved, hammera.ressed and polished 

surface., the other a small :mid-grey waste flaJte., 

OraJ.y 2 small waste flakes were found. 

Calcareous Clay (Nannofossilii'erous ooze?): A 5. 5 cm long 

soft white cha11cy substance was recoverea. from Layer 13. It is 

similar in appearance to a piece analysed from the Pararal:i Beach 

Front which contained abundant na.1111.ofossils (Edwards, pers. com.~.). 

~e Fort Site (N168/27). 

The Washpool Fort (M3) site lies about i o9 km up the 

Makotukutu..lru Valley inland from the Washpool :Midden. It is so named 

because it lies on what is now a narrow peninsula above the river and 

is separated from the rising ridge at the back by a transverse and 

partly stone-f'aced ditch. The site is adjacent to a habitation area 
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with house platforms, and was possibly defended .• Much of the penil1sula. 

has been eroded by the river so that only a small portion of the site 

is left at present. It is the presence of the ditch Y'ihich suggests 

that the site was defended. 

area 4x4m., 

Excavation on the site was limited to an 

Only two insignificant layers we:r•e a.istint,"Uisheo. and the 

stone material from them consisted of 6 pieces of cl1ert.. One of these 

was a core measuring 4.5cm in diameter, of a fine dark grey chert with 

blue chalcedonic vei.~s. It has a red.dish brown cortex ancl water-rolled 

surfaces indicating a stream or beach origin. Two fla.~es were edge-

damaged, 3 were waste. 

from the same core. 

grey and cream. 

Three very dark grey flakes all appear to be 

The other colours p::.~esent were mid-grey a.nd light-

An unusual sinker made of calcite ( see Figure 13) was found 

in the gully on the inland side of the For'c Site and may be associat~d 

with its occupation. The calcite is cream coloured Tiith brecciated 

sandstone i:ncl:usions and has been shaped by gri...-,1ding. The groove has 

also been achieved by 6.ci.nding rather than the usual pecking procedure. 

The artefact is large, having a width of 9 cm. It is probable that the 

calcite was obtai.'l'led locally as it commonly occurs as vein inf'ils in 

the argillites and grey-wackes. However, the author has not yet seen a 

piece as large as this in the Wairarapa. 

No rac1iocarbon sample was submitted. b.ut the date obtained is 

the nearby rock cleft burials of 1480 A.D • .± 70 (Leach and Leach, 1972: 

163) may be evidence of' the time of occupa-'Gion. 

Cleft Burial (Ni 6~). 

The Cleft Burial Site .(M3) is a rocky outcrop which lies 

downslope of the Fort site on the seaward sid.e. Huma..'l'l bones represent-

ing five individuals, were discovered in a deep cleft in the outcrop. 

Associated charcoal and wood (possibJ.,y- the remains of an artefact) gave 

a radiocarbon date of 1480 A.D • .± 70. Three bird bone artefacts ( two 

needles) and one needle case were recovered, along with several shells 

of Dentalium ~· 
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Two pieces of grey obsidian were also obtained from the cleft. 

One was a large f'lake, 3 .. 1 cm wide., with no macroscopic evidence of 

edge-damage .. An x-ray fluorescence analysis of' the piece assigned it 

to a Pura:ngi source. The other piece was not a.11.alysed. The presence 

of obsidian in the cleft is of interest: it may have been discarded 

there before the burial was depositea_, having performed some ta1p func

tion (lDrn hair-cutting) or it may have been thro,m there with the 

burial af'ter being used to disarticul:1te the remains or lacerate the 

flesh of a mourner. 

Terrace House ,(I~168L22) .. 

This site (1'!4) is located close to, but slightly upstream of 

the Fort site on the opposite (north) side of the lviakotukutulm Valle,'f., 

The excavated terrace on wb.ich the house was built was situated on a 

narrow ricLge above the river overlooking a shi..11gle fan which was one 

gardened and now carries the remains of a long stone wall and stone 

mounds (see F. Leach n.d.). A raised-rim. pit associated with the house 

lies a few metres up the ridge from the terrace. The size and shape 

of the house was determ..1ned from the charcoal remains of intact upright 

slab posts. It measured about 5. 5x 3m .. 

Stone material recovered from the Terrace House floor was 

minor compared with Jche amou;."lts from the larger Moikau House ( 88 to 

1,000 pieces). The assemblage of stone types was limited to five. 

Nearly all the pieces were chert. 

ROCK TY"PE NTJ.M~ o! .a 

Chert 8li- 95.5 
Obsidian 1 1.1 

Pumice 1 1.1 

Nephrite ;i 1.1 I 

Quartz 1 1 0 -1 

Total 88 -
TABLE 29., Stone material from the Terrace Rouse. 
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Chert: EiglLty-four pieces of the total coJJ.ection of 88 

were chert. Mo st were very small fla..l,rn s of' dark grey to black chert 

with blue or white chalcedonic Yeins and of poor fractur:L11g quality. 

' There were 2 cores, 81 waste fla1ces ano. a water-rolled pebblee No 

macroscopic edge-damage was apparent on any of the flakes. 

Obsidian: A single grey waste-flalce was recoverea.o It 

was subjected to x-ray fluorescence analysis, and assigned to a Cook's 

Bay source., 

Pumice: .... ..,.., . One small piece, slightly burnt and apparently 

unused, was all that was founa ... 

The single ~~ piece was a smaJJ. adze of 

rather pale milky green nephrite Ttlth several dark green translucent 

s·'Greal(s in one surface. It vras polished on aJJ. surfaces, and is 

illustrated :Ll'l I4'igure 16. 

A very small clear quartz crystal found was 

retained for its possible prehistoric utilization. Quartz crystals 

are, however, quite common :L."'l. PaJJ.iser Bay soil as erosion remnants 

and its presence in the site is probably through natural agencies. 

Titoki Pit (N168/;j1.). 

The site at J,15 lies 2.3km irJJ.and and about 800m up the 

vaJJ.ey f'rom the M4 Terrace House. It is situatea. on a gentle slope 

of the sou-th side of the 11'ia..1cotukutuJru, just above the river. T'ne.re 

are two pits on the slope; a small bad..1y preserved one, and below it, 

the larger, well-preserved, *Titoki' pit, which was chosen for in

vestigation., 

This earthwork derived its name from a tall titoki tree 

which dominated the site. Excavation disclosed a rectangular raised

rim pit with two buttresses and two scoop hearths. Two,. a...nd possibly 

three phases of constru.ction were evia.ent. This vms substantiatea. by 
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the C14 dates. A charcoal sample from the hearth next to the nor'ch-

east buttress gave a date of 1772 A9D. - or less the..n 178 B. P .. 

Charcoal from Hear'ch 'A' in the west pit wall gave a date of' 1579 A .. D • 

..:t 69 marking an earlier construction phase. 

The assemblage of stone material from the site was very 

small., consis-'cing of only nine pieces: two of' chert, six of' obsidian, 

and one of' metasomatised argillite. 

Chert: There was one small flake of fine IP.id-grey material 

with a water-rolled surface and a small flake of fi11e dark grey che1""C 

with white chalcedonic veins. Both were without edge-damage. 

Three grey flakes and 3 green flakes were found. 

Only 1 grey piece showed macroscopic evidence of edge-a.amage. Three 

were submitted for x-ray fluorescence analysis. 

follows: 

CATALOGUE N00 COL01.JR 

c..u 392 Grey 

GU 393 Green 

GU 391+ Green 

The results are as 

SOURCE ---
Huruiki 

Hu.ruiki 

Cooks Bay 

TABLE 30., Sources of ~ritoki Pit obsia_iano 

~~matised Argill:i,_-'~~: The single piece was m.:id-5.cey with 

cream ve:L.11s and was polished on two surfaces. It appears to be a chip 

from an aa_ze blacle as stria:bions are apparent .. One edge of' the flake 

shows ea_ge-damage subsequent to the flake having been knocked from the 

adze .. 

The material -in this collection was found during surveys of' 

·'Ghe area between the iTnatarangi clif'f's ancL the Yfhatarangi Station 

shearing quarters. The 1 Great Wall of V1hatarangi' is a prominent 
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beach ridge. At the point where it is cut by the roaa., miclcl.en is 

exposed end where the road runs along parallel to it, a dark cultural 

layer is exposed i.r.'1. the bank and roaa. surfaces., Charcoal collected 

i'rom the stone wall system at Whatarangi gave a elate of 14-05 A.D • .:t 68 

(Leach ana. Leach, ·1971: 201). 

ROCK TYPE NUMBER ofo ,_ 

Chert 2 28.,6 

Obsidian 1 14-.3 
Metas oma:'cis ed Argilli t e 1 ·11+.3 
G-reywacke 2 28.6 

Schist 1 14-.3 

Total 7 

TABLE 3·1. Stone material f'rom 'The Great Vfall of Whatara."l.gi t,. 

Chert: Two pieces were found. One was a core of dark grey 

material, originally a water-rolled pebble, and the other an edge-damaged 

flake oi' mid-grey colour. 

uG-reat Wall'. 

Both were fou..11.d about m-idway along the 

Obsia.ian: One grey edge-damaged flake was collected from 

erodea. midden in the roacl. cu:tti.TJ.g at the wall's north end. 

One 2 B adze of greenish grey 

brecciated argillite was recovered from the no:rtherx1 extremit.sr of the 
2 Great Viall'. 

missing. 

It is polished on all surfaces and. has part of' the butt 

Grevwacke: One piece of this material was represented. in 

the form of a very smal1 adze portion of greenish, med.ium-grained grey-

wacke found near the north end. of the wall., The other was a gr~und. 

portion of fine-grai.~ed, fine).y micaceous, weakly metaJ.Uorphosed gre;y-wacke 

wi·th a slight slaty cleavage. It is of particular interest in that it 
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may be a portion of a II slate" .knife although not made from a 'true' 

slate (see Figure 13). This piece was also recovered from the north 

ej:ld of the wall., 

One waste-fragment of green chlorite schist came 

from the eroding midden in the road cutting., 

Moikau Va:µes (N165/9). 

The lvloikau Valley, a part of the Whangai.11oana Valley., lies 

at the north-east corner of Palliser Bay. A concentration of 

archaeological evidence in the form of h~use depressions, stonelined 

hearths, pits, mounds., stone walls and single boulder alignments is 

present m.a;inJ...Y along the middle terrace and valley floor.on the south 

side of the W'.hanga..11oana Stream. The excavation of a house site a...'11.d 

cooking area., on the mia_a.ie terrace, was undertaken by N. Pricke-'ct 

(1974). These were part of a larger 1.mit of features inclua_ing 

several stone lined hearths, raised rim pits, stone walls and single 

boulder alignments which together possibly represent a 'village'. 

T'rlE MOIKA.U HOUSE SITE. 

In excavation the house was outlined by regularly placed 

carbonized slab post butts. It measured 1.f-• 5x 7 metres. The 

excavated area, however, was larger, covering an area of 7x11 metres 

and extending beyona. all walls. The site was shallow and strati-

graphically simple (ibid:192). Two samples of charcoal from small 

timbers laid immediately next to the house post butts resulted in 

radiocarbon dates of 1179 A. D • .± 54- and 1181 A .. D • .± 51.f- (Anderson & 

Prickett, 1972:164). 

Stone material from the house was prolific and totalled over 

1.,000 pieces.. Types and totals are summarised in Table 32. Totals 

are slightly higher than those in Prickett (1974:210) as a small amount 

of additional material has been processed. 
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ROCK TYPE NUMBER. cfo .. 
Chert 804 68.,5 

Obsiclian 11.il+- 12.3 
Metasomatised Argillite 167 14.2 
Greywacke 36 3.1 
Limestone 9 .8 

Schist 2 .2 

Schistose G-reyvracke 1 .1 

Argillite 5 .4 
Haeme.tite 5 .4 

-
Total 1173 

TABLE 32. Stone material from the ]IIo:iJ;:~u House. 

Chert: This was certainly the most important' single stone 

resource in use at the site, with a total of 804 pieces. This 

figure ~n.cludes 6 cores, 6 drillpoints, 62 edge-damageu flakes and 

730 waste flakes. One conspicuous feature of the chert component 

was the homogenity of the colours - a restricted ra.11.ge for a large 

collection., Grey was very dominant and the only other yhades were 

an occasional green, black or browno Of the greys, most were a_ark 

g1"'eY or mid-grey and fine textured, vtith numerous tir,y blue, black 

and white chalcedonic veins .. A homogenous coarse mid-grey was also 

common. The other prominent characteristic of the collection was the 

very small size of most flalrns which were seldom more than 1 .. 2 cm :in 

maximum dimension. 

It would seem lilcely that the chert represented in the house 

originated from several large core blocks, which could account for the 

lack of colour variation. They are probably also from a very restricted 

source area and have similarities with cherts collectea by the author 

from the ·white Rock-Tora Region. 

The surfaces of mam.y fla.."k:es had a vitreous lustre. This 

seems to be the result of exposure to heat; probabzy from the fire 

v1hich burnt down the house. 
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Obsidian: The obsidian total of 1411- pieces ii.'1clua_es 20 

grey flakes and 1 24 green. Seven of the grey flakes were edge-

darnaged and 13 were waste flakes. 

a11d 83 were waste. 

Of' the green, li-1 haa. edge-damage 

Twenty samples from the :Moikau House were processed for 

x-ray fluorescence analysis. Results indicaJce the exploitation of 

at least four sources: Mayor Isla.na, Huru:i.ki, Cook's Bay and Rotorua.., 

For details see Table 33. 

CATALOGU11; NO., PROVENANCE SOURCE COLOUR 

GU 326 Vi1 /6l,r/Turr Mayor Island Green 

GU 327 w1/6/L-2 Mayor Islana. G-reen 

GU 328 W1/84./L-2 Mayor Island Green 

GU 329 w-1/10/1-1 Mayor Island Green 

GU 330 w1/73/1-1 Mayor Island Green 

GU 331 W1/7/L-1 Cook's Bay Grey 

GU 332 Wi/76/L-1 Mayor Isla.."'la_ Green 

GlJ 333 w1/90/1-1 Hu:rD.iki Green 

GU 3.34. w1/13/.rurr Huruiki Green 

GU 335 w1/77/1-2 Cook's Bay Grey 

GU 336 W1/102/L-1 1Vlayor Island Green 

GU 338 + Vf1 /71 /Turf Rotorua Grey 

GU 339 Vl1/77/L-1 Mayor Island Green 

GU 340 W1/Fireplace :Mayor Island Green 

GU .341 W1/74/L-2 Mayor Island Green 

GU 34-2 Vii/68/L-2 Huru:iki Green 

GU 343 w1/11/q Ivlayor Island Gree.n 

GU 3lil:- w1/7/1-1 :Mayor Island Green 

GU 345 w1/113/1-2 Majror Island Green 

GU 346 Vf ·l /73/1-1 :Mayor I.slancl_ Green vesicular 

TABLE 33 .. Sources of' Mo:Llcau House obsidian ( + probability less than o. 5). 

Thir-teen flakes of green obsidian hao. bubbled a.'1d melted. 

(presumably in the £'ire which destroyed the house) giving them a marked 

pale green, vesicular appearance. 
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1Ietasoma:~is ed Argiib1_fu: The 'argillite• total of' 167 is 

comprised of: 76 waste fla.~es, 4 edge-damaged flakes, 80 hammerdressed 

and/or polished flakes, 2~ d.rillpoints, a flake adze, an adze portion 

and one chisel end. Analysis of handspecimen colour showed: 2 of 

'Chana grey•., 4 light grey, 51 mid-grey, 61 dark 5.cey., 29 black ai,d 20 

green pieces (probably also from Ohana). The flake adze was in black 

material, the adze portion in dark grey, and the chisel end i.i."'l mid-grey • 

.Qre,Y}vac£:: Thirty-six pieces were £'01.md, of which 9 were 

polished and/or hammerdressed, 2 were edge-damaged flakes, 3 were cut

ters., one a hammerstone and 21 waste flakeso Most pieces were of the 

locally obtainable green-brown variety but several were highly siliceous 

and one was a very green variety similar to maJcerial usocl for a rare 

adze type found on the surface several metres f-.com the Moilrnu House 

(see Figure 15). This is probably an imported variety possibly from 

the Marlborough Sounds., 

Lime st one: Nine limestone pieces were found but most were 

too weathered to determi.i.'"1.e any wear patterns. It all appears to be 

of the variety typicalJ..y fou.'rl.d in association with the cherts on the 

south-east VTairarapa coast. 

Schist: Two fragments were recovered. One vms a green 

chlorite schist made into a small file. The other was a dark biotite-

garnet schist possibly from the Onekaka Schis-1:;s., It had been roughect-

out to a small pointed shape and appears to have been intended. as a 

file although no abrasion is apparent (see Figure 14). 

.§£:11~stose G:-..ce.ywack§: 

variety was present. 

One file fragment of a grey/green 

Argillite: All of the total of 5 pieces of this unbalcea_ 

variety of' argillite were artefacts.. The argillite is a local t_ype 

and has been used in 3 minnow lure shariJ::s, 1 file and 1 point. 

Prickett (1974:212) has a full discussion of these artefacts~ One 

lure shank is exceptionally large - 9.4cm :in length, and has been 
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fashioned from material that has weathered to brown. The other 2 

shanks were a dull grey. The file a..nd point have also weathered 

to brown. The file and lure shanks are illustrated in Figure 14. 

Haematite: 

were found. 

Five small lumps of poor quality ~oko~~~ 

THE :MOIKAU COOKJNG A..'R.E.A .• 

An. area of 30 squax•e metres was excavated on a slight 

terrace next to the houseo Evidence that the terrace was once the 

scene of cookiri...g activities was obtained from the excavation of four 

complete an<1 one hali'-sectionea_ J:.:illang,i ,Pits ( or scoops)., The pits 

were restricted to a rectangular area which was bounded on two sides 

by a slight].Y raised 1rim1 suggesting it was once enclosed by some 

form of structure, although no post holes were found., The pits 

contained heavy concentrations of charcoal and heat fractured stones 

of' greJ7Viacke and sandstone collected from the surface of the surround

i..'tlg river terrace. 

Most of the artefactual and industrial stone material was 

found around the margins of the haang,i area. The only exceptions were 

a chert flake, a greywacke cutter., and a metasomatised argillite flake 

a..11.d adze poll which were all found :in li..§.ang;:J;. 2 (Square J 17) • ll'i ve 

geological types were in use around the cooking area (Table 34). 

ROCK TYPE IM:Pr[,R. <12 

Chert 25 36.8 
Obsidian 4 5.9 
Metasomatised Argillite 13 19.1 

Gre,yv.racke 25 36.8 
Schist 1 1.5 

-
Total 68 -

TABLE 34. Stone material from the Mo:Llcau Cook:ing Area. 
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Of the total of 25 pieces almost half ( 12) were ea.ge

damaged, the other 13 being waste-flakes. The predom·inant colours 

were dark ana_ mid-grey, vrith small amounts of black, greenish brown, 

light grey and cream 'limestony' material., 

Obsidian: Two of the l,,_ pieces recovered were ecl.ge-darnaged 

and two were unused. All were of green translucency and suitable for 

X.R.F. analysis which showed a Lla,7or Island a_erivation :L"IJ. each case. 

Altogether 1 3 pieces were fou.."IJ.d. 

Two were i1aste fla.1:es, 1 appears to have been ed.ge""'.damaged, 8 vrere 

polished and/or hammerdressed, 1 piece was the butt end of a triangular 

cross-sectionecl roughout in dark grey poor quality material, 1 was 

the butt end of a crude possible roughout chisel in a similar dar.1: 

grey material vdth a marked area of ,1hite patinae Sorling according to 

colour allocated 8 to the mic.t-grey category, 2 to dark grey, 2 black 

and 1 green. It is therefore possible to conjecture that at least :rour 

different aa_zes had been employed in work in the cooking area .. 

~ •• §£].(e: This stone material was present in qu1.mtities 

equal to chert with a total of' 25 pieces. This was comprised. of 9 

cutters, 2 £'lakes with po:J:ished s.urfaces, 2 f'lakes with possible edge

damage., 1 piece used as a ham.c11erstone and 11 waste flakes. All the 

greywacke was a f-'ine t:;reenish local variety that had often weathered 

to brown. 

The single specimen locatec.t ,ms the point ena_ of a 

f'ile of green chlori te schist - probably of Marlborough origin., 

Culturally significant patterns of cListribution of the stone 

material both insia.e the 1fo-'i1mu House and around. the Cooking .Area are 

described by Prickett ( 19711-: 21~.-216 and 224-227) .. 
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Hine archaeological pieces of' st;one material, inclua_ing 

f'our geological types, vrere founa. outside the excavated area in the 

Moikau Valley ( see Ta}ile 35)., 

LQf!L.'.t:f.@ lJUl,IBT~R 
~ 

o:a .... 

Chert 5 55.6 
Obsidian 2 22.,2 

III etas omatis ed argillite '1 11..1 

G-re_ywacke 1 11 .. i 

Total 9 

TABLE 35. Stone material f'rom lfoikau Valley surface collection .. 

.QJ.ert?: Four £'lakes of dark grey chert were 1~ecove1•ed from 

a test pit dug into a stone-lined hearth withL"l the :Moikau 'village 

area 1 • The other piece was a core of mid-grey ana_ red material with 

blue chalcedonic vei."ls, foU11d close to a 'house depression' at the 

upper end of the valley., 

11wo small flakes of green obsidia..n were found on 

a steep track below a I house depression' i111illea_iately west of' the 

Moikau House. 

:tfotasomatised 1h_rg:i._lliie: The haft polished, poll end of a 

2B adze of light grey material was found within the bull-dozed matrix 

of' a stone wall just Yrnst of' the Lloikau House. It is tentatively 

identified as 'argillite' although c. Landis (pers. comm .. ) thii."1ks it 

may be igneous. It is similar in hand specimen to Tahanga basalt 

( see ·n1ir,.,,1'Y'e '] 5). 
'- ·- C) --

.§:!'.e.™Qke: A complete adze of' an unusual ver:;- green type of 

gre.Jrwacke was recovered from the eroding section of a scarp north-west 
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of the Noi..1mu Eouse. This adze is 15 cm lo:ng and slightly sub

triangLllar in cross-section, welJ. polishea_, with a hammer(1:ressed poll 

and a unique single lug on the poll ( see Figure 15). 

This variety of greywacke is not common in the Palliser Bay 

e:icca vat ions and probably was import eel to the region from the 'Pelorus 

Croup' of rocks of the Marlborough Sounds (CoLandis, pers. commo). 
1.l'he only items of sinrilar material are a single polished flake from 

the Eo:ikau House and a few small flakes from the V!ashpool l,iidden Site .. 

In the course of surveying the Whangamoana Beach area a 

quantity of stone and faUJ.1.al material was recovered from the wind-swept 

surfaces of an area of d.1..mes, at the east end o:f the beach. These 

du..'1.es are littered with reddenea_, heat fractured oven stones and it was 

with these that the other archaeological evidence seemed to be assoc

iatea_. All haa_ been ex-posea_ bj, the wind and had suffered consia_erably 

from 'sand-blast:'Lng 1 • Im ea1~1y a_ate of occup-tion is suspected for 

the site as a large black metasornatised argillite Duff ty1Je 1A aa.ze 

was recovered there in the past (Prickett, 1974:228) .. 

ROCK TYPE: NIDh:BER (~b .... 
Chert li-7 27.5 
Obsidian ill- 8.,2 

Eetasomatised Argillite li-0 23,.1,. 

G-reswacke 56 32.7 

Sandstone 1 .6 
Limestone 6 3 .. 5 
Schist 2 1.2 

Schistose G-rej,'Ymcke 2 1. 2 

Volcanic Argillite 2 1.2 

Calcite 1 .. 6 

Total 171 

TABL.1~ 36., Stone material from the Whangamoana Beach front. 
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~Che;:t: 'I'he chert total of 1.,7 pieces consisted of 2 cores, 

5 drill points, 28 edge-damaged flakes and 12 waste fleJ<es. The colour 

was restricted to grey with a range of dark to light grey. J,Iaey fla..1rns 

displayed blue chalcedonic veining. 

Obsidian: All flakes fou..'1<1 vrnre green~ Twelve of the total 

of 1 l., were edge-damaged and only 2 were waste flakes. 

]iE2._tasoms::.tised Arr;;:lJ.lit~: Forty pieces were recovered 

including 1 chisel bevel, 1 drill point, 2-1 polished and/or hammer

dressed flakes, 2 edge-damaged flakes and 15 waste flakes. Band 

specimen colours in the collection were: 8 of 1 Ohana grey', 5 mid-grey, 

20 dark grey and 7 of the black Mt Ea.rs vaI·iety. 

c.;.~Y}Yf);,Cke: The gre,ywacke component was unusually large, 

numbering 56 pieces. It offered the best Falliser Bay example of the 

extensive use of gre:;rwacke as cutting material ana_ as rough 'chopping', 

hamme:dng ana scraping tools., Such greJ"Wacke assemblages vrnre refer-.r.ed 

to a_uring the excavations in the W.ai:mrapa as the 'greyvmcke industry'. 

This special feature of the Palliser Bay assemblages is discussed more 

fully in the following chapter.. Found at Vihangarnoana Beach f'ront were 

6 cutters, 5 edge-damaged flakes, 16 'choppers', iO ha.rnmerstones, 9 

edge-damaged spalls and 10 waste flakes.. Some spalls and I choppers 1 

·were very large measuring about 9-1 0 cm across.. All pieces were of the 

common local variety of greswacke, except one hammerstone which was a 

dense, highly sheered mylonitised, highly siliceous \r(:'t:u:1:·--water-rollecL 

boulctere It probably originates from one of the crush zones in the 

local greywacke but is not com:aon.. This is the only instance of its 

prehistoric utilisation in Palliser Bay. 

Sandst_Q_;.'2,~: Only 1 small fine-gra:i.ned, cream waste fragment 

was fotma .• 

J,imest_qn.§: lw..l of the total of 6 pieces were bac1l,y weathered 

waste fragments.. Three were of the local variety obtainable in the 

cliffs between Wha:ngamoana arrd Lake Ferry. 
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'.I'v;ro fragments were recovered, both of green chlo:l:'ite 

schist. One was a waste fragment while the other was the distal end of 

a minnm·r lure. 
fi 

.Schl.stose f-l,;re,'f\vacke: The 2 recorded pieces were both green 

in hana_specimen. One was a portion of a m:L.'111.ow lure, the other a 

waste fragment. 

One red and 1 green fragment were found. 

Both uere waste pieces. 

Calcite: A. single piece of calcareous limestone encrustea_ 

with calcite crystals was discovered among the .. hiliE.H3i1 stone heaps, but 

sand-blasted surfaces preclude any jua_gement on its cultural use., 

The Pararaki ll:i ver Mo~. 

The extensive area of stone walls and occu1)ation evidence on 

both banks of the Pararaki River between the hills and the sea has been 

fully described by Ee11. Leach (n.a..)* During surveys of the wall 

complexes and c1eflated dune areas, a salvae;e excavation, and an 

excavation of a wall containing midden, a substantial quantity of stone 

material was recovered. The surface collected and salvage assemblage 

contained valuable information which considerably en.rianced the importance 

of the Pararaki contribution to this work$ 

Four radiocarbon dates have been obtained :f'or the area from 

charcoal samples. '.l'hree samples dating stone wall systems at north 

Pararaki gave the following results: 1279 A.,D • .:t 72, 1219 A.D._± 70, 

1242 A.D • .± 72 (Leach & Leach, 1971: 201). The fourth a_ated a pathway 

on the south ba:n..t of the river, giving a result of 'l1li-1 AoD • .± 73 (ibia_). 

It is felt lDrnly that occupation indicatea_ by the salvaged and surface 

collected materials is of an age similar to that indicated by these 

dates. 
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This portion of excavatea_ midden waD. was located on the 

north side of the Pararaki River between the old and new roads. 

Excavation was undertaken by H.M. Leach who distinguished three main 

layers in the site: an upper dist11rbed wall matrix., an tmdisturbed 

wall matrix ana_ a lower cultural layer. A C-14 sample from the lower 

c1..u.tural la,·y-er gave a result of 1219 A.D • .:!: 70 (Leach & Leach., 1971: 

201), and a sample from the undisturbed wall matrix, a date of 

1279 A.D • .± 72 (ibia_). 

ROCK TIPE ~ 2E .... -
Chert 62 28.,6 

Obsidian lr-2 19.4 

l\Ietasomatised Argillite 31 11, ... 3 

Greywacke 1+2 'i 9 -~-
Sandstone 2 .9 

Limestone " ,::. .9 

Pumice 29 13.4 

Volcanic Argil1ite -1 .. 5 

Haematite 3 1.4 

Bryozoa 1 .. 5 

Camptonite 2 0 . ./ 
Total 217 

'l'ABL.,~ 37.. Stone material from the Pararaki Midden Wall. 

~: The chert component of 62 pieces was comprised of -J 

core, -18 edge-damagec1 flakes and 1+-3 waste flaltes. The usual colour 

range of sreys was present with mos'c being mid to light g!'ey with blue 

and white chalcedo:nic veins. The core was a small water-rolled :pebble 

of bluish-green chalcedonic chert. Several flakes of pale bro-wn to 

cream chert with water-rolled surf'aces were also present. 

~: The obsidian total includec3. 2 grey and Li-0 green 

flakesa Both grey flalces were edge-damaged, and 17 green were edge-
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damaged, with the remaining 23 apparently waste flakese Eleven samples 

were subjected to x-ray fluorescence anal!rnis. All except one grey piece 

were green and were allocated to a Mayor Island source .. The grey piece 

was assignea_ to Cooks Bay .. 

Me-i:;asoJ11atis~eq__Argil lite: Of the total of 31 pieces, 13 were 

17aste fragments, 111- had polished and/or hamm.erdressed. surfaces, 3 were 

drill points and one was an adze butt. No Chana or light grey material 

was present but there were 1 5 mid-grey, 11 dark grey, .3 black and 2 

green pieces. The adze portion was the butt end of a Duff t,Y1)e 1A in 

black Mt Ears variety argillite. One surface had considerable 

evidence of haft polish • 

.9:.!.e:;J;,iracke: This material totalled 1+2 pieces., Four of these 

were classed as cu·bters, 11 as ea..ge-damaged flakes, 8 as 1 choppers', 2 

as hammerstones and 17 as waste flakes. Several of the edge-damaged 

flakes and 'choppers' had sustainea. heavy ea.ge-a_amage. 

Sa:Q§.stone: On:Iy 2 pieces were recovered. One of these was 

a well-shaped, but :incomplete, file and the other simply a waste :f'la..1,;:ea 

Limest.9!l:§: '.P.wo flakes were fou:na.: 

other, an edge-damaged flake. 

one a waste flake, the 

Pumice: The pumice collection of the Midden Wall was the 

largest collection of this material from any single site. It totalled 

29 pieces but 26 of these had no apparen-t evidence of use., Two pieces 

had prominent groUJ.~d surfaces and one was grooved. 

Volcaniq__Argfb.1ite: 

the red variety. 

One waste flake wa·s found.. It was of 

Haematite: This material was found in the fonn of three lumps 

of a burnt orange colour. 
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Bryozo~: One lump of the 'colonial skeleton' of a bryzoan, 

probably Cellepora .§f5glut_~~..§, was recovered from the wall. As is 

the case with other Brjrozoa from the Palliser sites, no evidence could 

be detected which confirmed its utilisation as tool-making material 

but it was possibly used as an abrasive .. 

Cam;etonite: Camptonite is readily available in the Pararaki 

River where it is derived from a single lamprophyre dyke which eroa.es 

into the main river. The material is reasonably heavy ana_ two pieces 

from the r,Iida.en Viall have been used for lil.8.king small si:riJrnrs ( see Figure 17). 

~araki Salvage As :3~¥,J-blag~.J.E1 68/41 ) • 

In Sanuary 1972 heavy machinery employed in construct:L'lg 

northern approaches to a new bridge across the Pararaki River uncovered 

several areas of archaeological evidence. r,Iost of these wex•e so bacl.ly 

disturbed that only very insecure provenances coulcl be given to the 

scatters of widden, artefacts and stone material strewn over the exposed 

surfaces.. However., one area escaped major damage. This was a hearth 

(Hearth 1) surrounded by several square metres of undisturbea_ strati

graphy. from which only a th:iJ1 cove:r:L"'lg haa_ been ta..lcen., Twenty square 

metres around the hearth were excavated to a depth of about 30 cm.. A 

d h .,..!.l /TT -..I-- ?\ 10 t .0 ll ,..i.h 1 J.. b ::J"1 d" t b a. secon . ean,.n l_nean,11 ~;, m wes O.L uear·v- was °l.,OO acu .. y is ur e 

for excavation. Material found close to Hearth 2 is given a tentative 

association with it. J:i''urt;her evidence scatterea_ along the bull-dozed 

surface of the new road is described under the section 'Fararak:i. North 

Bridge Approach'.. Some detaiJs of t:his salvage are given by Prickett 

~ Jd. ( n. d., ) " 



ROCK TYl-1:ii 

Chert 

Obsidian 

Netasomatised Argillite 

G-reywacke 

Sana~stone 

Limestone 

Schistose G-reywacke 

Pumice 

Argillite 

Volcanic Argillite 

Nephrite 

Haematite 

Total 
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NUMBER 

137 

93 
30 

20 

3 
12 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

301 

l:-5. 5 

30,.9 

10.0 

6 .. 6 

1 .. 0 

4.0 

.3 

.3 

.. 3 

.3 

TABLE 38. Stone material from Pararaki Hea:r'ch 1., 

Ch~: 137 pieces were recoverecl which included 2 cores, 

3 drill points, 15 edge-damaged flakes and 117 waste flakes., Colours 

ir1clude the full range of greys., which predominate, as well as brick 

red and white, pinkish broVin, cream, brown, white, black., p:L"lk, and 

mustard yellow and white. 'I1he cores were both pale grey: one was 

patinatea. and had a water-rolled sur.f'ace. M:ost of the cherts are of 

very high quality. Several small water-rolled pebbles have been 

utilised .. 

.Qas~dian: Of a total of 93 pieces., 88 were green and or1y 5 
were grey. Thirty-eight of the green flakes were edge-daill8.ged and 50 

were waste, while 4 of the grey flakes were edge-damaged and only 1 

was waste material. 

11etqsOi1!§tisea. Jq;::gilli te: The totaJ. of 30 pieces was comprised 

of one complete small adze of 'Ohana grey' material ( see Figure 16), 17 

polishea. ana./or ham.11erctres.sed flakes ancL 12 waste flakeso The categorisation 
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Ohana metasomatised argillite 
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of colours gave 4 pieces of 10hana grey', 2 black, 16 mid-grey and 

8 (lark grey. 

Gresyvacl~: The gre;ywacke assemblage consisted of 6 sj!,all 

'choppers•, 5 cutters, 1 hammerstone, 1 flake with edge-damage and 6 

waste flakes. The technique of spalling seems to have been frequently 

used at tbis site as all the cutters were made from spalls as well as 

the 'choppers' .. 

Sandstq,:p..3: Was represented by 1 file and 2 waste pieces,, 

Limestone: Onljr one of the 12 limestone pieces was used. 

2-'his was the butt of a small adze roughoute The other 11 pieces were 

either waste rlakes or too badly erodea. to determine their f\rnction,, 

Schistose G-revwacke: The single piece recovered was a 

complete file of green schistose greywacke ( see Figure 17). 

Pum.:hQ.§: The only piece recovered was a small grinder. 

Argillite: One very black worked piece of argillite was founa ... 

It is possibly a metasomatised argillite of poor qua.lit:;,. Some surfaces 

are hammerdressed and slightly ground. 

J.olcanic .;.\rgil1ite: A single waste flake of reddish purple 

volcanic argilJ.ite was the only piece found. 

Nephrite: A complete cl-1-i sel of high quality nephrite was 

found ( see Figure 17).. The origin of the nephrite is most li..."k:ely to be 

the 'I.Yest Coast deposits. 

Haematite: This was representea. by one very small lump of 

a deep burnt orange colour. 
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ROCK TYPE 

Chert 

Obsidia..'11 

Metasomatisea Argillite 

Greywacke 

Sa:ndstone 

Limes·l:;one 

Schist 

Total 

HlJnlBEE 

3lJ. 

2li-

16 

4 
2 

9 
1 

90 

37.,8 

26,.7 

17,.8 

2 .. 2 

10 .. 0 

~~ABLE 39., Stone material from Parara..~i Hearth 2 .. 

~: The chert component of the Hearth 2 collection is 

remarkable in one respect: all pieces are of a high quality (i.e. have 

a high chalcedonic content and are fine :L~ texture). FouJ:-teen of the 

total of 3li. pieces were conspicuously edge-damaged while 20 we:l'.'e waste 

flakes. Varieties ranged from mid-grey and dark grey with white chalce

donic veins, tra.i.~slucent pale pi!i.kish brovrD, pinkish brown with white 

chalcedonic veins to pla·i-r1 white., One pale ereyish wJ:i..ite flake was long 

narr·ow and blade-like. 

Obsidian: This assemblage was comprised of 3 grey flakes and 

21 green flakes. All 3 grey pieces were waste pieces but 14 of the 

greens were edge-damaged. One flake was noteworthy for the extensive 

retouch displayed on both longitudinal edges. 

Met,3:1~9matisea. Argi:JJ_ite. T~leven of the total of 16 pieces 

were waste fla..1.cese '.rhe other 5 had polished and/or hammerd.ressed surfaces., 

There was one large flake of the 'Ohana grey' material, 1 light grey, 

1 mid-grey, 11 dark g·x:ey and 2 black pieces,. 

G-re.\.rwacke: Three of the small greywacke total of 11. pieces 

were waste flaJrnse The other was a small fla.."k:e cutter .. 
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Sandstone: Both of the total of 2 pieces recovered were files, 

one incomplete and the other a complete well-preserved example ( see 
-r::,. ,..,, ()) 
l! :i..gu_re I o ,, 

~~.. I'ifine pieces were found. One appeared to be a 

:flaJce from an adze, 1 was edge-damaged a.21d. the remai..11.i:ng 7 were waste 

flaJrns of a deeply weatherea. cream colour .. 

Scb.ist: Hot strictly a schist, this was represented by one 

well ground fragment of a purplish pi:n.k phyllite which had been sawn 

f'or u:3e as a minnow lure shank ( see ]'igure 18).. Phyllites of this 

variety are restricted to narrow bands occurring along the schist/ 

greywacke boundary of the Marlborough Sounds and a small hand near 

French I.)ass. 

The stone material described from this area was unearthed by 

heavy machinery- const:i.-ucting a bridge approach inland of the old road .. 

The new road truncates a number of walls including the Midden \'Tall 

excavated by I-I.Mo Leach. Although the machinery scatterea. the cultural 

evidence over a wide distance, it seems reasonable to assume that it, and 

the Hearth 1 and 2 assemblages are similar in age to the :Mid.d.e.."l. Wall. 

~ ]i(JlrI~ j 

Chert 19 3800 
Obsidian 11 22.0 

11etasomatisea. Argillite 11 22.,0 

Gre,Ywacke 2 l.:- .. 0 

Sandstone 2 Li-,.0 

Limestone 2 4.,0 

Pumice 2 l.i-,.0 

Bowenite 1 2 .. 0 

Total 50 

TABT,"R l.,.O., Stone material from the Farara.1d lforth bria.ge approach@ 
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Sandstone file - Pararaki 

Pumice net float - Parar2.ki 

Wo1 .. ked phylli te - Pararaki 

FIGURE 18 
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Nineteen flaJrns we:re recovered: 16 of' them waste 

flakes, 2 vd.th edge-damage and one core of mid-grey chert. faOS"t 

flakes vrere mid-grey ana. of fine texture, but light grey, pale green 

and pinkish brown cherts were also present. The most noteworthy 

piece in the chert assemblage is a massive flalrn of light grey-brovrn 

measuring 11 en at its widest point. I~dge-damage is very slight. 

Obsidian .. - All 11 pieces we:r·e green and only l.:- were slightly 

edge-damaged. 

Metasomatised Are;i1._lite: This componerrt vms comprisea_ of 1 

core block, 2 waste flakes., 5 pieces with polished or hammerdressed 

surfaces, 1 complete adze ana. 2 aa.ze butts. The colours represe..rJ.tea_ 

ai~e: Lf. m:i.d-grey, 3 dark grey, 3 black and one green.. The 1 core t block, 

of :mid-gre,;,T material, was small in comparison to that found in Layer 4 

Black of the Washpool rada.en. One ac1ze poll was in dark grey material., 

and heavily hammerc1ressea., the other was also dark grey with hammer

dressing and some haft polish .. The complete adze was a superb example 

of a Duff type 3 in black, Et J~ars variety·, material ( see Figure 16) .. 

It is almost completely polished and has a highly grom1d and sharp blade., 

~: Two pieces were recovered: one was a halved 

water--rollea. pebble used as a hamme::.~stone, the other was a..11. unusual 

form of 12atu or fern-root pound.er in green gre;y,,acke ( see Figure 19) .. 

Sandstone: Two fragments were recovered,. Both were green 

glauconitic sand.stone bv.t only one appeared. to be a _hoang~ fragment., 

Two large fla1ces were pick:ed t1.p. They ... 1vere 

siliceous but had weathered to brown; onl,y one i7aS edge-damagea .• 

The total of 2 pieces consisted of an abrader and 

a net float. The abrader was uelJ. used with two deep hollows.. The 

net float had two grooves arouno. the circumference ( see Figure 18) .. 
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FIGURE 19: Greywacke Patu - Pararaki 
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Bowenite: A single small fragment of' bovrenite was located in 

disturbed sand just south of the excavatecl Midden Wall. It was pale 

green, slightly fibrous and had one polished surface. It was the or.J .. 'f 

piece of this material fotmd durii."'l.g the Palliser Bay programme. 

Pararaki North Beach Front Surface Material (:n168..1.g}. 

The 'beach front' area includes the ground between the old 

road and the high tide mark as far south as the 'L-shapea. house' 9 

Stone and faunal material are frequently exposed here by a.eflation • 

.ROCK TYPE 

Chert 

Obsidian 

l!Ietasoma.tised Argillite 

Sandstone 

Limestone 

Fossil Bivalves 

Jasper 

Calcareous lfannofossils 

Total 

12 

11-

3 

5 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

29 

11-1 .. ~-

13., 8 

10.,3 

3.,l.1-

TABLE l1-1. Stone ma·ce:dal from the Pararaki North ·beach front. 

Of a total of 12 chert pieces, 4 were edge-damaged and 

8 were waste., The colours ranged from a.ark pink and white, black with 

white chalcedonic veins, yellow-brovr.!'.l with white chalcedonic veins, pin..ldsh

brown with white chalcedonic veins to light grey with blue chalcedonic 

veins .. 

Obsidian: Only 1.:- pieces were found.. One was a grey edge-

o.amaged flake, 1 was a green edge-damaged flake and the remaining two 

were green waste flakes .. 
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Metasomatised A_ngillit~: Three pieces of metasomatised 

argill:i.te came from the beach front: 2 were adze portions and 1 a 

-,vaste fla1rn.. One aa.ze portion and the flake were pale green ( possibly 

The portion has been used as a core but still retains 

some of' the original hammerrJ.ress;'Ylg. The secono_ adze is the mio_a.ie 

portion of' a higbly polished, Duff tjrpe ·JA in black Mt Ears material. 

The greywacke component consisted of 1 'chopper', 

2 waste fla1rns., 1 edge-damaged spall and 1 adze.. The adze was a roughly 

ham.merdressed water-rolled pebble with a slight grino_ing on two sur:f'aces . ., 

Sandstone: The only sandstone fragment recovered was of the 

green glauconitic kind but was too sano.-blasted for its function to be 

determined., 

Limestone: One brorr.a weathered fragment of siliceous lime-

stone was founa.e It was a we,S"te flake .. 

Fossil Jg_v~lye_§: A single s1:iecimen, probably of s.,'truthiQ:J&!~ 

sp .. was collected., It was pres1..unably transportea. to the Pararaki by 

prehistoric man from the Hurupi-Te Kopi cliffs area. 

One very large thick fla1ce was recovered alongsia.e 

the 1A adze portion .. Its widest rp.easurement is 7 cm. One ed.ge was 

slightly damaged while two others have evia_ence of flakes having been 

removed. This piece may therefore have functioned primarily as a core. 

Calcareo:ss NaJJll.ofosshk.§: A fragment from the sample discoverec1 

on the Pararaki beach front has been analysed. and foun.a. to conta'i'Yl 

abundant calcareous nannofossils (Edwards., pers. coIDlD..). The parent 

material is thought to be a pelagic limestone of Oligocene age .. The 

closest know.n source of this material to the Palliser Bay coast is the 

Ma..rigaopari Stream (Edwards, ·1972) .. 
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THE 'L-SFU\.P~)-IOUS~JJ'I1 §.~ill. 

The feature referred to as the 'L-shaped House' was an 

enclosed area outlined outlined by an 1-sh~ped stone alignment within 

the area of the Pararaki north beach front. A stone-lined hearth was 

excavated in the centre of the enclosure by K. Cairns, T. Barrow and 

others in 1959. The stone material descr:i.."bed below was found i..."1 deflatea_ 

dunes in the vicinity of the 'L-shaped House' and may possibly be 

associatea. with it. 

ROCK TYPE 

Chert 

Obsidian 

Metasomatised Argillite 

Gcre~rwacke 

Serpentine 

Total 

3 

1 

7 

1 

1 

13 

23 .. 1 

7 .. 7 
53.8 
7 .. 7 
7 .. 7 

TABLE l+-2.. Stone material from the 1L;..shaped Housei .. 

~: One edge-damaged fleJce, 1 drill point an.a. 1 waste 

piece were found .. One was mid-grey, 1 was dark grey and the third, a 

ve:r::r large flake with an extensive water-rolled surface, was a pale 

piriJdsh brown chert with blue chalcedonic veins. 

Obsidial].: A single green edge-damaged blade-like flake 

was recovered. 

Of a totei of 7 flakes, 3 had 

polished or hammerdressed surfaces, one was an edge-damaged flake and 

3 were waste flakes. Two flakes were of the black Mt Ears variety and 

the other 5 vrnre dark grey. 

Gre,ywaQ]r;;,§: The only piece located was a large t chopper' 

manufactured from a water-rolled boulder., 
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One small light green piece of serpentine 

with one sawn surface and one possibly polished surface was round very 

close to the 'house'. 

The material outlinea_ here was mostly recovered from the 

roao. cutting ancl the areas of deflated dunes between the most recent 

beach storm ridge and the road .. 

ROCK TYPE lffi:MBER ,d 
~'O ........ ~- ..... 

Chert 53 66 .. 3 
Obsidian 1 1 .. 3 

l/Ietasomatised Argillite 19 23 .. 8 

Grejrwacke 4 5.0 
Sandstone 1 1 .. 3 
Limestone 1 1 .. 3 
Serpentine 1 1.3 -

Total 80 

TABLE 43., Stone material from the Pararaki south surface 

collection .. 

Chert: Composition of the chert component was as follows: 

1+ cores, 27 edge-damaged flakes and 22 waste flakes. Hana. specimen 

coloux·s included dark greys, mid-greys, and very pale greys, also 

brow.as, yellow ana_ white and pure v7hite chalcedony.. The cores were a 

brownish grey., dark grey, pale grey and a mid-grey water-worn pebble .. 

~: One green edge-damaged flake was found. 

]i±§taso:ma-1::-i q~d Argillii§: Nineteen pieces were recovered 

including one complete adze, 2 adze butts, 7 polished ano/or hammercl.ressecl 

flakes, 2 edge-damaged fla.~es and 8 waste flakes., Colours representea_ 
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vrnre I Ohana grey' ( 3 pieces) 1 mid-grey ( 3) , a_ark grey ( 1 0), black ( 2), 

and green ( 1).. The complete adze was a ~i'.I. (Duff type) dark grey, wl~ile 

the adze butts were dark grey and 'Ohana grey'., 

Grev--vracke: One edge-damaged flc-Jrn, 1 'chopper', 1 hamraerstone 

and 1 hand-a..;rn were found.. The 'hand-axe' is a long water-worn boulder 

with large flakes removea. from the margins to give a very coarsely 

serrate edge. 

Only one waste flake of' fine green glauconitic 

sandstone was recovered. 

~estone: 

weathered waste flaJce • 

This was represented by a single brown deeply 

.§_erpent:i;-1&= A si.Ylgle piece of' dull green u.nworked material, 

simila1" to that near the 1 L-shaped House 1 was found,. 

The Kawakawa River 1fouth S-q~ace Collection (N·J..§..§149 and 5:1 }. 

The surface collection :from the Kawakania River mouth vras 

gathered during site surveys of the area. It comes mainly from the 

north side of the river between the roaa_ and the high water mark, 
( 

where deflation has stripped pockets in the dunes 1.u"lcover:ing ~ 

heaps ana. small working areas., The onzy incl.ication of the time at 

which this stone material was depositea_ may be inferred :f'rom a radio

carbon date of 1261 A.D • .± 66 for the stone wall. system on the easter:.'1. 

side of Kav,akawa Pa (Leach & Leach, i97t: 201 )., 
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.E.QC]i _TYP'B EQ:tiIBJIB c:;-I; .... 
Chert; 12 9 .. 2 

Obsia_ia..'11 13 10.,0 

Metasomatisea. Argillite 93 71 .. 5 

G-reywacke 7 5.4 
Sandstone 1 .8 

Limestone ·] .8 

Schistose Greywacke 2 10 5 

Argillite ·1 .. 8 

1rotal 130 

TABLE liJ-1-. Stone material from the Kawakawa River mouth. 

Chert: The chert component consisted. of 1 core, 7 edge-ctamaged 

flakes and 11_ waste flakeso The core appears to be a portion of a noa_ule 

a..nd is very pale green with a white 'chalky' patina., 

Obsid.ia .. 11: Two grey and 11 green flakes were recoverea.. One 

grey flake was edge-damaged but the other was unused. Ten of the green 

flakes were edge-d&-nagecL and op.J.y 1 was a waste fla.1{:e. 

Netasom~ised Argill:i.,.te: .ll. very large proportion of the 

collection was made up of' this material and the total of 9 3 pieces was 

comprised of 1 adze portion, 18 polished and/or ham..ro.erdressed flal:es., 

1 edge-damaged flal(e and 73 waste flal(es. The adze portion., probably 

the remna!1t of a butt, has heavily hamr:rrer,lressed and haft polishea. 

surfaces and is in mid-grey material. Types present were 1 0hana grey• 

( 23 pieces), light grey ( 2)., mid-grey ( 33), dark grey (4) and green (4) 

as well as 27 black pieces. 

Seven gre.:nvacke pieces were l"ecoverect: 1 was a 
1 

large cutter, 2 we1•e edge-damaged f'lakes, 1 was a hammerstone, 1 an 

adze butt (in light green material) and 2 were waste flalrns • 

.§.andstone: A very- large sandstone grindstone was fauna_ on the 
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seaward face of the Kawa.tawa .l?..§... One surface was ground smooth, while 

the other vms grooved.. The smooth surface was fi71e-gra:i.i"1.ed but the 

grooved surface was gritty, with pebbles and shell inclusions. 

One flake of highly siliceous banded limestone 

with extensively damaged edges was located • 

.§_chistq~e Gre,ywacke: Two waste fragments of green Baterial 

-;;;,;ere found. 

~: A single grey waste flake .. 

.fuiwakawa Burial2,..(N1_~8,C23.} .. 

In August 1970 a salvage excavation was carriea. out of two 

burials which were bei...'1.g eroded by the Kawakawa River. Stone m.ate::::-ial 

was recovered from the eroding section of the river bank and from the 

sandy matr:L"'{ enveloping the burials. The two individuals and the stone 

material may belong to the wall building period arou.nd 1260 A.,D., 

ROCK TYPE lflJMB})lE ot 
~ 

Chert 6 60.0 

Obsidian 2 20.0 

1Ietasomatised Argillite 1 10~0-

Greywacke 1 1 o.o 

Total 10 

TABLJi l:--5.. Stone material from the Kawakawa burials • 

.Qhert: Five of the total or 6 fla}::es were waste ana. other 

was a core. 11.'he core was mid-grey chert with promi.YJ.ent blue veins., 

and the flakes were either black or very pale grey. 
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..QJ2sid:b_?d}: The pieces excavated were both green arid edge-

damaged .. 

One hammerdressed flake of' the black 

lit }"!:ars varie-ty was locatea. near the burial. 

G-re,ywacke: One small waste fragment was fotmd. 

A single large grey chert flake with edge damage was found. 

in a wall amongst the gar8.en complex. V!aiwhero is just south of the 

Kawakawa River mouth. Part of the wall system there has been radio

carbon dated to 1~-37 A.D .. .:!: 56 (Leach & Leach, 1971:201) .. 

Black Rocks Penins1±!:_~(N1 @LIZ) .. 

Four middens on the Black Rocks Peninsula were e...xcavatea. 

(for details see Anderson, 1973).. Three of these contained stone 

material: these were the 1 Pond Midden' (B.R.2), a densely packed midden 

close to the sea and to a perm.anent pond, the I Black Miclden' (B.R. 3), 

a large,:,,\ heavils charcoaL·,enriched midden, and the 'Cresca.'l'.l.t Midden' 

(B.R.lr-), a large dense crescent-shaped mound. 

Four radiocarbon dates have been obtained f'or these middens. 

The charcoal sample from the 'Pond Mia.a.en1 gave an age of less than 200 

years B.P.. Charcoal from the 'Black Midden' was dated to 11~-7 .A.D • .± l,,--7. 
Two charcoal sanrples from the •crescent Mid.a.en' gave ,dates of 1269 A .. Da 

.± 51+ to Layer 1 and. 1276 A .. D .. .± 51+ to Layer 4 (Anderson & Prickett, 

-1972: 161+) .. 

An area of 2m? of t.his site was excavated. G-eological 

material recovered is s1..unmarised in ~:able 46 below. 
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ROCK 'rYF3 NIB1'IBER ~ 

Chert 2·1; 84.,0 

Obsidian 2 s .. o 
G-reywacke 1 le-.O 

Sandstone 1 4.0 

Total 25 

TABLE 46. Stone material :rrom the Black Rocks I Pond. Mida_en'. 

~: Fourteen of the chert total of 21 pieces were waste 

i'lakes, 6 a.ispla;v~ed edge-damage and. ·J was a core of mid-grey with 

water-rolled surfaces. The colour range was restricted to greys: 

dark grey, a fine blue-grey, mid-grey and pale grey. 

Obsidian: The 2 flakes were both green and edge-damagedo 

Both were subjected to x-ray fluorescenceo They were both assigned 

to a Mayor Island source. One of the sanples (from B.R.2/1/1) was of 

poor flald.11.g quality and slightly vesicular. 

One green spall of medium-grained greywacke 

with slight \m.ifacial edge-damage was f01.md. 

Sandstone: The single piece was of the green glauconitic 

variety and had a wide groove at one end from use as a hOaLJ:S§l-• 

_TI.-IE BLACK HIDDEN ( B. R. ~l .. 

iu1 area of 6 square metres was excavated at this midden, an 

early one in the prehistoric sequerwe of Palliser Bay.. Stone material 

was not plent;ful. 
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ROCK TYPE NG1\1BER 12 
- J 

Chert 8 28.6 

Obsidia..11. 5 17o9 
Metasomatised. Argillite 8 28.6 

G-reywacke 3 10 .. 7 
Limestone 1 3.,6 

Argillite 1 3.6 
Camptonite 2 7,.1 

Total 28 

TABLE 47., Stone material from the Black Rocks 'Black Midden'. 

Chen: The chert component of the B.R.3 collection was 

comprised of 3 edge-damaged flakes and 5 waste flakes. All belong to 

the grey range: 3 dark grey ana. 5 mid-grey. The qualit.Y was moderate 

but some pot-lid fractures were evident .. 

~: All 5 pieces were green. All were edge-dar.o.agea.: 

1 bifacialJ.:y and li- lmifacially.. One unusual flake was blade-like, 3 cm 

long and had three ground surfaces in adcdtion to unifacial edge

da.II1-:1ge. Four flalces were subL'.litted for X.ReF. analysis a..11.d all 

resulted in a Mayor Island allocation., 

Metaso~t.2,&eq 1\rgillite: Six of these pieces were polished 

or hammerdressed... The colour range i..11.cludea. 3 dull green ( possibly 

of Ohana origin), 4 mid-grey ana. 1 dark grey. One flake was blade

li.1.ce, 3., 9 cm in length and had one polished surface. 

Q!;e,vwac~: Two flalrns were coarse, dark grey and unused. 

The other was · a weathered grey and clay coloured ( possibly bur.J:1.:'c) 

piece, used as a cutter. 

Limestone: One weathered greyish waste fla."b.:e was found., 

Argillite: This stone t.'Ylle was representea_ in tiw form of the 

distal end of a minnow lure shaDJc, weathered bronn. 
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CaJE..Etonit.§: Two pieces of this volcanic dyke material i7ere 

found, but neither showed. any evidence of utilisation. It is IJOSsible 

they were used as hammerstones.. TJ:i...is camptonite probably derives from 

the nearby dykes at Kupe Stream. 

Excavation of' t::tls site covered. seven sg_uare metres ana_ the 

d.eposits were richer in stone material than the other middens. The 

reason for this lies :L.11 the greater utilisation of greywacke., the 

dominant stone type of the micHen. 

ROCK TYPE i\{U1·~IlI@. cif 
12 

Chert 22 34 .. 4 

Obsidian 1 
,,. 

1.,b 

Metasomatised Argillite 2 3 .. 1 

Greywacke 35 5'+., 7 

Limestone 1 1 .. 6 

Schistose Greywacke 2 3.1 

Calcite 1 1 .. 6 

Total 6li-

TABLE 48.. Stone material from the Black Rocks 'Crescent Midden'. 

~: Of the total of 22 pieces, 14 we:!'.'e edge-damaged, 2 

were drill points and 6 waste flakes. Grey was again the dominant 

colour, dark and mid-grey bei...'1g most common, with some pale grey. 

Quality was variable and pot-lid fracturing was present. The or.J.y 

other colours were cream and brown. One drill point he.d been lmapped 

from a water-rolled chert pebble. 

Obsidian:, One green edge-damaged piece was found. A .. 'Yl x-ray 

fluorescence analysis allocated it to a Ifayor Island source. 

,Metasomatised, _;.\~gill ~t..§: One of' the 2 pieces recovered was 

black with evidence of haft polish. The other was a mid-grey flake 

with one c:Lamaged edge. 
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Q-.re,y-wacke: The greyvmcke component of the •crescent Midden' 

was unusually large. It was comprised of 3 cutters, 2 'chopping' 

impleme.'llts, 15 edge-damaged flakes, 1 hoane5a or grindstone, and ·14-

waste flakes.. Some pieces were very large: 1 flake was 8 .. 9 cm long and 

the largest spall 'chopper' was 9 cm long. Both 'choppers t displayed 

prominent edge-damage. The most promi..Dent feature of this collection 

is trehigh proportion of flakes with water-rnlloo. surfaces - 23 of the 

total of 35.. The loc<)-1 greywacke boulders from amongst the beach 

deposits have been the main source for the mater~al. All flakes were 

the local green--grey or black, a."'Ccept one which was of the bright green 

variety .. 

Limestone: One small edge-damaged f'la.l(e was found., 

~.ch;,stose G-reywacke: Both pieces of scb1 stose gre,ywacke had 

been used to make files. One was the point end of a file llic'lde from 

medium-grained green material. The other was a complete file 5 cm long, 

of dull green-grey, finely textured rock which had been ground on all. 

surfaces. 

Calcite: One very hard fragment of this material was found 

in the site but it is impossible to determine its use. 

BLi'iCK ROCKS SURFACE COLLECTIOII .. 

Most of the surface collected material from the Black Rocks 

Peni.L1.sula was found during survejring and excavations, i.D. the vicinity 

of the Pond, Black and Crescent Mida.ens., A solitary limestone flake was 

picked up during a survey of stone walls on a shingle :f'an on the northern 

slope of the marine terrace overlooking the Peninsula. 
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ROCK TYPE !f1Ji~fBER 1 -·----
Chert 28 41.2 

Obsidian 1 1 .. 5 
J\''fetasomatised Argillite 11 16. 2 

G-reywacke 23 33.8 
Limestone 3 Li-$4-

Schistose Gre,yvracke 1 1 .. 5 
Calcite 1 1.5 

Total 68 

TABLFJ 49., Stone material from the Black Rocks Surface Collection. 

yhert: The surface collected cher'cs comprised 3 cores, 

1 5 flakes with ea.ge-a.a.11age a.'D.d 10 waste flakes. Colours :rangea. from 

the predominant dark ana. mid-greys, to pale grey, bi-•ovms and whites. 

Several have extensive water-rolled surfaces. One of the cores was a 

i7ell prepared example :Lr1 pale grey~ The other two were wa:ter-rollecl 

pebbles of' mid and dark grey found near the Pond Midden. 

Obsidian: One green edge-damaged flake was found. 

Of the ·11 pieces recovered, 

2 were aa.ze butts, 5 were polished and/ or hamm.erdressed flakes ancl. 

2 were waste flakes. Handspecinen colours representea. were one of 

'Ohan a grey' , one light grey, 2 mid-grey, 1 dark grey, 4- black and 

2 green., '.l'he adze butts were in I Ohana grey' and light grey. 

G-re,yw~clc~: Nearl~,r all the 2.3 groywacke pieces were f'olll).d 

on or near the Crescent-shaped Midcl.en. The presence of a large amount 

of gre,ywacke arouna. tr..is site is consistent with the composition of the 

excavated assemblage vrhic:h haa. a large gre,y'WEwke component. The other 

excavated. sites at Black Rocks contained vers minor amounts. 

Categories comprisi.Dg the surJ:'ace collection were: 8 cutters, 

4 edge-damaged flakes, .3 'choppers', 1 hammerstone, li- eo.ge-a.amagec:L 

spalls ana. 3 waste flakes. 
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~: Three pieces, all with cream coloured weathered 

surfaces were found. Two were waste flakes; the other was a la:>:>ge core 

block of highly siliceous recrystallised pale grey mate:dal with quartz 

veins, found near the Pond MidcLen. 

Schistos~Gre,TvVacke: V!as represented by a single green waste 

fragment, with a water-worn surface, 

Volcanic l~fa_llite: One large ( 7 .. 5 cm long) waste flake of 

dull purple tuffaceous argillite was found. 

Conclu~ .. 

In this chapter the stone assemblage from Palliser Bay has 

been detailea. in its archaeological contexto Chapter 5 will consist of 

a discussion of the assemblage in general terms. This will be based 

on a discussion of the signifiaance of di:f'ferences between stone 

assemblages from the various sites.. Site function ana. date of the 

site's occupation will also be considered. 

The archaeological stone material desc2':ibed in this chapter 

has been summarised as tables in Appendix l+-., 
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PATT:E:RNS OF F .. .XPLOITATION. 

The analysis of all the rock material resulting from the 

Palliser Bay Progarnrn.e indicates that use of at least 32 lithotypes 

took place during the period of occupation; of these, 16 were of 

local origin and 16 had been imported. This figure has significance 

on a variety of levels for the interpretation of New Zealand 

prehistory, as well as the prehistory o.f Palliser Bayq Such wide 

ranging e~'J)loitation has not been previously published for any other 

area of New Zealand., though this may relate to a lack of reseax·ch 

along similar lines, rather than a special quality i:r..herent in the 

Palliser Bay material. 

Having defined the two major constituents of the Palliser 

Bay assemblage, the locally derived rock types and the externally 

derived 01~ imported rock t.>rpes, the significance of this data can now 

be outlined: this is in the realms of fact, generalization and speculation. 

The fact that equal numbers of lithotypes from the local and foreign 

envirolllll.ents were exploited is something of a sur,prise, since a cursory 

look at the geological environs of the excavated sites would. seem to 

indicate a very restricted. scope. However, despite the range of local 

ty-J?eS used, the actual quantities present were minor, about 17/o of the 

Palliser Bay assemblage. The imported varieties ·were almost ever,y-where 

the major component and constituted about 82';,b of' the assemblage. The 

largest qua..'1.tities of art;f single imported rock type belong in the chert 

group which makes up about 36% of the whole assemblage, although chert 

is not always the major component in individual sites. Obsidia;,. was 

often present in higher numbers, but, overall, constituted 29.jh of the 

assemblage. Nei-t, i."l order of pre¥alence, come the soda-metasomatised 

rocks ( 'argillites 1
) constituti....'1.g about 15:f~ and the greywackes, about 

14% of the assemblage .. The remaining rock types are numerically insig

nificant, with only sandstone and limestone and limestone ma..~ing up 

more than 1?°b of the assemblage,. 
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Discussion here falls into three areas: the time-space 

relationships of the Palliser sites, the internal-exterrJ.al relationships 

they evidence, and a resume of the geological knowledge of the Palliser 

Bay Ivlaori. 

To facilitate discussion, the time sequence obtained f'rom the 

excavations has been divided into three broad periods. These will be 

referred to as: 

1. the early period, extending from about 1100 to 1300 A.D., 

2. the middle period, extending from about 1300 to 1500 A.D., 

3., the late period, ranging :Crom about 1500 through to at 

least 1750 A.D. but possibly later. 

~i~e-Space Ra~ationshiR.§. 

The potential of' the large body of data m.-tractea. f'rom this 

study for allowing insights into the murky realm of temporal patter.as 

of' exploitation change is important, and obviously one of the reasons 

why the Palliser Bay Programme was launched was to enable a fuller 

understanding of that very fundamental concern., .Although intimately 

related, the discussion here of the temporal-spatial patte~ns will be 

divided into sections for the sake of clarity. These. a.ivisions are: 

the patterns of exploitation of specific rock types through time, the 

relationships of assemblages to site function and the relationship of 

assemblages to temporal units. 

_]zploitation of rocks throy,gl1 time. Because of' their wide a.istribution 

patterns, artefacts in obsidian, soda-metasomatised argillite and 

nephrite have been regarded with some optimism as kinds of 'culture 

markers1 in New Zealand prehistory., Py vi:rtue of their distribution and 

limited sources it has been felt that such rock types are useful 

diagnostic devices f'or determing the age of a site within broad limits 

(e.g .. , Simmons, 1967; Cassels, 1974; Green, 1971!-; Best, 1975). Stated 

briefly it has been hyi:>othesised. for example that Mayor Island obsidian 

was the first to be discoverea. and widely exploitea., that metasomatisea. 

argillites were discovered early and widel,y used with a deciine in 

importance through time and that greenstone (nephrite and bowenite) was 

not exploitea. to any large degree until quite late in the sequence due 
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to the late development of efficient working techniques. The securely 

dated sequence obtained in the YTairarapa excavations provides an 

excellent opportunity for d.eter.mi..'llng how well the data fits these 

hypotheses and what the additional information abput other rock types 

can provide. 

Chert retains its importai1ce throughout the sequence. It was 

found in every site bearing stone material except the Cleft Burial. 

The two most :L.11portant rock types in nearly eve1-y site are chert and 

obsidia.."l. J:i'rom a total of 32 assemblages, 2l1- hao. chert as the dominant 

material and only 8 had obsidian dom:L"lating. The ubiquity of chert fu"ld 

its presence in most site types clearly indicates that it was a basic 

requisite for carrying out man5r different jobs, involving particularly 

cutting and scrafi.."lg., It is also usea. slightly more frequently as a 

drill point mediu111 than the tougher metasomatised argillite. Chert 

appears to have bee..."l relatively expendable as in most instru~ces the 

proportions of waste flakes to edge-damaged fleJ<:es are muc:C. larger than 

obsidian. The amou..'Ylt of apparent 'wastage' was probably -'che result of 

two factors: chert was not a scarce resource, a..<1.d the chert sources were 

relatively close at hand. Cases lilce that at the Black Rocks Crescent 

Midden, where T:f}i of pieces were utilized, are unusual,. 

'l'he qo.ality and type of chert selected, or available, does 

not seem to have chru1ged through time, although this is diff'icult to 

determine. In the early Layers 1.,.. and 5 of the Washpool Midden a wide 

variety of colour and quality is present.. In the Mojjcau House the 

majority of chert is poor ana_ variety is lacking. The difference is 

obviously not related to time but rather to site type and function .. 

The Walled Garden Site at the Washpool,. representing the midoJ.e period 

in Palliser Bay prehistory,. a.isplayed the widest range of variety and 

probably of sources; whereas the slightly later Washpool House 

contained material of poor quality and little variety.. But even in 

small sites representing the late period in the Palliser sequence 

significant quantities of chert are still present, for example in the 

Black Rocks Pond :Mia.den. 

As has already been noted, the time sequence for obsidian is 

an interesting one, with the coastal sources being present throughout 

but the inland sources being absent after app1~ox:L11cd:;ely 1300 A.D. It 
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is reasonable to predict that the majority of obsidian sources were 

discovered and exploited at a reasonably early date. The combined 

evia.ence from the :Moikau House and the Crust of Layer 5 certainly 

ina.icates that by the beginning of the early period material :from five 

o.ifferent sources was reachi:ng Cook Strait. The results from Layer 4 

of the Washpool Midden further indicate that by about 1300 A.D. seven 

sources were supplying the Cook St11 ait region. 

By the late period tl::.e number had o.wi.ndled to three: Tfayor 

Islaml, Cooks Ba.f and Huruiki - all sources which persisted throughout 

the Palliser occupation. The survival of these three suggests they 

were regarded as important sources. The apparent 'failure' of the Taupo 

material to retain its importance in the Ylaira:capa is surprising in view 

o:f' the common belief that Mayor Island and Taupo were the two main 

sources throughout New Zealand prehistory. This pictui~e provided by the 

x-ray fluorescence analysis might be argued to be a result of sampling 

bias, which poses the question: how accurate can the results of this 

random sample of only 200 pieces from a total of over 4,300 be expected 

to be? 

It has been suggested (Green, pers. comrn.) that a more efficient 

method of determing the source composition of the Palliser Bay obsidians 

would be to initially sort the collection into Mayor Island and all 

others, on the basis of densities, or colour onJ.;y-, and once this is done 

ra11.dom sampling could be used on the non-:Mayor Island component to 

select pieces for X.R.F. analysis.. Using this strategy G-reen argues 

that the final result would be as good or better than the overall random 

sampling ana. X.R.F. analysis str'.3..tegy employed i.n. this work. However, 

the writer would argue that the strategy used here was the best, for 

the following reasons: 

1. The real accuracy and potential of the X.R.F. method has 

not yet been tested and the only archaeological material 

subject ea. to X.R.F. in New Zealand has been from the 

V!airarapa. The accuracy of the density separation me~chod 

is also incompletely understood and cannot discriminate 

the variety of' sources that the X.R.F. method can, so by 

use of the density method for initial sorting the compounding 

of errors begins illl:1ea.iately .. 

2. It is surprising that even in the small random sample from 

the Wairarapa non-green Masor, Island material was found, 
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that Cooks Bay contained grey, green and red pieces, and 

that I-Iuruiki and Rotorua consisted of both grey and green 

material and Purangi contained reo. as we11 as grey. 

3. Clearly it has been a valua.ble exercise to run and there

fore test so many green ( and mostly Mayor IslarnI) samples 

thereby increasing the validity of the 1most green material 

comes from Mayor Islano.' contention. It is clear too that 

many more green ':Mayor Island' samples must be run from 

f'uture excavations to attain a high degree of accuracy 

before we can eliminate these in preliminary sorting. 

4-. A further justification for running the large green Mayor 

Island sample is provided by some of the chemical analysis 

results. 'There was a marked similarity between all of the 

:Mayor Island pieces from the Moikau, and between the Moikau 

pieces and some from the Black Rocks Black Liidc3.en.. The 

very consistent result of these also set them aside from 

other ifayor Island obsidian and suggests they perhaps 

represent the use of material from one particular flow 

or selvage. This is the ki.t'"ld of information that cannot 

be obtained from methods other than X.R.F. 

J?inally, then, it seems that rn1til the validity of the density separation 

method and the potential of the X.R.F. technique are far more adequately 

understood, the best strategy for obtaining the relative obsidian 

quantities from the different sources in an archaeological site for some 

time yet must be random sampling. 

Soda-metasomatised argillites are present over a large span 

of the time sequence; in fact, one variety, mid-grey in colour, is 
the 

present for the duration.. Da1-k grey was"'most extensively used variety 

in the Palliser sites, to judge from the fla...~e quantities.. The micl-grey 

was also ex'censively exploited, with the black variety and the Ohana 

material present in lesser, but still important, quantities. The dark 

grey and Oha..'Yla varieties are present from the beginning of the sequence 

until about 1500 A.D. and the black is used up to that period as well. 

Throughout the sequence the most important f'u.nction of tl:i_i..s rock· is as 

an adze material, but until about 1500 A.D. it is frequently employed 

in drill-point manufacture. It is apparent from the Wairarapa sites 

that between 1100 A.D. and about 1300 A.D~ the variation in uses is 
than 

greaterAafter this time. In the early period adzes include Types 1A, 
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2A, 2B, 3, 'Hogbacks' (Lµ\.), chisels ( Type 6) and flake adzes. Also 

present are blade-like flake knives and one 'amulet', along vii th the 

usual small utilised flakes and drill-points. Apart from the latter, 

tool types after 1300 A.D. seem restricted to 2B and flake adzes., 

although the number of a.iagnostic adze pieces found for that period is 

small, making judgements of this kind a..if'ficult. 

Local grey,mcke is exploited throughout thesequence, but 

only in minor quantities after about 1500 A.D. Imported g:re;ywacke 

from a possible Marlborough Sounds source is present only in the early 

period and its use is probably to resti~icted to before ·J 200 A.D. 'l'he 

most noteworthy feature of the greywacke exploitation through time is 

the fact that the hee.viest period of utilization coincides with the 

earliest period, during which a variety of alternative material was 

available. Also during this early par'c of the sequence a number of 

distinct tool t,ypes were employed which are not manufactured after 

about 1300 A.D. These are 'chopp:L."'lg tools' made from gre_ywacke pebbles 

and large spalls removed from water-rolled pebbles or boulders. J l'hey 

occur in Layer 4 of the Washpool Nid<len, :Ln the Black Rocks Crescent 

Midden and Black Rocks surface collection, in the Pararaki l~idden Wall 

and the Pararaki salvage and surface collections and in the W].1angamoana 

surface collections. The Whangamoana assemblage is the best exai"Ilple 

of the development of this g1~eyvracke ina.ustry, with 16 t choppers' and 

9 edge-dam.aged spalls be:L.ig found associated with deflated ovens. The 

'choppers' are often very large with alternate flakes removed along 

one ed.ge of' the pebble to produce a serrated effect. The spalls are 

only rarely deliberately retouched and have a serrate edge result-lng 

from use.. It is significant that these gre,ywacke tools are :round only 

in association with coastal midc1en sites and where greywacke forms a 

high percentage of the site assemblage. Cutters and simple f'lakes, 

however, are f'ou.nd in all sites containing greywacke .and were used 

throughout the sequence. 'Ehe utilisation of greyuacke for adze 

material was practiced ai:; least as early as 1180 A.D. and continued 

to about 1500 A.D. and possibly later. 

Nephrite is present throu0h time f'rom the ea1~1y levels ( the 

Crust of Layer 5 and Lens B of' the Tfashpool Midden and the Pararaki 

salvage) appearing again at about 1500-1600 A.D. in Layer 2 of the 

1.7ashpool Midden and the Y!ashpool 'rerrace House.. All are from utility 

items (mostly adzes, apart from the Pararaki chisel) and it is worth 
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noting that no evidence for its use in ornament manufacture coula. be 

fmma.. The single bowenite :E'ragm.ent found also had a polisheo. surface, 

but the fu.nction of the artefact from which it came is impossible to 

determine. Serpentine is present in the early part of the sequence 

and persists until about ·1500 .A.D. Again the kind. of utilisation is 

difficult to a.etect as the majority of pieces are simply waste fragments, 

but a piece from the Para1 .. aki 1-shaped house had a roughl.'i ground 

suri'ace and the piece. from the Washpool Vi'alled G-ardens apparently was 

used for savd.ng. However, it is most likely that all the serpentines 

were originally imported for the manur''acture of ornaments e.nd there 

was no change -in :function during the period of use., 

Other rock types are present in numbers too few to allow 

meaningful juo.gements of time trends. However., of the imported types 

not already mentioned: the green glauconitic variety of sandstone has 

been utilised throughout the entire sequence, limestone has been 

exploited steadil,y from the earliest levels until about 1500 A.D., schist 

and schistose greywacke are exploited from the early levels until 

about 1500 A.D., and orthoguartzite exhibits a similar patter.no 

Exploitation of the local rocks, apart from greyvmcke and sandstone, 

appears from the excavation evidence to have been more sporadic. The 

use of camptonite occurs only in the early period. Unalterea. argillite 

seems to have had importance from the eai•ly perioa. until 1500 A.D., 

possibly in conjunction with the vogue for minnow lures,. Slates 

appear frequently only betwee..."'l. about 1200 and 1400 A.D. Volcanic 

argillite is present during the early and middle periods of the 

sequence. From the ethnographic evidence J.f.21EQ.'.:§::.::/; was expectect to be 

present in the late section of the sequence at least but the excavtions 

only show evidence of its having been used from the early period tmtil 

the end of the middle period in the Wairarapa. 

A final observation can be made here about the exploito:!:;ion 

of rock t:;r:pes throughout the southe'.l'.".a Waii~arapa sequence. It ie clear 

that the early a,.,.d middle periods of' the sequence eYJlibit the widest 

variety of geological types and that the late sites are patently lacking 

in both variety and quantity.. In the period before 1500 A.D .. fourteen 

different types were recorded in a single site., The decline in 

variation after that period in the Palliser sites is statistically 

dramatic. The reasons f'or this apparent clichotorny in time rill -be 

discussed in the following sections .. 
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AltJpugh general

isations about exploitation patterns through time have been presented 

above, the nature of the excavated Palliser sites creates inter-pretation 

difficultieso The sites representing the early and middJ.e periods are 

more numerous ar.cl Bore varie:3.. than for the la-'ce phase, theref'ore vre 

have better information for the former periods than for the latter., 

Also, we lack sufficient numbers of the various functional units with 

an even distribution through time to allow the most meaningful state

ments on significant or recurring trena.s. I~or example, there is 

only one excavated large habitation area - the VTashpool Midden. The 

011ly- o-'cher material from similar sites of the same period. is from the 

PararaJci salvage and from surface collections. Another probable 

general habitation area is the Washpool Beach Camp which possibly 

coincides in time with the middle perioa. of occupation at the Washpool 

midc1en. 

Both excavated sto1:>age pit sites belong to the L.1,te periorl 

of the Palliser seqv.ence. The two discrete house sites are widely 

separated in time: one belonging to the earliest period, the other to 

the late. There is only one discrete burial area, the Cleft, as both 

the Kavrakawa and Washpool L1idden burials ai-•e depositea. in general 

habitation areas. Specialised horticultural areas are represented by 

one garcten used at about i 300 A.D. and anot;her at approxime:cely -1500 

A.D. '.l.'he onJ,.:,r discrete cook:L."1g area we have is the ea]'.'ly Moikau 

Cooking site. 

However, observations on a general level can be stated as 

long as the fact is borr.o.e in mind that the con6.;i. tions of comparability 

are less than ideal. Extending this poi.t"1.t, we must be aware "::;hat the 

apparent differences are in part a result of the fact that we have only 

four sites representing the late period., all of them small, and over 

thirteen representing the earlier occupation. It is certainly evident 

from this sample that what is represented is a stead,y decline in 

occupation and population in Palliser Bay through prehistoric time~ 

Although it is argued that prehistoric house forms in New Zealand 

remained conservative (Prickett, 19711-), the sat11e does not seem to be 

true for the use of stone material inside the houses. The outstanding 

clif'ferences between the early 1/Ioikau House and the late 'iJashpool 

Terrace House assemblages are i.11 varietyL quantity and quality. Nine 

different rock t,ypes were 2.0 ecove1•ed from the Ifo~ lcau House while only 
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five were found in the Terrace House. Furthermore, there was a great 

range of sub-variation within the cherts, obsidians, metasomatised 

argillites and gre,y1vackes in the Moikau House whereas most of' the 

chert flakes in the Terrace House could have come from two cores, and 

only single pieces represented the other types,. The a.iffe1~ence in 

quantity, vrith more than a thousand pieces from the Hoikau but only 88 

from the Terrace House, is marked., Ylhether the greater variation and 

qua.ritity from the Moikau is simply a result of a longer period of 

occupation of a larger house is debatable, however., on the basis of 

unq_ualifiea_ evidence i-1:; seems that by 1600 A.D., the activities carried 

out i..riside houses was less varied than previous1Y.. If the possible 

house floors from the Pararaki salvage are consicl..ered the same vlide 

early variety is present, with a toJca1 of thirteen tyJJeS being found. 

'.I'he quality of the chert used tr.rough time is not significant.. That 

in the Tefi~ace House was poo1" an.d of slightly shattered ap11earance, 

similar to nruch of the chert in the EoDcau House, and may be accounted 

for by its exposure to intense heat as both houses were destroyed by fire., 

Eo clear or significai."'lt trends are obvious from a comparison 

of mida_en sites. The earliest is the Black Rocks Black :iilidden (dated 

to 11~-7 A.D.) which has a variety of' seven rock types in its assemblage 

and a heavy use of gre.;-wacke. '.I1he PararaJd Nidden Wall is o:t similar 

age and has a range of eleven types vtlth a predominance of chert. The 

Black Rocks Pond Midden representing the late phase had a restricted 

variety of four types e41d was a smaller site than the others. All that 

might be said about change in middens is that again., as in the case of 

the houses, the range of rock ty.f)es and therefore of activities 

becomes less. marked throv.gh time., 

The trend in the generalised habitation areas is the same .. 

The multi-f'unctional Washpool Liidden Site has three main occupation 

periods: in the earliest, comprising the Crust of Layer 5 and Lens B 

( dated to ab out 11 80 A. D .. ) , twenty :rock types are present; ii.'1. the 

middle period, conr_prising Layer 21. ( about 1345 A. D.) , twenty are still 

present; and by the last period, made up of Le,:rers 1, 2 and 3 (about 

·J 538 A9D.), rock tsrpes have dwindlea. to thirteen., However, the 

Washpool Beach Camp, occupied between the latter two occupations of the 

main midden site, has only eight types. 
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The specialised horticultural sites show a reversal of the 

patter-11. The 1.:Tash-pool G-arden ':Cerrace (dated to 1375 A.D.) contained 

only chert and obsidian whereas the Washpool Garden Y/alls, a bout -150 

years later, had a total of fou:rteen types, a number similar to that 

of the late period of Washpool Midden of the same date. It seems likely 

that the 1."!ashpool G~arclen Vfalls servea_ the function of a worki:'1g floor 

after its original use as a garden, and its rock and tool tJ~~es are 

similar to those in general habitation areas., 

The pit sites excavated are both late. The Titoki Pit, the 

earlier of the two, has the least variety ( three types) while the later 

circular Raised Rim Pit of about ·J 71~0 A. D. has four types. .;'\.. comparison 

of burial sites also poses problems of it'"lterpretation as the nature of 

each is somewhat different. The Washpool Ididden burials, because they 

have been deposited in the floor of a generalised occupation area, have 

a variety of stone materials foi.md arou.."1d them ana_ it is not easy to 

separate those deliberately- from those accidentally buried with ·them. 

The exceptions are argillite adzes, either complete or ritually s:mashed, 

which are defi.7J.ite grave goods., The Washpool Midden burials probably 

belong to the early period of about 1 i 80 A.D. The Kawakawa burials may 

be associated with nearby gardeni."'lg activity dated to ·1250 A.D. Stone 

varieties found with the latter burials numbered four but the character 

of these suggests that they are not deliberate grave offerings but 

merely inclusions in the grave fill. The laterWashpool Cleft Burial 

of about 1480 A.D. had one stone type (obsidian), of debatable 

association. 

An alternate way of viewing the time-space relationships is 

by comparing spatial or geographic units which might be equatea_ with 

social units. For example, the Moikau Valley and Whangamoana Beach 

Front may have been occupied and exploited by the same group of people, 

and could therefore exhibit similarities in the exploitation of rock 

varieties. However, the Moikau House, the riloikau Cooking A1~ea a..nd the 

Whangamoana Beach surface collection all produced rather different 

assemblages, probably because they all have different functions. For 

most areas this approach is not par'Gicularly enlightening, but in two 

cases possible patterns e.,"'{ist.. One is the inland Makotukutuku Valley,. 

Here the sites are small and relatively isolated, and the site assemblages 

are also small and consist mainly of chert and obsidian. The second is 

the Pararaki River mouth. There, all assemblages but one have more than 
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the four 'basic t varieties but more importantl,>r all contain high 

proportions of limestone., Again, the fact that the 1:'Tashpool River 

mouth ( in two sites) is the only· area to have yielded orthoquartzite 

may have some importance. 

Inter.nal-E~,ternal Relationships@ 

Very frequently the presence of a non-local stone material 

in an archaeological site is taken on a somewhat crude level to 

indicate that 'trade' has taken place. Certainly, one of the primary 

concerns of any 'sourcing' study must be the elucidation of communication 

networks, but it is argued here that simply by assuming 'trnde' was the 

distribution mecha...~ism is a naive and simplistic. It is regrettable 

that the term'exchange' used by the anthropologist J.l'ir!:;h ( 1959) to describe 

the transfer of' goods has not been aaJ.1ered to hy archaeologists in New 

Zealana.. Objection to the word 'trade' stems from its implication that 

prehistoric items were manufactured explicitly for sale and that rates 

of exchange were involved., It the~eeby fails to maintain cognisant the 

complexity of the gift exchange system which mu.st have influenced 

archaeological deposits in the ground, and does not accormrrodate both 

the material and abstract aspects of the principle of reciprocity. 

~1 relationshiE.§. The nature of the relationships existing between 

the different groups living on the East PalJiser Bay coast is, of course, 

difficult to ascertain from archaeological information. However, some 

clues a.o exist .. 

The fact thet the XoR.F. analysis showed great s·imilarities 

between Mo:Urnu and some Black Rocks obsidian may mean that the two 

sites were occupied by the same group, but it may also indicate th8X 

the obsiclian was obtained by one group and gifted to a..Dother. The 

widespread internal dist:dbution of' chert, obsidian and the main 

varieties of' metasomatised argillite and limestone, for example, 

probably implies an operative gift exchange system with groups not 

only immediately outside the study area but also within 

Possible values of stone materials as gift items may also be 

suggested from the archaeological data. The materials just mentioned 
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above obviously are regarc1ed as highly exchangeable, while a local 

material like camptonite is x:.ot, as it was never recovered from sites 

beyona_ its place of' origin.. Neither do the distinctive forms of. 

argillite minnow lure found in the xfojjrnu House seem to have any gif'"t 

value, though obviously important to the Mojjcau dwellers themselves .. 

The minnow lure types from the Washpool a,.,.d Black Rocks, in contrast, 

are identical to many f'rom Marlborough and t'airau Bar. 

]2fternal .relationshi..E.§. Judging simply from the evidence of' stone 

material the external gif't exchange network l:i.x1ked to the Wairarapa 

was extensive. By the system, access to resources as far north as 

Euru:i.ki and as far south as Hokit:i.ka and possibly Otago was gained 

( see Figure 20).. l'he gift exchange i..."lsti tution thereby- ensured that 

distance from any source was not an impediment to obtaining desirable 

materials. The means of achieving this external contact can be 

suggested on the basis of seve2"al types of evidence* The archaeological 

record not surprisingly indicates that especially sb:-ong exchange 

relationships existed between the east coast peoples and those of the 

Wairarapa, and between Cook Strait groups, for a long period of time. 

'I'raditional and protohistoric records support this conclusion and provide 

clues as to its mode of' operation. 

T2"aditionally the North Island was settlec1 before the South 

and the settlement of New Zealand was achievea. by the surplus from 

the overpopulated north of' the Nor'ch Island travelling south in 

successive movements, dispossessing and moving further southward those 

people who stood in their way., At some stage these groups would have 

to pass through either Well-ington or Waira1"apa but no aa_equate accounts 

of the rnigrational details are available. Mackay and Shortland give 

accounts of tribal movements across Cook Strait to the South Island 

( see Mair, ·1972:44-). According to tradition the period when such move

ments began is about 1500 A.D. An acceleration in the southward migrations 

apparently occurred about 1600 A.D. when turmoil in the northern districts 

forced defeated. tribes to leave their ancestral lands.. Among the moving 

tribes were the Ra..11.gitane and related Ngati Kuia who probably dispossessed 

the Ngati Mamoe and Ngati Tumata..1.(ok:Lri to settle in the Marlbo1 ... ough 

Sounds area. The Ngati Tara from Wellington, related to the Rangitane, 

acquired lanc1 in T:Telson. 1l'hese moves were followed soon after by the 

Ngai ~fahu and Hgati ICahungunu; the Ngai Tahu having been forced from 
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ancestral lands in Poverty Bay, and, hard pressed b,;r the :iJgati Kahunocunu, 

relinquished. all claim to tribal lands in the N orbh Island., arn1 re

established in the South Island, initially in I\farrborough., then Kaikoura 

and Canterbury, and eventuall,7 the West Coast. The Ngati Kahungunu 

settled in the south of the North Island, mainly the Wairarapa region .. 

These were the tribal movements and settlement areas relevant 

to the period of prehistory representea. in the Palliser excavations., 

Ylhile recognising that care should be exercised in the use of traditional 

material., in this case these accounts do enliven and substantiate the 

archaeological interpretation,. It seems justifiable to suspect that 'the 

East Coast ancestr.3,r of the Vhdrarapa people did much to facilitate the 

supply of obsidian., particularly from Mayor Island. and the Coromandel. 

The constant flow of people from north to south must also have greatly 

facilitated transactions across Cook Strait and a..."'lcestral ties ana. links 

with sections of tribes left behind in the north seem to have created 

a flow of gifts from the south to northern areas. For example, in 

tradition, a gift of fish from the Sout:1. Island YTaitaha to their Nga.ti 

Liamoe friends across the strait, precipitated an ungrateful Ngati lfamoe 

resolve to siege the area from which the food came (Allan, 1965:4)., 

From the excavated Palliser Bay evidence, it can be suggested 

that in the early period between 1100 A.D. and 1500 A.D .. the east Palliser 

Bay people enjoyed a close relationship with groups in the Marlborough 

Sounds, Nelson and Golden Ba,:,r from whom they obtained their metasoma.tised 

argillite, schist and schistose greywacke, nephrite., bowenite, serpentin~ 

and talc and the special green grewacke ( see Figu.re l1-). The use of 

schists from G-olden Bay must also have meant that high quality from the 

Onekaka area could have been. exported to the Wairarapa as it was a gift 
c·;- al 

item in historic times (Belf: #07: 18).. Perhaps the closeness of the 

relationship may be infer:-cea. from the presence of a core block of 

Ohana metasomatisea. argillite in the Washpool midden. This may -i,1dicate 

direct collection f'rom one of the Ohana quarries, or a gift presentea_ 

to a visitor from Palliser Bay to D'Urville Islana . ., Marlborough or 

Nelson peop~.e. From the evidence to a_ate, core blocks in sites away 

from metasomatised argillite quarries are unusual., although primary 

modification of blocks took place at Wairau Bar (J.Eyles, pers .. comm .. ). 

However, most materials from the South Island probably arrived as 

finished articles. The high proportions of metasomatised argillite 
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flal:es with polished surfaces suggests that a large number of finished 

adzes as well as roughouts were obtained. The small number and small 

size of the waste fragments of nephrite, talc, bowenite and serpentine 

found is evidence that these rock types also originated from complete 

items. The orthog_uartzite flalrns are probably rem:nanJcs of larger 

blades, while the schists apparently arrived as small bUQu..-r1finished 

blocks. 

Sometime after 1500 A.D. the variety of stone material being 

passed to the Wairarapa from the South Island seems to have diminished. 

This is about the same time that the accelerated tribal movements were 

ta..1<:ing place across the straite It is tempting to attribute the decline 

in variety to this increasing instability in tribal land tenure, and 

possibly also the apparent loss of technical skill required to manufacture 

the quadrangular and 'hogback' varieties of the early di versified a<lze 

kit. However, the exchange channels still continued to operate despite 

increasing disruptions. At least until 1750 A.D. metasomatised argillite 

of the mid grey variety continued to arrive in the Wairarapa, as did 

nephrite, the transactions possibl,;,r be-ing aidea. by the relationship 

between Hgai Tahu and Nga.ti Kahungtmu people .. 

Vlhile the variety of' material sent to the Wairare,pa from the 

south declined, the only excha:r1ge relationship which was apparently 

discontinued. from the north was that which supplied obsia.ian f'rom the 

cemtral regions of Taupo and Rotorua. The strength of Nga.ti Kahmigunu 

ties with the East Coast districts probably ensured the continuous 

availability of' Coromana.el and Mayor Island obsidian ana. possibly 

cherts and limestones. 

The use of the argument of a deterioration in exchange 

relationships to explain a change in the exploitation of stone materials 

in the Cook Strait area does not seem reasonable when there is sub

stantial evidence that exchange between the islands still flourishecl in 

the protohistoric period. This was a time of drastic upheaval. Heaphy, 

staying at the Teremakau settlement in 18l1.6, found, 11 the inma:'ces of 

each house were busily engaged in making rneri poanarnu and ear pendants 

of that material for 'trade' or presents to the north 11 (Taylor, 1959: 

237).. MosJc of these people were Ngai TeJiu. On the same journey 

Heaphy and Brunner learned that somewhere between Wha.'l'lganui and Cape 
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Farewell was "found the :eakaJ.si, or pitch, which the natives are fond 

of cherring, and which is sent by them to all parts. of New Zeala.'l'J.d11 

( ibid:. 207). Even at this late date then gifts were still being sent 

north. By traditional accounts ;eoup.amu continued to be passed to the 

Wairarapa (Mair, ·J 972: 210-21 ·1) and pitch, although not found i,.-i any 

east Palliser site, has been recovered in a site at WajJd.kino, on the 

southeasJc 1.Yairarapa coas.,c ( V:ilkes, pers.. comm.). 

Having had such a heavy dependence on importea_ stone materials 

throughout its occupation history, the obvious question to be asked of 

the Palliser Bay situation is: what possible !119.terial items, if any, 

could be given in retur-110 Since the area does not possess any valuable 

or rare stone resources of its own it seems unlikely that local stone 

material was given, but stone :material from the South Island such as 

metasomatisecl. argillite, schists, orthog_uartzite, ne1)hrite., bowenite, 

serpentine, talc and possibly pitch, could all have been exchangea. with 

East Coast groups probably as finished items. Of course, other 

perishable Suuth Island produce woulcl. also be passecl. on.. Crif'ts exchanged 

with the South Islanders are more difficult to substantiate. Obsidian 

must have been an important exchange item through the entire prehistoric 

sequence. It would be instructive to learn how many of the seven 

sources representea. in the Wairarapa excavations had. crossea_ to the 

South Island; certainly it shoula_ be expected of all of them, as well 

as others. The presence of early kumara cultivation ol!! the Palliser 

Bay coast suggests that for some part of the early archaeological 

sequence kumara may have been sent south. The goods in Shortland1 s 

note of exchB,nges across Cook Strait in the protohistoric period are 

interesting and may well include some of the items sent south in pre

historic times. In referring to the l@_uru or bakea. young ',:e.' he 

remarked in ·1 8L¥l--: 

11This ('ti'), the titi, the pounamu, the feathers of the 
lfotuJru, a white crane and a strong scented oil, prom.1red 
by hola.ing the branches 01" ·l;he taramea over the fire 
until it ex:udes, have always been articles with the 
natives of Cook's Strait, and the Ngatikahunu, for which, 
preserved ku.mara, mats and canoes are received in return., 11 

(in McKay-, 1872(Vo1.2): 125) 

Gourds, taro, potted birds, and late in the sequence, huia 

feathers., are further items which the Palliser Bay people might have 
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used in exchanges.. However, it need not he assumed that the exchange 

of goods for goods had to take place. The exchange of goods for services 

vms a recognised form of reciprocity. The Palliser groups may on many 

occasions have played host to travellers and provia_ed fooa_, accommodation 

and congeniality during visits for which they would receive gifts in 

return. 

The question which might appropriately be tackled now is 

·what broadei., implications does the Wairarapa situation offer to the 

interpretation of New Zealana.-wid.e exchange relationships through time? 

Although not particularly evident in the Wairarapa because 

of a lack of sites in the late period of prehistory, there has been an 

apparent phasing out of fine~grai.~ed adze materials in favour of 

nephrite and coarser-grained rocks. A concomitant change occurred in 

the types of adzes manufactured, from the early varied t kit' to the 

late one consisting mainly of the 2B ty;pe. Various reasons for the 

changes hav-e been aa_vancea_. One is the proposed. climatic deterioration 

a:fter ·1500 A.D. which, it has been suggest eel, decreased accessibility 

to quarr~es and made extensive voyaging more hazardous. However, some 

metasomatised. argillite was still reaching the Wairarapa in 1750 A.D .. 

and more hazardous conditions did not prevent the collection and 

d.istribution of nephrite from the particularly difficult and inaccess

ible West Coast. The increased fragmentation of social interaction 

through tribal upheavals is also an incomplete explanation: the gift 

exchari ... ge system continuea. to operate as the distribution of nephrite 

testifies; and there is no reason why 'argillite• if desirea. shoula_ 

not also have continued.to have been distributed and transgress political 

boundaries. The change from a largely maritime to terrestrial econo:rr\'V, 

causing the phasing out or'"' large canoes, and therefore reducing the need 

for a varied adze kit is a further i.mtenable uni-causal explanation. 

Rectangular cross-sectioned 1A adzes, for example, though inf'reg_uent, 

were still manu:factured in nephrite., Large seaworthy canoes continuea_ 

to cross Cook Strait and keep the inter-island excha.,.""lge network in 

operation. 

Certainly a markea. change in many aspects of living seems to 

be ,indicated by the Palliser Bay evidence., The a.ecrease in the quantity 

and variety of stone material used there appears to correlate with a 
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changing settlement and land use pattern. The early period is marked 

by large sites which probably represent not so much large populations, 

but lengthy periods of stability during which the same g1~oups occupied 

their la.~d for a long time. The gradually increased population move

ments and shorter periods of' secure land tenure seem to be reflected 

in smaller sites with smaller accumulations of material items. 'The 

need for greater mobility may have obviated the luxury of variety, and. 

f'ewer a.'11.d more verstile stone materials were probably required., Nephrite 

of course is the most versatile stone material - it may serve as an adze 

mea.ium, as material for chisels, sometimes as cutting material, Ka..1rn 

rings, weapons ana. of course a whole gamt of ornaments. The expend

iture of time and effo:-ct required in manufacturing artefacts of nephrite 

must have been well repaia. by its property of durability. Not only was 

there merit in its practical aspects but also in its aesthetic 

ciualities. The great versatility of nephrite, then, suggests it was 

that quality which promoted its popularity at the expense of other adze 

materials :i.11 times of increasing duress. In summary, the evidence of 

the Palliser Bay stone material can be used to suggest at least some 

of the important inter-regional and inter-group relationships in 

existence o.uring 1T ew Zealar1d 1 s prehistoric occupation .. 

G-eologi cal K.i."1.owleqp~ .. 

As well as elucidating e:xternal relationships, and time trends, 

the thhu. major concern of this work is to explore the nature of the 

knEWi..edge of their geological environment, both local and national, held 

by the Palliser Bay groups. The identification of at least 32 li tho

types in the Palliser assemblages of itself is instructive and immecLiately 

presents us with the ini'ori-J1ation that a wide variety of' materials were 

kno;;m to the people of Palliser Bayo . 

The local geology of the Wairarapa lacks great lithological 

variety., Nevertheless, the archaeological evidence clearly shows that 

a surprising range of the materials available had been used and a 

surpris:u1g degree of experimentation with these types was attemptede 

The use of camptonite and calcite i.'11. the search for heavy sinker 

material is particularly interesting., So too is the use of slaty 

materials ix1 the period up to 11+00 A.D., also a practice of groups of 
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the coast of the South Isla.nd and the Wellington area at the same time 

( ,. clk1-.;"' 'l 01 8) 
.. ..:-;;. ,.l...L,l,, ..7'+ • It would seem reasonable to sug3est that in the early 

phase the i"'ullest possible utilisation of the local environment took 

place. This situation is surely not unique. An awareness of the local 

geology extended. beyond a simple practical concern. In illc1.ny archae.

logical situations this might be difficult to substantiate, but the 

1.7airarapa excavations are unusual fo11 having provided interesting 

affirmative evidence. Host important are the Tertia1';Y fossils found in 

the 'Hashpool Midden, the VTashpool C·arcl.en Walls and at the Pararaki., 

In view of the interest talcen in. these fossils., it is surprising that 

the la:cge fossil Dentalium solidum was not employed for making necklace 

units like those at Tiairau Bar. The collection of concretions in 

Layer 21• Black of the Washpool Midden may also have been collected for 

curiosity, but may eg_u2.lly have been sought for recreational purposes. 

The 'imp0rtation I of a Tlicle variety of materials is not 

surprising since more effective and desirable materiais were obviously 

known to be present in other geological environments. The importecl 

Jil.e.terial from the Wairarapa excavations pei-haps :indicates as much 

about the geological knowlea..ge of the people of Eels on, or J'farlborough 

for example as those in the Tfairarapa. The va1~iation in metasomatised 

argillite in the sites gives a small measu:te of the nunber of quarries 

being exploited. Conversely, the presence of the 'argillite' in the 

sites increased the archaeologistts interest i'l'l source areas and the 

surveys done of these have shown the remarkable degree of exploration 

of the ultramafic zones. Purther evictence of a lmowledge of these 

areas is furnished by the presence of the serpentines, bowenite, talc 

and nephrite. It is unfortunate that no finished ornaments in these 

rock types were found as these might have inc1icated the nature of the 

relationship with the Nelson-Marlborough region by showing the degree 

of stylistic influencea 

However, idea1 insights, and a fully expanded view of these 

ki..11ds of relationships with the VTairarapa people ,dll onlsr be realised 

when similar stud.ies through archaeology have been achi11nred in Nelson 

and Marlborough and tl:.e East Coast anct Coromandel. In Nelson, for 

example, to the authorY s knowlec1ge, a wia.e range of' rock types is 

commonly found -in sites wich are no-I:; found in any quantity outside the 

area., In this respect it might be possible to de:Pine Jchat geological 
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knovrleclge which remains local and that which transgresses local ba:rriers .. 

A small study of a single area ljjce the a_escribea_ section of Pa11iser 

Bay demonstrates well that a much greater degree of sensitivity than 

hitherto indicated. was shown by prehistoric groups to their geological 

surroundings in New Zealand. 

'l'he failure to adequately recognise this awareness initially 

lay with the early ethnographers and. travellers whose own knowledge 

was so limited that they had no means of transcribing T:.Iaori names for 

rock t,ypes into European eg_v.ivalents. The situation has been aggravatecl 

by the failure of most archaeologists in the past to recognise and 

recortl the full variety of stone :material occurring :L."1. sites - waste 

material as :Nell as artefactual. It must be hopecl t1'1at a thorough 

geological analysis of assemblages excavat ei in the future will become 

standard processing procGa_ure. This w'ilJ. ensure that the archaeologist 

obtains the greatest value from an important part of his data a.na_ that 

more difficult areas of' exchange are not explored with an incomplete 

array of inf onnation. 
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SUMivIARY .A.Im CCNCHJSIONS. 

'.L'he role of the geological environment in New Zeala..n.a. 

prehistory is often alluctea to but selctom explored. Yet it is precisely 

the durabilits of s;µ-one :material ix1 the archaeological record that has 

preserved this area of informa/cion in better condition than any othe:r·. 

For this reason it is surprisi:ng that it has not been a highlj, attractive 

research precinct for some time., Only recently, however, have significant 

investments been committed to the subject. 

Tn this thesis, the i..n.fluence of the national and local 

geological environment on a small area of the Palliser Bay coasJc was 

researchea.. It was suggested that the reasons why little is known of 

the relationships between the prehistoric I\1aori and rocks 1°esulted 

initially from inadequate knowledge and a lack of sensitivity to the 

subject on the part of the early European recora.ers. The only means 

now available for re-discovering this information is through careful 

archaeological excavation ana. subsequent geological analyses.. Ideal 

conditions for the recovery of such date. were provided by the Palliser 

Bay archaeological research progr::imme 1,vi.th its ra..'l'J.ge of functional 

units and securely dated time sequence. 

The research strategy employed was to first define the local 

geology to allow the classification of the assemblages into their local 

ana. 'imported' components., Then followed research i...'1to the possible 

source areas of the 'impor:;ed' materials ar.d the application of various 

analytical techniques in order Jco define the individual sources with 

more accuracy., Of all the stone materials recovered from the Palliser 

Bay sites, adequate tech...'1.iques f'or source discrimination exist for only 

one rock type - obsidian. It is hoped that t:,e preliminary surveys of 

the sources of mther types gives an :indication of the potential scope 

for further research into analytical discriminatory tecb ... n.iques. 

The presence of more than thirty utilisea. rock types in the 

Palliser Bay assemblages demonstrated seve1~a1 things.. Foremost is the 

reliance placed on the non-local geological enviro:n.ment for the supply 
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of materials basic to economic activities. It was also apparent that 

a wide va:dety of the local stone types had been employ-ea., a f'actor which 

stresses the value of local geological surveying in any assessment of 

prehistoric human ecology., Previous limited studies of the stone material 

from single sites with complex and varied geological environments have 

proved to be most useful. The results of this study ratify the import

ance of committing more energy and greater attention to the subject, 

even nhere the loeal geology might seem to promise lH;tle of interest., 

Indeed, the Palliser Bay experience., where the geology is potentially 

l·im-iting, apparently resulted in the prodigious importation of non-local 

rocks., '11his suggests the richest archaeological sites for obtaining 

information on inter-group commtmicatipns might be those with 'catchiuents' 

of limited geological potential. 

The recovery of' a large sample of archaeological stone material 

from a circumscribed. area has not only permitted. an unprecea.entea. e.;limpse 

into the types of rocks associatE.~d with particule.r activities, the 

introduction and obsolescence of utilisation patterns, ana. some of the 
1 tracle routes' i...vi operation, but it also establishes the degree and kind 

of knowledge of geology ag_uired by- the generations livi..'t'lg the2~e .. 

Like much research, this work has created more questions than 

it has been able to answer. It highlights the :f'act that though the 

Palliser Bay archaeological programme was the most suitable urnlertalcen 

for this kind of study, it had its shortcomings. The temporal 

sequence vras shorter thru1 ideal, with the late period inadequately 

represented,. The number of different functional rmits represented were 

too few through time and space to allow satisr"actory conclusions. 

Howe-v:er, this is the nature of archaeological research rather than a 

fault in the prograID1D.e. 

In conclusion, then, the contributions to New Zealand p!'e

history offered by JGhis thesis are on a number of levels. At one level 

it has been able to fit some cLetail to the skeletal understanding of 

national gift exchange networks; or:. another it has r;iven a a.etailed 

intra-regional, time. con!:;rolled study- of rock exploitation., This is 

the ki.'1d of info:rmation required to allow the apr)lication of distribution 

hjrpotheses like that suggested by Braclley ( 1972)., The final level is 

the concept of 'geological knowlea.ge 1 ,, While it will probably never be 
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:possible to assess the spiritual af'finities felt for the geological 

environment -by prehistoric groups, it has been sho,m here that the 

archaeological record. can indicate something of tne economic and 

inquisitorial aspects of their geological knowledge. 

By the implementation and i.n1provement of similar research 

strategies in fut-u.re Hew Zealand archaeological projects, our 

comprehension of the levels stated above can only result in an exciting 

and c.ramatic aa_vancement. 

this work has been to offer by illustration a remino:er of the amount 

of information available to prehistory through the medium of geology. 



APPENDIX 1 

GLOSS.ARY OF G-EOLOC-IC.AL 11.'ERMS NOT DEFTI1ED Ilif Tl-IB TEXT. 

The definitions given here have been adapted from: 

D~cj;ionar:.L_of ,geolqgical Terms, American Geological Institute, Dolphin 

Books (Doubleday), 1962 (D.G-.,T.); Glossar:2:,9..f G-eolq~, edited McAflee 

and Wolf, American Geological Institute, 1972 ( G-. G.,); ana_ ~~nguj.._E 

Dic1i<?LJ.fll."i.L..9f Geq~ogy, edited -\'n-litten ana. Brooks, Pengu.in Books, 1972 

(P.D.G-.). 

ActinoJ.ite 

Agate 

Albitization 

.ll.mphiboli te 

iuuygdale 

Amygdaloidal 

Antigorite 

Argillite 

Asbestos 

A mineral belonging to the tremolite-actinolite series 
of minerals of the amphibole group., Ranges from white 
to green with increasing iron content (P.D. G-. :l-1--~- a..."J.a_ 
Appendix)., 

Banded chalcedonic silica (P .. D. G-.: 17)., 

The development of albite in a rock at the expense of 
a pre-existing mineral, usually another feldspar, by 
the introduction of sodium ions into the rock (meta
somatism) (P.D.G-.: -19). 

A crystalloblastic rock consisti:ng mainly of' amphibole 
and :plagioclase.. Quartz is absent,, or present in small 
amounts only.. When quartz is more abundant there is a 
gradation to hornblena.e-plagioclase gniess (D. G-. T.: 15). 

A gas cavity or vesicle in volcanic and occasionally in 
intrusive rocks which has become filled with secondaJ'.:Y 
( usually late magmatic or a_euteric) products such as 
zeolites., calcite, chalcedony or quartz (D.G~.T.:15) .. 

See above .. 

The lam:LYJ.ar variety of serpentine ( P .D. (::'c.: 28) .. 

An argillite is defined as a rock derived either from 
silts~cone, claystone or shale that has una_ergone a some
what higher degree of induration than is present in 
those rocks. Argillite holds an intermediate position 
bet~een the rocks named and slate .. Cleavage is approx
imately parallel to bedd:L'l1.g in which it differs from 
slate.. Ju1 arg-il lite may be argillaceous, bituminous, 
~alcareous{ carbonaceous, furrug-inous, siliceous etc. 
i.,D.G.T.: 23; .. 

White., grey, grey-green, or blue-grey fibrous variety'. 
of am:-phibole, usually tremolite or of actinoli-'ce, 
or of chrysotile (D.G.T.:25). 



Basalt 

Biotite 

Calcareous 

Calcite 

Calcitic 
dolomite 

Camptonite 

Cataclastic 

Chalcedony 

Chlorite 

Clastic 

Concretion 

Conglomerate 

Coquina 

A fine-grained, sometimes glassy basic igneous rock 
(P.D.G.:1+7) .. 

A mineral, a member of the mica group (D.GeT.:52)~ 

Phylum of tiny colonial animals eq_uipped with a lophophore 
that build calcareous stro.ctures of many kina.s, mostly 
marine (DaG.T.:64). 

Contai....'1ing calcium carbonate (D.C{-.T.:67). 

A w.ineral, calcium carbonate (CaC03). One of the 
com,_~onest minerals, the principal constituent of lime
stone (D.G.T.:68)e 

.ll. carbonate rock in which the percentage of calcite is 
between 10 ana. 50 and the percentage of dolomite between 
50 a.~d 90 (D.G.T.:68). 

A lampropbyre havix1g pyroxene, sod.le hornblende ana. 
olivine as dark constituents and labradorite as its 
light constituento Sodic orthoclase may be present 
(D.G-.T.:70) .. 

Pertaining to a texture found in metamorphic rocks in 
which brittle minerals have been broken and flattenea. 
in a a.irection at a right angle to the pressure stress 
(D.G-.T.: 7J+)., 

Cry-otoc:cystalline quartz and much chert, commori.J.y 
mic;oscopically f'ibrous (D.G-.. Ta:79) .. 

A term usecl. for a group of' platyhydrous silicates of 
aluminium, ferrous iron, and magnesium wbich are closely 
related to the micasa Ferric iron s.nd chromium may 
replace aluminium, manga.11.ese and ferrous iron., Monoclinic, 
generally of a greenish colour .. Common in low grade 
metamorphic rocks (D.G-.T.: 83). 

Consisti.11g of fragments of rock or of organic structures 
tha·l; have been movea. individually from their places of 
origin (D.G.T.:86). 

A noa.ular or irregular concentration of certain authi
ge..'lic constituents of sedimentary rocks or tuf'fs; developed 
by the localisect deposition of material from solution, 
generally about a central nucleuso Harder than enclosing 
rock (D. G/I:.: 100). 

1,/ Rounded watervmrn fragments of rock or pebbles, 
cementecl together by a..11other mineral substance. 2/ A 
cemented elastic rock containing rounctea_ f'::cagments 
corresponding i.'Yl their gracle sizes to gravel or pebbles 
(D.C-.T::102)., 

Soft porous limestone composed of broken shells, corals 
a.'l'ld other organic debris (D.G.T.:108)., 



Cr,yptocrystalline Crystalline, but so fine-grained that the individual 
c ompone:nt s ca:nnot be seen 'With a magnifying 1ens ( D. G·. T. : 11 5) • 

Crystallite 

Diorite 

Dolerite 

Dolomite 

Dunite 

Dyke 

T,l • .,.<acies 

Fela.spar 

Foliation 

Formation 

G-arnet 

Gastropoa.a 

Glauconite 

Glauconitic 
sandstone 

G-racle 

A microscopic, often skeletal, crystal unit Vihich is 
the initial form of crystalline material develop~~g in 
a volcanic glass (P.D.G.:110). 

A plutonic rock composed essentially of sodic plagio
clase and hornblende, biotite, or pyroxene9 Small 
amounts of quartz IDc\Y be present ( D. G .. T. : 1 37) .. 

A medium-grained basic hypabyssal igneous rock (P.D.G.:131). 

A common rock-forr...lling mine:ral (D.G.T.:143). 

A per:i.a.otite consisting almost v;holly of olivine and 
conte.ining accesso1-y pyroxene and chromite (D.G.T.,:150). 

A tabular body of igneous rock that cuts across the 
structure of adjacent rocks or cuts massive rocks. 
Al~chough most dykes result from the intrusion of magma, 
some are the result of metas.omtic replacement 
(D.G.T.:136). 

A stratigraphic bo~~ as a.istinguishea. fTom other bodies 
of a.ifferent appearance or composition (D .. G.T.:171J-) .. 

The most importa..i1.t single group of rock-forming 
silicate minerals (P.D.G.:172) .. 

/ 

Parallel orientation of plat? minerals or mineral 
banding in rocks (P.D .. G.:190),. 

(Stratigraphical). The primary unit in lithostratigrapby 
consisting of a succession of strata useful for mapping 
or description. Host formations possess cer'ca:LD distinct
ive lithological features that may indicate genetic 
1~elat:Lonships. Ora.inarily the upper and lower boundaries 
of a formation are a_eterminea_ lithologically, but they 
may be unconformities or be determined by the occurrence 
of guide fossils (D.G.T.:192)0 

A mineral group., Garnet is a resister.t mineral and 
detrital grains are commonly founc1 in sediments. Clear, 
flawless crystals are usea. as gemstones; garnet is also 
valuable as an abrasive (P.D.G.:197). 

J\ class of the phylum kollusca; commonly known as 
gastropods, or snails (D.G.T.:201). 

A green n:d.neral, closely related to the rwi cas and 
essentially a hyclrous potassium iron silicate (D .. G-. T.: 211). 

A quartz sandstone or an arkosic sa..ndsto:r:i.e rich in 
glauconitic grains (D.G.T.:211). 

Expression of relative qv.e..lity, e.g .. high grade or low 
gr~de (D.G.T.:214). 



Granite 

Granodiorite 

C-raphite 

G-reenschist 

Greywacke 

Haematite 

Harz burgi t e 

Hornblende 

Homfels 

Hydrothermal 

Igneous Rocks 

Inclusion 

A plutonic rock consisliing essentially of alkalic feldspar 
and quartz. Sodic plagioclase, usually oligoolase is 
con:unonly present in small amounts and muscovite, biotite, 
hornblende or rarely pyroxene may be mafic constituents 
(D.C-.T~: 215). 

A coarse-grained acid igneous rock consisting of quartz, 
calc-aJJ{ali feldspar, and various ferromagnesian minerals, 
domil1antly hornblende and biotite (D.G.T.:216). 

Black leaa_. A mi..YJ.eral, native carbon, c1imorphous with 
diamonds Black to steel-grey, very· soft (De G-~ T.: 2-17). 

A metamorphosec1 basic igneous rock which owes its colour 
and schistosity to ah.ma.ant chlorit.e (D.(.:r.T.: 220). 

A type of' sandstone ma,rked by: 1/ large detrital quartz 
and feldspars ( phenocrs,-sts) set in a 2/ prominerrc to 
dominant 'clay' matrix which may on low-grade metamor-phism 
be convertea. to chlorite and. sericite and '.oartially re
placed by carbonate, 3/ of' dark colour, 4/ generally tough 
and well indur.ated, 5/ extreme angularity of' detrital 
componerrts, 6/ presence in smaller or larger quantities 
of rock fragments, mainly chert, quartzite, slate or 
phyll:ite, and 7/ certain macroscopic structures ( graded 
bedding etc.) and 8/ certain rock associations 
(D .. G-., T.: 219) .. 

A mineral., Fe2oy The principal ore of iron (D.G.T.: 229)., 

A perj.dotite composea. of olivine and subora.inate ort;ho
pyroxene with accessory opaque oxides (D.G.T.:227). 

A mineral of the amphib.ole group .... widespread in meta
morphic igneous rocks. Prismatic a.."ld blaa.e-like crystal 
f · 1 1 .... • ' ' - 1 • 1 (P D 0 227 orms, b ..... ac..{ 00 greon1sl1-o.Lac.{ 111 co our .. 1. • "'"•: 

and Appendix)., 

A fine-grained, non-schistose metamorphic rock resulting 
from contact meta.morphism. Large crystals may be present 
and may represent either porphyroblasts or relic pheno
crysts (D.G-.T.: 236). 

An adjective applied to heated or hot magma~J..c emanations 
rich in water, to the processes in wl,-ich they are concerned, 
and to the rocks, ore deposits, alteration products, and 
springs producea. by them (D.G-. T.: 2.42-22:-3) .. 

Formed by solidification of hot mobile material termed 
magma ( D. G-. T. : 2J+.9) • 

A silicic volcanic rock forming thick, massive compact, 
lava-like sheets that cover a 11ide area in the central 
part of' the Horth Island of New Zealand. (D .. (:.'c.T.: 249) .. 

1 / A crystal or fragment of another substance or a 
minute cavity filled with gas or liquid enclosea. in a 
crystal. 2/ A fragment of' older rock enclosed in an 
igneous rock; a xenolith (D.C-.T.: 251)., 



Induratea. 

Jasper 

Lamproph.0rre 

Lava 

Lignite 

Limestone 

Lustre 

1fag11esite 

Meta volcanics 

Bica 

Ifoscovite 

Jviylonite 

Nannofossil 

Oligoclase 

Olivi.11.e 

Rendered harcl.; confinea. in geological use to ni.asses 
harcl.ened by heat, bakea . ., e-'cc .. , as a.istinguished from 
hard or compact in natural structure. In moder-n usage 
the term is applied to rocks not only hardened by heat, 
but also by pressure and cementation (D.G-.T .. : 253). 

A rea. chert-like variety oi' chalcedony (P.D.G-.: 251). 

A group name applied to dark dyke rocks (D .. G.'I\: 278). 

Fluid rock such as that which issues from a volcano or a 
fissure i.n the earth's surface; also the same material 
solidified by cooling (D.G.T.:281-282). 

A brownish-black coal in which the alteration of 
vegetal :material has proceeded further than in peat but 
not so far as in sub-bituminous coal (D.G-.T.,: 289) .. 

A general term for that class of rocks which contain at 
least 80 ?0 of the carbonates of calcium or :magnesium 
(D.,G-.T.: 289),. 

'l1he character of the light reflectec1 by minerals; it 
constitutes one of the means of d.i.stinguish.ing them .. 
There are several kinds of lustre: a vitreous lustre 
for example is the lustre of broken glass (D.G-.T.:298) .. 

A mineral of the carbonate group founa. in irre6ular veins 
in serpentine ancL formed by replacement of dolomite ana. 
limestone (P.D.G.:279). 

Partly metamorphosed volcanic rocks (D. G.':t.: 317). 

A m:L."l.eral group, consisting of phyllosilicates with 
sheet-like structures. ·well knmm members of the group 
are biotite and muscovite (D.G.T.:318),. 

.A mineral, a member of the mica 6rcup, the com....-n.on white, 
green., red, or light bro-wn mica of gra...YJ.ites, gneisses 
and schists (D.G.T.:337). 

A fine-grai.YJ.ed, laminated rock formed by extreme 
microbrecciation ana. milling of rocks dur:L."'1.g movement 
on fault surfaces (D.G-.'.L'.:338)., 

(Nannopla:riJ-:ton).. The name given to fossil material of 
ultra-microscopic size; in general it is so small that 
it can 011ly be seen by usiri.g the highest power of a 
phase-contrast ro.icroscope, or an electron microscope 
(P.D.G.:312)., 

A member of the mineral group plagioclase which in turn 
belongs to the sodit..un-calciw.."1 feldspars. One of the 
coimnonest rock-forming minerals (D .. G~.T.:384. and P.D.G.:172) .. 

Chrysolite., Peria.ct. lm important rock-forming mineral, 
especially in the rn.afic and ultramafic rocks (D.G-.To:353) .. 



Patina 

Pelitic 

Perid.otite 

Perlite 

Phenocrysts 

Pbyllite 

Pillow lavas 

Pillov1 structure 

Pitchstone 

Porphyd tic 

Pyrite 

Quartz 

Il,hyolite 

Rodingite 

A thin light-cciloured outer layer produced. by 
weathering (D. G-.T.: 370) .. 

Argillaceous, but now used almost entirelv in relation 
to metamorphosed arg:1.llaceous rocks (peli~ces) (P.D.G.:3L,.2)., 

A general term for essentially nonfeldspathic plutonic 
rocks consisting of olivine, with or without other mafic 

. 1 r D G ,.., 3-• \ .lll.1nera.,..s , 1 ., - .. .L.: /1+;. 

A volcanic glass havin.g nv.merous concentric cracks vthich 
give rise to perlitic structure. Host perliJces have a 
higher water content than obsictians.. A high uroportion 
of all perlites are rhyolitic in composition (D,.G.,T.:374)., 

One of the relatively large and orclinarily conspicuous 
crystals of the ea:diest generation in a porphyritic 
igneous :c~ock (D. G .. T.: 378) .. 

A cleaved metamorphic rock having af'fi11ities with both 
slates and mica schists. The term is rather loosely 
used for rocks Vihich are coarser-grai:.r'l.ed and less per
fectly cleaved than slates, but which are finer-grained 
and better cleaved thrt1 mica schists. 'l:hey are f'ormed 
by low-temperature regional metamorphism (P.D.Go:3,tf.-9). 

A general term fo1~ lavas that exhibit pilloY! structure 
occurring mostly in basic lavas (basalts and andesites) 
and especially in the sodiu.m-rich basa.lts known as 

·1·.i.. (n,.., r:, ·38-1\ sp1 1L·es ,~ .. lr•-•. ; ., 

'I'he peculiar structure exhibited by some basic lavas 
wh:i.ch consist of an a.gglomerat:i..on of rounded masses 
that resemble pillows or filled sacks (D. G-., It,.: 381) $ 

A volcanic stone characterisec1 by a pitchy rather tha.1:1 
glassy lustre. They may be al_rnost any colour and have 
compositions equivalent to a wide range of volcanic 
rockse TheJr contain a rather high percentage of water 
compared to other glassy rocks (D.G-.. T.: 383)., 

A textural term for those igneous rocks in which larger 
crystals ( phenocrysts or ins'ets) are set in a finer 
,,.rouna.mass vrhich may be c1:y-stalline or glassy or both 
?n (' rp ·391) 
\ l./4 v.. • · 0 • :- e 

Iron pyrites. I'ool's gola. (D.G.T.:L,.05). 

c:es·ste,,l is a VTatery, clear 

li'ine-graii."1.ed to glassy acid volcay;-i c rocks. Liine:mlogically 
they are similar to granites and. mic:rogranites (P.D.c+.: 387). 

A form of lime garnet. 



Sana.stone 

Schist 

Schistosity 

Serpentine 

Siliceous 

Sill 

Sillimani te 

Siltstone 

". + 0:DJ.ver 

Slate 

Slickenside 

Spherulite 

A cemented or othervdse compacted detrital sedime::1t 
composed predominantly of quartz grains, the grac1es of 
the latter being those of san.a.. l.Iinemlogical varieties 
such as feld.spathic and glauconitic sana.stones are 
recognised, a..~d also argillaceous, siliceous, calcareous, 
ferruginous., and other varieties acco:;.."Cling to the nature 
Ol"' ..,_t,1,e '01·....,:J-in.O' o·.1." cem·,=,nJt,_.;.,._.,,. r.1a·l:; 0 ·('1·a1 (D ,:.rp ·J,.:;h') 

.L- _.1,._u._ o '-'"" ..J..J.J.o .LW. '-"- - '\ e 1..':io- 4 ° ·-1~./J • 

A medium or coarse-grained metamorphic rock with sub
parallel orientation of the micaceous m:L~erals which 
dominate its composition (D.G.T.:l1J8). 

That variety of foliation the.t occurs in the coarser
gra:i.nea. metamorphic 1~ocks. Generally the result of the 
parallel arrangement of plat,;,r anc1 ellipsoidal minera1 
-,-,.,, ~ .,., s f D r• rp • 1 ,; R \ Qw,,_<.:...,-U..,!. \. .-.. :,-~_,_ 0 ... +_..,u;., 

The name includes at least two disti.'l'lct :minerals, 
antigorite and chx:y-sotile, very a.ifficult to distir1guish. 
Most asbestos is chi-:ysotile. i\. common rock-forming 
mineral (D. G·. T.: liJ:-7) .. 

Of or pertaining to silica; containing silica, or 
partaking of its nature. Containii'lg abundant quartz 
t D G r,, • l i::1 '\ 
\.: $ ·4)-i..4)" ~...)',--}-/. 

A sheet-like body of' igneous rock vrhich cord'orms to 
bedd.ing or other structural planes (P .. D,G-,: 1:-15)" 

i\.11 aluminium silicate mineral (D.G-.T.:451:-- and P.D.G.:415) .. 

A ver.Y- fine-grained consolid.ated elastic rock composed 
predominantl,y of particles of silt grade ( D. G. T. : l:-51+) ., 

A chemical sediment a.enosited by a mineral spring, hot 
or cold (D.G.T.:456). ~ 

A compact, i'ine-grained metamorphic :cock formea. from 
such :cocks as shale and volcanic ash, which possess the 
property of fissi}ity along planes incLependent of the 
original bedding (.slaty cleavage), whereby they can be 
partea. i.71.to plates which are lithologicalJ.y indistinguish
able ( G. G., : 699) .. 

Polished and stciatea. ( scratcheo.) sur:E'ace that results 
f:."cm friction along a fault :plane (D.G-.'l'.:lr.57) .. 

A small, radiating and usually concentrically arranged 
aggregation of one or more minerals generally of 
spherical or spheJ'.'Oidal shape, formea_ by the radial 
growth of acicular crys·cals in a rigid 6lass about a 
comJnon centre or i·,1clusion. Suchst:ructures are especially 
comnon in the glassy groun&uass of silicic lava flows 

a. · b . " . 1 D ... r'' 1 c.7\ an in o s1a1ans , ob·· ·.1. : .;-o ) ., 



Spilite 

Stilpnomelane 

Streal: 

Syenite 

Talc 

Tectox1ic 

Tremolite 

'.I'uff 

Variolitic 
stru.cture 

Vesicular 

Ultramafic, 
ultrama:f'ite 

A basaltic rock type containi.YJ.g chlo1~1te in place of' 
augite and olivine, ana. albite as the plagioclase. 
Trachytic and rhyolitic types containing soa.i-potassic 
feldspars, and someti.ues quartz, h2.ve been terrnea. 
keratopl:iyres. Spilites and. their associates are generally 
found as pillovr lavas (P.,DoG .. :l,.21.!-). 

}. black or greenish-black mineralo It occurs in mica
like plates, fibrous fo1'.fus, ana. velvety bronze-coloured 
:L.'1.crustations ( G. G.\: 69 3). 

( Mi.."'1.eralogy) • The c olou:r of a mineral in its powcce1•ecl 
form, usually obtainea. by rubbing the mineral on streak 
plate ana. observing the mark it leaves.. Streak is an 
important characteristic in mineral ai.'1.alysis; it is 
sometimes different from the colour of the sample, and 
it is generally constant :E'o r the same mineral ( G-. G. : 699) ~ 

A plutonic igneous rock consisti.'1g principally of' 
alkalic feldspar usually- vdth one or more mafic minerals 
S 'lJr>h as ''10'1"i}b1 :,·nae Q~" hi QJ.l•J.8 (n ,-, Cjl • I 87\ ~,.,.L.:. .!.- .... l _..,1...,.1. - -. '-'- V L, \. •lT.o..:..• •I+ , ) fl 

A mineral, coLTunonly in folie:ted masses., Very soft, has 
a greasy or soapy feel, and is easil~r cut., Impure 
massive material is callee. stea:tite or soapstone., A 
common m::Lrieral of metamorphosed. mafic rocks (D.C~/I'.:L1.90)~ 

Of, perte.in:l:0.g to, or designat:l:0.g the rock structure 
and external forms resulting from the deformation of 
the earth's crust (D.G.'l'.:l!-92),. 

A mineral ·belongi:o.g to the amphibole group (P.D~c~.:4-5).:-). 

.A rock formed of compactea. volcanic f2•agments, generally 
smaller than 1:- mm in diameter (D.G-.Te: 5111-) .. 

A type of spherulitic texture often occurr:L'Ylg in 
glassy basic rocks, at the chilled margin of a.ykes or 
sills (P.D.G.:469). 

C ... • • ' 11 • . . 1D " rn • r::2,,-\ oni.,aJ-~ing ma.nJ sma cavi·cies '-- o L.·. :r •• .,1 o; .. 

Is appliec:t in this tesis to aunite, harzburgite, 
:peridotite, and their altere:tion product, se:cpent:L."1.e. 
'.rhis te:rm is preferred to 1ultrabasic 1 , because basic 
is a chemim-al term and 1~efers to alkaline compm .. ma.s 
( from Coleman, 1966: 'i 1) <> 



APPENDIX 2 

HL4..0RI WORDS FOR GEOLOG-ICAL MATERIALS. 

Adapted from: A Dictim"-:.ar.y oftt the 1\f_aori_I:.ant,'Ua±l§, 

EsW. Williams, Government Printer, Vielli..'1gton, 1971; and c~eology 

of Kew Zealand, F. von Hochstetter, ( translated by C .. A. Fleming), 

G-over.n.ment Printer, Wellington, 1959 .. 

Aropawa 

Aulm.nga 

Autoru 

Hamo~unoa 

Eauhunga 

Hineatauira 

Eineioitu 

Hinewaiapu 

}loanga~ 

Horete 

Horu., horua 

Hua.ku:ru 

Huapapa 

Euatawa 

/\. kind of stone found in the rivers of the South 
Island, usea_ for making tools .. 

A pale variety of green.stone., 

~A roui1d sto11e used in gri.ndi.Lig dorn of ]rolco,t~1, 
or rea. ochre$ 

1/ Clay$ 
2/ Small spherical stones consisting of iron pyrites, 
Tihich were usea. as bullets by Maoris in the wars of 
the 1860s. 

A variety of greenstone. 

A flirrt-like stone usecL for cu-'cting purposes .. 

A ki.nd of stone 

A stone with particles of fli."lt or quartz eni'oedcted 
in it. 

A kind of se.n.dstone used in the process of cutti.ng 
and grinding stone implements., The terms matanui 
and matarehu indicated. the coarse and fine-grained 
variety respectively., 

A I (:I..!' 1/ ,._,cone. 
2/ Drill., 

Red ochre, burnt 1fo1c_9w~i used as pigment. 

A rea.clish flint-1 ·il<.:e stone usea. :in ceremonies of' 
the ~ Jla,;nanga. 

Flat rocks. 

A dark variety of' the siliceous stone callea. ~
~.12.~, a stone foimcl at VTaiapu near the East Capeo 



I 

I 
I 

Hukatai 

Ike.. a N"gahu.e 

Inanga 

Kahotea 

Ka.ma..ka 

Kapowai 

Kapua 

Kapuarangi 

lCaraJca 

Karamea 

Kautete 

lCe:retu .. 

Aerewenua 

Kir-i'kiri 

Kokowai 

A stone used i:n the ceremonies of the~ wru1an.&§, 
= r~ (~ flint etc.) 

Prized greenstone, jade. 

A whitish variety of greenstone, jade or nephrite .. 
~:he qualifying terns k~, ~~' .:ealsa12,akc_J., ~ 
and~ were usea_ to disinguish different qualities., 

Variety of greenstone havi.rig light colourea. strea..'lcs 
in it, nearly white .. 

Jlo1:!k: 01'"' sto11e. 

Petrified wooa_., 

A variety of~' or cutting s"cone of inferior 
quality. 

Basaltic stone, dark in colour (YTilliams) $ 

A word usecl. in different parts of Hew Zealand for very 
a_ifferent kincls of rocks; chiefly however for dark 
blue-grey or bluish-1:ilack rock: e.,g. for base,lt at 
Whaingaroa Harbour, fo1"' certain very compact trachytic 
and phonolitic rocks at Lake Tarawera, for the bluish
black quartzose a:i~gillites of '.112,Upiri i:ou..."ltain on the 
WaJj,:e;to River., a.11d l:Urnwise on the l\fok:au River near 
the Wairere waterfall (Hochstetter). 

A variety of greenstone, opaque ana_ a.ark green. 

Red ochre. Ka...~aramea: red, coloured with ochre~ 

A wood.en h.si,nclle for holding flints for cutting., 
~ kautete, a weapon of sharp flalrns of flint 
lashed firmly to a wooden handle. 

A dark variety of greenstone. 

Clay" 

Yellow clay, loam. 

G·ravel :::kiri'.oohatu. 

Flint., quartz.. Used as a cutting instrument ('Willia.ms) .. 
Fl:L."lt, chert, siliceous slate, jasper, agate, 
chalcedony, cornelean, just about sy11.onymous with 
'silica'. Used chiefly for cryptocrystall.i.11.e and 
amorphous varieties of the quartz family, for hard 
rocks which have the property of breakirtg in"co 
sharp splinters at a blow (Hochstetter)Q 

Ear'ch from Vihich red ochre is procured by bu:t"".o.ing 
(Williams). Generally, however, also for alJ. intensely 
red kinds of rock, whether sandy or argillaceous 
(Hochstetter) .. 



Koma 

Kongahu 

Koripi 

Korito 

Koropungapunga 

Kororariki 

Kowhatu, kohat-u 

Kowhatu kura 

Kura 

Kuruta:i 

1:Iakahuri 

ifakoha 

Manapouri 

il'iania 

:Man.utea 

Llapunga 

I,Iaru 

Mata 

lfata waiapu 

Iviata tu.hua 

Mata kautete 

1 / A kind of stone., 
2/ Basalt., 

Stone,. 

L"life of obsidian or of sharks teeth., 

A dark green opaque variety of greenstone .. 

Pumice stone .. 

A black stone used for making Tieapons. 

Stone, rock. Rounded stones= EOw-hcfk.~· 

Literally reda.ish stone, e.g .. jasper, such as occurs 
on the shores of Wailieke Is. in the Haureld Gulf., 

Red ochre =-1§1~ .. 

1/ li. hard dark coloured stone usea. for mak"ing 
weapons = onewa, -~· 
2/ A weapon macLe of this stone .. 

A speckled variet;f of greenstone .. 

. A kind of stone used for haangi = ka:m ... <L1ta, huakuru. 

Large stone., 

Soft slaty rocke 

A black stone. 

Thi11 slabs of sandstone set in a v,ooden frarae, 
used as a saw for cutting greenstone., 

A light-coloured, close-grained stone used for 
maki.11g weapons .. 

A white stone, trachyte tuff = opunga .. 

A soft slaty stone. 

Fl:L'1t, quartz, or obsidian., usea_ for cutting .. 

A stone found at Vlaiapu., near East Cape. 

Obsidian., so called. from Mayor Islana. :::: tu.riua. 

Saw-1:i.ke weapon maa.e of f'lalces of obsidian or 
somet·hn.es sharks teeth, fastenea. to a wood.en 
frame = mira., 



Hata..1coma 

Ivlatapaia 

Matara 

Mihiau 

1'.Iihiwai 

Mirei 

tiiroi 

11Ii ti 

Motu 

Motuor.ihi 

Ngahu 

Ngako 

Okehu 

Okewa 

One 

Cnepu 

Onetai 

A dark grey stone used for mak-i'i".1.g weapons .. 

Coarse-grained, applied to hoanga. 

A clay which when baked ha:cd was used as a stone 
f'or cookL<1ga 

Obsiaian = tuhua. 

A black bituntlnous substance thrown up on the 
sea shore .. 

A stone said to h1:nre been used ,;"0. g'.i."ina.ing stone 
weapons. 

J1 kind of' stone., 

A very smooth hard rock,. 

A stone instrument used f'or cu:r2li.ng fla.."'C fibres., 

1/ A heavy stone from which weapons nere :ma.a.e. 
2/ A weapon made from the above. 

A stone often founct in spherical masses., some 
compound of iron; also called moamoa. 

A heavy kina. of stone, usect for ma._'ldri.g sinkers for 
nets ana. fishing lines., 

A sort of flint found embedaed in the stone known 
as hinewaia·pu, = -paru.hi. 

A stone = 1~~ngahu (Williarns)., Sandstone, marl, 
especialJ.y soft :mu.a.stone ana. srmdy marl of 
yellowish colour (Hochstetter). 

A white crystallised limestone; also called 
n.sako ·eounamu. 

A soft 1,hite stone = ~ .. 

1/ A a.ark grey stonee 
2/ A weapon or implement made of the above stone., 

Sana . ., especially white quartz or calcareous sand; 
-i'rl contrast to ..2!1~:ES, black magnetite S&'1d.., 

Preferably denotes the black sana_ which occurs in 
great qua.x1tities along the west coast of the North 
Island (HochsteJcter) .. 

Sandstone., 



Onewa 

Opu.nga 

Pakaku 

Pakawera 

Pakeho 

Pa.1-:ohe 

Palruru 

Papanui 

Para 

Parae 

Para-kara..1rn 

Paretao 

Parihi 

Paru11i 

Patuta.i."'J.e 

P:U1arongo 

Pipiwai 

Pipiwhara:uroa 

Pora 

Porangahu 

Pounan.1.U. 

Poutama 

1/ A dark grey stone_ 
2/ A weapon or instrwnerrt made of the above stone .. 

1/ A white trachyte tufI", stone. 
2/ A close-grainea. whitish stone from which weapons 
were m,3,cte .. 

A bituminous substance founc1 on beaches; used as 
chewin.g gum ::: pakalrn and mini.:Lria .. 

A basaltic stone. 

,! / ' 1/ .!\. limestone .. 
2/ A white clay .. 

t/ A a.ark-grey, close-grained. stone. 
2/ A weapon or implement made of this stonee 

Stone hammer., 

A type of stone., 

1/ A dark coloured stone used :f:'or me.king implements, 
fou..11d embea.ded in hinewaiaPUo 

I 

2/ A flalrn of stoneo 

A kind of stone .. 

J~Q orange-red stone. 

Obsidian ::: ~ ;earetao. 

1/ A stone similar to flint = ;earuh~ .. 
2/ S stone knife :maa.e of chips of the above. 

:::: ;earilii; A ki..."1d. of' flint., dark in colour., with 
red.c1ish veins., found embea.a_ea. in hinewai~, used. 
as cutti.11g -i111plements. 

A stone used for cutting ana_ dr•illi.'r1g greenstone., 

A very hard black stone usea. for mal-ci.'rJ.g implem:mts. 

11. variety of greenstone. 

A white stone 

Greenstone .. 

A reddish stone :founa. on -'che sea beach used as a 
takua...11i at a ~ .. 



P01vhatu, pohatu 

PLi.kepoto 

Pungaeke 

Pungapunga 

Pungarehu 

Pungatara 

Pu.."1.gawerawera 

Puwailrura 

Rangitoto 

Raukaraka 

Rehu 

Renga horu. 

Tahakura 

Tahoata 

Tak"'wai 

Takiritane 

Takou 

Tangiwai 

~rara:nui 

Taupe 

Stone :::: kowhatu. 

A a.ark blue earth used. as a pigment. 

I.n the Taupo and. upfer VTanganui areas, .,che specific 
name for tracbyte; used at 011garuhe in the Tuhua 
district for trachyte tuff' containi..ng sa.nidine 
(Hochstetter) .. 

1 / Pumice stone. 
2/ A variety of greenstone. 

Volcanic ash. 

Native sulphur ("Williams). Porous volcanic scoria; 
local name for the volcanic cinders on the ash cone 
of the 'Jongariro system (Hochstetter)~ 

Sulphur. 

.A ld:,1cJ_ of stone. 

Lava, dense black basalt ana. porous volcanic 
scoria of the Aucklana. volcanoes* 

A kind of greenstone. 

1 / "G1l-':r..l. 
..1,; • ..1..-.1.Vai 

2/ .l\. heavy black stone usea. for making 'implements .. 
3/ Chip; ~ ~: strike sparks from flint. 

Fine powcler of red ochre used as a pigment. 

Corne1ian, stone. 

Pumice stone. 

Quartz, particularly 'in demand as s'i,ilf.er for ·'c:aki.'11.g 
wa,..ehou (Seriolella br.§.::.~). 

A stone used for gr-iri.ding., cutting and drilJ.ing 
greenstone. 

A white stone u.sed for making 'implements = o;py.12 . 

Red ochre, a variet.v obtainecl from yellow earth by 
burning. 

A t1~ansparent varie-'cy of greenstone. 

A kind of sandstone used for grindin.g and polishing 
greenstoneq 

Red ochre. 

A ferruginous earth or stone .. 



I 
I, 

Teko 

Toka 

Tongarewa, 
tongarerewa 

To-l;ora 

Totoeka 

Totowera 

~1:'uapalm 

Tuatara 

Tuhua 

Tul1aeke 

Turua 

~~utae koka 

Uku 

Ureonetea 

Uri 

'i:'[aipawa 

"\Yaipounamu 

"\Yai·butu:ru 

Wharo 

Whatu 

Rock. 

Stone, rock .. 

A semi-transpa.rent variety of greenstone .. 

A fine-grainea. rea.dish sandstone used for 
grinding stone implem.entse 

Streaked varieJcy of greenstone .. 

A variety of greenstoneq 

.l'i. light coloured stone; applied to 2,,.,.'1 inferior 
kind of greenstone; perhaps =,k.ahotea. 

Clay, loamo 

ObsicJ.ian. 

Balls of .~(!£),!!;Tb (red ochre) which have been baclly 
baked a:nd require to be reba'l;:ed., 

A sandstone used for gr:Lnding stone implements. 

A kind of stone, probably volcanic, much prized 
:f'or use :i.n cooking. 

A a.iscoloured flaw in greenstone., 

White clay., 

A grinding sto:n.e for dril1:ir;.g and cutt·h1g greenstone. 

1/ A dark coloureo. hard stone used for mak-'i71g 
:Linplement s .. 
2/ An adze of such stone. 

A stone valued. fo::c cooking :purposes., 

Greenstone., 

A ver.7 transparent variety of greenstone,. 

CoaL 

Stone. 



APPENDIX 3 

LIST OF KNOVl:N I,lli'TASOii.ATISED ARGILLITE SOURCES. 

LOCATION 

Deserter Bay 

Deserter Bay/ 
}Wt Ears 

:rec Ears 

B'iack Beach 

Attempt Rill 

SITE RECORD 
11Uiv1BER. 

S10/15, 59 
and. 60 

S10/29 

s10/30 

s10/31 

s11/3 

s10/2s 

DESCRIPJ:IOH 

Three disc·rete arease Boula.ers workecl 
at st:r.eam outJ.ets on beach., Colour 
range: black to light grey., 

One very large outcrop surrouna.ec1 by a 
considerable depth of flakes.. Colour: 
black.. L"1 a Yalley J.eaa.ing a.own to 
Deser'cer Bay from Mt Ears. 

On a north facing ridge about 150 m A.S.L. 
A number of small worked outcrops, one of 
which is slightly 'mined' below ground 
level, surrouna.ea. by concentra:l;ions of' 
flakes and hammerstonesa Predom:inarrl:;ly 
black .. 

North facing ridge about 250 m A.S.L., 
Cut by road. Several worked. outcrops with 
concentrated areas of roughouts, flaJ:::es 
ana. hammerstones. Prec!.ominantly black .. 

Below the summit on the eastern slopes, 
above aYilbelow the road@ Several outcrops 
workea. and surrouria.ea. by a great depth of 
flakeso Flakes, hammerstones ana. rough
outs litter the ground for many thousands 
of square metres - especially below the 
road where material exte:.flds more tha.n 
half way down the slo1)es leacting to the 
small bay north of Whe.reatua Bay.., 
Predominantly black. 

One outcrop worked, but apparently not 
e}.'tensiveJ.y. Five metres above the beach 
at the northern end., How grassed over so 
the extent is impossible to determine
'1:here is a chemical analysis of sa..mples 
from this quarry i.."1 P..eea. ( 19 59: 908) .. 

On northern plateau below Sl1.l1llllit. Small 
widely separat ea. areas of work,ed blocks 
and flakes from nearby boulders.., Dark 
grey and greens 



Kapowai s10/184 

S10)192 

s10/193 

Coppermine Bay s10/1so 

s10/1 s1 

Ohana ( Ohaua) S10/32 

s10/33 

Si.0/34 

I • 

Outcrop 5 m above high tide mark, large 
boulders scattered for at least 15 m 
along the shore~ ]'lakes and r·oughouts on 
beach.. Colour: m.i.cL-grey., 

Worked outcrop :Ln. dense manuka 50 m above 
the stream leading -into the bay immediately 
south of Kapowai .. Scattered flakes only; 
poor quality blue-grey- argillite~ 

Large outcrops and extensive surrounding 
area of flakes., About 1 50 m Ji.., S. L .. 
Thompson's quarr,y- ( Thompson, 1918).. 1Iid
grey to blue-grey material .. 

Qua::.-'.Ty in stream bed., One worked outcrop 
and scattered flakes,. 200 m A .. S.L@ 
Coarse; uniform light grey. 

A .minor quarriec1 boulder and scattered 
flaJrns alongside the road which runs by 
the ola. coppermine shafts., Coarse; 
uniform liglrc grey. 

G:)uar1"ied small boula.ers. At sea level in 
a small ba,';T on the east coast.. Flakes and 
blocks of material eroding from the beach 
sec,:;:i.on.. Beach littered. with water-rollea. 
flakes and roughoutse Colour ranges from 
pure crearry ·white to very pale grey and 
grey-green w:'Lth mottling and black veining. 

Twenty metres A,. S .. L.. on a steep slope 
above the sea (and S10/34)s One large 
outcrop extensively quarried. with flakes 
spill:Lng down hillsidea Colour: pale grey& 

This quarry occurs at sea level forming a 
cliff whi..ch is washed by waves at hig.'h 
tide (see Plate 5). Two faces especially 
show marked faceting.. The very little 
debris remajning at the base of the cliff, 
and the difficult rocky shore indicates 
that quarried blocks :were taJcen elsewhere 
to be worked. A chemical analysis has been 
carried out by Coleman ( 1966: 39).. Hammer
stone re:m.,,"la:rrcs lie amongst the rocks below. 
Great quantities of material could have 
been removed from this exposure without 
maY..ing any apparent difference.. .A.long with 
~che Black Beach quarr,y, Si 0/33 and 3!.1- are 
the only contact-altered argillites yet 
known on D'Urville Islana.; the others are 
all inclusions within the serpent:i.J1eo At 
S10/311- the contact zone is exceptionally 
cleare This contact alteration may be the 
key to its distinctive character. 



Askew' s Hill., 
Tai:pare Bay 

Ela:L'1e Bay 

Otarawao 

Samson I s 
Billy Creek 

Symond' s Hill 

Red Hill 

Whangamoa/ 
Hebberd' s 

Oakley's 

Rushpool 

s15/24 

S15/23 

s15/5 

S15/10 

s15/2 and 7 

s20/6 

An extensive flaking area with outcrop .. 
At the summit of the hill, about l;.50 m 
A. S. L. Colour: steely blue-grey to 
very dark grey$ 

Reported but unconfirmed. 

A large quarry area recently rec era.ea.. 
Colour: dark grey ( J$ Y. Vfalls, pers. comm .. ) .. 

Above and below the road, in three 
concentrations, strevm over the hillside 
and in the stream bed. Includes large 
worked stream boulders. 300-l:-OO m 
A,.S .. L. Colour: mid-grey. 

Reported flaking area@ Details u:nlcnow.a .. 

Reported large flaldng area,. Details 
u:nlcnown,. 

A large altered -inclusion, extensively 
quarriea.e One face of the outcrop has 
had a trench dug beneath it -in order to 
expose the desired 'fresh' mate~ial 
underground. Some dense concentrations 
of flakes and numerous grano-diorite 
ha:m.merstones and knappi.'1g stones. Duff 
( 19~-6) records fi.11ding a chert (flint) 
core and a rough··out side-haf;ced adze., 
Colour: black .. 

A number of large boulders surround.ea. 
by flakes and broken grano-diorite 
hammerstoneso Situatea. on a ridge and 
hillside above the Collins River and 
opposite Eebberd1 s.. Two concentrations 
of mid-grey material. 

Perhaps the most spectacular quarry of 
all. On a ridge high above the srrQth 
branch of the Maitai River .. Three main 
outcrops situated on the margins of a 
small natural pond which now supports a 
thick groi'rvh of rn.shes., Some original 
forest is growing amongst the outcrops 
and su1"'rounds the pond. For an early 
description see Sk:L."1..'1er ( 1911.1-).. '.!.'he out
crops are large and extensively quarried, 
coarse flake debris ly-ing thickly about 
them., Finer flakes lie -in a deep and 
dense mass on the west and south sides 
of the pond. L'1 spite of :intense fossick
ing it is still possible to see roughouts 
and hamm.erstones. On a visit made i'Yl 1970 
a large portion of a roughed-out quad.-



I\faungatapu S10/15 

Wilson's Flat 

The Forks 

Rocks Hut 

Hackett Creek s20/16 

Toi Creek 820/4 

Long Gully 

Rocky Knob s20/11 and 12 

Cat Knob s20/13 

rangular cross-sectioneo. adze with some 
harnmerdressing was recoro.ed., along with 
a retouched blade in argi1 lite.. Large 
grano-d:i.orite hammerstones a:nd smaller 
knapping stones, including some of rodi.,."lg
ite, are still numerous@ Some thousands 
of square metres are litterea_ with flakes, 
the full extent of the area being hidden 
amongst the regenerating forest cover. 
Colour: dark gres weathering to light grey. 

On a hillside about 200 m up the track 
from the Rushpool cru~rry o Small quarried 
bould.ers. Flakes scattered over a wide 
area., Colour: light grey. A schist 
hammersJcone has been recovered from this 
quarry. 

Small worked boulders., Details unknown .. 
See Skin:r1er ( 19111--) e 

G-rano-diorite boulders and a scatter of 
flakese Details uriJ,;:nown.. See Skinner ( 1914) .. 

Small outcroppL.'1.g boulders worked., Very 
minor scattered flaking area., Very fine
grained glassy materialq Colour grsy-
green, some whites 

Very small outcrop high on a ridge.. Not 
extensively worked, a smaJJ. scatter of 
flakes only.. Dark grey .. 

On the hillside aboYe the stream.. An 
outcrop of rather coarse quality material, 
quite extensivel,y workea... Light grey. 

Minor worked boulders a.".l.d a few flakes .. 
One roughout recovered. Disturbed by a 
bulldozer., On both banks of the stream. 
Colour: mid-gr~v~ 

A quQ,rl-:Y consisting of small but extensively 
worked outcro:p}Jing boulders on a hillside 
above a small stream. Only slightly 
fossicked. Discrete areas where blocks 
had been roughed out were still visibleo 
Hammerstones consist of green sandstone 
from the river belovr and grano-diorite, 
and are particularly nun1erouso Roughouts 
are predominantl,Y large flakes reduced 
bilaterally. Pe.rtialJ.y excavated u.nder 
the direction of Mr Je Y. Walls$ Colour: 
dar .. 'k: grey. 

Close to Rocky Knob. On a small kn.ob 
with lower margins cut by a bulldozed 
track. A small boula.er outcrop onJ.y 
slightly exploj_te(1o A high proportion of 
roug.r1.outs to vmste flaJ:es. Colour: m:i.d-e:;rey .. 



Lee River 

Little Starveall 

Red Hills 

Ifotueka River 

ULTP,..AlLI\FIC OUTLIER • ._ --·"~---N 
Station Creek, 

Matakitaki River 

1::araroa River 

West Dome 

~Ciwai Point 

Near the serpentine quarry, just above 
the river. Vlorkecl. boulders ana. a scatter 
of flalces.. Disturbea. by a bulldozer. 
Colour: mid-grey. 

0:n an isolated mineral belt area ·in Jche 
bush below IJt StarvealL About 1000 m 
A.S.L. A small working area with worked 
boulders@ Colour not known. 

Reper: .,ced only; · exact location and details 
are not known. If verified the quarry 
would be remarkable for its inaccessible 
location .. 

On a small hil1sia..e above the river. 
Yforkecl. river boulcLers ana. a small sca:tter 
of flakese Boulder most J.ilrnl,y to have 
been derived i'rom the Red Hills area of 
ultramaficse Colour: mid-grey (?). 
Several further localities of wo~Led 
river boulders have been reported and 
are :L~ the process of be:L~g surveyed and 
recordecl. 

Wor.kea. boulder v,ith scatter 
the banks o:f.' Station Creek .. 
know-..a. 

of flal<es on 
Colour: not 

R. Beck (pers., comm.,) has recovered what 
appear to be metasomatised argillites 
from the river bed. 

R .. Beck reports the possibility of a 
quarry occurr·h1.g in the West Dome area. 
Roughouts and finished adzes have been 
recovered by farmers in the area. These 
look very similar ir1. hand spec-in1en to 
material found outcropp-ir1g in the Caples 
Group near lviavora Lalces., The latter does 
not so far appear to have been expiloited. 

A very small 'seam I occurs i...'1. an outcrop 
near the Tiwai Point wharf.. It is black 
and has been used extensively for flake 
tools but not for adze ma::iufacture~ 
(R. Beck, pers.. comm.,). 
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APPENDIX 4 

TABLES., 

Inaividual site assemblages of rock types. 

Chert: assemblages - artefacts and flake utilisation .. 

Lietasomatisea. argillite assemblages 

l\'Ietasomatised argillite assemblages 
utilisation .. 

hand specimen colours. 

a.rtefacts and flake 

Obsidian assemblages - flake utilisation and colour range. 

GrejT\va.cke assemblages ... artefacts ana_ flake utilisation., 

Sandstone and limestone assemblages 
pieces. 

artefacts and waste 

Pu.m.:i.ce., haematite and calcite assemblages - artefacts 
and waste fragments. 

Schist and schistose greywacke assemblages - artefacts 

and waste fragments., 

Argillite and slate/ slaty argillite assemblages 
artefacts and vmste flakes., 

Volcanic argillite and spilitic lava assemblages -
artefacts ancl waste £'lakes .. 

Ser:pe:ntine, nephrj_te, bower.Lite and talc assemblages -· 
artefact;s and waste pieces., 
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Obsiclian 3 3 57 20 1127 102 56 488 225 10 713 2 13 579 165 ·j 31 ·jQ 37011. 

Metasomatisecl 1 60 21 387 39 30 371 70 l+ 294 2 7 239 6Ii- 73 1-1 -1672 
argillite 

Greywacke 9 6 168 17 52 1:.11 95 8 338 5 30 362 213 lf.9 ., 
L 1765 

S&"'ldstone -j 48 5 4 lilf- 1 1 18 1 -1 9 2 15 150 

Limestone lf- 37 3 3 41 1 28 li.3 4 lf- 168 

Schist 1 11 1 12 1 1 li- 1 2 34 

Schistose 3 2 12 2 11 3 2 35 
greywacke 

Pumice 1 13 3 ?7 
-1 1 30 2 11_._ 9 100 

Argillite 1 15 16 5 20 15 6 2 80 

Slate/slaty 1 1 2 18 1 23 
argillite 

Volcanic 2 1 8 li. 4 2 21 
argillite 

Spilitic lava 6 2 5 1 1 4 1 20 

Nephrite 1 1 2 Li. 

Serpentine 1 3 1 2 2 9 

Talc 1 1; 

Calcite 2 1 1 1 5 

Haematite 1 5 4 2 1 1 5 19 

Orthoquartzite 1 2 1 1 5 
Concretions 10 10 

Bryozaa 2 2 

Quart:z crystal 1 1 

Fossil bivalves 5 5 
Nannofossil 1 1 
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.ll. Total assemblage for the Vlashpool Hide.en Site 
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Chert 26 197 9 11 6 '&;.. 2 2 337 

Obsidian 4 237 2 l+ 2 1 6 1 ?t:;"'7 
-.,// 

Metasomatisea. 1+7 35 2 1 1 86 
argillite 

Gre,y·wacke 4 14 2 2 22 

Sano.stone 4. 3 7 
Limestone 2 5 7 
Schist 2 1 

.., 
:> 

Schistose 1 1 
greywacke 

Pu.lilice 1 1 

Argillite 1 1 

Nephrite 1 1 
Q .I..' uer:penl,J.ne 1 1 2 

Calcite 1 1 2 

Haematite 5 5 
Orthoquartzite 3 3 
Nannof'ossil 1 1 

Quartz cr,y-steJ. 3 1 l:-

Irossil gastropod 1 1 

Faecal caste 1 1 

11orr11\LS 90 508 11 20 7 2 88 9 7 742 

Be Washpool sites other than the Wash:pool :Midden Site (i'.!1)., 

Total assemblages .. 
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Obsidian 14J+ l~ 2 11.r- 161{-

li:etasomatised 167 13 1 l,.O 221: 
argillite 

Greywacke 36 25 1 56 ns 
Sands-t~one 1 1 

Limestone 9 6 15 
Schist 2 1 2 5 
Schistose 1 2 3 

grey,mcke 

Argillite 5 5 
Volcanic 2 2 

argi11ite 

Calcite 1 1 

Haematite 5 5 

TOTALS 1:173 68 9 171 11;.21 

C., Total assemblages f'or Lfoil:au and W11angamoana sites. 
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Chert 21 8 22 28 79 
Obsidian 2 5 1 1 9 

Metasomatised. 8 2 11 21 
argillite 

C+reywacke 1 3 35 23 62 

Sand.stone 1 1 

Limestone 1 1 3 
,-
:::i 

Schistose 2 1 3 
gre.),rwacke 

A:rgillite 1 1 

Volcanic 1 
argillite 

Calcite 1 1 

Camptonite 2 2 

TOTALS 25 28 64- 68 185 

D. Total assemblage for the Black Rocks Sites$ 
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Chert 62 137 34- 19 12 3 53 12 r 338 0 

Obsidian 42 93 21,. 11 4 1 1 13 2 191 

Hetasomatised 31 30 16 11 3 7 19 93 1 211 
argi11ite 

Greywacke 42 20 li- 2 5 1 I 7 1 86 LJ-

Sandstone 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 -12 

Limestone 2 12 9 2 1 1 1 28 

Schist 1 1 

Schistose 1 2 3 
grey,•:acke 

Pu.mice 29 1 2 32 
Argillite 1 1 2 

Volcanic 1 1 2 
argillite 

Nephrite 1 1 

Bmvenite 1 1 

S er:pent:L'Yle 1 1 2 

Haematite ~ 1 4-
1-j 

./ 

Bryozoa 1 1 
1 Camptonite 2 2 I 

! 
I j' Ji'ossil 1 1 
i bivalves '1 

Jasper 1 1 

Nannofossil 1 1 

TOTALS 217 301 90 50 29 13 80 130 10 920 

Total assemblage for Pararaki and Kawakawa p;ver mouths. 
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Layer 1 1 1 2 

Layer 2 3 3 33 57 96 

Layer 3 12 1 7 36 l.i-6 

Layer lf- Black 11 18 191:. 880 1103 

Layer 4 Gravel 29 37 66 

Lens II .A 1 5 32 38 

Layer l.1- Sandy 5 6 98 465 57li-

Lens V B 4 18 135 157 

G-ravel Lens 3 25 28 
over Lens II B 

Lens II B I~ 5 1 Or O:J 54-1 I 735 
Lens III C 1 2 3 
Lens III D 5 18 23 

Crust of Layer 5 2 2 94 345 41+3 

Structures lt- 2l:-- 158 186 

1~11 Unprovenanced 1 7 15 129 152 

i11 Vici..YJ.ity 1 2 3 

TOTALS 29 50 716 28611- 3659 

Camp Site 1 i 
..., 

17 26 I 

·vra11ea. G-arden 7 9 52 129 197 
Garden Terrace 3 I' Q 0 .,, 

Raised Rim Pit 1 1 3 6 11 

Fort Site 1 3 2 6 

Clef't Burial 

~t'errace House 2 82 ~ 

J:itoki p·.1.. J.v 2 2 
1 G-rea:t Vl all of 1 2 

Vl11atara.ngi 1 

~CW:ALS 13 11 69 244- 337 

J?. Chert totals for the Washpool sites. 



:Mo-ikau: 

Ho-il-;:au House 

Cooking area 

Moikau surface 
collection 

Vlhangamoana 
surface collection 

TOTALS 

Black Rocks: 

Pond Eidden (Bo Re 2) 

Black J,~idden (B .. R.3) 

Crescent Mid.den ( B. R.lf-) 

Surf'ace collection 

TOTALS 

Pararaki: 

raa.a.en wall 

tHearth 1 t 

'Hearth 2• 

Bridge approach 

ParareJd north 
surface collection 

'L-shaped House' 

Pararaki south 
sv.rf'ace collection 

TO'.I'ALS 

Kawakawa: 

Surface collection 

Burials 

Waiwhero 

TOTALS 
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li. 
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27 

83 
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1 
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tQ 
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~ 
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-,>..:l 
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~;: 

730 

13 
4 

12 

759 

14 

5 
6 

10 

35 

~-3 

117 

20 

16 
8 

-1 
I 

22 

227 

4 

5 

9 

Cl) 
i-::i 

E~ 
0 
E-t 

801.:-

25 
5 

l1.7 

881 

21 

8 

22 

28 

79 

62 

137 

34-
-1q 
1., 

1i2 

3 

53 

320 

12 

6 

1 

19 

G-., Chert totals for 1Ioikau, Black Rocks, Pararaki and Kawa.kawa., 
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~ t) 
i'.-1 ~ 0 H '-. 

bl) a? l'.-1 
aj f..1 Q.() 

i:l ~ c• ·+' (\() ~:1 , .. 1 

('(j .r::l l V ('.) <l) <:!' 
.r::l o.O rd ~ qj (I) E-l 
0 •rl •d ,J rl f..1 0 ... i-=l ~-;,,-~ 

;<o::::'i P. r:Q t}:'i E-1 

Turf 

Layer 1 1 1 

Lay-er 2 10 2 13 8 26 1 60 

Layer 3 7 8 2 l1- 21 

Layer 4 Black 133 7 14-0 64 36 7 3'o/ 
Layer l1- Gravel 8 1.1- 6 15 6 39 
Lens II J.\ 2 7 9 10 2 30 
Layer 4 Sandy se 22 97 102 67 3 371 
Lens V B 17 ·18 25 10 70 
Gravel lens 3 1 4 

over Lens II B 

Lens II B 66 15 76 108 22 7 294 

Lens III C 2 2 
Lens III D 1 3 2 1 7 
Crust of Layer 5 1,._7 10 53 96 33 239 
Structu1•es 13 3 --12 -1 h 

I_.) 21 64 
M1 Unprovena:n.ced 20 3 14 16 15 5 73 
:M1 Vicinity 2 8 ,, 

11 ' 

TOTALS 404 66 h-52 463 262 26 1673 

Camp Site 13 6 9 18 ·J 47 
V!alled c+evra.en 9 

/ 15 5 -z.r:: 0 ./ _.) 

Raisec1 Rim Pit 2 2 
Titoki Pi·t ,l 1 i 

1C~1·eat Wall of 
\'Thatarangi' 1 1 

TOTALS 22 15 24 23 2 86 

H., Washpool sites: hand specimen colours :ror metasomatised 

argiJ.lite assemblages~ 



"" t .t> 
l'.-1 \])~ ,... 
o.O l'.-l _!,.-..,) al 

b.O (J) i:-1 
eel l'.-l b.O Cf.) 
i:-: .p 1° ,1q i:: i-=1 
cu ,.,d "" 0 Q) <.:~'' 

..cl o.b rd ~ m Q) ~l 
0 •rl 11rt ccJ r-l l'.-l 0 

H ~~~ A r-Q 0 E-1 
1'Ioikau: 

Ho-ikau House 2 4- 51 61 29 20 167 

Cooking area 8 11. 1 13 

I; Surface collection 
., '] I 

"\1i11angamoana 8 r 20 7 4-0 :) 

s1.1.rface collection 

TO'.l'ALS 10 5 64- 81 11.0 21 221 ..-

I Black Rocks: 

I Pond. Midd.en ( B.R. 2) 

Black :Mia.a.en (n R .. \ De lo Ji 3 ~- 1 8 

Crescent Hida.en (B.R*li-) 1 1 2 

Surface collection 1 1 2 1 l+ 2 11 

TOTALS 4- 1 7 2 h 2 21 .,I 

[,, Pararaki: 

Midden "\fall 15 11 3 2 31 

'Hearth 1 t 4- 16 8 2 30 
1Hearth 2' 1 1 1 11 2 16 

Bridge ap1Jroach li- 3 3 1 11 

Pararaki north 2 1 3 
, ,.surface .co1181j,}tion 

'L-shaped House' 5 2 7 
Pararald south ;: 3 10 3 19 ..I 

surface collection 

TO'l'ALS iO '1 39 l:-8 16 3 117 

Kavrakawa: 

Surface collection 23 2 33 l~ 27 4- 93 
Burials 

., 
1 I 

TO'l'ALS 23 2 33 1.:- 28 4- 9l:-. 

I. 1Ioikau, Black Rocks, Pararaki and Kawakawa sites: 

hai"'ld specimen colou~es f'or metasomatisea. arg:i.J.lite assemblages. 
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ro (!) 
(I) ,.!,1 

'~ 
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r-1 
r·I H ~H Ul 
lt-1 0 .µ 

"-..,,.rd t) 
{/.i rrj rrj (l) {{.l ()j 
(!) (I) ,::: ~) +' G-1 

'@ QJ) (\:l (I) .~ (!) 

cu (]) -J.:> 
rl ~:i 'fil rfJ 0 ~·l 
'+; c-J Pl (1j 

rd re: i:.i O'.l 
Q) i U) (l) r-1 L'.l ~I I-""\ 

+..) (l) •rl ~ .-l (!) Q) <i 
((l <10 .-l •d ::.i ..c: 8 
,;;j rrj 0 ct', i:,; 0 ..µ 0 
~ Fl P-t ~~ A 0 0 E-1 

Turf 

Layer 1 1 
.,, 
I 

La:rer 2 26 1 ~':'; 
~...1 60 

Layer 3 12 7 1 1 flake adze 21 

Lasrer 11_ Black 231 5 131 1~- 1 1 blade (knife) 387 
1 roughout 
2 adze polls 
i adze l)OT'tion 

La.3rer LJ- G-:cavel ·14 2 20 3 39 
Lens II A 18 i 9 i adze poll 30 

1 adze portion 

Layer LJ- Sancy 235 l• r 125 6 1 adze portion 371 

Lens V B L!2 2 2l:- 1 1 1 am:uletf 70 
G-ravel Lens 3 'l ~-

over T..1ens II B 

Lens II B .II], .... 
l+o 5 128 8 1 butt of 'hogback' 291!-

1 roughout portion 
.5 aclze portions 

Lens III C 1 1 2 

Lens III D 6 1 7 
Cr...rnt of Layer r 155 2 68 8 2 adze butts 239 '.) 

3 adzes 
1 flake lmif'e 

Structures 1.:.1 21 ·J 1 adze butt 6~. 

liI1 Unprovenancea. l.i-8 21 3 1 chisel blacle 73 
Mi Vicinity 5 1 

.., 
1 adze bevel 11 l 

1 1A adze 
1 flake knife 
1 'hogback' 

TOTALS 981.~ 23 590 46 1 29 1:673 

J0 Eetasomatised argillite to9l types - We.shpool l.Iidden Site .. 
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~1 (l) 
(l) ~ 
~ cd 
(cl r-l 

r-1 r..i <+-t Cl'.l 
G--l 0 .µ 

~al C) 
<'.11 rd u:i cd 
(I) (l) rt ~'.l ..µ G--l 

'@ ti.D 8 lf.l .~ (1) 

CG (l) t rl ~ rg ~ 0 
G--l P.1 cd 

rd ,.cj ~-I U) 
(l) I :f.l (I) H l'.-1 1-=l 

-P (1) •rl ~ rl (l) .0::-:.:.1 

t':l ~ r·I s •rl .s:1 E-1 
,J 0 cj ~l +:i C.) 

t-,,,.. f:r.:; fJ .. , rel A (".) !:-I ~-" 

Camp Site 11-i- i 29 3 1+7 

TTallea. Gara.en 1lf. 2 13 5 1 adze butt 35 
Rais ea. Rim Pit 1 1 2 

Titoki Pit -1 1 
1G-reat Wall of 

1.'Tna tarangi' i 2B aclze 1 

TOTALS 29 3 W+ 8 ') 86 c.. 

K. I.Ietasomatj .. sed. argillite too·l tJrpes - other \Iasl1pool siteB. 
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{fJ (j) 
(l) "'' ~@ ~cd 

rl 

r' i:.; (i..1 (I.) 

-I ,,? rd .;.:, 
C) 

w rd rd' (j) w cu 
(l) Q.\ ~ rr., .p tfl (i..1 

~ 
fo.Q tel {fJ .~ ~ (!) 
qJ (tl C) +) 

r! ~ rd ~· 0 0 1'.-1 
G-l (i) rrj Pr ,; m 

rd ,..c: ?-I ,.0 Ci) 
(i) I tfl (l) rl l'.-1 H 
.p (i) •d ··1 rl (l) 0) <.rJ 
i'2 r2r ,; ~ •d ~-: ..Q [-! 

j\;oikau: 
qJ 0 C\l H 0 +:i 0 

p'; µq P-1 ..Q A 0 ('' 8 .. , 

Ifojj:au 11ou.se 76 ' 80 4 1 flake adze 167 i Lf. 

'I 1 adze portion I 1 chisel end 

Cooking area 2 1 8 1 butt of hogback 13 
1 ' . 1 cnise- butt 

Surface collection 1 adze butt 1 
1\'lhangamoana 15 2 21 1 ·1 chisel bevel l+O 

surface collection 

TOTALS 93 7 '1.09 5 7 221 

Black Rocks: 

Blaclc l1Iia.a.en (u n ::;'\ .u,. J~l-o / I 4 11. 8 

Crescent 1\Iidden (B.R.l!}1 .,,. 
I 2 

Surface collecjdon 2 2 5 2 adze bu.tts 11 

TOTALS 7 2 10 2 21 

Parara...'ld: 

Midde.t"1 Z.Tall 13 1li- 3 1 adze butt 31. 
" 'Hearth 1' 12 17 1 complete adze 30 

I, 
1.6 I 'Hearth 2' 11 !" 

;J 

Bridge approacb. 2 5 1 1 Type 3 adze 11: 
2 ac1ze butts 

Pararaki north. 1 1 1A adze portion 3 
s1.1.rface collection 1 adze portion 

'L-shapea. House' ;; 1 3 7 .,, 

Pararald south 7 2 7 1 complete adze 10 , · ·./ 

I surface collection 2 adze butts 

TOTALS 49 3 51 3 1 1'0 117 

Ka .. ~ra.kawa: 

Surface collection 73 1 18 1 adze portion 93 
Burials 1 1 

TOT.tUS 73 1 19 1 ]lf. 

L. IfoJc as o:mo:t is ea. a1 ... gilli1-; e tool types - Mo-H::au, Black Rocks, 

ParareJd and KawakaYra sites .. 



rd {Q rd ,:Q rd u, 
G) Q) (!) <l) Cl) (1) 
bJ) .Y, bJ) ,_':,;~1 o.O ~ m c;3 C(, ccj a:l a:l >~ rl r:J d f:1 r·! (tl C;.1 {\) r.d G-i rd rzj rd w 
I (!) rl i I (j) r·I I Q) rl ~2 f>-f G) -P (\) Q) +) cd (1) -l..:l (1j µ:, tt() c'.l .p ~ Ul .µ p, o:) t,J -:.:i ,., 

,-.j rd (\) 0 i:\:: d 
c:-i 

t"l;l 0 ~ ri::J ~l 0 (') 
C.'J f:;:--: ;:: f-I :.::i r,q t;:: 8 ~-=l f-":,:: 8 [-i 

Turf 2 1 
.,, 

3 :J 

Lay-er 1 1 1 2 2 3 

Layer 2 1 3 1+ 3l+ 19 53 57 
Lajrer 3 

., 1 2 12 5 n ,, 
1 20 I l 

Layer 1,. Black 73 91 16lf- 270 
I./ 680 959 1 3 Ii .. 1127 

Layer 1+ Gr~av·el /' 6 56 40 96 102 l) 

Lens II ,, 
1 1 8 27 35 ·j 1 r::c:1 

J:~ _;O 

Layer 1:- Sandy 29 51 80 'l .38 269 4-07 1 1 488 

Lens V B 16 51 67 3-1 127 i 58 225 

Gravel Lens ?; 1 1+ i ' r- ·J 1 10 ./ 4~ :J 
over Lens II B 

Lens II B 68 7Li. 11.l-2 278 287 565 2 1 .... /' 7-13 0 

Lens III C 1 1 -1 1 2 

Le:r'ls III D 13 13 -13 
r, .. ...,.,, ,""J, .. 
V.LU.J.")\I of Layer 5 1.,..0 11l:- ·1 5tl- 1-J9 306 l.i.25 579 
S..,crt1-ct1-1.res 5 19 21+ 2q 1-11 111-0 1 ., 165 ., . 
M 1 Unprovenancea. 12 'l9 31 1:.1 l+-9 100 1.31 

1(1 Vici.nit."/ 2 2 8 8 10 

TOTi1J-:iS 258 425 ;683 1038 191:-9 2987 7 8 15 3704 

·1,19 pieces -;;.ve1"le teJcen from Lens -,-.L. .,;;J,, by :.7 a1'.'a. for .JC. P_. lt\, 2a11alysis,. 

Camp Site 3 
_, 

4- 1+ I 

'ifall.ed G-arden 1~ 17 33 ,62 14-0 202 2 2 237 

Garden l'eJ:-a1-iacG 1 1 2 2 

ltai.sed.. Rim Pit 3 
.., 

l+ 11-I 

Cleft Burial 2 2 2 

Terrace p iiOUSe 1 1 1 

Titoki Pit 1 2 3 ,; ,; ,. 
_,. ./ 0 

uG·reat 1fall of 1 1 1 
1im.atarangi' 

TOTALS 18 22 40 69 11,.6 21~ 2 2 2"7 :::>. 

E. Obsidian details f'or tl1e '!Tas:hpool Sites. 



tlJ t2 
(l) (j) 

r-~ 
M 
ctl 

r-l r-l 
G--1 t,_, 
rd l1l rd l1l 
(l) (l) Ql (l) 

oD ~1 fl') '@ 
~ 

C\.l ci:l ,-~ El r-1 
G-; rd G-; 

rd rd i'./) 

:>-i 
I <I) r-1 &\" 

l (!) .-l r-1 
(1) -f-) Cil (!) +:> m ... .::.1 

µ-J Q() u.i .p fo'::l l)D (/) .p E-1 
rJ. rd m 0 5 rd m 0 (.::.) 

0 l=-1 i:: 8 j'.1:'i t;:--.. E-l E-1 

Hoikau: 

Eoikau House 7 13 ')0, ,_v li--·J 83 121.;.. 1 l:11 .. 

Coolcl-r1,5 area r, 2 l,.. 4 '~ 

Surface collection 2 2 2 

V/hangamoana. 12 2 -'' ilf. 14 
s 1.1.1"*f a. c e collection 

~:OTALS 7 ·13 20 55 89 'l 41:- 161+ 

Black Rocl:s: 

Ponclliiicl.o.en C'' "D 9\ 2 2 " Do..:.'-•,.__; c.. 

Blctct: liiclclen In 'P 3\ 5 c:; r 
\15•~-• i -' :) 

Crescent 1Iida.en '-r> n 1 , 
~ D0-·c•<!-; 1 1 1 

Surface collection 1 1 1 

l 10T.2\LS 9 9 9 

Pararaki: 

Lia.den Viall 2 2 17 23 li-0 l.12 

'Hearth 1 t l;. 1 5 38 50 88 a~ 
/ .,/ 

hT ....t'.h ,.ea~"·· 21 3 3 11:- 7 21 21-1-

Bria.ge approach lf. 7 11 11 ( 

ParareJ::i north 1 -1 1 2 3 l+ I 

surface collection 

Pararald sou1~11 'l 1 1 
surface collection 

'L-shaped House' 1 1 1 

TOTALS 7 l:. 'l 1 76 89 165 176 I 

Iiawakawa: 

Surface collection -1 -1 r, 10 1 i1 -13 I I L 

Bu1"'ia.ls 2 2 2 

TOT.ALS .. ,A 2 12 1 13 1 r 
I I . :) 

:N$ Obsia.ian a.etails for 1fojjmu, Black Rocks, Pararaki ana~ Ka:riaka,,a sites. 
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co v'.l Q'.) .. i::l ~~: ().) 

C) d {Q 0 (lj -:-' 
rd f-i g H ~., r-! i:-, 

t'l 0 rd '" (1) {J} G--1 cd 
H .£1 H rd Y.l P-i F-i v".l 
Q) ~'l (l) i Q) p., (1) (l) l'-i ~ .µ •rl 

~ 
(1) 

,.,_, 
0 

~ ·P (1) 
.µ r-l c:O -::..;;i .-Cl l'./) rt:1 E·, 
:::l 0 rd ,l D Cu cj .µ 0 

0 P.; .Ci fc~ G--1 ... lJ~ t-- 0 8 F··· 

Lajl·er 2 2 1 6 q 
,/ 

Laye1" 3 5 1 grindstone 
,,. 
b 

La~rer l;.. Black 30 8 3 •i 5 120 1 spall 168 

Layer ' (~ravel 1 1 1:1.~ .. 1 spall 17 L;.. 

Lens II A. 17 1 ,, 
1 29 1 adze poll 52 I 

-l spall I 

·J worked piece 

Layer l:- Sm1ct1 25 8 i::; 368 1 d1 ... ill:point l:-11 ., 
i grin cl stone 
1 chis,31 rougi.1-iout 
2 1--:o}cowai 5rinders 

~"'*=-·''' 

Lens V J3 l,.. 91 95 
(~ravel Lens 

over Lens 7-;~ B 1 1 1 h 8 -L..L ~) 

Lens II B 28 3 7 2 296 ·J aa.z8 portio11 338 
1 core bou1der 

.Liens III C 1 
, 

5 Lf-

Lens III D 1 1 28 30 

Crust of LaJrer 5 1:2: 1 6 31:-2 .. file 362 I 

St1~uc·tt1..res ~- ') 
L- 207 213 

1'11 Unprovenanced 1 1 2 l,1 .. 5 1._Q . ,/ 
liii Vic-i·t1ity 1 1 aa.ze portion 2 

TOTALS 127 21 30 3 9 ·1560 15 1765 

Camp Site 2 1 1 1+. 

Walled C~ard.e11 3 2 
_., 

1 7 1~-I 

'.R.aisecl p· ~cJ..ffi Pit 2 2 

'G-reat Wall of 1 1 aa.ze portion 2 
\'./hatarangi' 

~;:OTALS 5 3 ·1 r; 10 i 22 ,::. 

O.. C0re,YTiacke details for the Washpool Sitesa 
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$-1 rCr rd p.., H 
Q) !1.l <D I P-i Q) (l) H 

..p •rl s (1) 0 § +' GJ 

.µ r-1 F-1 bD ..£1 t'.l rLi 
;:l 0 oj rd t.) (,} CTl .. p 

0 (' ,, Fl - h-l t~~; C) ,..y r..., i..J-1 

l/lo-i1i::au: 

lfoikau Eouse 3 9 2 1 21 

Cooking a .. :r~ea 9 2 2 i 1-1 

Su1~ace collection 1 adze 
1;111a...ngamo 2.11a 6 5 16 10 10 9 edge-a.arrraged 

su1.-rface collection spalls 

TOT.i\LS 18 11 9 -16 12 1+2 10 

Black Rocks: 

Pond fi'licld.en (B.R.2) 1 

Black 1Iicl.clen ('' 1l ,, De ... o )) 1 2 

Crescent Hidden 7 15 2 il;... 1 grindstor1e :; 
f B Tl I, 'l 
\ . ··-•·-,-, 

Surface collection 8 l+ 3 1 3 ' spalls Li-

1I10'l1J~1S 12 19 5 1 20 5 

Parara.l,,:i: 

1,Iidden VTall l+ 11 8 2 17 

'Hearth 1 ' 5 1 7 1 6 
1:aearth 2' 1 3 
Bridge apprach ,) 1 ~ l 

Pararaki nor'ch 1 2 1i spall 
sur-.E'ace collection 1 aa.ze 

'L-shaped House' 1 

Pararak:i. south 1 1 1 1 1handaxe' 
surface collection 

TOT,iLS 10 13 18 5 28 4 

I(awalra wa: 

Surface collection 1 2 A 2 1 adze butt I 

Burials 1 

TO'I'ALS 1 1 2 2 1 

P~ Crreywacke a.etails for I.foikau., Black Rocks, Pararaki 

ana. Kawakawa sites .. 
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Layer 2 i 1 1 3 4 
La.fer ,: ..., 

La_yer Li- Black: 10 27 2 f'ile r"'ragments 8 Lj.8 2 27 -1 drill point ~7 ..,, 
·j si:r.J~er 7 polish ea. flal::es 

Layer 1., Gravel .:; 5 2 i ~ ,. .., .., 

Lens II A 11. lf- 3 .3 
Layer 1,. Sana.:v ,... 

21-1- -15 li-4 2 35 1 drill point lL 1 >'"\ .., 
'' 

3 polishe1l flakes 

Lens V B 1 1 1 1 

Gravel Lens 1 1 
over Lens II B 

Lens II B 3 5 ,) f'ile 7 18 1 20 7 polish ea. 28 l 

2 han:rm.erstones flakes 

Lens III C 1 1 

Lens III D 1 1 

Crust of' Layer 5 
.., 

5 1 9 2 37 1 adze portion 4-3 :; 
~ polished flakes :> 

Structures ·1 1 f-il e 2 
.., 

1' polished flake l+ :; 

l':I1 Unprove.nancecl. 2 3 10 15 Li- ~-

IJI1 Vicinity 

TO'I'ALS 24 78 7 1:.1 150 11 ii33 24 168 

Camp Site 2 2 4 1 1 " L 

V!alled Gara.en 2 
.., 3 1 3 1 drill point r 

I l ) 

I 
I TOTALS 2 4 1 7 2 L: .. 1 7 

Q,. Sano.stone and limestone details for the Washpool sites .. 
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